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F E M A L E C E N T A U R O R SPHINX? ON N A M I N G S C E A T T Y P E S :
T H E C A S E O F BMC T Y P E 47
M . J.

MOREHART

A C H A R A C T E R I S T I C A L L Y brilliant scheme to classify all Anglo-Saxon early eighth-century
pennies, denarii, or sceattas, as they are generally called, into newly conceived 'series' was
published by Stuart Rigold in 1977.1 In addition to establishing criteria for these series,
Rigold made of them an expandable language for the analysis of types by labelling his
series alphabetically and providing rules for combining these letter labels so that any new
coin type could be described. But simultaneously, although without any specific relationship to this new system, he also substituted new names never before used in
numismatic literature for the customary names of some sceattas. Among these changes are
'shield' for 'Celtic cross', 'wyvern' for 'dragon', 'wolf worm' for 'wolf tore', and 'sphinx' for
'female centaur'.
The importance of Rigold's work on the dating and ordering of the sceattas is such that
his new series classifications have already begun to appear as part of the standard
identification of types in published numismatic literature. Naturally enough, as this new
system is applied in use, it carries along with it Rigold's name substitutions as well. For
example, Ian Stewart, in his 1984 survey of the early English denarial coinage 2 follows
Rigold's series classification, extending the SMC/Hill numerical type sequence. In the
process, he accepts certain of the new names, such as 'sphinx', rejects others in favour of
the traditional names, and offers his own variants for still others.
Neither Rigold nor Stewart has provided in their publications a rationale for their
respective name changes. Yet surely, before putting these, or any other, new type names
into general use, it is worthwhile to discuss whether each proposed change is for the better.
Admittedly, earlier research on the sceattas has left us a legacy of unsuitable names, each
usually expressing a theory current when the name was assigned, but later disproven. Some
of these names have subsequently been changed to, or supplemented by, neutral
designations. 'Wodan', BMC type 66, now Rigold's 'facing head', series Z, is an example
of this process. On the other hand, the term 'sceat', although proven incorrect more than
twenty years ago, seems immune to change. I would like to consider here what criteria
would justify changes in widely accepted or traditional names of sceat types in the
literature.
To the numismatist fluent in the use of BMC type numbers, these unscientific popular
names may seem unimportant, but there are at least two reasons for choosing them with
care. One is that the names chosen have the power to produce images in the mind's eye,
and these images suggest connections with similar themes represented on either coins or
art objects. In this sense it is probable that the names given to types influence the direction
of research, both favourably and unfavourably. For example, 'Wodan' not only awakens
very different associations than 'facing head', but points misleadingly to an earlier date
than that now assigned to the type. Another reason for care in naming types is that
Acknowledgements.
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interested readers who, like myself, are not numismatists, usually rely on these descriptive
type names when reading numismatic literature, rather than on the technical languages for
the definition of coin types, which are difficult to apply when not consistently used. But
even the type names do not make understanding easy for the non-specialist, since they do
not always coincide with the customary names for the same designs in the literature of
Anglo-Saxon art, archaeology or history. Would it not be desirable, as a general rule, to
work toward a common terminology for types for these various disciplines? There are two
contradictory numismatic obstacles to reaching this goal: some type names are not
standard in the numismatic literature, others are so embedded that any change would be
difficult. None the less, we should try to use those names for sceat types which free them
from inappropriate or too narrow connotations. There is at this juncture a pressing need to
think through the basic problems of classification and nomenclature, and to make sure that
both encourage rather than inhibit the growth of knowledge. Ideally, all names, new or
old, should be neutral as to theories, and precisely and concisely describe the actual coin
design, while also avoiding any specialized terms which might be stumbling blocks for the
general reader.
Let us apply this test to a few examples of changes of type names made in Rigold's 1977
series list. Rigold's 'type' is a 'design, generally defined by a form of words, like a heraldic
blazon'. 3 His comparison with heraldry seems to have led him to employ such terms as
'shield' and 'saltire', which are rarely applied by art historians and archaeologists to
Anglo-Saxon designs. Saltire is readily understandable, but shield would suggest to most
readers a different shape than the equal-armed cross with expanded arms of BMC types 14,
34, 39, 48, 93 and 106, of series H and L. Moreover, 'shield' is potentially confusing
because it had often been applied to the different BMC type 49, which Rigold names 'face
and bosses', certainly a better description of this design. Rigold's series L and H 'shield'
was formerly called 'Celtic cross', a name which art historians, archaeologists and others
have often applied to this design when it appears in seventh- or eighth-century insular art.
'Celtic cross', although incorrect in that it is not specifically Celtic, is none the less a more
accurate description than 'shield' of the design's intent, for like the 'knotted cross', BMC
type 52, and the 'stepped cross', BMC type 53, the Celtic cross was an insular form of the
Christian cross, 4 and thus analogous to the crosses and Christian monograms so prominent
on Merovingian coins contemporary with the sceattas. The Christian character of the
design is amply demonstrated by the similar form of seventh-century gold garnet inlaid
pendant crosses from Wilton and Ixworth, the pectoral cross found in St Cuthbert's coffin,
and the eighth/ninth-century bronze cross from Canterbury. 5
Rigold's proposal to change the name of BMC types 40 and 57, both in series O, from
'dragon' to 'wyvern', is also unacceptable by the criteria we are testing. The 'wyvern' is a
form of dragon popular as a heraldic emblem and in general use in medieval art from the
early Norman period. These wyverns were similar to the familiar dragon in having wings, a
serpent's tail and eagle-like claws, but differed in having only two legs in place of four. 6
The sceat animal indeed appears with only one or two hind legs, but never with the bat-like
wings or the long, often knotted, tapering tail of the usual wyvern or dragon of later
English art. Wyvern is thus hardly a precise description of the sceat design. 'Dragon', the
traditional name for the sceat animal, is not much better, although it has sometimes been
applied by art historians and archaeologists to an animal resembling that on the sceat,
3

Rigold, p. 21.
W. Op den Velde, and W. J. De Boone, 'Het raadsel
van het ringenornament' in Westerheim, 32 (1983), 355-64
have shown that the interlaced ring design on coins of the
'Maastricht' type can be interpreted as a Christian cross.
4

5
For illustrations see R. Jessup, Anglo-Saxon Jewellery
(New York, 1953), pis. XXVII, XXX, XXXI.
6
See C. H. Gibbs-Smith, 'Notes on the plates', in The
Bayeux Tapestry, edited by F. M. Stenton (London, 1956),
pp! 86, 165, pi' 13.
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whether with four legs or two, when it occurs in Germanic ornamental metalwork of the
fifth to the eigth century, although plain 'animal' is more usual. 7 An important element in
many versions of this animal design is a turned back head. This feature is incorporated in
the neutral design description used by some numismatists, 'dragon looking back' or
'dragon, reverted head', as well as in the art historian's and archaeologist's 'animal with
turned back head' or 'backward looking animal'. 8 Since the name 'dragon' has been used
considerably longer than 'wyvern' by both numismatists and scholars in related fields, this
traditional type name should probably be retained.
Rigold's proposed 'wolf worm' seems a radical remedy for any perceived deficiencies of
the older 'wolf tore' for BMC type 32a, in his series K. 'Wolf serpent', the other traditional
name for the motif, conveys the same form concept as 'worm', but without the bizarre
dimensional and other form problems presented by 'wolf worm', especially in such
extensions of it as 'wolf worm with legs'. From the art historian's point of view, if the
customary name had to be changed, the 'curled wolf' adopted by Stewart would be
preferable. 9 But this name can also be improved upon. Since the theory that the wolf types
descended from BMC type 7, 'she-wolf and twins', has been shown by Metcalf and Walker
to be incorrect, 10 the 'wolf' could readily be dropped in favour of 'canine', a neutral design
description used by most non-numismatists for the corresponding animal in eighth-century
Anglo-Saxon metalwork and manuscripts.
As with all his other name changes, Rigold never explained in print why he changed the
name of BMC type 47, the sole type in his series S, from 'female centaur' to 'sphinx'. But
Metcalf has published an ingenious theory in defence of this name change, 11 which
presents the framework for a much more detailed discussion of the 'female centaur' to
'sphinx' change than is possible for any other of Rigold's proposed name changes.
'Female centaur' has long been universally applied to the design on the obverse of the
BMC type 47 (plate, n o . l ) . 1 2 Keary recognized the design as 'centaur like' and 'female'
when he catalogued BMC type 47 in 1887. 13 The art historian, Baldwin Brown, discussed
the design as a 'female centaur' three decades later. 1 4 Both numismatists and art historians
have used the name 'female centaur' (sometimes 'centauress') ever since, even though they
have had many differences of opinion about other aspects of the design. Some, like Keary,
have seen it as a winged creature. Others have seen the centaur's wings as branches. The
many different models proposed for the female centaur have ranged from Roman
ornamental metalwork to a Roman legionary coin to the very imaginative suggestion of
Rigold that the emperors' heads on the Victoria Augg sceat, BMC type 1, could have given
rise to the breasts and Victory to the head and wings. Yet all of these discussions were
concerned with a design seen by all as the same basic creature, to which the neutral design
name 'female centaur' was applied, where 'centaur' means 'having the head and upper
body of a human, the lower body of a horse', and 'female' is distinguished from 'male'
mainly by the presence or absence of breasts, sometimes by long hair or other feminine
body traits.
In short, the name 'female centaur' for the obverse of BMC type 47 appears to meet all
the criteria for a suitable 'form of words' to define a type. It is a neutral description with a
precise meaning, mnemonic value from long use, and it relates the sceat design to the same
7
Even winged bipeds in mid-eighth century Anglo-Saxon
metalwork, such as those on the Witham pins, are termed
animals, see D. M. Wilson, Anglo-Saxon Art (New York,
1984), p. 67, pi. 33.
8
e.g., G. Behrens, 'Das Riickblickende Tier in der Vor
und Friihgeschichtlichen Kunst Mitteleuropas', in Festschrift
des Romisch-Cermanische Museums, 1 (1952), 26-43.
9
Stewart, p. 14.

10

'The "wolf" sceattas', BNJ 36 (1967), 21.
'Twelve notes on sceatta finds', BNJ46 (1976), 8-13, pi.
I, 8-11.
12
For the 1978 Maldon (Essex) find illustrated in figs 1
and 2, see D. M. Metcalf, 'Twenty-five notes on sceatta
finds' in Scealtas in England, p.197, no. 10.
13
BMC I, 21.
14
The Arts in Early England (London, 1915), III, 87f.
11
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motif displayed on other objects. Why, then, should such an apparently useful name as
'female centaur' be changed to 'sphinx', especially when the latter name requires the
qualification: 'with a horse-like body'?
Metcalf's many faceted theory in answer to this question acknowledges, and attempts to
account for, the fact that the design does look like a female centaur and specifically does
not resemble a sphinx. The major premise of the theory is that the coinage in the second
quarter of the eighth century was a royal prerogative. This being so, a political context
should be found for the 'sphinx' sceattas. A political interpretation is facilitated by the fact
that the BMC type 47 female centaur design shares its 'whorl of animal heads' reverse
(plate, no.2) with two other obverses: a standing figure holding two crosses, BMC type
23e, series U, and a 'scutiform' design (Celtic cross), BMC type 48, series H. The latter
two obverse designs have been analyzed from a political point of view by Metcalf in the
context of earlier sceattas of series U and H which share a 'bird and branch' reverse. 1 3
Metcalf regards the standing figure with crosses as a representation of King /Ethelbald
(716-57) on sceattas minted in his kingdom of Mercia, but when these Mercian 'bird and
branch' sceattas were imitated in Wessex, King ^Ethelbald's image was replaced by a
politically neutral 'scutiform' design. This same interpretation is applied to the obverses
that share a 'whorl of animal heads' reverse. Thus, BMC type 47, assigned on the basis of
its distribution to an unspecified mint in Essex, 1 6 is argued to copy an earlier 'whorl of
animal heads' sceat minted in Mercia, but with King /Ethelbald's image replaced by a local
symbol, a sphinx, to assert East Saxon independence of Mercia.
How did this East Saxon local symbol come to be a sphinx, a hybrid monster generally
associated with classical mythology? It is assumed in Metcalfs argument that the BMC
type 47 design is known to be a sphinx: the goal of the theory is to explain how this known
sphinx became a local symbol. Metcalf argues that in the eighth century the East Saxons
associated sphinxes with the British king Cunobelin and with his former capital,
Colchester. Not only have a number of sphinxes been found in Colchester in modern
times, but Cunobelin's name and Camulodunum (Colchester) appear together on coins
which display sphinxes and other mythical creatures. The impressive surviving Roman
walls of Colchester recalled to the East Saxons, not the might of Rome, but the glories of
the past associated with Cunobelin. The choice by the East Saxon king of a 'sphinx' design
for the sceat, by recalling these glories, was an assertion of East Saxon nationalism
opposed to Mercia. 1 7
But why does the female and winged 'sphinx' chosen for BMC type 47 have the body and
long legs of a horse, instead of the lion's body of the classical sphinx, and why is it standing
instead of sitting or reclining like a normal Roman sphinx? The answer according to
Metcalf lies in a silver Cunobelin coin, portraying a male centaur brandishing a branch,
which is now in the Colchester Museum. 1 8 A coin of this same type is postulated to have
been discovered in the eighth century in the East Saxon kingdom, and to have been given
to the die-engraver as the model for a sphinx. The die-engraver, 'aware in general terms of
sphinxes and their local significance', misunderstood the male centaur's nipples for breasts,
its brandished branch for a wing, to which he added another. 'Thus the East Saxon
"sphinx" derived its equine characteristics.' The borrowing from the Celtic coin demonstrates 'that the king or his advisers knew enough about Cunobelin to associate him with
Colchester'.
In sum, the craftsman and the king and/or his advisers believed that both the Cunobelin
15
'Sceattas from the territory of the Hwicce', NC 1976,
64-74.
16
For a recent discussion and map of [he coin finds from
Essex, see D. M. Metcalf,'Monetary circulation in southern

England in the first half of the eighth century' in Sceattas in
England, p. 56.
Metcalf, 'Monetary Circulation', p. 10.
18
Metcalf, 'Monetary Circulation', p. 11, pi. I, 10.
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coin's male centaur and the sceat's female-looking centaur design represented sphinxes.
Presumably the die-engraver did not have access either to Cunobelin coins which actually
display a sphinx or to the sculptured sphinxes found in Colchester, which belong io the
standard Roman seated or reclining type. 1 9
It is implicit in the arguments of Metcalf and others who rely on a 'misperception' theory
to explain the female centaur design 20 that it did not exist in any form that could have
served the die-maker directly as a model. Yet it was demonstrated long ago by Baldwin
Brown that the female centaur existed well before the eighth century in many forms
potentially available to sceat die-makers, although Baldwin Brown himself selected an
unlikely model. 2 1 The fact that the female centaur on the sceattas has wings but no arms
cannot be taken as evidence in support of the 'misconception' theory. Representations of
female centaurs with wings and without arms are not uncommon in the Roman period,
especially in small scale depictions, or on the mass-produced Samian pottery of Gaul and
the Rhineland. 2 2 It occurs, for example, in a form clearly resembling that of the sceattas,
although on a quite unrelated Celtic silver coin struck by the Boii of Pannonia about the
middle of the first century B.C. (plate, no.3), 2 3 and it is generally agreed that most of the
motifs found on this coin series derive from models in classical art.
Still, it is no more necessary to reach as far back as Roman art proper for a prototype for
the female centaur than it is to look back to a misinterpreted coin of Cunobelin, since the
female centaur has a secure place in the legacy of motifs from Roman art which were
transmitted to the Middle Ages. Centaurs, male and female, sometimes winged, but most
often not, are depicted both in England and on the Continent in a variety of ways which
can be traced directly to classical forms: the centaur family, the female centaur suckling her
babe, centaur couples and male and female centaurs singly. 24 Often these centaurs are to
be found with other animals and birds in an inhabited vine scroll, itself a legacy from
Roman art, which was especially popular in Anglo-Saxon art in the eighth century. The
many animal, bird, and vine motifs of the Secondary sceattas which can be shown to derive
from elements of the inhabited vine scroll also attest to this popularity. 25 In sharp contrast,
very few Secondary sceat motifs are directly derived from Roman coins, and none, 1
believe, from Celtic coins. This usefully narrows the search for a model for the sceat female
centaur to the most likely source: Anglo-Saxon art exhibiting the inhabited vine scroll
motif.
One Anglo-Saxon inhabited vine scroll is on the fragments of an eighth-century
sculptured frieze built in the wall of the present church of St Mary and St Hardulf at
Breedon-on-the-Hill, Leicestershire, 26 or, in terms of eighth-century political geography,
19
For the sphinx on Cunobelin's coins, see R. P. Mack,
The Coinage of Ancient Britain (London, 1964), nos 230,
237; D. Allen, An Introduction to Celtic Coins (London,
1978), no. 101.
20
e.g., P.V. Hill, 'The animal, "Anglo-Merovingian", and
miscellaneous series of Anglo-Saxon sceattas', BNJ 27
(1952), 5-6.
21
Baldwin Brown, p. 87. The Roman silver cups he cites
are now in the Bibliotheque Nationale, Cabinet des Medailles, illustrated in E. Babelon, Le tresor d'argenterie de
Berthouville (Paris, 1916), pis 9, 10. G. M. A. Richer, The
furniture of the Greeks, Etruscans and Romans (London,
1966), p. 82, figs 422, 424.
22
F. Oswald., Index of Figure Types on Terra Sigillata,
("Samian ware") (Liverpool, 1936-37), pi. XXXV, 735a,
735, pi. XXXVI, 745.
23
H. de la Tour, Atlas de monnaies Gauloises (1892),
no.10141; Allen, pp. 12, 30, no. 17.
24
The material on the female centaur in medieval art is

too extensive to be cited here. For some Continental examples see J. Adhemar, Influences antique dans Tart du moyen
agefrangais (London, 1939), p. 181f. pi. XIII, figs. 42, 44; E.
P. Evans, Animal symbolism in Ecclesiastical Architecture
(New York, 1896), p.319.
25
For examples see M. J. Morehart, 'Anglo-Saxon art
and the "archer" sceat', in Sceattas in England, pp. 181-192.
26
A. W. Clapham, 'The carved stones at Breedon on the
Hill, Leicestershire, and their position in the history of
English art', Archaeologia 77 (1927), 222, 232, pi. XXXIII,
fig. 2. For Anglo-Saxon art, besides the Breedon example,
there is a female centaur with baby on her back on the
Nunburnholme cross-shaft of the 9th—11th century. Baldwin
Brown, VI: 2 (1937), 191, pi. LVII; and two female centaurs
in the border of the Bayeux tapestry, Gibbs-Smith, p. 165,
pi. 13. Other female centaurs appear in later medieval art,
e.g., a centaur family on a 12th century capital at Iffly,
Oxford, R.T. Stoll, Architecture and sculpture in Early
Britain (New York, 1967), pis. 85-87.
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in Mercia. Among other winged creatures in the convolutions of the vine is the winged
centaur (plate, no.4). The delicacy of its upper body and its narrow waist strongly suggest a
female, but the relief is too worn for its sex to be certain. Some among the winged
company crouch in the position native to one form of the classical sphinx, which indicates
that Anglo-Saxon art of this period offered good models for both sphinx and female
centaur.
The stock of Anglo-Saxon motifs originating in Italy and the Eastern Mediterranean,
centaurs among them, came to England with the objects known to have been imported in
connection with Christian and secular activities in the late seventh and early eighth
centuries. These objects were generally portable, durable and precious, like Baldwin
Brown's Roman silver cups, whether expressed in ivories, metalwork, jewellery or textiles.
They would have been very like the silver pin with a head in the form of a female centaur
from a woman's grave in the late sixth/early seventh-century Lombard cemetery at Castel
Trosino, Italy. 2 7 Or, in a different material, like the ninth-century Carolingian ivory panel
depicting Adam and Eve in Paradise, with a centaur couple and a siren couple, both
faithfully copied from some earlier classical prototype. 2 8
The female centaur, and centaurs generally, are demonstrably fully assimilated into
Christian art. The vine scroll itself, together with each of its inhabitants, acquired Christian
meanings, but the popularity of these vine scroll motifs, especially for the eminently
secular sceattas, may have arisen rather from the strong medieval interest in fabulous
creatures so frequent in the art of the period. The sphinx motif, on the other hand,
experienced neither of these developments: it was neither assimilated into medieval
Christian art, nor was it popular. Indeed, if the BMC type 47 design really resembled a
sphinx, it would be both surprising and significant.
I can hazard only a guess as to the meaning of the female centaur to the users of the
sceattas from the fact that the sceat centaur is not the first in Germanic art. A male centaur
appeared with many other figures of men and animals on an early fifth-century pair of gold
horns from Gallehus in Danish Schleswig, now lost. 2 9 Since the figures on the horns
represented Germanic cults and ceremonies, the centaur must have been adapted to
Germanic ideas as it found its way north. The scene from an unidentified Germanic myth
on the right end of the whalebone Franks casket, probably a Northumbrian work of the
first half of the eighth century, includes a mysterious horse-headed creature with wings and
hooves. It has been suggested that this may be a Valkyrie, who 'could assume the form of a
centaur, a wolf, a swan or a raven'. 3 0 In the light of these two examples, the female centaur
on the sceattas may have suggested to the Anglo-Saxons a creature of Germanic
mythology, rather than having either Roman or Celtic overtones.
Whatever its meaning may be, my view is that the name, 'female centaur', for the BMC
type 47 obverse is a perfectly suitable neutral description of the design, given that the
representational vocabulary of medieval art is drawn from that of antiquity. This
traditional name, in addition, also embodies my view that the weight of the evidence
favours the adaption of the sceat motif from other female centaurs in Anglo-Saxon art, as
seen by the die-makers. In short, I do not accept the theory that the BMC type 47 obverse
design is a sphinx, strange looking only through a series of accidents.
The political interpretation of the BMC type 47 design does not turn on whether it is
called sphinx or female centaur, but on the 'whorl of animal heads' reverse (plate, no.2)
27
R. Mengarelli, 'La necropoli barbarica de Castei
Trosino presso Ascoli-Picenco', in Monumcnti Antichi dei
Lincei, 12 (1902), col. 228, pi. IX, 9.
28
R. Delbruck, Die Consulardiptychen und verwandte
Denkmaler (Berlin, 1929), no. 13; J. Hubert, et. al, The

Carolingian Renaissance (New York, 1970), p. 237, fig. 218.
29
M. Todd, Everyday Life of the Barbarians (London,
1972), pp. 135-37, fig. 65.
30
J. Beckwith, Ivory Carvings in Early Medieval England
(London, 1972), p. 16, fig. 7.
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common to the obverses seen as of Mercian and East Saxon minting. Without the common
'whorl of animal heads' reverse, the Mercian '^Ethelbald' motif could not be argued to
have been replaced elsewhere. 31 In this sense the animal whorl is the most important of the
motifs discussed in the proposal to change the name 'female centaur' to 'sphinx'. What are
the origins or the 'whorl of animal heads' design, and why did it become popular as a sceat
motif?
Whorls without zoomorphic additions are common in early Celtic metalwork in the
British Isles. But whorls with animal or bird heads placed toward the centre of the design,
such as those displayed on the sceattas, do not occur in insular art before the late seventh
or early eighth century. After its introduction, this new animal whorl is commonly found
side by side with the older whorl form.
Although the animal head design appears as early as the first half of the eighth century in
illuminated insular manuscripts (plate, no.5), 3 2 and continues in use in the ninth century,
the only surviving example of it in southern English metalwork, apart from the sceat
designs, is on a silver-gilt sword pommel found in Fetter Lane, London, generally assigned
to the close of the eighth century. Wilson has pointed out the parallels between this
pommel design and the animal whorl types on the sceattas, adding that the barbed tail of
the animal seen from above on the back of the pommel is probably related to the finlike
barbs of the single whirling animal of the sceat type BMC 32 called 'curled wolf' by
numismatists. 33
On the basis of these datings, the animal whorls on the sceattas must be among the
earliest examples of this new ornamental motif in metalwork. The animal head whorl may
even have been adapted from the older Celtic whorl by the goldsmiths of south-east
England for use on the larger ornamental metalwork objects which regularly supplied, in
my view, the models for the early sceat designs. For each of the other canine types on the
sceattas, for example, there are parallels in eighth-century insular art.
The BMC type 47 obverse and reverse designs may be seen, from my point of view as an
art historian, as summarizing the process by which the Anglo-Saxon metalworkers of the
first half of the eight century were integrating motifs drawn from Celtic, Germanic and
Mediterranean sources. The BMC type 47 reverse is the Celtic/Germanic wolf whorl, its
obverse the Mediterranean female centaur. In turn these BMC type 47 motifs also
exemplify a process at work in the Secondary sceat series as a whole. Each sceat motif will
have been adapted to the tiny coin die from the same motif as expressed in another,
probably larger and more complex, form of Anglo-Saxon ornamental metalwork.
In sum, the proposal to change the name 'female centaur' to 'sphinx' fails to meet the
criteria being tested here in several respects. Since the name 'sphinx' incorporates a
theory, much as did 'Wodan' or 'sceat' in their original uses, it is not a neutral description.
Nor is 'sphinx' a precise description of the BMC type 47 design, as testified both by Metcalf
and, with his earlier Victoria Augg suggestion, by Rigold. Within numismatics proper, the
name 'sphinx' introduces a misleading distinction between the sceat and any other coin
with the same design, of which the Pannonian winged female centaur need not be the only
example. Retaining the name 'female centaur' rather than changing to 'sphinx', would
spoil Rigold's plan to tie in his alphabetic series with names wherever possible. The series

31

Moreover, if M. Blackburn's earlier dating for the
series U is accepted, the figure holding two crosses is
unlikely to be an image of King /Ethelbald of Mercia. See M.
Blackburn, 'A Chronology for the Sceattas', in Sceattas in
England, pp. 165-74, table 2.
32
e.g., the Gospel book of St Chad, Lichfield Cathedral
Library, J. J. G. Alexander, Insular Manuscripts, 6th to the

9th century (London, 1978), no. 21, and the Vespasian
Psalter, London, British Library, Cotton Vesp. A . l , fol.
30v., C. Nordenfalk, Celtic and Anglo-Saxon Painting, (New
York, 1977), pi. 32.
33
D. M. Wilson, Anglo-Saxon metalwork in the British
Museum, 700-1100, (London, 1964), pp. 20-21.
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called S, which contains only BMC type 47, was intended as a mnemonic of 'sphinx'.
Losing this series mnemonic by keeping the name 'female centaur' may well be an
advantage: a truly neutral classification system is preferable to one with built-in biases.
Eventually, as new types or sub-types are discovered, other changes will undoubtedly have
to be made to Rigold's system as well.
A number of examples of changes of type names proposed by Rigold have been argued
here to be unacceptable, but he none the less gets the last word. The criteria applied are
essentially his own. He suggests retaining 'sceat' because of its precise current meaning,
whatever its past theoretical failings. He argues for names with mnemonic value 'where
convenient', which for traditional names discourages change. He remarks that the
Secondary sceattas are 'much more varied and often distinctly Anglo-Saxon in motif'.
Since both numismatics and art history are concerned with such Anglo-Saxon motifs, he
would surely have regarded it as desirable that the descriptive terminology of both should
converge, not diverge. On the whole, the names given to designs by art historians and
archaeologists tend to be more general and more prosaic, and thereby more immediately
understandable, than the often colourful names of numismatics. When the terms used in
these two disciplines are already the same, as with 'dragon' and 'female centaur' or 'Celtic
cross', no change is needed. Where the terms used are different, as between 'wolf tore' or
'wolf worm' and 'curled canine', probably the best choice for any change is toward the
most neutral expression. Naturally such restraint in changes of nomenclature should be
shown by all other disciplines which touch on the motifs common to coins and other art
objects.

KEY TO THE PLATE

1.
2.
3.
4.

Sceat, BMC type 47, obv. Female Centaur. Found at Maldon, Essex. Coll: James Booth.
Sceat. BMC type 47, rev. Whorl of four animal heads. Found at Maldon, Essex. Coll: James Booth.
Celtic silver tetradrachm, Pannonia. Photo: Bibliotheque Nationale, Cabinet des medailles.
Frieze with centaur in inhabited vine scroll. Breedon-on-the-Hill, Leicestershire. Photo: National
Buildings Record, London.
5. Whorl of animal heads. Detail, Lichfield St Chad's Gospels. Photo: Courtauld Institute, London.
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T H E C O I N A G E O F B E O N N A IN T H E L I G H T OF T H E M I D D L E
HARLING HOARD
MARION M. ARCHIBALD
with contributions by
M. R. Cowell, R. I. Page and A. J. G. Rogerson

ONE hundred years ago, just five silver pennies of the eighth-century king Beonna of East
Anglia were known, and this total stood until 1968, when Mr H. E. Pagan recognised an
early-nineteenth-century find from Dorestadt as an unrecorded Interlace type for the reign
(C76). 1 During the past eight years, the number of known Beonna coins has shot up to
seventy-six. The first of these 'new' coins came to light in 1978 when the British Museum
purchased an example of the Interlace type which, it later transpired, had been found at
Packenham, Suffolk (C71). This was followed in 1980 by the acquisition of a new all-runic
type by the moneyer Wilred, hitherto unrecorded for Beonna, found at Barham, Suffolk
(C61). The principal source of new material was however, Middle Harling, Norfolk, where
coins from a dispersed hoard of Beonnas and sceattas began to be recovered late in 1980.
The first coins were found by Mr Tony Frost using a metal-detector near his home. He
carefully plotted the find-spots, and took the coins to the Castle Museum, Norwich, which
he had kept informed of earlier discoveries from other local sites. The keeper of
archaeology, Miss Barbara Green, and her colleagues, Dr Sue Margeson and Mr W. J.
Milligan, gave every assistance and Mr A. J. G. Rogerson of the Norfolk Archaeological
Unit, with the help of Mr Frost, undertook an exploratory excavation of the find-spot. Mr
Rogerson gives a short account of the excavations at Middle Harling and of the
background, below pp.36-7, and is preparing a full-scale report to be published in East
Anglian Archaeology.2 The first group of thirty-seven Beonnas was declared treasure trove
at an inquest held by the Coroner, Dr E. G. Clark, at Diss, Norfolk, on 12 January 1982
and was acquired by the British Museum under the usual treasure trove provisions.
Meantime, through the help and advice of Mr John Cherry and Mrs Leslie Webster of the
Department of Medieval and Later Antiquities, the British Museum agreed to finance a
more extensive excavation on the site by Mr Rogerson and his team. Mr Frost played a full
part in the archaeological work and found fifteen more Beonnas. These and other coins
found in the course of the excavations were the subject of another inquest held at Diss on
26 July 1983, and the Beonna coins were declared treasure trove. The British Museum
acquired these coins also, but subsequently, three coins were purchased from the Trustees
by the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge (MH33, C42; MH43, C59; MH51, C73), and one
by the National Museum of Wales, Cardiff (MH26, C34). One Beonna coin found at
Middle Harling, but some distance from the excavated area, was sold on the market
(MH53, C64). The British Museum has so far acquired all but two of the base sceattas from
the Middle Harling area, and also some of the other coins and archaeological material from
the site. Finds have continued to be made in the environs of the excavated area and the
disposition of some of the later material has yet to be decided, although it is hoped that the
British Museum will be able to acquire as much of it as possible. All the coin finds from the
1
H.E. Pagan, 'A new type for Beonna", BNJ 37 (1968),
10-15.
2
The discovery of the hoard has also been discussed by
T. Gregory and A. J. G. Rogerson, 'Metal detecting in

archaeological excavation', Antiquity 58 (1984), 179-84; two
popular accounts appeared in SCMB 763 (March 1982),
81-2, and British Museum Society Bulletin 42 (March 1983),
34.
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site to date, in addition to those from the hoard, are briefly listed below and will be
discussed in full in the excavation report.
Further Beonnas have come from two major excavations. Burrow Hill, Butley, a
monastic site in east Suffolk,3 has yielded three coins of Efe (C15, 21 and 48), 4 and two of
Wilred (C57 and 58), and the author is most grateful to Mrs Valerie Fenwick, the director
of the excavations, which are still in progress, for allowing them to be examined and
analysed for inclusion in this survey. The excavations in Ipswich have provided two more
Beonnas, one Wilred (C65, a recent find) and the only coin of Werferth (C70) apart from
the solitary example in the Middle Harling hoard. The author is equally grateful to the
director of that excavation, Mr Keith Wade of the Suffolk Archaeological Unit, for
allowing her to record these coins and, most importantly, to analyse the Werferth. The
author is also indebted to other colleagues, collectors and dealers who have drawn coins to
her attention or made investigations into provenances on her behalf.5
MIDDLE HARLING HOARD
The condition of the coins at discovery varied from the lightly patinated, on which the
details were readily distinguishable, to those which were heavily encrusted (fig.l). The

FIG. 1

Before cleaning:

MH47, MH5, MH27, MH16

and

MH33.

coins were cleaned by Mr K. A. Howes of the British Museum Conservation Division
whose skilled treatment ensured that the coins suffered little in being removed from their
cocoons. With the exception of a few badly corroded pieces, most of which were among the

3
The coins considered in this paper are the finds up to
1981 and published by David Sherlock, 'The coins', in
Valerie Fenwick, 'Insula de Burgh: Excavations at Burrow
Hill, Butley, Suffolk 1978-81', Anglo-Saxon
Studies in
Archaeology and History 3 (1984), 44-53.
4
C numbers refer to the Corpus of Coins of Beonna,
below, pp. 34-5; MH numbers refer to coins from the Middle
Harling hoard; BH, to coins from the Burrow Hill excavations; dies are referred to by the obverse and reverse dies
for each moneyer as listed in Table 1, below, pp. 19-21.
5
The author is particularly grateful to the writers of the
appendices, Mr M. R. Cowell, Professor R. I. Page and Mr
A. J. G Rogerson for their major contributions to this paper
and to them, Mr K. Penn and Dr Simon Keynes for much
helpful advice; to the finder Mr Tony Frost for his kind co-

operation and to the following who have helped in the often
delicate business of finding out the true provenances of finds:
Messrs M. A. S. Blackburn, M. J. Bonser, T. Gregory, M.
Lessen, J. Linzalone, P. D. Mitchell, D. Sorenson and the
late Mr Win. C. French, Miss Elizabeth Owles and Miss Elizabeth Pirie. She is also indebted to Dr D. M. Metcalf,
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, and to Dr D. Bateson. Hunterian Museum, University of Glasgow, for their kind permission to analyse the Bconna coins in their collections and to
include them here; also to the National Museum of Wales,
Cardiff, the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, and the University of Leeds for permission to include coins now in their
collections and to those private collectors who have allowed
their coins to be included but do not wished to be named.
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baser-metal coins of the moneyer Wilred, the coins proved to be suitable for analysis and
their weights are probably fairly near those at which they were deposited.
The hoard was not found together, but dispersed by ploughing over a considerable area.
The site-plan (fig.2), kindly prepared by Mr Steven J. Ashley of the Norfolk Archaeological
Unit, shows that even the nucleus of the Beonna group covered an area of some ten metres
byfive metres, with outliers twenty and thirty metres away. As later coins from the ninth to
the sixteenth centuries were also found scattered over the same area, it is necessary to ask
which of the coins found on the site were actually from the hoard. Most importantly, were
the nine sceattas part of the hoard, or could they have been just casual losses, or even
distributed from a second, smaller, group deposited in or near the same building associated
with the nucleus of the hoard? The archaeological evidence, while not completely
conclusive, is in favour of the Beonnas and the sceattas having been deposited together.
They were associated together in the nucleus of the hoard and even the most distant finds
were often fairly close to one of the Beonnas. Even if judgement has to be suspended
on some coins found on the periphery of the distribution, most of the mid-eighth century
coins from the site must have come from the hoard and are treated as such in the rest of this
report. The close date-range of the material, and the unexceptional character of the
outliers mean that this assumption is unlikely to distort the picture very seriously. Middle
Harling then, as known to date, contained sixty-two coins,fifty-three of them Beonnas,
and, possibly, two blanks discussed below. It is the only known hoard to include coins of
Beonna, accounting for fifty-three of the present total of seventy-six, and, apart from
Aston Rowant from which 324 coins were recovered, and the ill-recorded Hougham hoard
with some 300 coins,6 it is the largest hoard of the sceatta period from England.
The Beonna coins
The Middle Harling hoard contained thirty-seven coins of Beonna by the moneyer Efe,
twelve by Wilred, one by Werferth and three of the Interlace type which lacks a moneyer's
name (two complete coins and a fragment representing about half a coin, but not a
cut-halfpenny). Of the dies of Efe, eight of the eleven known obverses and twenty-three of
the twenty-eight known reverses are present and two more of the reverses die-link into
them. Of the dies for Wilred, ten of the fourteen obverses are present on coins in the
hoard, three more obverse dies die-link into them, and six of the seven reverse dies are
included. The Werferth coin is from the only pair of dies known, and, for the Interlace
type, one of the two obverse dies is present and there is only one known reverse die. The
only major variety not included in Middle Harling is the Efe with an all-Roman obverse,
known at present from a single specimen in the Hunterian Museum (SCBI Glasgow 413,
C49). The Beonna coins found outside the hoard all die-link into it with only four
exceptions (three Efes and one Wilred), none of which are of chronological significance.
The Middle Harling hoard is therefore representative of the entire range of the coinage of
Beonna as it is known at present, from the best metal coins of Werferth to the worst of
Wilred (see below pp. 25-7). The three-to-one ratio of Efe to Wilred in the hoard is also found
among the aggregate of the Beonnas from otherfinds. There are many more die-duplicates
among the coins of Efe than those of Wilred in the hoard; this is a clue to some local bias in
the contents and will be confirmed by the general distribution pattern of these moneyers'
coins discussed below.
Although the hoard includes representatives from, apparently, the entire span of
Beonna's coinage, none of the coins is worn. When all coins of poor appearance as a result
6
J. P. C. Kent, T h e Aston Rowant treasure trove',
Oxoniensia 37 (1972), 243-4 and CH 1 (1975), No. 347; C.

E. Blunt, 'The Hougham hoard of sceattas c. 1780', NC
1979, 108-10.
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of poor striking, die-wear and corrosion are discounted, there is no obvious difference in
condition between any of the groups of coins present: the good-metal Werferth is just as
sharp as the base-metal Wilreds, and the coins on small sceatta-like flans for Wilred are at
least as sharp as the broader-flanned Interlace coins. Some of the base-metal Wilreds (e.g.
MH42) do, however, have a sort of mint bloom which is lacking on the others. This
suggests that the whole of the coinage of Beonna was issued over a comparatively short
period. Quantifying this is more difficult. The Middle Harling hoard is unique; there is no
comparable hoard of the related, but longer-running, Northumbrian silver coinage which
might provide some index of how long such coins took before beginning to show signs of
wear. The best comparison is with the Aston Rowant hoard which must be about forty years
earlier in date. It comprises only the sceattas of the heavier and finer Primary and
Intermediate series whose relief is often higher than those of the Secondary series, to the
end of which the Beonnas belong. The earliest coins in Aston Rowant were about forty
years old when it was deposited, and they do show some signs of wear, but it is not
excessive. While, therefore, the Beonnas seem to have been struck over a short period, a
coinage lasting a decade or so, if it were required for other reasons, would be quite
possible. The absence of die-linking between the obverse dies, except in a single instance
discussed below, would also suggest that the coins were not all made within a very narrow
period.
The Beonna coins present in the hoard are listed below, identified by die numbers and
cross-referenced to the Corpus of coins of Beonna where full details are given.
Middle Harling hoard: list of Beonna coins
All of the coins are in the British Museum collection with the exception of the following: MH33, 43 and 51,
Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge; MH26, the National Museum of Wales, Cardiff, and MH53, private hands.
MHl.
MH2.^t.
MH5.
MH6.
MH7.
MH8.
MH9.-10.
MH11.
MH12.
MH13.
MH14.-15.
MH16.
MH17.-21.
MH22.-23.
MH24.-27.
MH28.
MH29.-30.
MH31.

Efe
Efe
Efe
Efe
Efe
Efe
Efe
Efe
Efe
Efe
Efe
Efe
Efe
Efe
Efe
Efe
Efe
Efe

1/1
1/2
1/22
2/3
2/4
2/5
3/6
3/7
3/8
3/9
3/10
3/23
4/11
4/12
4/13
4/14
4/15
5/16

(CI)
(C2-4)
(C5)
(C7)
(C8)
(C9)
(C10-11)
(C12)
(C14)
(C16)
(C17-18)
(C20)
(C22-26)
(C29-30)
(C32-35)
(C37)
(C38-39)
(C40)

MH32.-33.
MH34.
MH35.
MH36.
MH37.
MH38.
MH39.
MH40.
MH41.
MH42.
MH43.^t4.
MH45.-46.
MH47.
MH48.
MH49.
MH50.-52.
MH53.

Efe
Efe
Efe
Efe
Efe
Wilred
Wilred
Wilred
Wilred
Wilred
Wilred
Wilred
Wilred
Wilred
Werferth
Interlace
Wilred

5/17
6/18
6/19
7/20
8/21
1/1
2/1
3/1
11/1
4/2
5/3
6/4
8/5
9/6
1/1
2/1
13/4

(C41-42)
(C44)
(C45)
(C46)
(C47)
(C52)
(C53)
(C54)
(C55)
(C56)
(C59-60)
(C62-63)
(C66)
(C67)
(C69)
(C71-74)
(C64)

The sceattas
Nine sceattas in all were found at Middle Harling. Three of them were within the nucleus of
the hoard, a Wigrd (MH56), a Tilberht with 'standard' reverse (MH57) and a Tilberht with
an Efe-type reverse (MH58); four others were farther away, but usually fairly close to one of
the Beonna coins (for locations see fig. 2), a devolved Epa (MH54), a devolved Wigr
(MH55), a Tilberlt with a Wigrd-type obverse (MH59) and a debased London type
(MH62). Two more sceattas were some distance from the large excavated area and so are
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less certainly from the hoard, an archer type (MH63) and another Tilberht/'standard' type
(MH64). These sceattas form a coherent group. Six are from the very latest phase of the
Secondary Runic series and the archer and London coins, while possibly a little earlier, are
still late in the sceatta coinage, and acceptable as circulating with the others. Most of these
sceattas are corroded, so it is difficult to form a firm opinion on the important question of
their wear-relationship to the Beonnas. Both groups show no appreciable wear but the
Beonnas, if anything, are marginally sharper; it could be believed that they were later, or
even contemporary, but not that they were earlier than the sceattas.
Middle Harling hoard: list of sceattas
All of the coins are in the British Museum collection with the exception of the following: MH63, private hands,
and MH64, Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. The runic legends are as read by Professor Page (Appendix 2,
below).
MH54

MH55.
MH56.
MH57.

MH58.

Obv.:Devolved radiate profile bust to right, legend composed of three blundered runes, probably
devolved from 'epa'.
Rev.: 'Standard' type.
Wt: 0.71g Die-axis: 180°
Obv.:Similar to previous, 'wigr'.
Rev.: 'Standard' type.
Wt.: 0.81g Die axis: 270°
Obv.:Similar to previous, 'wigrd'.
Rev.: 'Standard' type, lines extending diagonally from corners of central square very clear.
Wt: 0.78g Die axis: 180°
Obv.: Small, more realistic, profile head to right, legend almost illegible,' ti [ ]', but from same die as
next, hence, 'til-berht'.
Rev.: 'Standard' type.
Wt. 0.51g (very corroded) Die-axis: 0°
This coin is from the same dies as a very fine example found at Barham, Suffolk.
Obv.: As previous, 'til • berh[t]', XX with a pellet-in-annulet at each side of XX.
Rev.: Devolved 'standard' type.
Wt: 0.90g Die-axis: 180°
This coin is from the same obverse die as the previous one, but the reverse is different, and seems to
represent an intermediate stage in the evolution of the 'standard' type between the form used on the
late runic and related sceattas and the reverse type used by Werferth and Efe for Beonna; its central
motif is particularly close to Efe MH13.

MH59. Obv.: Devolved radiate profile bust to right, 'tilber[l]t', (blundered 'tilberht').
Rev.: 'Standard' type.
Wt: 0.83g Die-axis: 270°
MH60. and 61. are the blanks discussed below
MH62. Obv.: Diademed profile bust to right, +NNOONIA (retrograde and some letters blundered, devolved
LVNDONIA).
Rev.: Man holding two crosses.
Wt: 0.75g Die-axis 0°
MH63. Ob v.: Kneeling man drawing a bow, branch behind.
Rev.: Bird to right, head turned back; .'•/• beside legs.
Wt: 1.03g Die-axis 270°.
This coin is of the same types, but from different dies, as the coin found at Walbury Camp, Berks.,
published by Dr D. M. Metcalf in BNJ 47 (1977), 49, pi.Ill, 44, and discussed by Dr Mary Morehart in
Sceattas in England and the Continent (BAR British Series 128), pp.181-92.
MH64. Obv.:Devolved radiate profile bust to right, '[tijlberlt' (blundered 'tilberht').
Rev.: 'Standard' type.
Wt: 0.59g Die-axis: 180°
This coin is from the same obverse die as MH59. It was found in 1981 about 50-60 yards from the
hoard site. Now in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, it will be published by P. Grierson and M.
Blackburn in MEC 1:713.
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FIG. 3 The silver blanks

The blanks
Also found in the excavated area at Middle Harling were two coin-like blanks, MH60 and
61 (see fig. 3). As they were unearthed together towards the edge of the distribution-area
(see fig.2), it is again necessary to ask if they were really part of the hoard. They should
first be described. Both blanks are slightly concave, and neither has any trace of a design
on obverse or reverse; all that is visible are hammer marks, clearer on the smaller example,
MH60. This piece has intact angular edges as directly cut from a thin piece of hammeredout silver but the other, MH 61, has been hammered again after cutting out so that its
edges have become more rounded and split. The blanks are nearly the same weight, 0.85g
and 0.83g respectively, and have almost identical finenesses, 90.3 per cent and 90.1 per
cent silver. They are too large and thin to be flans for any of the types of coin in the hoard
and although their weights are just inside the lower edge of the weight-range, their metal is
impossibly fine for any of the existing Beonnas. 7 Neither can they be, for similar reasons,
hamrnered-out coins. Mr Cowell indicates below that their unusually low gold content
makes it unlikely that the silver from which they were made was a major constitutent in any
of the Beonna issues. On the other hand, if the blanks are not part of the hoard, it is
difficult to suggest a role for them. They are 'new pennies' of the Offa type in flan, but fall
short somewhat in fineness and their weight does not fit Offa's, or any other, official
standard until thefifteenth century. If they were so late, they would have to be blanks for
forgeries, and late medieval forgers seem to have made their products from much baser or
plated flans rather than using metal which was only marginally under standard and relying
for their profit on low weight alone. Their very coin-like appearance seems to argue against
their being unfinished mounts or jewellery. On balance, it would appear to be preferable to
accept the close association of the blanks with one of the Beonnas (MH4) at face value and
to see them as part of the widely-dispersed hoard. In that case, they should be viewed not
as blanks but as substitute coins, not necessarily of local origin. Blanks were present in the
seventh-century gold hoards from Sutton Hoo, Suffolk,8 and Crondall, Hants., (blanks
now lost). Silver blanks were also present in the hoard of Merovingian silver denarii found
at Saint-Pierre-les-Etieux (Cher), France, 9 buried in the early eighth century, and a blank
of more 'sceatta-like' proportions was present among thefinds from Burrow Hill where the
date-range of the excavation coins is so similar to that in the Middle Harling hoard. If this
explanation is accepted, then the presence of substitute coins is an interesting indication of
the inadequancy of the money supply and of the survival into this period of relatively

7

As their lower weight is compensated for by their finer Kent in The Sutton Hoo Ship-Burial, I, edited by R. L. S.
metal, the blanks are approximately equivalent in bullion Bruce-Mitford (London, 1975), pp.645-46, nos 38-40.
9
value to the coins of Werferth.
J. Lafaurie, 'Monnaies d'argent merovingiennes des
8
The Sutton Hoo blanks are of different sizes but in this V I P et V I I P siecles: les tresors de Saint-Pierre-les-Etieux
match the coins present in the hoard; they are also at the (Cher), Plassac (Gironde) et Nohanent (Puy-de-Dome)\ RN
extremities of the weight-range, one at the upper and one, 6th ser. 11 (1969), 180, no. 104 (no wt).
like the Middle Harling pieces, at the lower limit, J. P. C.
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primitive monetary conditions. It makes Beonna's introduction of a regal coinage on an
improved metal standard with a sophisticated system of die control all the more remarkable,
and its failure in the monetary, as well as other, contexts easier to understand.
Other coins found at Middle

Harling

The following coins and jettons were found in and around the site of the hoard. Those
marked by an asterisk came from the excavations and are now in the British Museum
collection. The others were recovered after the close of the excavation and are still in
private hands. All of these coins will be illustrated and discussed in detail in the excavation
report in preparation for East Anglian Archaeology.
Roman Coins

1.* Uncertain emperor. Fragment, less than half of a very wornfirst-century sestertius. It is hard to see how
a sestertius could have been broken accidentally; this looks as if it had been done deliberately. Wt: 8.43g.
2. Antoninus Pius, 138-61 AD. Dupondius, rev., Providentia, 155-8AD. (BMC 2024), hole to left of head
(or to right of rev. figure). Wt: 11.6g.
3.* Antoninus Pius, 138-61AD. Very worn as, reverse type uncertain, with crescent-shaped 'bite' out of
edge which must have been done deliberately. Wt: 7.98g.
4. * Barbarous radiate. Copy of a radiate of Claudius II, 268-70AD, posthumous type with altar reverse. Wt:
0.61g.
5.* Constans, 337-50AD. AE 3, rev., two Victories, Trier mint (RIC 188), holed. Wt. 1.38g.
The only one of thesefive Roman coins which has not been tampered with in some way is the barbarous
radiate, no 4. The others have been mutilated in a manner to suggest that all five were deposited in
Anglo-Saxon rather than Roman times. This is confirmed by the other material from the excavation from
which Roman material was almost totally absent. The holed coins had been used as pendants at some
stage, but their association with the other pieces suggests that they were no longer being used as such
immediately before deposition. They could have been for use as scrap metal, or for alloying silver, but
the curious mutilation of no. 3 might possibly have been done to reduce its weight to some desired
standard. This suggests that the possibility should be considered that these Roman coins might have been
used as weights, as was certainly the case with groups of Roman coins found with Byzantine exagia and
balances in Anglo-Saxon pagan graves.10 The Middle Harling pieces, however, have no marks and no
obvious unit-connection between their individual weights. Some small globules of base metal
(unfortunately in an unstratified context) were found which indicate metal-working on a small scale on
the site.
Kufic coin

6.

Imitation of a Samanid dirhem of Isma'il b. Ahmad, 892-907 AD, with the name of Caliph al-Mu'tadid in
the area and that of his predecessor al-Mu'tamid in the margin. The copying of two rulers' names from
two original dirhems onto the same imitation die is a feature of some of these copies. The legends are
partly retrograde. This particular variety is apparently unpublished although work on these imitations is
still at a fairly early stage. The Middle Harling imitation belongs to a group of imitations dated by G.
Rispling to c. 893-902 AD. A Viking Age forgery of a dirhem has recently been found in the York
excavations (R. Hall, The Viking Dig (1984), p. 92). Kufic dirhems have been found in several English
hoards of the Viking period, e.g. those from Cuerdale, Lanes., buried c.905 and Goldsborough, Yorks,
c.920. (The author is indebted for this entry to Mr N. M. Lowick.)

English Coins

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
10

Alfred, 871-99. Fragment of a penny of 'Guthrum' type (North 636), moneyer Tilwine (of London). Wt:
0.35g.
St Edmund Memorial. Post-Cuerdale period penny of blundered St Edmund Memorial type (North
483). Wt: 1.03g.
Edmund, 939-46. Penny of Bust Crowned type (North 698); mint, Norwich; moneyer, Hrodgar. Wt:
1.42g.
Edgar, 959-75. Cut-halfpenny (in fragments) of Bust Crowned type, of East Anglian style (North 751);
mint, Norwich; moneyer, uncertain. Wt: 0.72g.
Aithelred II, 978-1016. Fragment, less than a quarter of a penny of Last Small Cross type (North 777);
mint, Norwich; moneyer, uncertain. Wt: 0.23g.
E.g. from Gilton Down, Kent, published by B. Faussett,

Invenlorum Sepulchrale (1856), pp. 22-23.
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12.

13.*
14.*
15.
16.*
17.
18.
19.*
20.*
21.*
22.
23.
24.*
25.*
26.*
27.
28.*
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Edward the Confessor, 1042-66. Penny (in two pieces, broken along the line where it had been bent
double) of Sovereign type (North 827); mint, Norwich; moneyer, Leofric. Wt: 1.02g. This is the first
recorded example of the moneyer in the type. It is interesting to note the strong local bias among the
Anglo-Saxon coins from the site.
Edward the Confessor, 1042-66. Cut-farthing of Pyramids type (North 381); mint, Oxford; moneyer,
uncertain. Wt: 0.20g.
Uncertain fragment. A very corroded fragment of about a quarter of a late Anglo-Saxon penny (not a
cut-farthing), "wt: 0.37g.
Henry 1,1130-35. Penny of BMC type xi (North 867) by Saiet of Winchester. Wt: 1.34g. The obverse die
was also used by another Winchester moneyer in the type, but this is thefirst recorded coin in the type by
Saiet.
John, 1199-1216. Cut-halfpenny of Short Cross type Vc (North 971), by Roberd of Canterbury. Wt:
0.47g.
Henry III, 1216-72. Cut-halfpenny of Long Cross type Illb (North 987), by the moneyer Nicole of
Canterbury. Wt: 0.53g.
Henry III, 1216-72. Cut-halfpenny of Long Cross type, details uncertain. Wt: 0.34g.
Henry III, 1216-72. Cut-halfpenny of class Illb (North 987) of Nicole of London. Wt: 0.55g.
Henry III, 1216-72. Cut-farthing of Long Cross type Illb (North 987), by the moneyer Nicole, mint
uncertain. Wt: 0.32g.
Edward I, 1272-1307. Farthing, class IIIc (North 1045) of Lincoln. Wt: 0.32g.
Edward II, 1307-27. Penny, class X (late) of Canterbury. Wt: 0.97g. Very worn and clipped, suggesting
deposition in the early fifteenth century.
Edward III, 1327-77. Penny of Pre-Treaty Coinage of Durham. Wt: 0.50g. Very worn and clipped,
suggesting deposition in the early fifteenth century.
Henry VI, first reign, 1422-61. Halfpenny of the Leaf Pellet Issue, (North 1512). Wt: 0.38g.
Forgery. Currency forgery copying a penny of Edward IV, reverse has York type but London legend,
probably late fifteenth century. Wt: 0.43g.
Elizabeth I, 1558-1603. Penny, initial mark castle (North 2001). Wt: 0.48g.
Sterling jetton. Period of Edward II, rosette within reverse tressure/rosettes in angles of cross (Berry
7/-). Wt: 0.86g.
Nuremberg jetton. Ship type, sixteenth century. Wt: 1.59g (holed). Diameter 28 mm.
There have been reports of other coins said to have been found at Middle Harling. Mr W. F. Milligan of the
Norwich Museum kindly passed on a report of two coins of Henry I and two of Edward IV, found in April
1983, south-west of the site, but not shown to him. Other coins have been found in neighbouring East
Harling which should be distinguished from the hoard site.

S U R V E Y OF T H E C O I N A G E OF B E O N N A
The dies
The dies have been numbered in an arbitrary sequence for the obverses, O l etc., and
reverses, R 1 etc., of each moneyer and are all illustrated twice life size from the specimen
in the best over-all condition on pis. 2 - 5 . The legends, stops and other significant details are
set out in Table 1 from which their numbers are quoted. Details which are obscure on the
illustrated example, have nearly always been verifiable from other coins. Cases where a
doubt remains are noted in the table. For the moneyer Efe, there are eleven obverse dies
and twenty-eight reverse dies; for Wilred, fourteen obverses and seven reverses; for
Werferth, one of each and for the Interlace type, two, possibly three, obverses and one
reverse, making totals for the whole of the known coinage of Beonna of twenty-nine
obverse dies and thirty-seven reverse dies. There are no obverse die-links between
moneyers and only one reverse die-link between obverses of the same moneyer (Efe R 1 5
with 0 6 and, in a later state, with 0 4 ) . Some of the obverse dies are remarkably similar,
and the possibility of re-cutting has been considered, but rejected. The forms of the legends
and their linguistic significance are discussed in Appendix 2 by Professor Page whose
transcriptions are followed throughout.
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Efe
On the obverse dies used by the moneyer Efe, the king's n a m e and title are most
frequently spelt B E O n n a R E X , in a mixture of runes and R o m a n capitals, but one die
reads B E n n a R E s s ( 0 3 ) and another is entirely in Roman capitals. B E O N N A
R E X ( 0 9 ) . The X is often ill drawn and in some cases appears as a tiny letter apparently
squeezed in after the rest of the legend had filled up the available space ( 0 2 , 0 5 and 0 7 ) .
The initial cross sometimes looks as if it too were almost an after-thought ( 0 2 , Q 4 and 0 6 )
and, in two cases, it has been omitted altogether ( 0 5 and 0 7 ) . The king's n a m e is usually

TABLE 1
Obverse and Reverse Dies

1. In the legends, Roman letters are denoted by capitals, and runic letters by lower case letters as proposed by
Professor Page (Appendix 2, below).
2. The groups of pellets are shown in a standarized form to denote their number rather than their precise
position relative to the cross and letters, which may be noted on the plates where every die is illustrated
twice life size.
3. The following abbreviations have been used: for the central motif on the obverse, p in c denotes a pellet
within a circle of pellets, p in c (a) denotes the dies where the pellets of the inner circle also form the base of
the letters of the legend, and p in c (b) the dies where the bases of the letters merely extend into a
multi-pelleted inner circle; for the central motif on the reverse, pc denotes a cross made from five pellets
joined up, and 4p and 5p where the pellets are not joined by lines.
4. Retrograde legends are denoted by (R).
OBVERSE

Die
Central
number motif
EFE

1

2

3

+

p in c

p in c

Obverse legend

+ BEOnna REX

+ BEOnna REX

+ BEnna REss

REVERSE

Die
number

Reverse legend

Central
motif

+
E
F
E
central motif 5p not Ip
•'. + ••- • E
F • -'. E

1

5p

2

5p

-22

5p

+ .".

E

F

•E

3

5p

+

E

F

E

4

5p

4p

E

F

E

5

5p

•+• .'. E .\ .-. F

.-. E

6

pc

+

E .-. .-. f .-. /. E

7

pc

+

E .".

F

E

8

pc

+

E

F

E

9

pc
p in each
angle

+:

E

f .-. .'.£-•.

.+

E

+

E

+

-E

pc
pc
pc

--- F

E

:f .-. .-. E (R)
.-. F .\ .-. E
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OBVERSE

Die
number

Central
motif

4

p in c

Obverse legend

REVERSE

Die

Central

number

motif

BEOnna REX

pc
pc

0

pmc

+ BEOnna REX-

p in c

E

pc

+ .-. .-. E

F

E

pc

+•

E

F

E

F •••

E

.-. +

E

-21
+ BEOnna REX(flaws between B-E and n-n)

pc

p in c

F

5p

p in c

11

E
.-. E

8

+

+ .-.
:+:

pc

10

E
F
E
4th p at l.h.s of + small
(?accidental)
:+:
E
F
.'. E

5p

20
BEOnna REX(no initial cross, n's retrograde)

+ BEONNA REX

.-. E
F
E .'.
2p at r.h.s. of + weak
F

p in c

p in c
(linear)

E

E

7

9

:+:

F

+ •

pc

BEOnna REX
(no initial cross)

• + • :. E

pc

pc
5

Reverse legend

•• • E •'• • F
• E
4th p at r.h.s of +
small (?accidental)
.-. E
F
E
+

\25

pc

26

pc

+

5p
pc

.-. + .-. .-. E .'.

F

E

F

E

+ .-. .-. E

F

E

+

F

E

.-. E .'.

(Ns retrograde)
i B E O n n a REX

27

+ BEOnna REX

28

E .'.

WILRED

p in c (b)+wil + red (overstruck)

1

p in c (a)

2

p in c (a)

3

p in c (a)

11

p in c (a)

4

p in c (a)

+ ben + na Y(R) -

5

p in c (a)

+ ben + na Y

10

p in c (a)

+ ben + na Y (R)-

p i n e (b) + wii + red
+

+wil + red
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OBVERSE

Die
Central
number motif

Obverse legend

6

p in c (a)

+ ben + na T

7

p in c (a)

+ ben + na Y

13

p in c (a)

+ b e n + na Y

14

p in c (a)

8

p in c (a)

9

cross of 4p

12

p in c (a)

REVERSE

Die
number

—^

Central
motif

Reverse legend

p in c (b) +wil + red

S /
/

+ b e n + na Y

(second 'n' retrograde)
+ ben + na Y
-5
(second 'n' retrograde)
+ ben + na Y
-6
(second 'n' retrograde)
+ ben + na Y(R) — :
-7

p in c (a) +wil + red

p in c (b)+wlir + ed (R)
p in c (b) + wil + red

WERFERTH

1

p in c

+ BEOnna REzs

-1

square

P'+'

we '.' rf

(

INTERLACE

1
2
3

p in c
p in c
p in c

•beonna rex
•beonna rex-—
.beonna rex ^ ^ ^

^ ^A

Interlace pattern

arranged round the central motif of a pellet within a circle of pellets. The number of pellets
varies: a greater number are used on what is apparently an earlier die, that reading R E s s
(03). The all-Roman die (09), possibly a little later, has a linear circle enclosing the pellet.
In two cases, probably later in the sequence, the central motif is a cross ( 0 1 and 010).
The layout of the obverse was probably derived from the regal coinage of Northumbria
bearing the king's name but, at this period, with a cross almost invariably in the centre and
not a pellet like the Beonna coins. 11 The reverse design of the Efe dies is however derived
from late versions of the 'standard' type on local runic and related sceattas. The initial cross
and the three letters of the moneyer's name are placed in the four sectors divided off by the
lines extending from the corners of the central square to the outer circle. These lines are
usually pelleted but occasionally they are left without pellets (Rl, 3, 4 and 7). Within the
square there are usually five pellets joined up to form a cross, although in some cases,
noted in the table, they are left without connecting lines. In one case (R9), the central cross
has a pellet in each angle exactly as it is on one of the late runic sceattas of Tilberht in the
Middle Harling hoard (MH58). The moneyer's name is usually spelt E F E , but a runic 'f
appears on three dies (R6, 9 and 23). In some cases the Roman F is given a curved top,
following the line of the edge of the coin, most pronounced on R3-5. No obverse dies are
retrograde and just one reverse (R23).
Each obverse die is paired with a number of reverses as set out in Table 1. Although
obverses 0 7 and 0 9 - 1 1 are, as yet, known to be associated with only one reverse die
apiece and obverses 0 5 and 08 with just two, obverses 0 1 , 06 and 0 7 are found with

11
James Booth, 'Sceattas in Northumbria', in Sceattas in
England and on the Continent, edited by David Hill and D.

M. Metcalf (BAR British Series 128, 1984), pp 71-111.
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three reverses each, 0 4 with five and 0 3 with seven. These reverse dies are privy-marked
in a most sophisticated way. The marking of dies with numbers, letters or symbols is a
regular feature of coins of many periods. In the sceatta coinage, the bird-on-cross type
(Primary Series, Rigold B) is clearly differentiated in this way. 1 2 The coins most closely
related to the Beonnas, the regal coins of Eadberht of Northumbria, 738-57, are also
unequivocally series-marked in their later issues, but the same group of marks appears on a
large number of dies so that they are more in the nature of the later medieval issue-marks.
On the Beonna coins by the moneyer Efe, however, each reverse die paired with a
particular obverse die is individually identified by means of the number and position of the
pellets placed in or by the initial cross and/or before and after the letters of the moneyer's
name. Different dies with the same pattern of pellets may be used with several obverse
dies, but no two of these reverse dies are used with the same obverse die. To take an
example, among the coins from reverse dies where the letters of the moneyer's name are
preceded and followed by three pellets, reverse dies with three pellets at each side of the
intial cross occur with obverse dies 0 3 , 04, 0 7 , 0 8 and 0 1 0 , but there is only one reverse
die so marked paired with each of these obverses, respectively, R23, R14, R20, R25 and
R27; similarly, reverse dies with two pellets at each side of the initial cross are found with
three obverses, 04, 0 5 and 06, again with just one reverse die so marked in each case,
R12, R16 and R18 respectively; reverse dies without pellets by the initial cross are found
with four obverse dies, 0 3 , 08, 09 and O i l , with just one reverse die of the type in each
case, R8, R21, R26 and R28 respectively.
Approaching the evidence from the point of view of a single obverse die, obverse die 04
has one reverse die each with the following numbers of pellets beside the initial cross: 1/1,
R l l ; 2/2, R12; 3/1, R13 and 3/3, R14. Another reverse die, R15, paired with obverse die
0 4 appears to be 3/1 also, hence duplicating R13; although it does have an additional small
pellet at the left hand side of the cross which could make it 4/1, the pellet may just be
accidental. However, this reverse die is in the unique position among the known material
of having been used first with one obverse die, 06, and then re-used later with another
obverse die, 04. It will be seen from the dies set out in Table 1 that there are only two
further possible instances of duplication. For obverse die 0 3 , reverse dies RIO and R24 are
both 1/-, but the single pellet is in different quarters of the cross in the two cases. Also,
although reverse dies R3 and R4, paired with obverse die 0 2 , are both without any
distinguishing pellets, their initial crosses are distinctly differenced, R4 having the normal
cross of R3 replaced by four large pellets. Even if these two instances are considered to be
other genuine exceptions, there would seem to be a sufficiently large number of coins
extant to show that a system for distinguishing the reverse dies was intended, even if it was
not always applied with complete consistency.
In some, but not all, cases, observed development in flaws on the dies has allowed the
order of use of individual dies, or groups of dies, to be suggested:
Obverse Ol
02
03
04
05
06
08

: uncertain order
: reverse die R5 then R3 then R4
: reverse die R6 then (R7, R9 and R24) then (R8, RIO and R22)
: R13 then the rest
: uncertain order
: R19 then R18
: R25 then R21

This pattern of usage shows that the dies were not employed in any particular or consistent
order; the dies which were heavily marked with pellets do not necessarily precede the
less-pelleted ones nor vice versa. As far as can be seen on the present sample of the
12

S. E. Rigold, 'The two primary series of sceattas', BNJ

30 (1960-61), 18-19.
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coinage, however, the dies do seem to have been used consecutively. This method of
working means that it is not possible, as might have been hoped, to predict at least a
minimum number of 'missing' dies; one may suspect that if there is at present only a 3/3
type of reverse die with a particular obverse, that it was part of a group which included a
1/1 and a 2/2, but this does not mean that either of the other dies was actually used, or even
present. The ratio of Efe reverse dies to obverse dies in the cases of 0 3 and 04 is unusually
high and would result in a large number of missing dies if projected throughout the extant
series of obverse dies. Mr Cowell has calculated their likely number in Appendix 3, while
fully appreciating the difficulties in dealing with the present small sample. His result of a
typical range of 2.4 to 4.6 reverses per obverse recalls the ratio of up to four to one found
by Mr Rigold to apply to the Primary Series B sceattas,u Mr Cowell's calculation of a total
number of obverse dies for Efe of some eleven to fourteen depending on the method
chosen, against the present extant total of eleven, suggests that there are not many new
ones to be discovered. This accords well with the evidence of the recently discovered coins
which now often die-link into the existing corpus through their obverse. The much larger
number of 'new' reverse dies still to come, to a total of somewhere between thirty-seven
and fifty-three, against the extant twenty-eight, again seems in the right general area.
Wilred
For the moneyer Wilred, both obverse and reverse dies are all-runic. The obverse legend
reads invaribly + ben + na and it is followed, not by R E X as on the Efe dies, but by a
symbol which Professor Page suggests is a nonce formation for R E X , used in order to
solve the problems of spacing. On all the dies the angles and extremities of the letters are
usually punctuated by pellets after their linear outline has been drawn in. The pellets at the
bases of the letters are so arranged that they form an inner circle. Normally this inner circle
encloses a single pellet but, as on some of the obverses for Efe, one obverse die for Wilred
(09), literate although of very rough style and with a uniquely blundered reverse (R6), has
a cross of four pellets. The legends on obverse and reverse are invariably arranged in two
groups of three letters divided at top and bottom by a cross. If these crosses are viewed as
making a type with the central pellet-within-circle, then its origin can be seen in the late
'standard' type with three or four crosses around a pellet-within-circle. This arrangement
of the legend is also used on Carolingian coins (below, p. 32). 1 4
The Wilred reverses are set out in a similar manner reading entirely in runes, +wil+red.
The central motif is again a pellet within a circle of pellets except in one case where it is a
cross (R3). The inner circle is not formed by the pellets punctuating the bases of the letters
as is the case for the obverses; two dies were perhaps aiming at that (R4 and 5), but in all
the others there is an inner circle of pellets into which the bases of the letters run. Also
there are unattached pellets between, or punctuating, the letters some little way along the
lines of the limbs (R2). On dies R l , 3 and 7, the letters are linear. On the blundered die,
R6, traces of a sketchy legend with pelleted letters is visible among the completed letters
and may represent a more accurate drafting of the legend which was not followed for the
final version. One Wilred coin (MH38) is overstruck. The under-type on the Beonna side is
another circumscription type, but the reverse has an entirely different pattern of pellets
and it is possible that it is some kind of 'standard' type. If so, it is not one of the known
types of sceattas, of Beonna or otherwise.
The coins of Beonna on the smallest flans, most reminiscent of other sceattas, are to be

13

Rigold, p. 20
It is also used later on occasional dies for the
Northumbrian coinage e.g. coins of /Ethelred I, second
14

reign, 789-96, reading ETH+LRED (North 184) and of
Eanred, 810-41, reading EAN+RED REX (BMC 110) and
+EAD+VINI (BMC 96).
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found among the Wilreds: the coins with reverse 3, C59-61 (MH43-44 and Barham).
While these coins were certainly not of the best metal of the Beonnas as a whole, they
would be acceptable as standing at the head of the Wilred group. While too much must not
be made of individual finenesses, one of this group was the only coin of Wilred whose silver
content exceeded 50 per cent. As many of the Wilreds are of baser metal than the Efes,
they are often more corroded, making it difficult to decide on the order in which the dies
were used. With reverse R l , obverse 0 2 seems to be the earliest, with R3, 0 1 0 , and with
R4, possibly 07. In contrast to the Efes, where the normal pattern of one obverse die
paired with several reverses applied, with the Wilreds it is the other way about, and up to
four obverses are used with one reverse. A further difference is that there is no sign
whatever here of any attempt at sequence-marking the dies. The coins of Wilred are thus
different from the Efes epigraphically, typologically, technically and administratively. It is
thus highly unlikely that they could have been made in the same place at the same time and
the evidence of provenance below will show that they were probably struck at different
mints.
Werferth
The two extant coins of Werferth, one from Middle Harling and one from the Ipswich
excavations, are from the same pair of dies. The obverse legend reads in a mixture of runes
and Roman capitals, + B E O n n a R E z s around a pellet within an inner circle of pellets. It
is similar to the Efe dies, especially to the early one which reads R E s s , but the Werferth
has a very distinctive hooked R not found elsewhere on Beonna's coinage. The reverse die
is even closer to the 'standard' design of the late runic sceattas from East Anglia. It is
similar in layout to the Efe reverses but, for Werferth, the central square of the design is
occupied, not by a cross as on the Efes, but by a central pellet in a circle of pellets, with an
additional pellet in each corner of the square. The all-runic legend reads in the four
sectors, 'we.'./rf/er/)?. + . ' . Athough there is as yet just the one reverse die, the pellet on
either side of the initial cross places Werferth's coins in the same group as the Efes, where
it also belongs on epigraphic and typological grounds. How many other dies there may be it
is not possible to say, but the distinguishing marks suggest that others may be expected. As
will be seen in the metrology section, the Werferths are by far the finer metal, and it is
possible that they had been issued in smaller numbers or had been subject to culling which
would reduce their representation in hoards buried after the silver content of the coins had
drastically declined.
Interlace type
The obverse legend on the Interlace type is all-runic and reads differently from all the
others, 'beonna r e x ' , but with the letters punctuated by pellets and the lower edges
forming the inner circle which encloses the central pellet, as on the Wilred dies. The legend
commences with a pellet, however, which is never found for Wilred or Efe, but is the
normal start to the obverse legend on the Northumbrian coins of Eadberht. There are
certainly two different obverse dies paired with one reverse. The drawing of the reverse of
the lost coin from Dorestadt reproduces the detail of the sole known reverse die so closely
that it is likely to have been from this same die. In the case of the obverse, there are several
differences between it and the two existing dies and, while there are great similarities, the
accuracy of the drawing of the reverse suggests that the detail of the obverse may be
accepted and a third obverse die tentatively postulated.
The sole reverse die has no moneyer's name, but a design formed by one continuous line
making a four-lobed cross with a second continuous line laced through it. There are three
pellets filling each space between the lobes, just inside the outer circle. This design may be
viewed as either a cross or a square pattern. It has been shown here as a cross so that the
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die axis then becomes regular, which is the normal pattern for Beonna coins and sceattas.15
There is just one reverse die known, paired with two, and possibly three obverses. It is thus
the reverse die which occupied the lower position during striking, as was the case with the
Wilreds. Again like the Wilreds, the reverse die would not appear to have been
differentiated although the three pellets need not necessarily have been a constant feature
on any other dies, if indeed there were any. Although the Interlace type can thus be
associated with the Wilreds rather than the Efes on technical grounds, its very distinctive
type and its lack of moneyer's name set it apart from both.
The sole Interlace reverse die is larger than any of the obverses. Obverse 0 2 is a
particularly poor match. It might look as if it had been designed to go with another smaller
reverse, but there is only the one instance in the whole of Beonna's coinage of such
cross-linking of dies. Indeed, the ill-matching of obverse with reverse dies is a feature of
the coinage as a whole and seems to indicate the hasty production of a large number of dies
rather than later re-use of old dies. The Interlace coins are larger in diameter than any
other of the Beonna coins and closest to the size of the small, early, coins of Offa's 'new
penny' coinage, but as will be discussed below, their weight and debased metal place them
firmly in the sceatta series, but not, apparently, at the end of Beonna's coinage.
Metrology
The weights of all the coins of Beonna, after cleaning16 and excluding the obviously
corroded and damaged examples, are expressed as a histogram (fig. 4). These will be
discussed at this point in conjunction with the analyses of the silver content of the Beonna
coins as established by Mr Cowell (see Appendix 4). It may perhaps be noted that the
non-scientist could be misled by the superficial appearance of a coin in deciding whether it
is likely to prove suitable for analysis. The poor specimen of the Werferth issue from the
Ipswich excavation (C70) which had required heavy cleaning, was acceptable, whereas the
Glasgow cabinet piece (C49), which looked perfectly all right, turned out to be slightly
corroded internally, giving an unreliable result - most unfortunately as it is the solitary
known all-Roman type.
No. of coins
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FIG 4. Weights of coins of Beonna

15
What constitutes vertical in other Beonna coins is not
always clear, e.g. in the cases of dies which lack an initial
cross. The die axis in the lists is as the coins are shown on the
plates. The consistent practice there followed does, however,
result in some die-axes appearing to be 'irregular' when they

were no doubt intended to be regular; what was considered
to be upright was evidently variable.
16
The weights before cleaning were noted, but are not
noted here as the additional material was not so much
corrosion products as accreted earth.
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The mean weight of all the Beonnas taken together is 0.96g and the median, one
gramme. In this, they correspond to the weight of the Secondary phase of the sceatta
coinage rather than to the 'new penny' coinage of Offa, on broad flans, which restored the
weight to the standard of about one-and-a-quarter grammes which it had been in the
Primary sceatta phase. Looking at the moneyer groups individually, the single Werferth in
original condition weighs 1.07g, on the high side of the distribution. It would be possible
for this figure to be abnormal, but Mr Cowell shows that the silver content, derived from
two examples, is also significantly higher than all the other Beonnas, at about 70 per cent.
This suggests that the Werferths stand at the head of the series, at least as it is known at
present. It is possible that Beonna introduced his reformed coinage at this three-to-one
silver standard, as apparently was also done by Eadberht of Northumbria, but it must be
acknowleged that Beonna'sfirst coins could have been on afine-silver standard and that no
example of that phase has yet come to light. A slight clue that this might be the case is that
the flan of the Werferth is not particlarly small or 'sceatta-like'. Although no smooth
sequence from small to large flans, or for that matter, from better to worse silver need
necessarily have happened, if all these characteristics tend to point in the same
chronological direction, some cognisance may be taken of them.
For the moneyer Efe, the weights of the groups linked by their obverse die conform
closely to the average of 0.96g except for those associated with obverses 0 3 and Ol.
Twelve coins of 0 3 weigh on average 1.09g, above the rest of the Efes, and group Ol is
below the rest, averaging O.Slg. Turning to the silver content, the over-all figure is about
50 per cent. A most important result of Mr Cowell's work is his demonstration of the wide
variation in silver content between die-linked, and even die-duplicate, coins which must
have been struck within a relatively short time of one another. In the two biggest Efe
groups, obverses 0 3 and 04, the silver content varies as much as 8.4 per cent and 8.9 per
cent respectively, the first of these figures between die-duplicates (MH 14 and 15). For
Wilred, the coins associated with reverse R1 show up to 8 per cent difference and the
Interlace group with reverse R l , 5.6 per cent. In view of this it would not be wise to see
chronological significance in narrow differences between the silver content of small
numbers of coins. In the case of the Efe obverse 0 3 group, however, there are eleven
relevant coins which average 53.5 per cent, only one of them falling below 50 per cent. This
slightly higher than average figure would, like their other characteristics discussed above,
place them early in the Efe series. There is only a single coin of obverse 09, but its small
size allied to its high silver content at 55.4 per cent puts it tentatively into this phase.
Although the evidence is less secure, the low weight and broader flans of the obverse Ol
group, with an average silver content of 49.3 per cent, would suggest a place in the later
phase of the Efes; as this type has a central cross instead of the usual pellet, perhaps the
singleton of obverse 0 1 0 , also with a cross, and on a similarly broader flan, at 46.6 per cent
is also late.
Turning to the Wilreds, the material is less plentiful, but Mr Cowell suggests a trend
from coins with a fineness similar to that of the Efes (groups associated with reverses R3
and R l ) through an intermediate stage of about 40 per cent (R2) down to about 25 per cent
(R4). The small flans of the group R3 coins suggest that they may stand at the head of the
Wilred group which would be supported by their inclusion among the coins with a high
silver content. The average weight of the four relevant Interlace coins is l.Olg, just on the
median weight and Mr Cowellfinds that their silver content, averaging 51.1 per cent for the
three coins which could be analysed, is not significantly different from the Efes.
Thus the overall pattern for the fineness of the Beonna coins is: the Werferths at c. 70
per cent, the Efes, the Interlace and the best of the Wilreds at c. 50 per cent, and the tail of
the Wilreds, first c. 40 per cent and, finally, at least so far as the presently available
evidence is concerned, c. 25 per cent. None of the coins from outside the hoard is as base as
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these last pieces, but it must be allowed that there could have been even baser Beonnas, on
a par with the worst of the sceattas. This downward sequence is not matched by a parallel
smooth transition in flan size, such as might have been expected had the coins been struck
consecutively in the same mint. It is therefore necessary to consider the other evidence for
the location of production.
Provenances and find-spots
The provenance and possiblefind-spots of the nineteenth-century finds were discussed by
Mr Pagan 17 and Mr Sherlock, 18 but a few comments may be made in the light of further
research. The two coins from the collection of Dr William Hunter (SCBI Glasgow 413, C36
and 413, C49) were sketched by Charles Combe in a manuscript draft-catalogue in the
British Museum. They were among the original entries compiled between 1774 and 1782 1 9
and wrongly entered under Kent. This error was corrected in the plates prepared under the
direction of his son, Taylor Combe, in 1803, but not published until used by Ruding in
1817.
The coin in the Ashmolean Museum (SCBI Oxford 57, C43)first came to light at the sale
of the collection of the Revd J. Maynard of Orford, Suffolk, in 1885, and a local find-spot
has been suggested. The Revd Maynard's collection was clearly built up on the market as it
included some spectacular Tudor gold, and even one of his Anglo-Saxon pennies was
noted in the sale (lot 8) as deriving from the Whitbourn sale (of 1869). While he may have
chosen to buy coins from local mints if they were available in preference to others, his
collection in the Anglo-Saxon series was not particularly locally-biased and none was given
afind-spot in the sale. While, therefore, it is possible that, like any collector, he could have
acquired local finds, there is no evidence that he actually did so in the case of his Beonna,
and so it would be safer to consider this coin, for the moment, without known find-spot.
The author has also had the advantage, through the kindness of Dr D. M. Metcalf, of being
able to examine the Oxford coin side by side with BMC 1 (C50), 'found near Ipswich1. The
British Museum coin is appreciably blacker in colour and there does not seem any reason
to believe that they were found together.
There seems to have been some misunderstanding over the fate of the lost Beonna from
Dorestadt (C76). This coin, as Mr Pagan established, passed into the collection of the great
Belgian antiquary, Pierre-Alphonse-Louis de Coster, but there is in fact no evidence that
any part of his coin collection was bequeathed to the University of Louvain, there to be
destroyed during the First World War. De Coster's obituary in RBN 1879, p. 409, states
that after moving from Brussels in 1866, he gave up numismatic studies completely and 'mu
par un sentiment patriotique, il avait cede a l'Etat, moyennant un prix fort modeste, ses
incomparables series de monnaies barbangonnes et de pieces Carolingiennes'. Enquiries at
the Royal Coin Cabinet in Brussels, confirm that this is what happened, and authorities at
the University of Louvain have said that none of the coins was ever in its possession.20
There seems to be no suggestion that any of de Coster's coins went elsewhere, but
colleagues in Brussels kindly repeated the searches they had undertaken for Mr Pagan,
with the same negative result. This Dorestadt coin is still lost, but there is now at least a
hope that someday it may be found elsewhere.
In their Check-list of English finds of Sceattas, S. E. Rigold and D. M. Metcalf quote

17

Pagan, esp. p. 10 and pp. 14-15.
Sherlock, p. 46 and pp. 48-50.
19
The date of compilation is discussed by J. S. Martin,
'Some remarks on eighteenth-century numismatic manuscripts and numismatists' in Anglo-Saxon Coins, edited by
18

R. H. M. Dolley (London, 1961), pp. 227-30. The manuscript was presented to the Department of Coins and Medals
by B. A. Seaby Ltd.
20
I am grateful to Dr Simone Scheers and to Professor
Paul Naster for this information.
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from Hawkins a reference in the Braybrook Diaries, now in the Museum of Archaeology
and Anthropology, Cambridge, to a 'transitional' sceatta found at Hadstock, Essex, in
c.1848 or 1854, which they suggested might possibly be a Beonna. Mr Mark Blackburn has
kindly obtained for the author copies of the relevant entry for 5:VII (not VIII): 1854, and a
further one which he discovered for 15:VII: 1854. Both entries mention that the coin was
found 'lately', and the second notes that it had been identified at the British Museum as of
the type illustrated in Ruding pi.2, 10. This is an Epa Secondary Runic sceatta, so Beonna
can be ruled out. Another nineteenth-century reference to the discovery of a Beonna by
the moneyer Efe at Debenham, Suffolk, was recently noted, 21 but as there is now, it
appears, considerable doubt about the authenticity of the find, it seems safer to leave this
find-spot out of account until further work has been done to establish its status.

TABLE 2
Find-spots of Beonna Pennies
Hoard

Middle Harling, Norfolk

Werferth

1

Efe

37

Interlace

3

Wilred

Total

12

53

17

76

Isolated finds

Caistor St Edmund, Norfolk
'Norfolk'
'Norfolk/Suffolk borders'
Exning, Suffolk
Royston, Cambs.
Bardwell, Suffolk
Packenham, Suffolk
Hacheston, Suffolk
Barham, Suffolk
Burrow Hill, Suffolk
Ipswich, Suffolk
Dorestadt, Netherlands
Unknown find-spot
Total

51

The find-spots of Beonna coins are set out in Table 2 and plotted on Map 1, kindly
prepared by Mr Ashley. The former restriction of apparent find-spots to the Ipswich area
led to the attribution of all Beonna coins to a mint there and to the suggestion that it was
Suffolk which fell to him on the division of East Anglia in 749. The situation has now been
transformed, for while there is still a strong concentration in the Iswich area, the
distribution has been extended into north Suffolk and south Norfolk, as well as westwards
into Middle Anglia. It now bears a strong resemblance to the distribution in those same
parts of England of the East Anglian runic sceattas.22
Thefind-spots of coins of Efe, Wilred and of the Interlace type are plotted separately on
Maps 2-4, prepared from Mr Ashley's master-map by Mrs Linda Kendall. The totals are
still small, but the distribution patterns are strikingly different. Apart from the hoard, the

21
22

Sherlock, pp. 46 and 53, note 28.
The same distribution is also found for other artifacts of

the period so that the coins mirror the normal pattern of
human activity in the area.
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MAP 1

MAP 3

MAP 2

MAP 4

Find-spots of Beonna coins
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Wilreds are concentrated exclusively around Ipswich. Wilreds are admittedly rarer than
Efes, but as there are now seven isolated find-spots outside the Iswich area, five of which
are of Efe and none is of Wilred, this is unlikely to be the result of mere chance. Efe also
has a presence around Ipwsich, but coastal trading centres, like major hoards, usually
include a wider variety of coins from sources outside their own immediate area. Despite
the fact that Efes are commoner than Wilreds, the two coins from Barham are both
Wilreds. The isolated finds from the north and west are exclusively of Efe; in the hoard,
there are many more die-duplicates among his coins than among Wilred's, which also
include a greater number of singletons. The rare coins of Werferth (not mapped) have so
far occurred only in the hoard and at Ipswich but, as noted above, their typology links
them with Efe's. The Interlace type is also rare, but apart from a find in a major coastal
trading centre (this time on the continent, at Dorestadt) the two known find-spots are
between the other concentrations and located in the Bury St Edmunds area. The facts of
the distribution seem reasonably certain; their interpretation is more difficult. There are all
the usual problems with distribution maps including that of deciding whether the
concentrations reflect, not minting places, but a changing pattern of use. That said, the
distributions seem to point to the usual local bias among isolated site-finds, and, when
allied to the differences in typology and production technique, seem to point to different
minting places rather than to different periods of issue. Wilred is clearly located in the
Ipswich region. The coins are not mint signed and as little is known about how the
production of coins was organized at this time, these coins could have been struck at some
other place in the area, but Ipswich itself seems the most likely location. The minting
places of the other two groups are even more difficult to locate precisely. For Efe's coins
Thetford is an obvious candidate. Sceattas have been found there, pointing to its activity at
this time, although there is little other evidence as to its importance at this early period.
Some support for this location may perhaps be found in the name of the village of Euston,
about three miles south-east of Thetford. Ekwall 23 says that this place-name could have
been derived from LEof s-TUN' or OE Efes-tun, if efes could be used in the sense 'bank of
a river'. Could it be that it is 'Efes-TUN', using the name of the moneyer as other personal
names of people of the thanely class have been used to form place-names from about this
period? 24 For the Interlace type, its rarity makes it difficult to locate its mint. 25 Apart from
the hoard, the two English find-spots are east and north-east of Bury St Edmunds,
Beadricesworth in the eighth century, but the evidence for its importance at this period is
late. As thefind-spots are not so far from Thetford, it is necessary to consider whether the
Interlace coins also could have been struck at the same mint as the Efes. However, their
technology and typology are different, and this is unlikely to be due to chronological
factors as the silver content suggests that they are contemporaries, or near contemporaries,
in a relatively short-lived coinage. It would clearly be relevant, if die studies were available
for the other sceatta series located in East Anglia, to see if similar distribution patterns
were discernable, but this work has yet to be done. It is notable that there is no
23
E. Ekwall, The Concise Oxford Dictionary of English
Place-names, 4th edn (Oxford, 1970), p. 170.
24
As Euston has no known connection with anyone called
Efe, moneyer or otherwise, apart from the hypothetical
association through the hoard and site-finds, this proposal
cannot be pressed, but it is perhaps worth considering. Dr
Margaret Gelling has kindly allowed her letter to the author
of 9 May 1983 to be quoted.
She said, 'I can see no objection to ycur suggestion that
Euston in Suffolk is named from the moneyer Efe, in fact I
find it most convincing. I have long thought that 'x's tun'
place-names have a manorial significance, with the personal

names being those of the king's thegns or people of
comparable status. ( . . . . ) Your 'Efes-tun', from a man
flourishing c. 760, is a little earlier than I had envisaged the
'x's tun type beginning, but there is nothing impossible about
it.'
25
The Interlace type is the exception among Beonna's
coins in having no moneyer's name which would seem to
indicate a different issuing authority, possibly an ecclesiastical one, on analogy with the Northumbrian coins of
Archbishop Ecgberht of York with the kings Eadberht and
Alchred.
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concentration around Norwich (confirming the archaeological evidence that its rise to
prominence came slightly later) or Elmham, the seat of one of the East Anglian bishoprics.
The seat of the other at 'Dumnoc' (modern Felixstowe) is near Ipswich which is to be
preferred as the minting place.
Relative chronology of Beonna's coinage
It is unlikely that coins of differing silver standard would have been issued in Beonna's
name at the same time, so the decline in the silver standard is taken to be a valid indication
of the relative chronological order. The analysis of Beonna's coins shows a sequence of
essentially three major steps: the Werferths come first at c. 70 per cent, followed by the
Efes, to which they are typologically related, at c. 50 per cent; the Interlace type and the
best of the Wilreds fall within this band too, so they belong with the Efes in the middle
period; when the standard collapses at the end of the coinage, down to 40 and then 25 per
cent, Wilred alone is left.
Relating this to the evidence of the distributions, there are at present coins of Thetford
alone for the earliest phase, for Thetford, Beadricesworth and Ipswich in the middle period
and for Ipswich alone at the end. Too much should not be read into the apparent absence
of the other mints in the early period. There are only two coins of Thetford known and as
the Efes (Thetford) are three times as common as the Wilreds (Ipswich), a coin of
Ipswich's first phase, if there were one, need not yet, on statistical grounds, be expected.
For the final phases of the Wilreds, there are five coins known from the Middle Harling
hoard, and had coins of these standards been produced at Thetford, they might have been
expected to appear in a local hoard, This does not mean, however, that Beonna need
necessarily have been confined to the south at this time, any more than it can be assumed
that at the beginning of his coinage he was in control only of the north. Even if the
surviving coins do represent the times when these mints were in operation, the periods of
production might have been dictated by commerical or other factors unconnected with
changes in political control. Further, there is no evidence of how the three kings, who
included Beonna, divided the East Anglian kingdom amongst them: whether it was a
division into three self-contained territories or whether it was more in the nature of a
multiple kingship such as applied in the mid-eighth-century kingdom of the Hwicce where
three brothers 'eadem vocabli dignitate et imperis fungentes'. Before seeking to establish a
historical context for Beonna's issues, it isfirst necessary to examine the evidence of their
chronological relationship with other related contemporary coinages.
Chronological relationships with other series
Beonna's coinage has affinities with that of Northumbria: in attempting to introduce a
coinage of improved metal standard, in making it a regal coinage, and in a similarity of
type and detail. Unfortunately, none of this is much help in dating Beonna's coinage as the
absolute chronology of the coinage of Eadberht of Northumbria during his long reign,
738-57, has not been established. He revived the coinage there after an apparent gap, but
the date when he did so is not known. Mr Cowell's analyses have shown that Eadberht's
issues began at about 70 per cent silver and are comparable to Beonna's coins by Werferth,
but that thereafter they declined to around the 50 per cent mark, as did Beonna's. When
these reductions in standard took place is equally unknown, but it seems difficult to place
Eadberht's 70 per cent issue late enough for it still to have been in production when
Beonna's coins began, as this cannot have been before his accession in 749. Beonna's
coinage is therefore likely to have been introduced on a reformed standard higher than that
which then prevailed in Northumbria, and therefore not directly associated with it. Even if
a late start to Beonna's coinage were postulated, it would still be out of step, at the start,
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with the Northumbrian, as the coins of Alchred, 765-74, analysed by Mr Cowell are on the
band of 50 per cent and less, and never achieved a 70 per cent standard. The Northumbrian
coinage cannot therefore provide a date for Beonna's issues.
Turning to the Frankish parallels for Beonna's coinage, Dr Metcalf drew attention,26 to
a denier of Charlemagne where the legend was divided by crosses, a feature not otherwise
found in his coinage. Dr Metcalf pointed out that there were three crosses present, at 0°,
180° and 270°, and that the design had been copied from an issue of Offa's contemporary,
Ecgberht of Kent, by the moneyer Babba (Blunt 2). However, the 'cross' at 270° is formed
by a contraction mark across the leg of the R (for Rex), leaving a layout which suggests
that the prototype was rather the 'new' Beonna/Wilred issue. The Charlemagne coin
belongs to the earliest phase of his coinage which Professor Grierson suggests ended before
the death of Carloman in 771, which then provides a terminus ante quem for the Beonna
prototype. 28 Mr Pagan has drawn attention to the similarity of the Interlace design to the
type used on the north Frankish or Frisian deniers formerly attributed to Maastricht both
before and after the reform of the coinage in 755 instituted by Pepin the Short, 752-68. 29 A
coin of the pre-Reform series, recently found at Woodeaton (Oxon.), 30 weighed 1.17g
which places the start of the 'Maastricht' coins of this type before the general reduction in
weight in the early years of the eighth century. Thus, the date range is too wide to provide
evidence for the chronology of Beonna's issue. Beonna's coinage conforms by flan, weight
and metal content to the pre-Reform, rather than to the post-Reform, penny standard.
Nevertheless, it cannot be assumed that this places the issue of Beonna's coinage before
that date, especially if its prime motivation was internal, and it was not too long after the
Pepin reform.
A link between the coinage of Beonna and that of Offa is provided by the moneyer
Wilred. Two broad-flan pennies of Offa's earliest issue, from different dies, are known
from this moneyer: one from a nineteenth-century French collection with no known
find-spot now in the Berlin cabinet (SCBI Berlin 67) and the other, a recent find from St
Osyth's (Essex). 31 It might be possible to argue that the Wilreds need not be the same
person, but the name is not a common one and it would seem reasonable to assume that
they are, and that his coins for Offa were also struck in East Anglia, possibly at Ipswich.
The all-Roman legend of the Offa need cause no difficulty as all-Roman coins were struck
for Beonna also. It is not possible to say how long there was between the issues for these
two kings; moneyers could be long-lived and the chronology of Offa's issues is not yet
established. Again, the natural assumption would be that the two issues were unlikely to be
separated by very long. What the attribution of the Offa-Wilred pennies to East Anglia
certainly shows, is that Offa was concerned in the affairs of that kingdom much earlier than
had previously been believed, when his earliest known coins from East Anglia were of his
second coinage. The typological associations of the Beonna coinage do not therefore

26
D. M. Metcalf, 'Artistic borrowing, imitation and forgery in the eighth century', HBN 20 (1966), 379-92, esp.
380-83, pi. 17, 6.
27
Other examples exist where it is certain that an AngloSaxon coin is being copied for a Carolingian one e.g. K. F.
Morrison and H. Grunthal, Carolingian Coinage (New
York, 1967), no. 221 in the name of Charlemagne, where the
prototype is a penny of Offa. (The exact status of these coins
in the Carolingian series is not relevant here; M&G 221 is
discussed by Dr Metcalf, 'Artistic borrowing'.) A cross also
interrupts the name of the king in a similar way on issues of
Charles the Bald.
28
The chronology of Charlemagne's issues is discussed in
P. Grierson, 'Money and coinage under Charlemagne' in

Karl der Crosse I, (Diisseldorf, 1965), pp. 501-36. Morrison
and Grunthal, p. 3.
29
Pagan, pp. 11 and 13, fig. 2. Dr H. Enno van Gelder has
recently questioned the atribution of the Pepin to
Maastricht, ('Coins from Dorestadt, the Wijk bij Duurstede
(1972, 1) hoard' in Excavations at Dorestad, I, edited by W.
A. van Es and W.J.H. Verwers (1980), pp. 212-24) and Dr
V. Zcdelius has doubted the attribution of the sceattas
('Neue Sceattas aus dem Rheinland-Bonn und Xanten',
Zeitschrift fur Archdologie des Mittelalters 8 (1980), 139-52).
30
D. M. Metcalf, 'Twenty-five notes on sceatta finds', in
Sceattas in England and on the Continent, p. 202, pi. 10, 24.
31
Christies 23 Jul. 1985, lot 107 where it was described
only as found in Essex but certainly found at St Osyth's.
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provide a very tight or secure chronology, and it is necessary to look at the historical
evidence, late and inadequate as it is, to try to suggest a likely context.
Historical context: a hypothesis
The historical sources which mention Beonna are all post-Conquest. The part of the
Historia Regum now attributed to Byrhtferth of Ramsey says that after the death of King
Alfwald of East Anglia, which he places in 749, 'Hunbeanna and Albert divided the
kingdom between them'. Professor H. M. Chadwick was the first to suggest that the first
name should be divided into two names, Hun and Beanna, and was followed in this respect
by Professor Dorothy Whitelock.32 Under the year 758, the chronicle attributed to
'Florence' of Worcester notes the death on 26 October of Cuthbert, archbishop of
Canterbury, and follows this by saying 'his temporibus Orientalibus Saxonibus,
Swithredus, Australibus Saxonibus, Osmundus, Orientalibus Anglis, Beornus reges
praefuerunt'. This has been taken to mean that Beornus was king of East Anglia in 758,
but in fact the chronology of 'Florence' at this stage, like that of the Anglo-Saxon
chronicle, is two years too early. Cuthbert died in 760, not 758, and the entry which follows
that mentioning Beornus is about the consecration of Bregowine, the next archbishop of
Canterbury, which took place, not as Florence says in 759, but in 761. Consequently, it is
likely that the entry sandwiched between the two Canterbury items under 758, really refers
to 760. On the face of it, Beonna's reign would thus have extended at least as far as 760,
though we do not know how specific the underlying source for 'Florence's' statement might
have been (assuming that he had one), or how far he was embroidering the annal of the
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. Further, in the appendix to 'Florence', it is said that in Offa's time
'Beorna' was king of the East Angles. No dates or period are given which would allow
Beonna's reign to be located within the long span of Offa's, 757-96. When speaking of 760
and 'Offa's time', no other kings in East Anglia are mentioned, which suggests that by this
date Beonna was, at the very least, the only king there who counted as far as 'Florence's'
source was concerned, and may have been in control of the whole of the East Anglian
kingdom.
For most of his time, however, Beonna cannot have been an independent ruler. When
he became king in 749, all the kingdoms of England south of the Humber were subject to
the overlordship of yEthelbald of Mercia. The extent of their dependence varied, but it is
most unlikely that /Ethelbald, who had no coins of his own, would have countenanced the
issue of a coinage by a sub-ruler in the latter's own name, and describing him, without
territorial or other qualification, as 'rex'. The most likely interpretation of Beonna's
coinage is that it marks the reassertion of East Anglian independence after the murder of
vEthelbald in 757, and as such, is an earlier instance of the phenomenon which was to occur
in both East Anglia and Kent after the death of Offa in 796. Although Beonna remained
king in East Anglia at least until 760, his coinage can have continued only as long as East
Anglia remained independent of Mercia, if it had not already ceased through lack of
bullion. As Offa's coins by Beonna's moneyer Wilred belong to the earliest phase of his
coinage, it is likely that his overlordship of East Anglia was accepted within a decade or so
of that date; although just when it is not possible to say, as Offa's first coinage is itself not
datable with any precision. Oman's suggestion33 that Beonna might be the same person as
Beornred who reigned briefly in Mercia after the murder of jEthelbald before being

32
Dorothy Whitelock, English Historical Documents, I
(London, 1955), p. 240.
33
C. Oman, The Coinage of England (Oxford, 1931), p.
16. Oman was however concerned to remove the Beonnas

from East Anglia and to attribute them to Mercia during the
short period of Beornred's rule there. The evidence now
available makes this view quite untenable.
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expelled by Offa, could still fit the now certain association of the coins with the historical
Beorna of East Anglia. Nevertheless, it seems less likely as 'Florence' of Worcester, who
appears to have been relatively well-informed about both Beornred and Beonna, gives no
clue that they were likely to be the same person. It is suggested, therefore, that Beonna's
coinage began in c. 757 and probably lasted to some date earlier rather than later in the
760s, although the terminal date in particular must remain uncertain. He could have lived
for some time after the end of his coinage, possibly as a sub-king under Offa. There is no
evidence for how or when he died.
As a post-script, there are no coins for ^Ethelred, who according to 'Florence' was
Beonna's successor, despite what would have been a fairly long reign, and he may have
been a client king of Offa's throughout his entire time. For the short reign of his son,
(Saint) ^Ethelberht, murdered on Offa's orders in 794, three coins survive, one of them
found at Tivoli in Rome. Although iEthelberht is portrayed as the innocent victim, his
issue of a coinage in his own name, with a suitably flattering type to send to win friends in
Rome, was probably viewed by Offa as an indication, possibly among others, of the
assumption by the young sub-king of the East Angles of a greater degree of independence
than he was prepared to tolerate.

CORPUS OF COINS OF BEONNA
Codes: MH = Middle Hading hoard; BH = Burrow Hill excavations; BM followed by a registration
number = recent acquisition by the British Museum.
Illustrations: all the Middle Harling hoard coins, identified by MH numbers are illustrated actual size on pis
1-2; all dies, identified by die-number, are illustrated enlarged x 2 from the example in best over-all condition
on pis. 2-5; the coins from sales, Sylloge volumes and Burrow Hill have already been illustrated and those from
Ipswich and Barham will be published in detail elsewhere, although where they are the sole representative of a
die, that die is illustrated here. Thefive remaining coins, identified by their numbers in this corpus, C6 etc., are
illustrated on pi. 2.
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a) BM 1978-7-20-1: 1.03g, 0° (as
illustrated). Found at Packenham, Suffolk.
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b) Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge (MEC 1:1121A), ex
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coin), 0°
d) University of Leeds colln:
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a) Lost specimen found at Dorestadt, Netherlands, 4 Nov. 1836,
(Pagan,BNJ 1966, p. 10): 0.75g,
no d.a.

Forgery

Despite the rarity of Beonna's coins in the past, no counterfeits were recorded. But recently the
well-publicised discovery on several different sites of authentic coins, only a few of which were likely to be
available on the market, provided the classic context for forgery, and one of the Efe group duly appeared in
Switzerland in 1983 (fig.5).34 It is a struck piece, from false dies. The obverse has a runic 'x' in REx which is
34
It was sent to the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, on 3 the metal content of ancient coins are now readily accessible.
June 1983 by a Swiss dealer. The author is indebted to Mr The more sophisticated of forgers can generally ensure that
M. A. S. Blackburn for allowing her to examine it alongside their products are of plausible alloy, if not actually made
the originals. In the circumstances, it was not possible to from ancient metal obtained from genuine contemporary
have it analysed. It may be remarked, however, that the coins which are fragmentary or in unsaleable condition.
usefulness of analytical testing has declined since details of
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FIG. 5 Modern Forgery (a) and the reverse of a similar genuine coin (b) (X2)

found only on the all-runic obverses of the Interlace type, while the eleven authentic Efe obverses have either a
Roman X or 'ss'. A runic 'x' on a geniune Efe obverse remains possible, but it would appear that the runic 'x'
here was either a misinterpretation of one of the known dies on which the Roman X was defective or weakly
struck up (e.g. dies 4—6) or was deliberately designed to create an unrecorded variant. Unlike the assured and
carefully formed runes on the genuine pieces, letters here are defective in form (e.g. the 'a' and R), are laid out
in an abnormal manner and are in a scratchy style not found on the originals. The edge pellets are gross when
compared with those on the similar genuine die shown alongside. The weight at 1.15g is on the high side and is
equalled only by the heaviest of the genuine Efe coins. There is some reason to believe that the forgery is
English.

APPENDIX 1
Middle

Harling: Context and Excavation
A. J. G. ROGERSON

Middle Harling lies eleven kilometres ENE of Thetford in the Norfolk Breckland. Post-Roman settlement
began in the Middle Saxon period and shifted in the late twelth to the early thirteenth centuries. This move was
followed by decline and the parish church was ruined by the early sixteenth century. The present hamlet,
consisting of one farm and a couple of cottages, lies within a large parish which includes the former market
town of East Harling and the deserted settlements of West Harling and Harling Thorpe.
In November 1980 a local metal detector user, Mr Tony Frost, found eight Beonna pennies (nos. 14—15, 28,
31, 36, 38-39, and 42) in ploughsoil over a very restricted area about forty metres from the site of the medieval
church. Thefind-spots were accurately plotted by Mr Frost, who took the coins to Norwich Castle Museum. In
the meanwhile, archaeologicalfield work by Mr Alan Davison had shown that thefind-spot of these coins lay
within a dense surface pottery scatter which represented the site of Saxon and early medieval Middle Harling.
In February/March 1981 an excavation of fifty square metres was carried out by Mr Frost and the author for
the Norfolk Archaeological Unit over the area of the previous coinfinds. An additional twenty-eight Beonna
coins (nos. 1, 2, 6-13,17-20, 22-24,29, 30, 32, 34-35, 37, 40,45-46, 49-50) were detected within the ploughsoil
and subsoil along with one sceatta (no. 57). No coins were found in situ because of disturbance from Late Saxon
ditches and pits.
Later in 1981 the thirty-six pennies were declared Treasure Trove along with another Beonna penny (no. 43)
which had been found by Mr Frost in 1980 south of the site of the church about ninety metres from the centre of
the dispersed hoard.
In order to establish the context of the hoard, the British Museum sponsored a larger-scale excavation in
1982-83. This was laid out around the dispersed hoard and covered an area of 1,200 square metres. Further
metal detecting by Mr Frost during the excavation producedfifteen more Beonna pennies (nos. 3-5, 16, 21,
25-27, 33, 41, 44, 47-48, 51-52) and six sceattas (nos 54-56, 58-59, 62). These were widely scattered and only
two Beonnas (nos 27 and 44) were found in sealed archaeological contexts, both features of an eleventh-twelfth
century date, while a sceat (no. 62) was recovered from the upperfilling of a ditch that may have been dug in
the Middle Saxon period. Two silver blanks (nos. 60-61) were also found. The excavation indicated that the
main period of occupation in the vicinity of the hoard was in the tenth century, although a timber building,
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demolished in the tenth or the eleventh century and overlying the centre of the hoard, may possibly have
contained the coins. Occupation roughly contemporary with the Beonna pennies and sceattas, i.e activity
associated with Middle Saxon Ipswich-ware pottery (dating to between the mid seventh and mid-late ninth
century) was sparse within the excavation. However, south of the site of the parish church frequent surface
finds of Ipswich ware and Middle Saxon metalwork indicate the location of the seventh-ninth century
settlement. Beonna penny no. 43 and sceat no.64 were detected in this area, and a sceat (no. 63) was found a
further 100 metres to the SW in 1983. A final Beonna penny (no.53) was found by Mr Frost in 1983 seventy
metres N of the centre of the scattered hoard in afield where there is little surface evidence of Middle Saxon
occupation.
The excavator and all concerned are most grateful to the land-owner of the site, Mr Richard Barker, who
offered every assistance throughout.

APPENDIX 2
The Legends on the Coins
R. I. PAGE
The known Beonna coins have legends in runes, in Roman characters or in mixtures of the two. The standard
system of representing runic and Roman letters in transcripts of inscriptions is to put the Roman in capitals
(disregarding the actual forms they adopt in the inscription itself) and runes in lower case. A legend which is
entirely in runes is enclosed within single inverted commas, but these are dispensed with for runes mixed with
Roman in the same legend. Thus ' + wil + red' shows that all the letters of this moneyer's name are runic;
+ EFE that they are all Roman; whereas + EfE has Roman letters save forthe 'f rune. 35 The letters are spaced
so as to distinguish the 'ea' rune from the independent runes 'e' and 'a'. There are, of course, inadequacies in
this practice, and one is demonstrated in this discussion of the Beonna coins. It is not always possible to
distinguish certainly between runic and Roman letters. Roman B, R, for instance, are almost identical in form
with runic 'b\ 'r'. How, then, are we to represent these letters in mixed legends; as runic or Roman?36 The
question is apposite in certain of the legends which give the royal name and title Beonna rex, in a mixture of
runic and Roman characters. I give a purely pragmatic answer, declaring the forms as Roman when they occur
in a mixed text (as + B E O n n a R E X - which could equally properly be transcribed +bEOnnarEX), but
consider them runic if they appear in a text that is otherwise wholly in runes. There is no logic in this decision
which is purely a matter of convenience; but readers who are not runologists should be aware of it.
Of course, no transcript can represent the original legend exactly: there must be some degree of abstraction.
In a strict transcript, it may be important to indicate symbols which are not letters but affect the lay-out of the
text, as the crosses that begin or divide name forms (as in ' + wil + red'); or to draw attention to the placing of
individual letters in distinct panels of the design (as +|E|F|E|, where the verticals show the division of the text).
For less exact purposes, some of these details may be omitted. And for the student of philology or of runes, it
may be convenient to leave out details important to the numismatists, as the pellets on Efe's various reverse
legends.
Apart from the coins with an Interlace reverse, there are three known moneyers for Beonna's coinage: Efe,
Wilred and Werferth. Their dies have the following legends:
1. Efe. His name commonly uses Roman characters, in the form +|E|F[E|, the letters divided among the
four quarters of the reverse design. The only variant is the rune 'f for the second letter, giving the text
+ |E|f[E|, (reverse dies 6, 9), while there is one example of this partly-runic text retrograde (reverse die 23).
On this moneyer's dies the royal name and title appear in three forms (a) in Roman letters only in one
example from the Hunterian Collection (SCBI Glasgow 413, obverse die 9): + BEONN AREX, with the N
forms retrograde, which is not significant; (b) in mixed runes and Roman, as +BEOnnaREX, by far the
most common form (obverse dies 1, 2, 4, 6, 8,10 and 11), with two examples of this legend which seem to have
no initial cross (obverse dies 5 and, with retrograde 'n' forms, 7); and (c) +BEnnaREss (obverse die 3).
35
The system was devised in the 1930s by Bruce Dickins
for convenience of reproduction by the methods then
available; see his 'A system of transliteration for Old English
runic inscriptions', Leeds Studies in English 1 (1932), 15-19.
I use here a modified system which keeps Dickins's general
principles but makes a few changes of detail, as recorded in
my 'On the transliteration of English runes', Medieval
Archaeology 28 (1984), 22-45.

36
One might argue that a Roman B, R would have
rounded bows, and runic 'b', 'r' pointed ones, but fine
distinctions like this tend to disappear in coin legends. A
runic 'r' might tend to be more open than Roman R, that is,
the bow is often not brought right back to the stem before
curving off to the tail, and there are suggestions of this in
some of the R-forms in mixed texts of these coins.
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2. Wilred. This moneyer's name is always in runes. His reverse dies have pairs of crosses placed
diametrically opposite one another, with the name divided into its two elements between them:
' + wil + red' (reverse dies 1-5,7). An exception is the garbled form (die 6) with the letters roughly in
reverse order though the runes read from left to right, '+ de + rilw'. The obverse dies have the same
pairs of crosses with the name, always in the form Benna, divided between them, and the spacefilled up by
the unique symbol Y . The common form (obverse dies 1-3, 5-7, 11, 13) is ' + ben + naY ', with retrograde
versions (obverse die 4 and two examples from Barham, 10, 12). Three minor variants (obverse dies 8, 9, 14)
still have the legend ' + ben + naY ', but with the second 'n' retrograde.
3. Werferth. Only one pair of dies is known from this moneyer. His name appears as 'we|rf|er|}? + |', and
the obverse has the legend +BEOnnaREss.
4. The coins with the Interlace reverse. The four extant examples (two obverse dies) have the legend
'beonnarex.'. This is consistent with that of the damaged specimen (known only from an engraving) to
which Pagan drew attention, though that may show a third obverse die. 37
Discussion of the coin legends divides into two parts, the runological and the philological. Runologically
interesting are (i) the mixture of runes and Roman characters, (ii) the occasional use of retrograde runes, (iii)
the variation between 'x' and 'ss' in the Latin word rex, and (iv) the unique symbol Y • Philologically, there
must be some discussion of the name forms Efe, Wilred and Werferp, and of the variation between Benna and
Beonna in the royal name. The two approaches are not distinct since a writing system will have philological
relevance.
It is not unusual for an inscription to mix runic and Roman characters. From the ninth century, for instance,
there are two finger-rings with mixed inscriptions, one from Llysfaen, Clwyd, with the personal name
+ ALHSTAn, and one from Lancashire (perhaps Manchester) with a text reading +asDRED MEC AH
EAnRED MEC agROf, '^Edred owns me, Eanred engraved me'. The seventh-century coffin of St
Cuthbert, from Lindisfarne, has legends in runes and legends in Roman, and a single mixed one, the archangel
name [/?] VmIA[£L]. From the later Anglo-Saxon period is the Chester-le-Street memorial stone with its
name E A D m V n D . j S In coins the addition of occasional runic characters to otherwise Roman legends is
common enough, as, for example, on ninth-century stycas, which give moneyers' names like
+ DAEgBERCT, + CVNEMVnD, + LEOFDEGn, + LEOFDEgN, and on Mercian pennies where
Offa's moneyers produce such spellings as + BEAgHEARD, -t-wIHtrED. There are also examples where a
moneyer chooses either runic or Roman for his various coin dies, as ' +broker', ' +broker', side by side
with + B R O D R on ninth-century stycas_^ Occasional coins use both scripts, distinguishing thereby between
two legends, as the ' lul' +E-DIlBERHTissue attributed to /Ethelberht of East Anglia (d.794). Sometimes
there are clear practical reasons why an engraver might use a runic letter in a Roman context. For instance, 'f is
in form quite similar to F, and would not look out of place in a Roman text, as in +EfE. 'n' is a slim letter,
convenient to fit into a narrow space or to bind with other letters, and this may account for its frequent
appearance in Roman contexts, and even its occasional use in manuscripts, as in the word SECUnDUS on
fo.l3a of the Lindisfarne Gospels.39 Thus no special reason need be adduced for Efe's and Werferth's use of
runes mixed with Roman characters.
As for their use of runes at all, and for Wilred's exclusive employment of that script, I draw attention to the
importance of East Anglia as a rune-using area in the earlier Anglo-Saxon period. In the distribution maps
published in 1973, I showed that for the period up to c.650, the South-east, East Midlands and East Anglia
were important runic areas. 40 Added to thefinds there plotted, and pushing the use of runes rather later, could
be, inter alia, the sceattas in the names of Epa and Wigrced (mid-eighth century) and some runic pennies of Offa
which C. E. Blunt has shown to be of East Anglian provenance.4 Since my maps were published, East Anglia
has thrown up several more runic inscriptions from the earlier period, as the related stamped pots with runic
patterns from Spong Hill, North Elmham, Norfolk, a bracteate from Undley, Suffolk, two sets of tweezers
from Heacham, Norfolk, and Brandon, Suffolk, and a small scatter of objects and fragments less certainly
identifiable as runic.42 Presumably in using runes Beonna's moneyers were simply following local fashion.
The occasional use of a retrograde letter, in this case 'n' on a couple of Wilred's dies, need also occasion no
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Pagan, 'New type for Beonna'.
For these inscriptions and most other runic texts listed
in this paper, see R. I. Page, An Introduction to English
Runes (1973). The reattribution of the Lancashire gold ring
to Manchester is suggested in B. J. N. Edwards, 'An AngloSaxon ring provenance narrowed', Antiquaries Journal 63
(1983), 132-4.
39
Reproduced in T. D. Kendrick et al., Evangeliorum
quattuor codex Lindisfarnensis (1956-60).
40
Page, Introduction to Runes, pp. 26-7.
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41
C. E. Blunt, 'The coinage of Offa', Anglo-Saxon Coins,
edited by R. H. M. Dolley (London, 1961), pp. 49-50.
42
C. Hills, 'A runic pot from Spong Hill, North Elmham,
Norfolk',
Antiquaries
Journal
54 (1974),
87-90;
B. Odenstedt, 'The inscription on the Undley bracteate and
the beginnings of English runic writing', Umea Papers in
English, no. 5 (1983). The other items in this list remain
unpublished, but a general account of them will appear in
my article on new English runic finds in the Festschrift for
S. B. F. Jansson (forthcoming).
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worry. Several of the runes can have retrograde variants, as 'n', 's' and '4', and there seems to be no reason why
one was chosen rather than the other. Sometimes opposing forms occur in the same inscription, as with's' on
the Great Urswick, Cumbria, rune-stone;43 and the same applies to Wilred's opposing 'n' forms. On the other
hand, a complete retrograde inscription - which runologically would be unusual at this late date - is presumably
of numismatic rather than runological significance.
The royal title appears on these coins in two runic forms: 'rex' and REss. The first is apparently
straightforward, but is important because it employs 'x', a very rare rune in England. Its form, f , is that of a
Germanic rune which had the value z, found in inflexional endings. This was not needed for the Old English
phonetic system, and so the rune became otiose. However, it survived in the futhorc (the runic alphabet in its
distinctive letter order) and so in manuscript writings on runes from the Anglo-Saxon period, as well as in the
futhorc which is engraved and inlaid on the blade of the ninth-century Thames (Battersea) scramasax.44
Otherwise the rune is very rare epigraphically, and its only clear context, outside the 'rex' of the Beonna
coins, is the sacred name of Christ, 'xps', on the coffin of St Cuthbert.45 This confirms that the rune had
developed, in Old English usage, the value x, and shows why it was rare in practical use, for Old English had no
need for such a symbol. The rune appears only in learned contexts, and the Latin title rex is one of them. The
spelling REss must be something different, for 'ss' is not an obvious representation of the sound [ks]. It
suggests that the die-cutters of the obverses that use it (or, more likely, whoever designed their legends) were
unfamiliar with the symbol 'x'. Perhaps 'ss' is an indication that they recognised that thefinal sound of rex was
something like j1 but distinct from it; so they doubled the rune. However, there is some evidence that in Vulgar
Latin dialectsfinal x became s at an early date, 46 so perhaps REss gives a pronunciation spelling of the word.
A parallel would be the Franks Casket (c.700) spelling 'afitatores' for habitatores,47
The runes of these coins are skilfully formed, and show a professional knowledge of the script - there is
nothing confused about them. A possible exception is the'd' of the Wilred coins, for in all dies this is M , clearly
represented. The usual'd' is the simpler |x], and Wilred's more elaborate version, though presumably intended,
is unorthodox. The only other difficult character is T , also used only by Wilred. This is not a rune known from
other inscriptions, though of course it looks something like a rune. Its position - on all known coins of Wilred's
issues - is after the king's name where Beonna's dies usually give a form of rex. Hence it is tempting to take y
as a symbol representing that title. It bears some resemblance to 'x', with a bow at the top of the stem replacing
the forked top of that rune. I suggest it is a nonce formation combining parts of 'r' (the bow) and 'x' (the stem
with symmetrically placed top); hence r(e)x. I suggest further that Wilred used the form to solve problems of
spacing. He had added a second cross to the obverse, corresponding to that which opens the legend, and
dividing ' + ben + na' into two parts. He then had space for only one more rune, which had the further
advantage of supplying a text with six symbols, divided into two groups of three by crosses, as was the pattern
of Wilred's reverses.
The Old English sources record no King Beonna of East Anglia, but his name - or one closely resembling it occurs in regnal lists and accounts from after the Conquest. Those of the Historia Regum and 'Florence' of
Worcester are usually quoted. 48 The Historia Regum refers to the king in the form hunbeanna, which is
presumably to be divided into two names, Hun and Beanna. In the absence of an adequate edition of the
Chronicon ascribed to 'Florence' of Worcester, it is hard to know what range of name forms is supplied, so I
quote from the text in MS CCCC 92 which records him as beorna and beomna. Others have given a 'Florence'
form Beornus, and certainly Beorti appears in later lists, as in MS CCCC 66, p. 72. We have, then, four or five
forms to deal with: Beonna, Benna (which are the only ones with Anglo-Saxon authority) and Beanna,
Beorn(a) from later sources. It is, I suppose, possible to explain the spelling Benna as the effect of space
shortage, there being not enough room on the die to accommodate the fuller Beonna. This would account for
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Page, Introduction to Runes, p. 154, fig. 30.
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for instance, M. K. Pope, From Latin to Modern French with
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Page, Introduction to Runes, p. 179.
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the use of Benna on Wilred's coins (where there is other evidence of space shortage), but hardly that on Efe's
obverse die 3, unless it is assumed that, in planning to double the final consonant's', the die-cutter decided he
would have to shorten the royal name. On the whole, however, it is perhaps best to assume that here we have
acceptable alternatives of the same name. Both forms have Old High German equivalents, Benno, Beonof9
both are explained as hypocoristic forms of names in Beorn- (cf. the post-Conquest form Beorn(a)). The late
Beanna form might represent the common spelling confusion of ea/eo in Anglian texts of various dates. 50
Of the moneyer's names, there is little to be said of Wilred and Werfer . These two names are quite well
recorded in Old English sources, and their forms on the Beonna coins show no peculiarities. Efe is rather
different, for it seems not to occur elsewhere in Old English, though of this it is hard to be sure because of the
inadequacy of our name-lists. However, there is no need, with Pagan, to suggest the alternatives that Efe either
gives the name of the mint or is a 'meaningless conjunction of letters.'51 It represents a name type,
monothematic in -e, which is amply evidenced in Old English. It seems common for Old English to have pairs
of hypocoristic personal names, one unmutated in -a and the other mutated in -il-e: As Acca/Ecce, Cuna/Cyne,
Dunna/Dynne, HaddalHeddilHedde.52
Efe would stand in the same relationship to the recorded Old English
name Afa. There is also the related OE Efic/Aefic, while Old High German has such names as Ebo, Epich, Abi,
Affi, Effo, all of which may be cognate and derive from some root such as *af- or *ab-.
The sceattas that accompany the Middle Harling hoard evidence three runic name forms. One (MH54) has a
sequence of three blundered runes that look as if they were copied from a retrograde form of 'epa' (?'aepa'), a
common name on these coins. Two have the legends 'wigr' (MH55) and 'wigrd' (MH56), again well-known
from sceattas, and abbreviated forms of the quite common Anglo-Saxon name Wigra'd. Four others, two from
each of two obverse dies, present a name Tilberht, hitherto unpublished on sceattas though Tilbeorht occurs
several times in Old English records. The Middle Harling examples have unclear forms of the name, but it is
confirmed by an excellently preserved coin from Barham, Suffolk, which reads 'til.berht', the rune 'h'
retrograde. From the same die as this sceat are two from Middle Harling (MH57, MH58), but the complete
name cannot be read on either coin. Two other Middle Harling coins are from a second die (MH59, MH64).
Thefirst of these reads 'tilber*t', the last three runes not easy to make out. The final one is apparently't',
though most of its top is off theflan. Before that are three staves, thefirst two of which combine to form a very
open 'r'. This creates a form 'tilber*t' with the asterisk representing a single stave that cannot support 'h'. At
this point the second specimen (MH64) provides help. Its legend is differently placed on theflan, and though its
opening letters are indeterminate, its ending is clear: 'rlt'. The combined reading is thus 'til berlt'. A second
element -berlt is not possible, and it must be a blundered form of -berht.

APPENDIX 3
Estimation of the Original Number of Dies used for the Beonna Coinage
M. R. COWELL
The coins of Efe and Wilred are represented here in sufficient numbers for a die study to be feasible. The
intention is to estimate the probable original numbers of dies and in particular to determine the average
number of reverse dies used with each obverse die (or vice versa) for the two groups. In this respect it is of some
interest that the coins of Wilred, unlike those of Efe, deviate from normal practice in having more obverse than
reverse dies.
One undertakes the calculation of die numbers with some caution since the aim is to estimate a quantity
which is not available for direct measurement. The number of dies used which do not appear in the sample can
only be deduced from the frequency distribution of those actually present. Many methods have been proposed
for and applied to the estimation of die numbers, the majority of which have a sound statistical foundation.
Provided that the parameters of the sample and the series from which it was derived fulfill the basic
assumptions of the method applied, the results obtained should be entirely reliable.
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The drawback, of course, is that basic assumptions such as uniform die lifetime, a random sample, etc., are
often not satisfied or not testable. It would be out of place here to discuss in detail the shortcomings of some of
the methods of die estimation when applied to real data or the circumstances which would lead any attempt at
estimation to become unsound, since this has been adequately dealt with elsewhere." However, it is worth
noting that the principal reason for certain methods being considered unsuitable is their basic assumption of
equal output per die. It is now clear that such an assumption is untenable in the vast majority of cases.
For this reason the two methods applied here were selected from those which do not have this requirement.
Instead, they assume that a histogram of die output (or lifetime) follows a gamma function, a distribution
similar to that of a highly skewed gaussian or normal curve. The lifetime of components in a mechanical
operation such as die striking might be expected to exhibit this variation and actual coin data has been shown to
conform closely to such a distribution.34 This approach assumes that the only criterion governing die lifetime is
the mechanical failure of the die. No allowance can be made for deliberate disposal of a die whilst it is still
useable.
Of the two methods applied here one uses formulae derived from first principles,55 the other an empirical
formula obtained from a simulation.50 For precise details of their methodology the reader is referred to the
original publications.
The basic statistical information for each group has been summarized below by frequency tables.
EFE

Obv.

Rev.

k

F(k)

1
2
3
6
12
18

k

4
1
3
1
1
1

F(k)

1
2
3
5
7

16
4
5
1
1

WILRED

Obv.
k
1
2
3

Rev.
F(k)
11
1
1

k
1
3
4

F(k)
3
3
1

Here F(k) is the number of specific dies which are represented exactly k times in the sample.
The following estimates were then obtained for the original numbers of dies used.
Type

Efe,

obv.
rev.
Wilred, obv.
rev.

Midler,

1981

13-14
37-42
indeterminate, > 39
indeterminate

Carter, 1984
12+1

47±6
54+26
10±2

Note that although the two methods make the same initial assumption about die output the approaches used in
the calculation are not the same and hence thefinal results differ slightly. Muller's method does not give exact
values for the total number of Wilred dies because their calculated parameters lie outside the range of the

53
For example: I. D. Brown, 'On estimating the numbers
of dies used in a coinage, a cautionary tale', NCirc 1979,
60-61; D. M. Metcalf, 'The Antalya hoard of miliaresia of
Basil I', NC 137 (1977), 113-25.
54
G. F. Carter, 'Numismatic calculations from die-link

statistics', in Problems of Medieval Coinage in the Iberian
Area (1984), 91-104.
55
J. W. Muller, 'Estimation de nombre originel de
coins', PACT 5 (1981), 157-72.
56
Carter, 'Numismatic calculations'.
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method. This is primarily due to the small sample size for this group. The errors quoted for the Carter results
are empirically derived values equivalent to one standard deviation. Observe that for the Wilred group where
the sample is small the deviations are considerable.
At this point the statistics of the obverse dies of Efe are worthy of comment. Thus, note the high frequency
with which two dies are represented in the group, by twelve and eighteen coins. For comparison, a frequency
table has been calculated for this group 58 assuming an equal output per die and an original number of thirteen
dies.
k

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
12
18

F(k)
observed
4

1
3
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1

F(k)
calculated

0.9
1.9
2.6
2.6
2.1
1.3
0.7
0.3
0.1
0
0

For the purposes of this analysis it must be assumed that the observed deviation in the frequency of the two dies
in the above table (compared with an equal output model) is due to an output higher than most of the other
dies. It is further assumed that the distribution is typical of the population from which the sample was drawn
and that there was no preferential selection or enhancement of these abundant dies before the sample was
deposited as a hoard.
Neither of these assumptions may be correct, however. The over abundance of the two obverse dies may
equally well be due to other factors such as an incomplete circulation of the series or a small intermittent
output, none of which can be adequately modelled or predicted. This underlines the limitations of this analysis
caused by uncertainties in the available data.
Returning to the die number calculations, and bearing the above comments in mind, the average proportions
of obverse and reverse dies can now be suggested. Thus, the probable reverse: obverse die ratio for Efe is about
3-4 ± 0.6 (a typical range of 2.4 to 4.6) and the obverse: reverse ration for Wilred is about 5.4 ± 2.8 (a typical
range of 2.6 to 8.2). Note that these are average values, individuals may have been higher or lower than these.

APPENDIX 4
Analysis of Coins of Beonna and Related Issues
M. R. COWELL
Introduction

The Middle Harling hoard provided a unique opportunity to examine in detail the composition of Beonna coins
of which previously only a few examples were known. The coins examined consisted of all but one latefind of
the Beonnas from the hoard and the six sceattas and two blanks from the excavated area. (Three sceattas found
later outside the excavated area were not analysed.) In addition, Beonna coins from other sources were
examined (Burrow Hill excavation finds, a single find from the Ipswich excavations, the British Museum
collection and those of the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford and the Hunterian Museum, Glasgow) . A series of
contemporary Northumbrian coins covering the period 685-770 was also analysed for comparative purposes.
57
58
G. F. Carter 'A graphical method for calculating the
Calculated using the formulae propoosed by F-J Mora
approximate total number of dies from die link statistics of Mas, 'Estimation de nombre de coins selon les repetitions
ancient coins', in Scientific Studies in Numismatics, British dans une trouvaille de monnaies', PACT 5 (1981) 173-92.
Museum Occasional Paper No. 18, 17-30.
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As these will form part of the analytical data for a fuller study of the metrology of the Northumbrian sceatta
series to be published in MIN 2, only the silver content of these coins is listed here.
Method of analysis

Most of the coins are small and very thin, generally less than 1 mm thick. A complete and accurate analysis by
X-rayfluorescence (XRF) alone is not possible with such thin coins using the apparatus available at the British
Museum. The reason for this is that the area covered by the X-ray beam is approximately 1-2 mm in diameter
and if the coin is analysed on its edge (the only practical possibility in this case) then a significant area of the
enriched surface of the coin would be included. However, the interior of the coin can be examined and
analysed using the energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer on the scanning electron microscope (SEM). The
concentrations of the major components of the alloy can thus be accurately determined (about 2 per cent
relative) using the SEM. The XRF is, however, a more sensitive technique for estimating the minor and trace
components. The coins were therefore analysed using a combination of the two techniques.
Each coin was mounted in a small jig so that an area on the edge could be abraded to remove the
surface-enriched layer and polished to a one micronfinish. The prepared edge was then examined in the SEM,
and representative areas analysed for silver and copper. Results for these elements were obtained by averaging
the composition of two or three zones on the same polished section. Repeat analyses in different areas of the
same coin were also carried out as a control. The polished area was also examined for signs of corrosion;
particularly the boundaries between the silver-rich and copper-rich phases in the alloy. Any significant amounts
were noted and are recorded in the table of results.
After the SEM examination the coins were analysed by XRF on the same polished area. Six elements were
quantified: copper, silver, gold, lead, zinc and tin. The silver contents obtained by XRF analysis are generally
higher than those using the SEM by some 10—20 per cent relative. This is a reflection of the inclusion of some of
the surface enriched layer in the area analysed. The results for the minor components: lead, zinc, tin and gold
will also be affected by this phenomenon. There will, for example, be a tendency for gold to be overestimated
but it is difficult to predict the exact effect on the other elements. The minor element results by XRF in this
instance are probably accurate to within 25 per cent relative and should be regarded as semi-quantitative.
However, since the minor components generally make up less than 10 per cent of the alloy in total, the absolute
error from this source is relatively small. The results by the two techniques here have therefore been combined
by assuming that the minor elements have been correctly estimated by the XRF and adjusting the SEM silver
and copper figures so that the total is 100 per cent.
Results

The table of results has been ordered so that all Beonna coins are listed first, then the remaining Middle
Harling items andfinally the Northumbrian coins. The Beonna coins are grouped according to moneyer and
ordered by obverse and reverse die number. All coins in the Middle Harling hoard have been examined for
obverse and reverse die links, and each unique die has been assigned an arbitrary number. In the column
marked 'DIES' an entry such as 4 + 11 indicates that the coin has obverse die 4 and reverse die 11. Many coins
have the same obverse die (die-linked) and several have the same obverse and reverse dies (die-duplicates).
The analytical data in the table are the combined results from the XRF and SEM analysis obtained as
outlined above. The final column in the table indicates the condition of the coin: * denotes those coins with
slight corrosion; ** those with extensive internal corrosion which were not further analysed. The remainder
showed no significant signs of internal corrosion on the edge which was polished. The silver contents of coins
exhibiting slight corrosion should be interpreted with caution as they may be slightly enhanced.
Discussion

The results can be discussed under four main headings: (1) thefineness of the Beonna coins, particularly with
regard to possible trends in the series; (2) how thefineness of the Beonna coins relates to the Northumbrian
coins; (3) the relationship of other components of the alloy; (4) the composition of the other (from Beonna)
coins and the blanks in the Middle Harling hoard.
I
(1) Three moneyers placed their names on the Beonna coins (Werferth, Efe and Wilred) and there is one type
without a moneyer's name (Interlace). Thefineness of the Beonna coins has been examined to see if there
is any difference between the coins of each moneyer and whether there is any detectable change
throughout one moneyer's production. Insufficient coins of Werferth and of the Interlace type have been
analysed for any temporal changes to be detected in their issue. However, there are a considerable
number of Efe coins and several Wilred coins which can be examined with this end in view.
The range in thefineness of Efe coins (44-58 per cent silver) suggests atfirst sight that there might be
some trend. However, the range for a particular die-linked group, which must surely have been issued
over only a short period, is almost as great (44—53 per cent for obverse die 4). The remaining minority of
Efe coins withfinenesses outside this latter( range are randomly scattered throughout the series with no
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FIG. 6 Silver content (including gold) of coins of Efe
obvious preference for a particular obverse or reverse die. A histogram of the fineness of all the Efe coins
(fig. 6) likewise shows no definite evidence of more than one standard for this moneyer since the
distribution is essentially unimodal. The range in the measuredfineness of these coins is partly due to the
method of analysis (repeat measurements on different areas of the same coin agree to within 2-3 per cent
absolute), but more to variations in the alloy used to produce the coins.
In contrast to the Efe coins, those of Wilred have a much wider range of fineness (23-50 per cent silver),
far wider than can be explained by analytical precision. There does also seem to be a trend from coins with
afineness similar to that of Efe through perhaps an intermediate stage at approximately 40 per cent to
finally two coins close to 25 per centfine (MH45, MH46) which clearly stand out in terms of their fineness.
There are unfortunately insufficient analyses here to comment on the significance of this other than that
25 per cent fine may have been the ultimate objective of the Wilred series.
With regard to comparisons between moneyers or types the following table summarises the date on
each, for uncorroded coins only.
Moneyer
or Type

Average Silver
Content

Range in Silver
Content

No.
of Coins

Interlace
Werferth
Efe
Wilred

51.1%
70.5%
51.0%
40.7%

48-54%
69-73%
44-58%
23-50%

3
2
33
11

The Werferth coins are thefinest and there is a significant difference between them and all other Beonna
coins. The Interlace and Efe coins are not significantly different infineness. Finally, some of the Wilred coins
are significantly baser than the other types whilst some are close to those of Efe. Overall, if the standard
changed in simple stages the aim seems to have been about 70 per cent (or perhaps 3:1fine silver to alloy) for
Werferth, 50 per cent (i.e. 1:1fine silver to alloy) for Efe and then perhaps a gradual change to 25 per cent
(1:3 fine silver to alloy) for Wilred.
(2) To assist in the comparison of the Beonna coins with the Northumbrian sceattas the latter's silver contents
have been listed separately for each issue. In practice the Northumbrian coins as a whole cover much the
same range of silver content as the Beonna series. The exceptions are the Werferth coins for which
comparable examples exist only in the issue of Eadberht.
(3) Regarding the minor components of the alloy, apart from the normal occurrence of gold and lead, most of
the coins analysed contain some zinc and tin. This has been noted before in coins of about this period. 59
Gilmore and Metcalf suggest that the additioh of tin and inclusion of zinc may in some instances have
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in Methods of Chemical and Metallurgical Investigation of Coins (1968).
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compensated for reduced amounts of silver in the alloy.60 However, the ninth-century Northumbrian
stycas that they analysed contain considerably more zinc than the coins considered here (in the
region of 10 per cent zinc with tin contents similar to that found in the Beonna coins). The trace quantities
of zinc (1 per cent or less) and small amounts of tin (5 per cent approximately) in the Beonna and
eighth-century Northumbrian coins reported here are just as likely to have arisen fortuitously as a result of
using a bronze containing small amounts of zinc to alloy with silver. There is evidence of a correlation
between tin and copper; the Efe coins generally contain 4-5 per cent of tin whereas the baser Wilred coins
generally contain rather more, in the region of 10 per cent in two cases. If this is the correct interpretation
then the bronze in question would have contained 10-15 per cent tin and up to 2 per cent zinc. In fact,
Anglo-Saxon copper-based metalwork often contains both tin and zinc.61 A similar source of supply for
coinage alloying could account for the observed composition of the silver coins.
(4) A number of other items from the Middle Harling hoard were analysed including a group of sceattas and
two circular discs of silver sheet presumed to be substitute coins. The sceattas were rather corroded but
one (MH55) was sufficiently free of corrosion to provide a reliable analysis. This coin is made of very base
silver, and two others appear to have a similar composition although corrosion makes these latter analyses
less reliable. The London type sceat (MH62) seems to have a fineness similar to that of many Beonna coins
although again since the coin is corroded the reliability of the analysis is questionable.
The two blanks have almost identical compositions, both having fairly high silver contents. They do not
correspond to any of the coins in the Middle Harling hoard in terms of composition. In fact, their fineness
and minor element content makes it impossible to determine what period they might have originated
from. They are perhaps more consistent with series later than that of Beonna including early or later
medieval or even more recently than that. In this respect they differ markedly from any of the coins in the
hoard. Their gold content is also different, being much lower. Moreover, further alloying with copper or
bronze to match the fineness (and perhaps the zinc and tin contents) of the Beonna series would have
yielded an alloy containing only about 0.1 per cent gold, significantly lower than that found in the Beonna
coins. This implies that the silver from which the blanks are manufactured is unlikely to have been the
same as that used for the Beonna coins, or it could have made only a minor contribution to it.

Table of Analyses

Dies are quoted from the Table of Obverse and Reverse Dies; the coins are identified by their number in the
Corpus of Coins of Beonna (CI etc) and by their provenances as abbreviated in the Corpus. Thefinal column
denotes condition: * denotes coins with slight corrosion, and ** coins with extensive internal corrosion which
were not further analysed.
COINS OF BEONNA

Moneyer
or type
Efe

Dies

Provenance

Cu

Au

Pb

Zn

Sn

%

%

%

%

%

%

1+1
1+2
1+2
1+2
1+22

CI,
C2,
C3,
C4,
C5,

MH1
MH2
MH3
MH4
MH5

49.5
52.6
47.4
56.2
47.7

39.2
40.5
42.7
34.4
41.0

1.9
1.2
1.3
1.0
2.8

2.6
1.7
2.2
1.7
2.5

0.1
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.2

6.7
3.9
6.3
6.7
5.8

2+3
2+4
2+5

CI, MH6
C8, MH7
C9, MH8

49.9
47.3
58.8

40.7
43.5
34.4

1.6
1.5
1.3

2.1
2.1
1.3

0.8
0.7
0.4

4.9
4.8
3.9

3+6
3+6
3+7
3+7

C10,
Cll,
C12,
C13,

52.1
53.2
52.8
55.9

39.8
39.8
38.9
37.6

1.3
1.7
1.5
0.9

1.9
1.3
2.0
2.3

0.7
0.3
0.1
0.3

4.1
3.8
4.7
3.0

MH9
MH10
MH11
BMA 29

60
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Northumbrian Coinage in the mid-ninth century' in Metallurgy in Numismatics, I (1980), R.N.S. Special Publication
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Ag

Cu

Au

Pb

Zn

Sn

3+8
3+8
3+9
3+10
3+10
3+23
3+24

C14,
C15,
C16,
C17,
C18,
C20,
C21,

MH12
BH4
MH13
MH14
MH15
MH16
BH3

%
56.4
53.9
52.6
56.4
48.0
50.2
55.3

%
36.0
35.8
39.8
35.5
43.4
42.3
37.7

%
1.0
1.7
0.9
1.1
1.1
1.4
1.1

%
1.8
2.4
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.9
1.7

%
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1

%
4.7
6.2
4.7
5.2
5.4
4.0
4.2

4+11
4+11
4+11
4+11
4+11
4+12
4+12
4+13
4+13
4+13
4+13
4+13
4+14
4+15
4+15

C22,
C23,
C24,
C25,
C26,
C29,
C30,
C32,
C33,
C34,
C35,
C36,
C37,
C38,
C39,

MH17
MH18
MH19
MH20
MH21
MH22
MH23
MH24
MH25
MH26
MH27
Glas. 412
MH28
MH29
MH30

49.6
46.3
43.8
50.7
48.2

41.9
44.6
46.6
41.1
43.0

1.4
1.3
1.6
1.5
1.3

1.6
2.3
1.7
1.3
1.9

0.7
0.7
0.7
1.3
0.7

4.8
4.8
5.6
4.2
4.9

46.2
50.4
46.7

44.7
38.8
45.5

1.4
3.0
1.0

2.2
2.2
1.4

0.4
0.3
1.0

5.1
5.3
4.4

52.0
52.7
52.7
48.7
50.2

40.8
39.8
38.9
41.8
41.4

1.2
1.2
1.2
1.3
1.2

2.0
1.6
2.3
2.3
1.7

0.5
0.7
0.3
0.6
0.7

3.5
4.0
4.6
5.3
4.8

5+16
5+17
5+17

C40, MH31
C41, MH32
C42, MH33

54.8
47.9

37.4
44.0

1.5
1.8

1.5
1.7

0.8
1.0

4.0
3.7

6+15
6+18
6+19

C43, Oxford 57
C44, MH34
C45, MH35

55.3
54.3
58.1

38.1
38.9
35.0

1.0
0.9
1.3

1.8
1.4
1.6

0.4
0.0
0.4

3.4
4.5
3.6

7+20

C46, MH36

8+21
8+25

C47, MH37
C48, BH5

49.2

42.2

1.6

1.7

0.9

4.3

9+26

C49, Glas. 413

55.4

37.0

1.6

2.0

0.2

3.9

10+27

C50, BMC 1

46.6

47.7

0.5

2.4

0.8

2.0

1+1
2+1
3+1
11 + 1

C52,
C53,
C54,
C55,

MH38
MH39
MH40
MH41

42.7
41.0
49.0
48.5

48.9
47.0
42.9
42.8

1.6
1.4
1.1
1.3

1.9
4.1
1.7
2.1

0.9
0.5
0.4
0.2

3.9
6.0
4.9
5.1

C56, MH42
C57, BH1
C58, BH2

36.0
40.2

52.7
47.2

1.0
0.9

2.9
3.8

0.3
0.5

7.2
7.2

C59, MH43
C60, MH44
C61, Barham

50.2
44.6
47.9

40.4
45.6
46.1

1.5
0.8
0.5

2.3
2.5
2.1

0.4
0.6
0.9

5.2
5.9
2.5

6+4
7+4

C62, MH45
C63, MH46

22.9
25.0

63.8
59.8

0.6
0.7

2.4
3.5

0.3
0.3

9.9
10.7

8+5

C66, MH47

**

9+25

C67, MH48

**

1+1
1+1

C69, MH49
C70, Ipswich

4+2
4+2
4+2
5+3
5+3
10+3

Werferth

Condition
Co

Provenance

Dies

**

*
**

•

*

**

**

**

*

**

72.5
68.5

19.9
22.2

2.4
1.7

1.2
4.2

0.3
0.6

3.7
2.8

THE COINAGE OF BEONNA
Moneyer
or type

Dies

Provenance

Interlace

1+1
2+1
2+1
2+1

C71,
C72,
C73,
C74,

BLANKS

Ag

%
Packenham 47.9
MH50
51.8
MH51
53.5
MH52

MH60
MH61

'SCEATTAS' FROM MIDDLE HARLING

Cu

Au

Pb

Zn

Sn

%
43.9
39.1
37.1

%
0.7
1.0
1.5

%
3.0
2.1
3.1

%
0.4
0.4
<0.1

%
4.1
5.6
4.9

6.1
6.3

0.2
0.2

1.9
1.8

1.5
1.4

90.3
90.1

Condition

and related coins from Burrow Hill and the British Museum

Burrow Hill numbers are those of the listing in Sherlock 1984 in which all the coins are illustrated.

EASTANGLIA (Rigold Series Q)
bird/beast

BH12

34.0

50.7

1.1

3.1

0.2

10.9

MH54
BH9

30.5

56.1

0.8

3.2

0.3

9.1

3.5
3.0
15.5
14.1
40.4

85.0
81.7
67.3
64.7
48.2

0.0
0.2
0.5
0.8
0.9

2.2
3.6
4.3
11.5
2.1

0.6
0.9
3.3
1.2
1.5

8.5
10.6
9.2
7.6
6.9

16.4

69.3

0.5

2.4

1.6

9.8

MH58
MH59

3.7

81.4

0.5

2.2

0.9

11.3

*

MH62

48.0

34.0

0.4

4.1

0.6

12.9

*

BH11

38.3

52.7

0.8

1.2

0.3

6.8

EASTANGLIA (Rigold Series R)
Epa (devolved) types
epa (blundered)
spi
Wigrced types
wigr
wigrd
wigrd
wigrd

Tilberht types
tilberht
tilberlt
LONDON (Rigold Series L)
NNOONNIA (retrograde)
BMC type 12
Profile head to r./
cross, cf BMC 162

MH55
MH56
BH8
BH9
BMA 9
BMA 10
BMA 11

**

*

*
**

*#

COINS OF NORTHUMBRIA

Full details of the analyses of these coins will be published, with others done later, in a fuller study of the
metrology of the sceatta coinage of Northumbria, in Metallurgy in Numismatics 2.
Kings of Nortumbria

Ag
Aldfrith, 685-704

BMC 3

%
93.3

Eadberht, 737-58

BM, Barnett 510
BMC 5
BMC 6
BMC 1
BMC 8

57.8
75.1
59.1
41.5
61.8
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Ag
%

BMC 9
BM, Barnett 511
BM, Barnett 512
BMC 10
BMC 11
BMC 12
BM. Barnett 513

50.6
50.9
68.9
63.6
43.7
37.5

Alchred, 765-774

BMC 13
BM, Barnett 514
BMC 14
BM, Barnett 515
BMC 15

46.6
32.4
51.4
55.8
61.7

/Ethelred I, 1st Reign, 774-79

BM, ex Mack II, 27

51.9

/Elfwald. 779-88

BMC 16

46.3

BM, Barnett 572
BM, Barnett 573
BM, Barnett 574
BMC 4
BMC 677
BM, 1858-12-21-1
Barnett 575

55.8

Egberht, 732/4-66
with Eadberht, 737-58

with Alchred, 765-74

**
53.2
46.6
58.6
51.7
49.1

K E Y TO THE PLATES
PI. 1 and the upper part of pi. 2 illustrate all the coins from the Middle Harling hoard and associated blanks at
natural size. The numbers refer to those of the listing of the hoard where the die-numbers are identified. The
coins with C numbers are isolatedfinds not illustrated in other publications and are identified by their numbers
in the Corpus of Coins of Beonna. The lower part of pi. 2 and pis. 3-5 illustrate at twice life size the clearest
striking from every known die used for Beonna's coins. The obverse and reverse dies are numbered in separate
sequences for each of the moneyers and for the Interlace type. Efe Ol and Efe R1 denote the obverse and
reverse series; Wil = Wilred, Wer = Werferth and Inter = the Interlace type. The coins from which the dies
are illustrated are identified in the Corpus of Coins of Beonna as follows:
Efe
Ol - C2 (MH2)
Rll - C22 (MH17)
02 - C8 (MH7)
R12 - C30 (MH23)
03 - CIO (MH9)
R13 - C32 (MH24)
04 - C22 (MH17)
R14 - C37 (MH28)
05 - C41 (MH32)
R15 - C38 (MH29)
06 - C44 (MH34)
R16 - C40 (MH31)
07 - C46 (MH36)
R17 - C41 (MH32)
08 - C47 (MH37)
R18 - C44 (MH34)
09 - C49 (Glas. 413)
R19 - C45 (MH35)
010 - C50 (BMC 1)
R20 - C46 (MH36)
Oil - C51 (Hacheston)
R21 - C47 (MH37)
R1 - CI (MH1)
R22 - C5 (MH5)
R2 - C2 (MH2)
R23 - C20 (MH16)
R3 - C7 (MH6)
R24 - C21 (BH3)
R4 - C8 (MH7)
R25 - C48 (BH5)
R5 - C9 (MH8)
R26 - C49 (Glas. 413)
R6 - CIO (MH9)
R27 - C50 (BMC 1)
R7 - C12 (MH11)
R28 - C51 (Hacheston)
R8 - C14 (MH12)
R9 - C16 (MH13)
Wil Ol - C52 (MH38)
RIO - C17 (MH14)
02 - C53 (MH39)

THE COINAGE OF BEONNA
03
04
05
06
07
08
09

010
011
012

013
014
R1

C54
C56
C60
C62
C63
C66
C67
C61
C55
C68
C64
C65
C53

(MH40)
(MH42)
(MH44)
(MH45)
(MH46)
(MH47)
(MH48)
(Barham)
(MH41)
(Barham)
(MH53)
(Ipwich)
(MH39)

R2
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
Wer Ol
R1
Inter Ol
02
03
R1

-

C56 (MH42)
C61 (Barham)
C63 (MH46)
C66 (MH47)
C67 (MH48)
C68 (Barham)
C69 (MH49)
C69 (MH49)
C71 (Packenham)
C72 (MH50)
C76 (Dorestadt)
C72 (MH50)
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PLATE 1
Middle Harling Hoard
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PLATE

Dies for Beonna's coins (X 2)

Efe Ol

Efe 0 2

Efe 0 6
Efe 0 3

Efe 0 4

Efe 0 5
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PLATE 3
Dies for Beonna's coins

Efe 0 7

Efe O i l

Efe R4

Efe R8

Efe R12

(cont.)

(x 2)

Efe 0 8

Efe R1

Efe R5

Efe R9

Efe R13

Efe 0 9
Efe 010

Efe R2

Efe R3

Efe R6

Efe R7

Efe RIO

Efe R l l

Efe R14

Efe R15
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PLATE 4
Dies for Beonna's coins (cont.) (x 2)

Efe R16

Efe R20

Efe R17

Efe R21

Efe R24

^''mggB
Efe R28

Wil 04

Wil 05

Wil 06

Wil 07

THE COINAGE OF BEONNA
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PLATE
Dies for Beonna's coins (cont.) ( x 2)

Wil 010

Wil Oil

Wil 08

Wil 09

Wil 012

Wil 013

Wil 014

Wil R2

Wil R3

Wil R4

Wil R5

Wer Ol

Wer R1

Wil R6

Inter Ol

Wil R7

Inter 02

Inter 03

Wil R1

Inter R1

SINGLE FINDS OF ANGLO-SAXON AND NORMAN COINS - 2
M. A. S. BLACKBURN AND M. J. BONSER

THIS article is a sequel to that which appeared in volume 54 of this Journal. Information
about the seventy-five coins published here was gathered mainly during 1985 and early
1986. Somefifty coins, singlefinds from a major site near Royston, have been reserved for
separate publication. As in the first article, there is a bias towards finds from the eastern
counties, which partly reflects the strength of our contacts with metal-detector users there
(this is particularly true of Lincolnshire and Leicestershire), although the eastern region is
perhaps the most productive part of the country for single finds.
The finds are arranged by site alphabetically, and numbered in sequence. The issues or
issuers represented are as follows:
Sceattas

3-5, 10, 15, 17,
20-1, 27-8, 30,
35-6, 47, 61-2,
65, 74
Eadbert Praen of Kent
71
Archbishop /Ethelheard
73
Eadwald of East Anglia
51, 66
Offa of Mercia
19, 67
Coenwulf of Mercia
48, 72
Beornwulf of Mercia
75
Berhtwulf of Mercia
32
/Ethelred II of Northumbria 68-9
Cnut, Viking k. of York
63
St Peter coinage
29
Egbert of Wessex
23
Edward the Elder
49
Athelstan
50

Edmund
Eadred
Edgar
Edward the Martyr
/Ethelred II
Cnut
Harthacnut
Harold I
Edward the Confessor
William I
William II
Henry I
Stephen
Henry II
French feudal

55?
55?
33
60
2,11,34,46,53
52
24, 57
9, 25, 37
1, 13, 18, 31,
38, 41
8, 54, 70
6
14, 26, 45, 58
7, 16, 39, 40,
42, 59, 64
12, 22, 43-4
56

The coins illustrated on the accompanying plates are indicated by an asterisk before the
number. The poor quality of certain of the photographs is regretted, but it reflects the fact
that some were taken under difficult conditions while others were supplied by the finders
themselves. A pellet beneath a letter in an inscription indicates that it is somewhat
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uncertain. Unless otherwise indicated, the coins remain with the finders or have been
disposed of through the trade. 1
ALDBOURNE, Wilts.
Found c. 1983 at Aldbourne, a village south east of Swindon.
*1. Edward the Confessor, Expanding Cross type, heavy issue, c. 1051-53 (Hild. E; North 823). Malmesbury, moneyer Ealdwi.
Obv.

+EDPE/RD REX

Rev.

+ E A L D P I ON MALM

Weight: 1.78g (26.5gr.), pierced. Die-axis: 270°.
This coin is struck from the same dies as the hitherto unique cut-halfpenny reading + E A L . . .ALM
(Elmore-Jones sale, lot 577), and gives welcome confirmation of Freeman's opinion that this was a coin
of the moneyer Ealdwi(g) who struck the succeeding Pointed Helmet issue, rather than Ealdwine who
was a Malmesbury moneyer in the Sovereign/Eagles type.2 Freeman has shown that another cuthalfpenny of this type reading . . .PI ON MALM. . . ( S C B I West Country Museums 688), attributed by
Gunstone to Ealdwi, is more probably of the moneyer Brihtwi since it shares an obverse die with another
coin of his (Elmore-Jones sale, lot 576), and indeed there is no die-link with the new coin from
Aldbourne.
ALFORD, near, Lines.
Found by a metal-detector user in October 1985 near Alford, south-east of Louth (site recorded confidentially).
*2. /Ethelred II, First Small Cross type, c. 978-79 (North 764). York, moneyer Ascetel.
Obv.

+/EBELR/ED REX ANGLO

Rev.

+ ASCETEL M" EF

Weight: reported as 1.29g (19.8gr.). Die-axis: 90°.
One other specimen of this type and moneyer is recorded, which is in the Stockholm systematic
collection (Hild. 629), struck from different dies.
AYLESFORD, Kent.
This coin was found in 1967 at Aylesford, near Maidstone. It was acquired by Mr D. S. Chick from a coin
dealer, John Westlake, who had purchased it from the finder.
*3. 'Porcupine' sceat (Series E), secondary variety, c. 720-30? Central or eastern Frisia.
Obv. deeply cut curve with triangular 'head', line of small pellets between curve andfive 'spines', cross
and two annulets in field left.
Rev. 'standard' decorated with annulet, three lines, and groups of two and three small pellets; outer
border vacant?
Weight: 1.09g (16.8gr.).
Coins with a comparable obverse and related reverse design were present in the Lutje Saaksum hoard
(pi. 10, no. 14), the Franceschi parcel (no. 21), and the Barthe hoard (several specimens).3 These finds
are difficult to date since they only contained 'porcupine' sceattas, but they probably belong to the 720s
or 730s. The later 'porcupine' varieties such as this are not commonly found in England.
BALDOCK, Herts.
Site A

Two sceattas were found in 1977-78 by Mr S. George using a metal-detector at an unspecified site in or near
Baldock. They were lent to us for study by the finder.

1
The following abbreviations have been used in this
article: BLS = C. E. Blunt, C. S. S. Lyon, and B. H. I. H.
Stewart, 'The coinage of southern England, 796-840', BNJ
32 (1963), 1-74; Blunt = C. E. Blunt, 'The coinage of Offa',
in Anglo-Saxon Coins, edited by R. H. M. Dolley (London,
1961), pp. 39-62; Hild. = B. E. Hildebrand, Anglosachsiska
Mynt, second edition (Stockholm, 1881); Metcalf (in
classification of 'porcupine' sceattas) = D. M. Metcalf, 'A
stylistic analysis of the "porcupine" sceattas', NC 7th series,
6 (1966), 179-205; Mossop = H. R. Mossop, The Lincoln
Mint c. 896-1279 (Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 1970); North =
J. J. North, English Hammered Coinage, second edition, 2
vols. (London, 1980 and 1975); Rigold = S. E. Rigold, 'The
two primary series of sceattas', BNJ 30 (1960), 6-53.

2
A. Freeman, The Moneyer and the Mint in the Reign of
Edward the Confessor 1042-1066 , 2 vols. (BAR, British
series 145, 1985), I, 442.
3
For references to the various hoards of sceattas from
the Low Countries referred to here and below see W. Op
den Velde, W. J. de Boone, and A. Pol, 'A survey of sceatta
finds from the Low Countries', in Sceattas in England and on
the Continent, edited by D. Hill and D. M. Metcalf (BAR,
British series 128, 1984), pp. 117-45. For the 'Franceschi'
parcel see D. M. Metcalf, 'A hoard of "porcupine" sceattas',
MN 15 (1969), 101-18. Photographs of the unpublished
coins in Emden Museum from the Barthe hoard have been
consulted in Dr D. Hill's 'Sceatta project' archive.
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*4.

'Porcupine' sceat (Series E), Metcalf class A var., c. 710-20? Frisia or Lower Rhineland.
Weight: 1.15g (17.7gr.). Die-axis: 270°.
The obverse with a stroke between the second and third central bar has affinities with the 'VICO'
variety, though it does not actually belong to that group. The reverse, with its carefully formed letters
TT/O/II and crosses in the outer border to left and right, is typical of the best coins of class A in the Hallum
and Barthe hoards. The presence of pellets in the lower half of the 'standard' is also usual, though the
precise arrangement on this coin is rarely found. We have been unable tofind any exact parallels for this
combination of obverse and reverse designs.

*5.

'Woden/monster' sceat, BMC 31 (Series X), c. 710-35? Frisia or Denmark?
Obv. facing head flanked by crosses.
Rev. animal left, looking backwards, pellet in field left.
Weight: 1.03g (15.9gr.). Die-axis: 270°.
The coin is a typical example of the Continental 'Woden/monster' type, and similar to specimens in the
Hallum hoard (dep. c. 720).

Site B

Two other coins found in 1977-78 by Mr George, but on a different site in or near Baldock, were reported to

us.
6.

William II, Cross-in-Quatrefoil type, c. 1089-92? (BMC ii; North 852). Bedford, moneyer Sigod.
The coin was disposed of some years ago, but it had been seen by Mr Robert Seaman who recalls that it
had the same legends as BMC 69. These are:
Obv.

+ P1LLELM REX

Rev.

+SIGOD ON BEDFRI

Weight and die-axis: not recorded.
*7.

Stephen, Profile!Cross-and Piles type (BMC vi; North 879).
Uncertain mint and moneyer.
Obv. +[

]

Rev. +RA[

]

Cut-halfpenny. Weight: 0.46g (7.10gr.). Die-axis: uncertain.
Possibly a coin of the moneyer Raulf of London, who is recorded for this very rare type (cf. Mack4 no.
86). The bust, which is hard to discern, is unusual in having a pelleted sash cutting the edge of the coin,
though we do not think it is a mule with another type.
BEKESBOURNE, Kent.
This coin was found in November 1981 by Mr S. George at Bekesbourne, south east of Canterbury. It was
acquired by Dover Museum in 1982, but without a record of itsfind provenance. It will be included in A. J. H.
Gunstone's SCBI South Eastern Museums, no. 1762
*8. William I, Profile/Cross-and-trefoils
type, c. 1080-83? (SMC vii; North 847). Dover, moneyer Edword.
Obv.

+P1LLELM REX

Rev.

+EDPORD ON DOFR:

Weight: 1.17g (18.1gr.). Die-axis: 90°.
BERKELEY, near, Glos.
Found in 1981 near Berkley.
*9. Harold I, Fleur-de-Lis type, c. 1038^40 (Hild. B; North 803). Bristol, moneyer Leofwine.
Obv.

+HARO/LD RECX

Rev.

+LEO/FPIN/E ON/ BRIC-

Weight: 1.02g (15.7gr.). Die-axis: not recorded.
From the same dies as SCBI Copenhagen iv 11.
BINBROOK, Lines.
This sceat was found early in 1985 by Mr E. Braithwaite while using a metal detector on a ploughed field at
Binbrook in the Lincolnshire Wolds, north west of Louth (site recorded confidentially).
*10. Sceat, BMC 3a (Series G), c. 710-20. Origin uncertain.
Obv. diademed bust right, with cross before face.
Rev. 'standard', with decoration x-x/-0/x-:, decoration of outer border not visible.
Weight and die-axis: not recorded.
The coin is badly corroded obliterating many of the features of the obverse design, so that only the nose,
ear, diadem, and cross can be discerned. The ear is large and rounded, forming a full half-circle, and this
4

R. P. Mack, 'Stephen and the anarchy 1135-1154', BNJ

35 (1966), 38-112.
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feature alone is enough to rule out the possibility that the Binbrookfind belongs to the imitative group
referred to in the discussion of the Wymeswoldfind (no. 74 below). The cross in front of the face is large
and solidly executed, with pellets at the ends of the limbs. The nearest parallel that has been located is
Lockett 214b. On both specimens the line of the diadem is nearer to the top of the head, and to the top of
the flan, than on thefinest style coins of Series G (e.g. the Garton on the Wolds specimens or Lockett
214a). The diadem terminates in a single bold dot above the forehead, as on Lockett 214b. The
arrangement on the reverse of three crosses, a trefoil of pellets, and two single pellets corresponds to
Metcalfs variety b, which was represented in the Hallum hoard (dep. c. 720).

BLYTH, Notts.
Two coins were found at Blyth, north west of Worksop (site recorded confidentially). No. 12 was found on 16
November 1984 and no. 11 on 23 February 1985.
*11. iEthelred II, Long Cross type, c. 997-1003 (Hild. D; North 774). Lincoln, moneyer Colgrim.
Obv. + « B E L R [ E D RE]X ANGO (NG ligatured).
Rev. +C[OL/G]RIM/MOO/LINC
Weight: 1.39g (20.2gr.), fragment. Die-axis: 270°.
The coin is from the same dies as Mossop pi. 10, no. 22. The dies are locally cut, probably from a centre
in Lincoln, the products of which show considerable variety in the proportions and composition of the
king's bust. Thefine clear lines of the design, evident particularly in the hair, are typical of this school, as
is the error in the spelling of the ethnic. This is perhaps one of the centre's earlier products, for it makes a
good attempt to copy the busts on early London-cut dies.
*12. Henry II, Tealby type, bust uncertain, 1158-80 (North 952-61). Canterbury, moneyer uncertain.
Obv.

+[

]

Rev.

[

]N:CA:

Cut-farthing. Weight: 0.27g (4.2gr.). Die-axis: c. 225°.
On the obverse one can just make out the king's arm, the shaft of the sceptre, and the initial cross, but it is
too little from which to identify the class of bust.
BRAMPTON, Hunts. (Cambs.)
Found in 1983 in a load of gravel which had been deposited at St Neots, Hunts. (Cambs.), but which is known
to have been extracted from gravel workings at Brampton, south west of Huntingdon (NGR TL215715).
*13. Edward the Confessor, Radiate Small Cross type, c. 1044-46 (Hild. A; North 816). Norwich, moneyer
Osmund.
Obv.

+ EDPER/D REX A:

Rev.

+OSNVNDD O N'ORB:

Weight: not recorded. Die-axis: reported as 45°.
From the same obverse die as SCBI Copenhagen iv 1138.
BRANDON region, Suffolk.
This coin was found in March 1982 in the Brandon area on the Norfolk/Suffolk borders. It was published, along
with several other important singlefinds, by J. C. Sadler in the Ipswich Numismatic Society Notes 5 (1983-5),
7-18, at 16-17, and illustrated by his own very skilful, enlarged line-drawings. This admirable local periodical,
edited by Sadler, is printed in a run of only 20-25 copies for members of the Society. In order that these finds
should be accessible to a wider audience, Mr Sadler has most generously invited us to include them here, since
other commitments preclude him from preparing an article on them for the Journal himself. We are further
indebted to him for making the necessary arrangements for us to study and photograph the coins.
*14. Henry I, Cross-in-quatrefoil type, c. 1119-22? (BMC ix; North 865). Mint uncertain, moneyer Ha. . .
Obv.

+hE[

]REX

Rev.

+hA[

]AC:ON[

]l:

Weight: 1.13g (17.4gr.), snicked. Die-axis': 120°.
The obverse appears to omit the usual quatrefoil of four annulets to the right of the bust. Coins of type ix
are extremely rare. They were absent from the great Lincoln (Malandry) hoard, and Archibald has
suggested that they may have followed after types v and vi.5 Thefirst two letters of the moneyer's name
hA are clear enough, the penultimate one is possibly an A, and the last seems to be a C or L. Mr Sadler
comments:
there is a possibility that the mint and moneyer have been hammered out as there are some ripple marks over the
critical areas which might have been caused by hammering. Even so the moneyer is unknown to J. J. North who
gives only eight mints to type ix, two possibles and a mule, hence the probability here is that we have a 'new' mint as
well as moneyer, for the type.

5
M. M. Archibald, 'English medieval coins as dating
evidence', Coins and the Archaeologist, edited by J. Casey

and R. Reece (BAR, British series 4, 1974), pp. 234-71, at
p. 269 n.53.
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BRIGG, Lines. (S. Humberside)
Found by a metal-detector user in October 1985 'at Brigg', to the west of the Lincolnshire Wolds.
*15. 'Porcupine' sceat (Series E), Metcalf 'VICO' variety, c. 700. Lower Rhineland.
Weight and die-axis: not recorded.
BRODSWORTH, Yorks.
Found by a metal-detector user on 29 August 1985 at Brodsworth, north west of Doncaster (site recorded
confidentially).
*16. Stephen, Watford type, c. 1035-41? (BMC i; North 873). Mint and moneyer uncertain.
Obv. -

Rev.

]M[

Cut-farthing. Weight: 0.22g (3.4gr.).
The obverse shows a plain arm, cuff, and part of the hand, and above that the two lower lines of the
collar decorated with pellets.
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
This coin was acquired by Mr David Sorenson in June 1985 from the Granta Coin and Stamp Shop, Cambridge.
It was said to have been found 'in Cambridgeshire'.
*17. 'Porcupine' sceat (Series E), variant of Metcalf class G, c. 700-10 or a little later. Lower Rhineland or
Frisia?
Obv. ' p o r c u p i n e ' with t r i a n g u l a r 'face' c o n t a i n i n g two pellets, in front a p s e u d o - i n s c r i p t i o n ( ? ) , p e r h a p s
runic, t h e letters t a k i n g t h e a p p r o x i m a t e form +MZG.

Rev. 'standard' decorated with a pelleted annulet and four bars, in an outer border of strokes and pellets.
Weight: 1.05g (16.2gr.). Dark patina and slightly pitted, but appears to be of good silver.
This is a particularly striking coin because it gives the impression that the 'porcupine' was intended to
have a face, represented by an angular nose and two eyes, and perhaps even insect-like legs. It is very
similar to, and quite possibly from the same dies as, a coin that was found at Domburg in the
mid-nineteenth century, which has been reproduced in line-drawings by Dirks, De Man, and recently by
Op den Velde, De Boone, and Pol.6 Its zoomorphic features and possible inscription led to speculation
that it played some role in influencing the development of the 'porcupine' design, standing between
BMC type 10 (with an obvious face and related 'inscription') and coins of Metcalf class G. The strokes to
the right of the obverse appear to be pseudo-runic and probably emulate those found in Series D, which
ultimately copy the 'aspa' legend on English coins of Series C. Support for this view is provided by BMC
type 10, which mules this variant 'porcupine' obverse with the obverse design of Series D. We are
inclined to regard the Domburg/Cambridgeshire coins as aberrant imitations of Metcalf class G, rather
than one of the elusive prototypes of the 'porcupine' design. It is difficult to date these coins without
hoard evidence, but they are likely to be roughly contemporary with Metcalf class G and Series D, and
thus c. 700-10 or a little later.
CAWOOD, Yorks.
On 26 May 1980, a metal-detecting rally was organized in the village of Cawood, ten miles south of York, to
raise money for the church. This coin of Edward the Confessor was found under a hedge in the churchyard. It
was declared to be the bestfind of the day and was sold in order that the proceeds could go to the church funds.
It was cited in Metcalf's check-list of late Anglo-Saxon single finds,7 but it has never been fully described or
illustrated. The finder kindly contacted us and has supplied us with photographs of the coin.
*18. Edward the Confessor, Pyramids type, c. 1065-66 (Hild. I; North 831 var.). York, moneyer Iocetel.
Obv. EADPARD REX
Rev. + I O C CETEL ON EOFE, annulet in 4th heraldic quarter.
Weight and die-axis: not recorded.
From the same dies as SCBI Yorkshire 643^44.
CHADDESLEY CORBETT, Worcs.
Found in June 1983 at Woodcote, Chaddesley Corbett, between Kidderminster and Bromsgrove. This coin was
auctioned by Glendining & Co. on 2 May 1984, lot 61.
*19. Offa of Mercia, Circular I Three-line mule, heavy coinage, c. 792-93 (Blunt 72/103; North 289/320).
Canterbury?, moneyer Osmod.

6
J. Dirks, RBN 1870, pi. F, no. 18; M. de Man, TMP
1895, pi. I, no. 4; Op den Velde, de Boone, and Pol, p. 137.
7
D. M. Metcalf, 'Continuity and change in English

monetary history c. 973-1086. Part I', BNJ 50 (1980), 20-49,
at 46.
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Obv.
Rev.

+OFFA REX ME, a r o u n d C (for
Merciorum).
+ ] [ + . ./OSMOD/(inverted o r n a m e n t a l M).

Weight: 1.20g. (18.5gr.), chipped and corroded on obverse. Die-axis: 60°.
This is a new combination of types, combining the Circular obverse of Blunt 72 with the Three-line
reverse of Blunt 103. Its discovery adds support to Lyon's view that Blunt 72 (known from a single
specimen, BMA 43) is an early transititional issue of the heavy coinage,8 suggested both by its weight
(20.3gr., but chipped) and by similarities with the earliest coins of Archbishop /Ethelheard with the title
pontifex (Blunt 133-4). The central device on the obverse has been variously interpreted as a rounded T
or a degraded alpha and omega, but it is better understood as a c with a contraction mark above, thus
continuing the legend Merciorum, cf. coins of ^Ethelheard (Blunt 137-8; no. 73 below).
CHELMSFORD, near, Essex.
Three coins relevant here were found during 1984-85 on a field near Chelmsford (site recorded confidentially).
Two of the coins were lent to us for study, the third has been mislaid. Among the later coins from the site is a
short cross penny of William the Lion or Alexander II by Hue Walter.
*20. Sceat, BMC 27b (Series B), c. 685-700. London?
Obv. OTAVM[
]OO, head with single pearl diadem ending in large pellet, within an animal headed
torque.
Rev. o[
] AVMVNAVoo bird on cross, with two annulets in field, within an animal headed torque.
Weight: l.llg (17.1gr.)- Die-axis: 90°.
From the same obverse die as Rigold BIc4 (Ashmolean Museum), but a different reverse which is
similar to many of variety BIA.
21.

'Porcupine' sceat (Series E). Lower Rhineland/Frisia. This coin was reported to us, but not seen.

*22. Henry II, Tealby type, bust uncertain, 1158-80 (North 952-61). Bury St Edmund, moneyer Henri?
Obv. +hEi[
]
Rev. f
]DMV
Weight: 1.35g (20.8gr.). Die-axis: 270°.
Probably struck from the same reverse die as BMC 24-7 and Elmore-Jones photographs pi. 13, no. 23,
and possibly from the same obverse as BMC 27 (bust Dl). The alternative interpretation of the reverse
legend as the moneyer Edmund of London is unlikely in view of the probable die-link.
COLLINGBOURNE DUCIS, Wilts.
This coin was found in 1984 at Collingbourne Ducis, a village in eastern Wiltshire, a short distance south west
of the church. It was offered for sale by Spink (NCirc October 1984, no. 6622) without afind provenance, and it
is published here at the invitation of Mr D.S. Chick in whose collection the coin now is.
*23. Ecgberht of Wessex, Cross potent/Cross potent type, c. 828-39 (Blunt, 9 group 4, nos. 10-15; BMC xiii;
North 579). Rochester, moneyer Beagmund.
Obv. + ECGBEORHT REX
Rev. +BEAGMVND MONE (ND and NE ligatured).
Weight: 1.09g (16.8gr.), chipped. Die-axis: 270°.
Five coins of this type and moneyer were present in the London (Middle Temple) hoard, dep. c. 840.
EAST HARLING, Norfolk
Three coins are reported to have been found in September/October 1982 at East Harling, near the
Norfolk/Suffolk border. They were published in the Ipswich Numismatic Society Notes 5 (1983-85), 12-16, and
are cited here by courtesy of Mr John Sadler.
*24. Harthacnut, Jewel Cross type, variety with right-facing bust, c. 1036-37 (Hild. Aa; North 809).
Canterbury?, moneyer Leofnoth?
Obv.

[

]CNVT[

]

Rev.

+LEOFN[

]T

Cut-halfpenny. Weight: 0.61g (9.4gr.). Die-axis: 90°.
Although the names of the mint and moneyer are incomplete, they can, as Mr Sadler has suggested, be
identified with some confidence. Leofnoth is the only name commencing LEOFN. . . that occurs as a
moneyer in the late Anglo-Saxon coinage. During the 1030s there were moneyers of this name at several
mints, but only two of them, Canterbury and Gloucester, lay within the region in which Harthacnut
issued coins of the Jewel Cross type, the others lay in territory controlled by Harold I. Thefinal letter T of
the reverse legend points to Canterbury (CENT) as the mint of origin. Although Leofnoth seems not to
8
C. S. S. Lyon, 'Historical problems of Anglo-Saxon
coinage (1)', BNJ 36 (1967), 215-21, at 219.

9
C. E. Blunt,'The coinage of Ecgbeorht, king of Wessex
802-39', BNJ 28 (1957), 467-76.
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have been recorded there for coins of this particular issue, it is reasonable to think that he would have
struck them, since he is known from the three preceding issues of Cnut and for later Jewel Cross coins in
Harold's name, as well as for his Fleur-de-Lis issue. Coins of this variety with a right-facing bust were
formerly thought to post-date those with a left-facing bust, but Talvio has recently suggested that they
were in fact contemporary, the dies for the right-facing ones having been cut at London and those for the
left-facing ones at Winchester.10 Canterbury moneyers struck coins only of the right-facing variety, and
thus presumably drew all their dies from London.
*25. Harold I, Jewel Cross type, c. 1036-38 (Hild. A; North 802). Thetford, moneyer .Egelmer.
Obv.

+HARO/LD REC+

Rev.

+ /EGELMER ON-BEODFOR:

Weight: 0.95g (14.7gr.), chipped. Die-axis: 270°.
From the same dies as SCBI Copenhagen iv 538-9. Mr Sadler points out that the O of ON has been
repunched over a wrongly placed upright.
*26. Henry I, Profile!Cross fleury type, c. 1101-04? (BMC ii; North 858). Southwark, moneyer Sprot.
Obv.

+ HENRI Rl

Rev.

+ SPROT ON SVBP

Weight: 1.26g (19.4gr.). Die-axis: 180°.
Cf. BMC 22, possibly from the same reverse die.
FOLKESTONE, near, Kent.
Two sceattas were found by Mr R. Piper a quarter of a mile from each other (sites recorded confidentially), one
in March 1985 (Series C) and the other in October 1985 (Series B). Mr D. S. Chick kindly took photographs of
the coins for us and obtained their weights and die-axes.
*27. Sceat, BMC 27b, Rigold BIc (Series B), c. 690-700. London?
Obv. [°]TAVU[
]AH[VI°°]
Rev. °[AVHA]MVAHA°0

Weight: 1.12g (17.3gr.). Die-axis: 225°.
From the same dies as a coin in the British Museum, ex Barnett bequest (no. 254), illustrated by Rigold,
pi. Ill, BIc 2/i.
*28. Sceat, BMC 2 'runic', Rigold Rib (Series C), c. 700-10. Kentish, moneyer /Epa.
Obv. apa or aepa (in runes), radiate bust right, ornamental A behind.
Rev. 'standard' with TT/O/II, border of + T + T etc., in pelleted circle.
Weight: 1.18g (18.2gr.). Die-axis: 270°.
Recorded finds of Series C sceattas are relatively scarce, nevertheless it has become apparent that their
find distribution differs significantly from that of the other runic series, Series R, suggesting that they
originate from different regions. This new find, and another of Series C from near Telscombe, East
Sussex, to be published by D. M. Metcalf, serve to emphasize the distinctions still further. The
distributions, as they presently stand based on published reports, are shown in Table 1. Thefinds of
Series R are strongly concentrated in East Anglia, with 87 per cent of singlefinds coming from Suffolk,
Norfolk, or Cambridgeshire, and only occasional specimens being found in the neighbouring counties of
Kent, Essex, Bedfordshire, and Lincolnshire. There can be no doubt that Series R originates from East
Anglia.
Series C, by contrast, has a much wider distribution. Only 20 or 25 per cent of the singlefinds are from
East Anglia, 31 per cent are from Kent or East Sussex, and the remainder are dispersed between Essex,
Buckinghamshire, Northamptonshire, Warwickshire and Yorkshire. It was also the most plentiful
English type in the Aston Rowant hoard from Oxfordshire. In recent years, Series C has usually been
regarded as the forerunner of Series R in East Anglia,11 but a case for the former Kentish attribution has
lately been raised again.12 It is suggested that Series C was the successor of Series A, from which it
derives its basic design, with a revival of the Kentish(?) practice of naming the prominent individual who
was responsible for the coinage, i.e. JEpa following the precedents of Witmen and Pada. The distribution
of finds also supports an attribution to Kent, even if the concentration there is much less than that of
Series R in East Anglia. The reason for this lies in the differing nature of coin circulation in the two
regions. During thefirst half of the eighth century coin seems to haveflowed out of the South East (i.e.
10
T. Talvio, 'Harold I and Harthacnut's Jewel Cross type
reconsidered', Anglo-Saxon Monetary History, edited by
M. A. S. Blackburn (Leicester, 1986), pp. 273-90.
11
For example in D. M. Metcalf, 'Monetary circulation in
southern England in the first half of the eighth century', in

Sceattas in England and on the Continent, pp. 27-69, at
pp. 32 and 58.
12
M. Blackburn, 'A chronology for the sceattas', in
Sceattas in England and on the Continent, pp. 165-74, at
p. 166; MEC 1, p. 166.
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TABLE 1
Distributions of finds of Series C and R
Series C

single
Kent
East Sussex
Essex
Suffolk
Norfolk
Cambridgeshire
Bedfordshire
Northamptonshire
Lincolnshire
Yorkshire
Warwickshire
Buckinghamshire
Oxfordshire

finds

4

2+1?

coins in hoards

Series R

sir
single

finds

1

1 + 1?

5

1 + 1?

coins in hoards

29
13
3

1

7
6

1

46
15 + 1?

52

49 + 2?

13

Kent and the Lower Thames valley) to other parts of England on a fairly substantial scale, while regions
such as East Anglia, Wessex, and Northumbria formed distinct circulation pools which received coin
from elsewhere, but out of which coin rarely passed. This implies an economy in which people from the
South East were generally purchasing goods from other parts of England and selling them abroad,
especially to traders from the Lower Rhineland. Unfortunately, the rapid coin circulation in the South
East has hampered identification of the local issues. It also remains to be seen whether the precise
dividing line between Series C and R proposed by Rigold holds good.
GODMANCHESTER, Hunts. (Cambs.)
This coin was found with a metal detector in March 1982 during the construction of the Roman Way Industrial
Estate, near London Road, Godmanchester (NGR TL250700). It was found some three feet below the modern
surface after the top soil had been cleared.
*29. Vikings of York, St Peter type - without sword, late variety, c. 915-20 (North 553). York.
Obv. +ERACE c
Rev. -/SCI II/- • -/TII II L /_- (S on its side).
Weight: not recorded. Die-axis: 100°.
The degree of contraction of the Eborace civ obverse legend and the corruption of the Sci Petri mo
reverse (with the suspension mark transposed from the top to the bottom line) suggests that the coin
belongs towards the end of the issue, i.e. to the later 910s. Although the St Peter coins have been found
mainly in Northumbria and Ireland, they evidently circulated to some extent in the southern Danelaw as
shown by the Morley St Peter hoard from Norfolk and a small number of singlefinds such as this and one
of similar date from Lincoln.13
GREAT WILBRAHAM, near, Cambs.
This coin was found c. 1980 on afield adjoining the Roman road at Great Wilbraham, somefive miles east of
Cambridge (site recorded confidentially). It was presented to Cambridge University's Museum of Archaeology
and Anthropology in 1980, together with other archaeological artefacts from the neighbourhood, by Mrs B. C.
Hyde-Smith whose family owned Great Wilbraham Hall and the adjoining estate. In March 1986 it was
transferred to the Fitzwilliam Museum on long term deposit, but too late for inclusion in MEC 1. We are
grateful to Mrs Hyde-Smith for providing information about the location and circumstances of the find.
*30. Sceat, Wolf-whorllstandard type, derivative of BMC 32a/2 'runic' and 4 (Series K/R and E), c. 725^-0.
Origin uncertain.
Obv. wolf-whorl with thin beaded body, surrounded by a wire torque (without animal-head terminal),
within a border of pellets.
13
M. Blackburn, C. Colyer and M. Dolley, Early
Medieval Coins from Lincoln and its Shire c. 700-1100

(Archaeology of Lincoln VI-I, 1983), p. 13.
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Rev. 'standard', decorated with a pelleted annulet and four pellets; in outer border, a cross on each side
and lines radiating from the corners.
Weight: 0.97g (15.0gr.). Fairly base silver.
This is the third known specimen combining the wolf-whorl and 'standard' types, the others having been
found at Winchester and Lakenheath, Suffolk.14 The obverse of the Wilbraham coin is modelled fairly
closely on that of type 32a, and in particular the style CD which Metcalf now attributes to a Kentish mint,
though it circulated widely elsewhere.15 The large jaws and up-turned tongue are typical of the style, as is
the wire torque without an animal-head terminal, yet the design is something of a caricature of the
original and the die is clearly imitative. The reverse is influenced by the East Anglian runic type (Series
R), which often has a small 'standard' surrounded by four crosses and radiating lines, but the decoration
within the 'standard' seems to be copied from 'porcupine' sceattas of Metcalf class D or its derivatives.
The Lakenheath coin has the same reverse design and is presumably from the same workshop,
although its obverse is a much cruder imitation with a reversed image, lacking the long curled tongue and
wire torque. The Winchester coin, on the other hand, is of finer style than either of these, closely copying
another variety of the CD style without a wire torque; it could even be from an official CD die. Its
reverse, although a 'standard' design, is quite different from the others, being decorated with four
annulets linked by a cross and having as an outer border three pellets on each side of the 'standard'. This
is similar to the reverse of the rare and enigmatic type 46.
One might expect the Lakenheath and Wilbraham coins to be East Anglian in origin, given the very
limited distribution of Series R outside that kingdom (see above, p. 61), yet a Winchester findspot
virtually precludes an East Anglian attribution for the third coin. If these three have a common source
we must look to the South East or possibly Middle Anglia. However, it is quite possible that the
Winchester find emanates from a separate workshop and that the similarities of type are merely
coincidental.
HOSE, near, Leics.
This coin, mounted as a brooch, was found in late 1985 by a metal-detector user on a ploughedfield near Hose,
north of Melton Mowbray (site recorded confidentially). The photograph (approximately to scale) was
provided by thefinder. The site has also produced fourth-century /E coins and a cut-halfpenny of Short Cross
type.
*31. Edward the Confessor, Pointed Helmet type, c. 1053-56 (Hild. F; North 825). Winchester, moneyer
Godwine.
Obv.

+ E D P E R - / D REX

Rev.

+ G O D P I N E ON Pl[

]:

Weight: not recorded; two rivets adhering. Die-axis: 0°.
The special interest of this coin lies in its treatment for use as a brooch. The finder's account of the
discovery is of relevance: 'onfinding the object atfirst I thought it was a Roman button or stud of some
type because it was rust red colour, not the typical black of silver oxides. Across the obverse was a lump
of green corrosion (possibly copper) which just disintegrated when being washed at home. Not until I
saw the head did I realize it was a silver coin'. The two neat rivets which pierce the coin appear to be of
silver, and they presumably held a bronze mount and pin. This was perhaps similar to the much better
preserved mount and pin on a William I coin brooch from Billingsgate in London, a metal-detector find
shown at the London Museum in 1984 (information P. Stott). On this brooch two bronze blocks were
welded, rather than riveted, to the coin.
The brooch from Hose displays the reverse of the coin in preference to its pictorial obverse. The
geometric design no doubt appealed to Anglo-Saxon tastes, and the owner may also have been aware of
the religious symbolism of the cruciform design. The Billingsgate brooch also shows the reverse face, as
do several of the brooches which emulate coins.16
HOXNE, Suffolk
This coin is reported to have been found 'at Hoxne', a village on the Norfolk/Suffolk border to the east of Diss.
It was acquired before October 1985 by B. A. Seaby Limited, who kindly invited us to publish it here. The coin
was offered for sale in SCMB April 1986, no. E127.
14
S. E. Rigold and D. M. Metcalf, 'A check-list of
English finds of sceattas', BNJ 47 (1977), 31-52, pi. II, nos.
26-7.
15
D. M. Metcalf and D. R. Walker, 'The "wolf' sceattas',
BNJ 36 (1967), 11-26. For suggested mint attributions see
Metcalf, 'Monetary circulation', pp. 36 and 38.
16
M. Dolley, 'The nummular brooch from Sulgrave', in

England Before the Conquest, edited by P. Clemoes and K.
Hughes (Cambridge, 1971), pp. 333-49, at p. 346; M. M.
Archibald, 'Coins', in English Romanesque Art 1066-1200.
An exhibition at the Hayward Gallery, London 5 April-8
July 1984 (London, 1984), pp. 320-41, at p. 341, no. 468 (a
brooch after Henry I's type vi).
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*32. Berhtwulf of Mercia (840-52), Portrait!Cross-crosslet type (North 406 var.). London?, moneyer Oswulf.
Obv. BE[RH]+YII REX, bust right, with double diadem and four strokes to the drapery.
Rev. + [
]ZYLF MONETA (z on side, NE ligatured), cross-crosslet.
Weight: 0.70g (10.8gr.), chipped. Die-axis: 0°.
The moneyer Oswulf is well attested for coins of the Portrait!Cross-crosslet type, but this specimen
differs from others in the style of the bust and epigraphy. The bust is somewhat crude, with a straight
nose cutting the diadem at right angles, simple drapery and weakly engraved hair. The inscriptions
appear to be essaying those of a coin in the Hunter collection (SCBI Glasgow 358), which is a classic
example of North's group IA style. 17 On the Hoxne coin, however, the T of BERHTVLF is represented as a
cross (it can hardly be a runic N) and the LF are single strokes. The coin seems to belong to neither of North's
groups I and II, but our knowledge of Berhtwulf's coinage at present is too poor for us to be able to
exclude it from the corpus of his official coins, even if one day it may be necessary to classify it as a
contemporary imitation.
IRTHLINGBOROUGH, Northants.
Two coins were found at Irthlingborough, north east of Wellingborough (site recorded confidentially), no. 33
by Mr K. Darton in October 1985 and no. 34 by Mr D. Jackson on 12 January 1986. They were discovered with
metal detectors after top soil had been removed from the site, but they would have been some two feet below
the previous modern surface. Both coins were severely bent when found. Thefirst unfortunately broke into two
pieces when the finder attempted to flatten it; the second remains in its original bent state.
*33. Edgar, Circumscription type, c. 959-73 (BMC iii; North 749). Uncertain mint (possibly Huntingdon or
Northampton), moneyer Hardbrit.
Obv. +EADGAR REX ANG[L]ORX (first x incomplete, NG ligatured).
Rev.

+HARDBRIT MO[N]ETA H

Weight: 1.09g (16.8gr.), broken and chipped. Die-axis: 210°.
The moneyer Hardbrit (OE Heardbeorht or CG Hardbert?) does not appear to be recorded for the
coinage of Edgar or adjoining reigns. The mint signature is ambiguous since it is only the initial letter of
the name, and although it has the form H, it could stand for N or even M. Of the possible mints,
Huntingdon or Northampton are the most likely, since they are each only somefifteen or twenty miles
from Irthlingborough. However, we cannot altogether rule out the possibility of Hertford, Maldon,
Malmesbury, or Southampton. The style of the dies, with small neat lettering and full legends using the
form Anglorum and moneta, is that associated with a southern die-cutting centre, probably Winchester.
Such dies were, however, distributed widely, and were used at mints in the Midlands, including Bedford,
Buckingham, Northampton (by four moneyers), and Tamworth. 18
*34. /Ethelred II, Last Small Cross, c. 1009-17 (Hild. A; North 777). Northampton, moneyer Wulfnoth.
Obv.

+/EBELRE[

]GLO

Rev.

+PVFNOD ON HAMTVN

Weight: 1.46g (22.5gr.), bent. Die-axis: 270°.
The legends are similar to those of Hild. 1277.
LAKENHEATH, near, Suffolk
This coin, said to be a metal-detector find from near Lakenheath, was offered for sale by B. A. Seaby Limited
(SCMB 1984, E94; and 1985, E140), from which it was recorded in the revised 1984 version of Rigold and
Metcalf s check-list of finds.19 Messrs Seaby have kindly provided us with a photograph and its weight for
inclusion here.
*35. Runic sceat (Series R), c. 710-50 (North 158 var.). Uncertain East Anglian mint.
Obv. stylized bust left, with blundered 'epa'(?), in runes.
Rev. 'standard' decorated with an annulet, two bars and two right angles; outer border of lines radiating
from two corners and crosses on three sides.
Weight: 0.84g (13.0gr.).

17
J. J. North, 'The coinage of BerhLwulf of Mercia
(840-852)', NCirc 1961, 213-15.
18
M. Blackburn, 'Waerin: a Northampton moneyer for
Eadgar', NC 1979, 217-19, at 218.

19
S. E. Rigold, 'A revised check-list of English finds of
sceattas', in Sceattas in England and on the Continent,
pp. 245-68.
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LOUTH, near, Lines.
Coins have been reported to us from three separate sites each on the south-eastern scarp of the Lincolnshire
Wolds a few miles south of Louth (findspots recorded confidentially).
Site A

Five relevant coins have been found, no. 40 in October 1984, nos. 36-8 in October 1985, and no. 39 in March
1986.
*36. 'Porcupine' sceat (Series E), derivative of Metcalf class A, c. 720-30? Frisia.
Obv. 'porcupine', with a pellet on the curve towards the right-hand end; three bars within curve.
Rev. 'standard', decorated with TOT/II (the Is inclined) and a pellet above and below the central O. Outer
border of three hatched lines to the right and two pellets(?) below.
Weight: 0.85g (13.1gr.), corroded. Fairly base silver.
Related coins were present in the Hallum hoard, deposited c. 720, but the closest parallels are to be
found in the somewhat later Barthe hoard. This coin is therefore rather later than the majority of
'porcupines' found in this country, which belong to the first decade or so of the eighth century.
*37. Harold I, Jewel Cross type, c. 1036-37 (Hild. A; North 802). Lincoln, moneyer Osferth.
Obv.

+HARO:/LDLD R:

Rev.

+ OSFER© ON LINCOL

Weight: reported as 0.86g (13.3gr.). Die-axis: not recorded.
Struck from the same obverse die as Mossop, pi. LVIII, nos. 27-29, with its erroneous repetition of LD,
but from a new reverse die.
*38. Edward the Confessor, Pacx type, c. 1042-44 (Hild. D; North 813). Stamford, moneyer ^lfeh.
Obv.

+EDPRD:/RECX

Rev.

4-^LF/EH O/N ST:/ANF

Weight: 0.91g (14.0gr.). Die-axis: 270°.
*39. Stephen, Watford
Obv.

[

]EFNE R:

type, c. 1135-41? (BMC i; North 873). Ipswich?, moneyer Osbern?
Rev.

[

] SBERI[

]

Weight: 1.23g (19.0gr.). Die-axis: 160°.
The style of bust is typical of that group of coins having an obverse legend STIEFNE R:, as here. The
obverse and reverse designs are clear and well struck up, yet the reverse legend is so faint as to suggest
that it has been deliberately hammered out. If the reading above is correct, this would appear to be a
coin of the moneyer Osbern at Ipswich (or possibly at Lewes, but the Lewes coins are scarcer and the
mint more distant). Alternatively, the first visible letter of the reverse legend might be a D (though it
does not look like one), and the moneyer one of the Rodberts who were active at London, Canterbury,
Hastings, and Shrewsbury in this issue. We have been unable tofind a die-link to settle the attribution.
*40. Stephen, Watford type, c. 1035-41? (BMC i; North 873). Mint and moneyer uncertain.
Obv. f
]X:
Rev. [
]:ON[
]
Cut-farthing. Weight: reported as 0.36g (5.48gr.).
Site B

Two coins were found in October 1985. Thefinder kindly sent us thefirst for study as the reverse inscription
was difficult to read from photographs.
*41. Edward the Confessor, Pointed Helmet type, c. 1053-56 (Hild. F; North 825). London, moneyer
Godwig.
Obv.

+EDPER/D R E +

Rev.

+GODPGG ON LVNDIEN-

Weight: 1.30g (20.1gr.). Die-axis: 200°.
In his recent study on the coinage of Edward the Confessor, Dr Anthony Freeman was reluctant to admit
Godwig to the canon of London moneyers and preferred to normalize the names on three recorded coins
20
(Trefoil Quadriliteral, GODPIG; Pointed Helmet, GODPGG and GODPIC) as Godric. This was in part,
perhaps, because he had not seen illustrations of the latter two, cited only from the Carlyon-Britton sale
catalogues. The new coin must add support to the case for an independent moneyer Godwig. After
seeing the coin, we are in no doubt as to the correctness of its reverse reading, which is identical to that of
Carlyon-Britton lot 1137d, probably struck from the same die. It seems to us unacceptable to normalize
such a name as Godric, and, despite the very small number of coins attributable to him, we believe that
Godwig should be regarded as a separate moneyer.

20

Freeman, p. 161-2, 164.
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*42. Stephen, Watford
Obv. [

]NE

type, c. 1135-41? (BMC i; North 873). Uncertain mint and moneyer.
Rev. [

]T:O[

]

Weight: reported as 1.21g (18.7gr.).
Site C

Two cut-halfpennies found in October 1985. The second was lent to us by the finder for study.
*43. Henry II, Tealby type, bust uncertain, 1158-80 (North 952-61). Mint and moneyer uncertain.
Obv. +[

]

Rev. [

]AN[

]

Cut-halfpenny. Weight: reported as 0.68g (10.5gr.).
*44. Henry II, Tealby type, bust uncertain, 1158-80 (North 952-61). Mint and moneyer uncertain.
Obv. +hE[
]
Rev. [
]EM:[
]
Cut-halfpenny. Weight: 0.68g (10.5gr.).
MARKET WEIGHTON, near, E. Yorks. (N. Humberside)
Found on 10 September 1983, near Market Weighton, north east of Hull.
*45. Henry I, Double Inscription type, c. 1122-24? (BMC xi; North 867). London, moneyer Sigarus.
Rev. +s[ / ]A/RV/S ON, inner inscription +LVNDENE
Obv. hE[
Weight: not recorded. Die-axis: 180°.
This coin provides a new moneyer for the type. Sigar(us) was previously recorded as a London moneyer
for each of the issues from Henry I's type iii to type xiv, except types iv, viii, and xi.
MAWGAN PORTH, Cornwall
Thisfind, which was kindly drawn to our attention by Mr H. E. Pagan, seems not to have been cited hitherto in
numismatic literature, and in view of the scarcity of coinfinds from Cornwall (see discussion of Padstow find,
no. 53 below) it deserves to be described here. It was discovered by Mr G. F. Wilmot, F.S.A., later keeper of
the Yorkshire Museum, during the 1949 excavations of an Anglo-Saxon settlement at Mawgan Porth, on the
north coast, near the village of St Mawgan, north of Newquay.21
*46. /Ethelred II, Crux type, c. 991-97 (Hild. C; North 770). Lydford, moneyer Goda.
Obv. +/EF>[
]D REX ANGLOX (NG ligatured)
Rev. +GODA M o LYDA
Weight: not recorded, chipped and corroded. Die-axis: 90°.
From the same reverse die, and possibly the same obverse die, as SCBI Helsinki 82.
METHWOLD, Norfolk
Two coins were found in August 1985 by a metal-detector user, Mr R. Heen, at Methwold, a village on the
edge of the Fens (site recorded confidentially). Thefinder made thefirst coin available to us for study, but the
second he had already sold to B. A. Seaby Limited, who kindly provided us with photographs and a note of its
weight. This latter coin has since been acquired by Mr C. E. Blunt.
*47. Sceat, Series - , unpublished type, c. 700-10. Origin uncertain.
Obv. intersecting lines, possibly representing foliage, three pellets in field.
Rev. cross with each arm cut by two lines terminating in pellets, one arm has a third cross-bar. There is a
pellet in each quarter, and the border consists of a zig-zag line and more pellets.
Weight: 1.20g (18.5gr.). Relatively good silver.
This coin is problematic. While the weight, module, and fabric are consistent with a sceat or denier of the
first half of the eighth century, its designs are unknown in the Anglo-Saxon, Frisian, or Merovingian
coinages. Since, however, it seems to be a genuinely old coin rather than a modern fabrication, and Dr
Melinda Mays has informed us that in her opinion it is not a Celtic coin, we are inclined to regard it as an
English or Continental sceat.
The obverse design is a puzzle, for while some elements appear to be carefully drawn and resemble
branches, the composition as a whole seems meaningless. It may possibly be inspired by the 'porcupine'
or 'bird-in-branch' types, but if so it is a very free representation. The reverse, on the other hand, is
carefully planned and executed, and quite novel. Cross-crosslet designs occur on English sceattas of
Series W and in the Merovingian coinage, but we know of no parallels for the double crosslet and pellets.
Some affinities can be seen in the designs of an equally enigmatic coin, which was among the recent finds
from a major site near Royston (to be published by the present writers). This coin (weight 1.07g) also has
21
R. L. S. Bruce-Mitford, 'A Dark-Age settlement at
Mawgan Porth, Cornwall', in Recent Archaeological Exca-

vations in Britain, edited by R. L. S. Bruce-Mitford
(London, 1956), pp. 167-96, at p. 170 and pi. 36(b).
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on the obverse an arrangement of intersecting lines and three pellets, though they are much cruder than
those on the Methwold coin and they have no semblance of foliage, while the reverse has a simple cross
with several pellets in each angle. [While this article was in the press, a second specimen from the same
dies was auctioned by Sotheby, 17 July 1986, lot 193, said to be ex Aston Rowant hoard.]
*48. Coenwulf, Portrait!Cross-crosslet type, c. 810-21 (BLS
;Elhun.

cf. Cn 95; North 345 var.). London, moneyer

Obv. +COEHVVLF / REX M, laureat and diademed bust right.
Rev. +AELHVVN (N retrograde), cross-crosslet with many pellets in field.

Weight: 1.34g (20.7gr.), chipped. Die-axis: 0°.
This is only the second known coin of Coenwulf with a laureat bust and naturalistic drapery copied
directly from the contemporary Carolingian coinage. The other specimen, by the moneyer Ceolbald
(BLS Cn 95), seems tp be the work of the same die-cutter and is presumably of much the same date,
although the diadem running over the forehead is less carefully delineated and the top of the head
interrupts the inscription. Its reverse design, a cross and four pellets, is characteristic of the moneyer,
just as a cross-crosslet is of itilhun. The prototype may be a solidus of Louis the Pious (814-40) as
suggested by Blunt, Lyon, and Stewart, although it could as well have been a portrait denier of
Charlemagne's last issue (c. 806-14?) or Louis'first (c. 814-19), which at some mints were of equally fine
workmanship. Identification of the prototype is made the more difficult because none of these issues has
survived in quantity. The three other coins of the moneyer /Elhun of this reign (BLS Cn 91-3) have busts
which take their form from the Canterbury coinage, although in two cases the larger proportions of the
Carolingian bust have been retained.
NORTHAMPTON, near
These two coins were found in 1985 by a metal-detector user a few miles south west of Northampton (site
recorded confidentially). When discovered, they were adhering tightly to one another, reverse to reverse, held
together by corrosion products or partially fused by heat. It soon became clear that attempts to separate them
physically were likely to result in one of the coins breaking up. Through the good offices of Miss M. M.
Archibald, the expert advice of Mr Keith Howes of the British Museum was sought, but he was unable to part
them. Ourfinal resort was to an X-ray photograph of the pair, taken by Miss Julie Dawson, Assistant Keeper in
Conservation at the Fitzwilliam Museum, and this enabled us to identify the moneyer of one of the coins.
*49. Edward the Elder, Two-line type, later group, c. 915-24 (BMC ii; North 649). Moneyer Osear
(=Osgar?).
Obv. +EADVVEARD REX
Rev. OSEA/R M~O, divided by three crosses, three pellets above and below?

Combined weight of the two coins: 2.59g (40.0gr.). Die-axis: 270°.
The reverse type and moneyer's name are clear from the enlarged X-ray photograph (pi. 2, no. 49). A
coin with a similar inscription was present in the Vatican hoard. 23
*50. Athelstan, Two-line type or Two-line!Cross mule, c. 925-28 (BMC i or i/v; North 668 or 668/672). Mint
and moneyer uncertain.
Obv. -t-^BELSTAN REX
Rev. not visible.
The obverse, with the simple title rex, is of the Two-line type, and the die is of 'London' style though the
coin is not necessarily of that mint. There is no sign of a Two-line reverse inscription on the X-ray
photograph, which could be because the design was in lower relief or more corroded than that of the
other coin. Alternatively, it may be a circular inscription of a Two-line!Cross mule, which cannot be
distinguished on the X-ray from the two obverse inscriptions that are superimposed on it. Mr Blunt dates
the Two-line type at southern mints to the early years of Athelstan's reign, so the coins were probably
lost c. 930 ± 5 years.
NORWICH region, Norfolk
This coin was purchased by Mr C. E. Blunt from A. H. Baldwin and Sons Limited in 1982. It was said to have
been a recent metal-detectorfind from the Norwich region. Mr Blunt has most generously invited us to publish
it here.
*51. Eadwald of East Anglia, c. 796-800, Three-line!Cross-in-quatrefoil type (BLS Eal; North 432).
Uncertain East Anglian mint, moneyer Eadnoth.
Obv. EADV/ALD/REX (L inverted), inscription in three lines divided by pelleted bars.
22
23

BLS, p. 33.
M. A. O'Donovan, 'The Vatican hoard of Anglo-Saxon

pennies', BNJ 33 (1964), 7-29, no. 306.
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Rev. E/AD/N/OD (N retrograde), inscription in the quarters of a pelleted cross, within a solid quatrefoil

border.
Weight: 1.31g (20.2gr.). Die-axis: 270°.
This is one of only seven recorded coins of Eadwald of East Anglia (see discussion of the Thetford region
find, no. 66 below). It is struck from the same dies as BMC 3 and SCBI Mack 673. It is unusual in this
period tofind three coins struck from the same pair of dies, although there are precedents such as the
three coins of /Ethelberht of East Anglia (d. 794).
OSBALDWICK, near, N. Yorks
Found in 1983 near Osbaldwick, a village three miles east of York on the border of the North and East Riding
(site recorded confidentially).
*52. Cnut, Short Cross type, c. 1030-36 (Hild. H; North 790). York, moneyer Fa;rthein.
Obv.

+CNVT/-REcx:

Rev.

+ F/ERBEIN ON EOFE

Weight: not recorded. Die-axis: reported as 230°.
Same dies as SCBI Copenhagen iiiA 616-17.
PADSTOW, Cornwall
This coin was found in December 1984 by Mr Lionel McCarthy using a metal detector on a ploughedfield on
the outskirts of Padstow, a quarter of a mile from the Camel estuary (site recorded confidentially). Mr
McCarthy kindly lent us the coin for study.
Although there are three hoards of Anglo-Saxon coins from Cornwall (Trewiddle, dep. c. 868; Tywardreath,
dep. c. 930; and Constantine, dep. c. 1020), all from the south coast, single-finds are notably rare. That from
Mawgan Porth (no. 46 above) is from a north coast site, as is this one from Padstow. Cornwall was sparsely
populated compared with other south-western counties, but many inland settlements are recorded in the
Domesday survey. The county could not support a regular mint, and one wonders whether the essentially
Celtic population was slow to adopt the use of coin. Some of the finds may have been brought by coastal
travellers or raiders, as was the case in Wales. We know, for example, that St Peter's monastery at Padstow was
sacked by the Vikings in 981 and that the Cornish coast was ravaged in 997, while ships travelling from Dublin
to southern England would have followed the Cornish coast.
*53. ^thelred II, Long Cross type, c. 997-1003 (Hild D; North 774). Chichester, moneyer /Ethestan.
Obv.

+ /EBELR/ED REX ANGLOX

Rev.

+ ,EB/ESTA/NM'0/CISE

Weight: 1.56g (24.1gr.). Die-axis: 0°.
ROXTON, Beds.
Found in June 1984 at Roxton, between Sandy and St Neots (site recorded confidentially). The site has also
yielded Roman and later medieval coins, including an Irish cut-halfpenny of Henry III.
*54. William I, Pacx type, c. 1083-86? (BMC viii; North 848). Stafford, moneyer Godric.
Obv.

+PILLELM REX

Rev.

-FGODRIC ON ST/EFR

Weight: 1.24g (19.1gr.). Die-axis: 180°.
The coin is a die-duplicate of BMC 980.
ST DAVID'S HEAD (Whitesand Bay), Pembroke (Dyfed)
This coin was found in September 1985 by Ms A. Lewis and A. W. Bartlett at the top of the beach at
Whitesand Bay (Porth Mawr), which sweeps south from St David's Head. It had presumably fallen from an
eroded cliff, rather than been washed up from the sea. The report in Treasure Hunting (April 1986, p. 13) to
the effect that several coins of Eadred had been found was, we understand, an editorial error and there was
only this one coin.
Finds of Anglo-Saxon coins from Wales are scarce, and they have all come from near the coast, stretching in
the south from St David's Head to Caerwent in the Bristol Channel, and in the north-west and north from
Anglesey to Ormes Head and Rhuddlan.24 They have been seen as the product of Viking contact along the two
trade routes from Dublin to south-west and north-west England.25 The new find from a beach facing the
southern tip of Ireland fits that pattern, and the fact that it should be a coin from north-west England adds
support to the argument that it is likely to have been carried there by the Vikings. It may even have seen some
years of circulation in Dublin, before being brought to Wales.

24
Finds from Wales are summarized in D. W. Dykes,
Anglo-Saxon Coins in the National Museum of Wales
(Cardiff, 1976), pp. 27-31.

25
H. R. Loyn, The Vikings in Wales (Dorothea Coke
Memorial Lecture in Northern Studies, 2 March 1976;
London, 1976).
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*55. Edmund (939-46) or Eadred (946-55), Two-line type (HR1; North 691 or 707). North-western mint,
moneyer Sigar.
Obv. ]DR[
Rev. (rosette)/siiGA[/+] + +/RES M[
]
Weight: not recorded, fragment.
This is a coin of either Edmund (EadmunD Rex) or Eadred (EaDReD Rex). Unfortunately the letter
before the DR is obscured by corrosion. While the wide spacing of the letters might favour an attribution
to Eadred, this is not conclusive. The moneyer, Sigar(es), is well attested for this north-western variety
in both reigns. Mr Blunt has informed us that he knows of three specimens for Edmund and ten for
Eadred, but none of them has this reverse inscription with double i and a curious letter or symbol at the
end of the top line. This character, which has the form of a curve ending in a wedge, has so far defied
interpretation. It is unlikely to be a round S on its face since the usual angular form occurs elsewhere in
the legend, and anyway another letter in this position would appear to be superfluous. Could it be an
ornamental stop? Mr Blunt comments that otherwise the coin appears to be a perfectly regular issue.
ST IVES, Hunts. (Cambs.)
This coin was found in autumn 1984 in gravel workings half a mile east of St Ives.
*56. French feudal, county of Penthievre, Stephen I (1093-1138) or later (Poey d'Avant 26 nos. 1430-49).
Guincamp?
Obv. +ST[EP]HAN C[OM], cross pattee with star in upper quarters.
Rev. +[G]VIN[CA]MP (commencing at 2 o'clock), stylized head right.
Billon denier. Weight: not recorded, chipped. Die-axis: c. 130°.
Stephen I was thefirst count of Penthievre to strike coins, and the designs and inscriptions of these were
immobilized by later rulers down to the early thirteenth century. This coin is not of thefinest style and it
is unlikely to be very early in the series, but no satisfactory chronological arrangement of this coinage has
yet been devised. It is possible that there were other mints in the county besides the original one at
Guincamp.
ST NEOTS, Hunts. (Cambs.)
This coin was found in St Neots in 1961 by Mr C. Daines when the area to the south of Cambridge Road (A45)
by Fox Brook was being cleared for building development (NGR TL18846020). Thefind was published in 1973
in an article on Saxon St Neots by Peter Addyman, based on an identification by Michael Dolley, but it was not
then illustrated.27 Mr Daines, who still has the coin, has kindly allowed us to reproduce photographs of it here.
*57. Harthacnut, Arm and Sceptre type, c. 1040-42 (Hild. Cnut I; North 799). Stamford, moneyer Swert.
Obv.

+CNVT R/EC+ AN

Rev.

+SPERT ON STANFO:

Weight: 1.08g (16.7gm.). Die-axis: not recorded.
SCUNTHORPE region, Lines. (S. Humberside)
This coin, which was purchased from thefinder at a coin fair in York in September 1982, was said to have been
found in the Scunthorpe area. It was recorded by Mr John Sadler in the Ipswich Numismatic Society Notes 5
(1983-85), 15.
*58. Henry I, Annulets type, c. 1100-1101? (BMC i; North 857). London, moneyer Bruninc.
Obv. +IIIIRICV[S] RE
Rev. +BRVNNC ON LVN (NC ligatured)
Weight: 1.32g (20.4gr.). Die-axis: 0°.
Mr Sadler points out that it is struck from the same dies as Spink sale no. 6 (11 October 1979), lot 497 (ex
Lockett 1044), and from the same reverse die as SCBI Stockholm, Anglo-Norman 239.
SHIPTONTHORPE, near, E. Yorks. (N. Humberside)
Found in March 1985 near Shiptonthorpe, north west of Market Weighton.
*59. Stephen, Awbridge type, c. 1153-58 (BMC vii; North 881). Mint and moneyer uncertain.
Obv. ]TE[

Rev. ]R[

Cut-farthing. Weight: not recorded.
SHRUBLAND HALL, near Coddenham, Suffolk
Found with a metal detector on 14 March 1982 at Shrubland Hall, between Coddenham and Barham, north of

26
F. Poey d'Avant, Monnaies feodales de France, 3 vols.
(Paris, 1858, 1860, 1862).
27
P. V. Addyman, 'Late Saxon settlements in the St

Neots area', Proc. Cambridge Antiq. Soc. 64 (1973), 45-99,
at 95-6.
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Ipswich. This coin was published in the Ipswich Numismatic Society Notes 5 (1983-85), 11-12, and it is cited
here by courtesy of John Sadler.
*60. Edward the Martyr, Reform Small Cross type, 975-78 (Hild. A; North 763). York, Gu(nnulf)?
Obv.

[

]RD REX AN[

]

Rev.

+GV[

]O EFER

Cut-halfpenny. Weight: 0.62g (9.6gr.). Die-axis: 180°.
Only thefirst two or possibly three letters of the moneyer's name are included on this cut half. Mr Sadler
interpreted them as +isv. . . for Isulf, with the first two letters joined at their bases. As he admitted,
however, there would be problems in spacing the remainder of the legend,. . .LFM~. . ., over the missing
half of the coin, and this must surely preclude Isulf as a possibility. The first letter is more probably a
square G with the top horizontal merging into the edge, and the moneyer is likely to be Gunnulf or
Gunnolf, who is recorded at York for Reform Small Cross coins of Edgar (Grantley 1098; ex Montagu
735) and Edward the Martyr (SCBI Glasgow 767). The Glasgow coin is from different dies, but it shows
that the remainder of the legend would fill half a coin.
SIX HILLS, near, Leics.
Found in September 1985 on a ploughed field near the Fosse Way, in the region of Six Hills, north
Leicestershire (site recorded confidentially).
*61. 'Porcupine' sceat (Series E), 'plumed bird' variety, Metcalf class K (BMC type 6), c. 700-10. Lower
Rhineland.
Obv. 'plumed bird' right, with large claws, pellets in the field, a long cross before the head, and a half
circle of pellets at edge of coin.
Rev. 'standard', decorated with a pelleted annulet, four horizontal bars, and two groups of three pellets
almost in a row. In the outer border a cross and several pellets are visible on two sides.
Weight: 1.09g (16.8gr.).
Struck from the same obverse die as BMC 73, and from a very similar though different reverse die.
Metcalf thought that BMC 73 stood early in the sequence of 'plumed bird' dies. 28
*62. 'Porcupine'/'Stepped cross' sceat (BMC 53), c. 710-20. Lower Rhineland or Frisia?
Obv. 'porcupine', with the curved 'back' turning over in a point and containing a v shape detached from
the curve. There is one pellet within the v and an annulet and a pellet below it. To the right, at the edge
of the coin, there is a curly line.
Rev. four pairs of 'stepped' lines radiating from a pelleted annulet, within an inner circle and an outer
dog-tooth border consisting of a zig-zag line and pellets.
Weight: 1.08g (16.7gr.).
This is the eighth specimen of type 53 to be recorded. The six coins of which illustrations are available
are related not only by their distinctive reverse type, but by a common obverse design the key elements
of which are a V containing a pellet within the curve of the 'porcupine', an annulet and a pellet below it,
and a pelleted or curly line to the right of the flan. The right-hand stroke of the v, and occasionally the
left one also, is detached from the curve. This particular combination of symbols on the obverse does
not, so far as we can judge, occur elsewhere in the 'porcupine' series. However, the differences of detail
and style suggest that the dies of type 53 were cut by several different hands and/or over a longish period.
The recorded coins may be listed as follows:
a)

Without additional reverse ornaments

(1) BMC 199; possibly found at Thanet before 1756 (BMC pi. 4, no. 19). Weight: 1.05g. Neat work;
reverse with narrow limbs to voided cross ending in parallel lines; inner circle of pellets; narrow
dog-tooth pattern in outer border, [pi. 3, no. 62a]
(2) Six Hillsfind. Looser work; both limbs of v detached from curve and long pointed end to the curve.
Voided cross on reverse is wider with splayed ends; inner circle as solid line; broad dog-tooth
pattern in border.
b)

With cross in one quarter of reverse

(3) Emden Museum; ex Barthe hoard 1838 (illus. D. Hill's 'Sceatta project' archive no. ELM 694).
Weight 1.28g. Tight voided limbs to cross, splayed ends; inner circle of pellets; outer border of
hatched lines changing to narrow dog-tooth.
c)

With pellets on limbs of cross and in quarters of reverse

(4) Bibliotheque nationale; ex Cimiez hoard 1851 (illus. Le Gentilhomme, BNJ 24 (1944), pi. 3, no.
39). Weight 1.20g. Neat work; broad voided cross with splayed ends; inner circle of pellets; outer
border not visible, [pi. 3, no. 62b]
(5) Zeeuws Museum, Middle'ourg; found at Domburg (illus. Dirks, RBN 1870, pi. F, no. 16). Looser
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work; voided cross with splayed ends, two pellets on each limb and up to three pellets in each
quarter; inner circle and outer border not visible, [pi. 3, no. 62c]
(6) Ashmolean Museum, Oxford; ex Grantley 712 (illus. Metcalf et al., Studies in the Compositions of
Early Medieval Coins (Newcastle, 1968), no. 0.44). Weight 1.10g. Similar to 4, but pellets in rev.
quarters only.
d)

Not illustrated

(7) Domburg find (Op den Velde, de Boone, and Pol, p. 141).
(8) Find from near Witnesham, Suffolk (Rigold and Metcalf, 'A revised check-list', p. 266).
The obverse design of type 53 owes most of its inspiration to Metcalf class G, though it is probably a little
later in date to judge by its absence from the Bais and Aston Rowant hoards, deposited c. 710, and its
presence in the Cimiez hoard of c. 720.
SOUTHOE, Hunts. (Cambs.)
Found by Mr P. Stanley using a metal detector on 7 December 1985 at Southoe, a village on the Al just north
of St Neots (site recorded confidentially).
*63. Cnut, Viking king of York, c. 900-c. 902, Cunnetti type (Lyon and Stewart CR-lb/CR-G; North 501).
York.
Obv. +CVN:NETI:-, small cross, pellet in second and third quarters.
Rev. (four? pellets) CNVTRE+, disposed in cruciform arrangement about an inverted patriarchal cross,

pellet in each quarter of lower crosslet.
Weight: 1.07g (16.5gr.), chipped and cracked. Die-axis: 330°.
No die-links have been found with other published specimens. This is today one of the most common
coins of the Anglo-Saxon period because of the survival of over 1,500 specimens in the Cuerdale hoard.
Outside that hoard, however, they are very scarce, with just an odd piece in the hoards from Drogheda
and Lough Ennell in Ireland, Harkirke in Lancashire, and Morley St Peter in Norfolk, and a few single
finds such as those from Skeldergate and Coppergate in York. This appears to be only the second
recorded specimen found south of the Humber. Finds of the longer lived St Peter coinage (cf. the
Godmanchesterfind, no. 29 above) show that York coins did circulate to a limited extent in the southern
Danelaw.
STOTFOLD, Herts.
Found in 1979 by Mr S. George at Stotfold, some three miles north west of Baldock.
*64. Stephen, Awbridge type, c. 1153-58 (BMC vii; North 881). Uncertain mint and moneyer.
Obv. [

]FN[

]

Rev. [

]E[

]

Cut-halfpenny. Weight: 0.52g (7.94gr.).
THETFORD, Norfolk
Found in August 1985 in Thetford on 'Site B' as described in the first article in this series.
*65. Runic sceat (Series R), c. 710-50 (North 157 var.). Uncertain East Anglian mint.
Obv. stylized bust right, with blundered 'ep' (?) in runes.
Rev. 'standard' decorated with an annulet, two bars, and two right angles; outer border of lines radiating
from two corners and crosses on three sides.
Weight: 0.82g (12.7gr.).
The inscription is difficult to interpret, but is probably a blundered form of the moneyer's name Ep. The
fabric and degenerate style suggests that it belongs to the middle or later part of the East Anglian series.
THETFORD region, or more probably KING'S LYNN region, Norfolk
This fragmentary but highly important coin is said to have been found in the Thetford region, probably during
autumn 1985. It was acquired by a private collector in East Anglia from an Ipswich coin dealer in January 1986,
and made available for study through the good offices of Mr John Sadler. We have since learnt that the finder,
who lives near King's Lynn, sold it via an intermediary in Thetford, and that it is more likely to have been
found in the King's Lynn region.
*66. Eadwald of East Anglia, c. 796-800, Three-line!Cross-in-quatrefoil type (BLS - , cf. Eal; North 432
var.). Uncertain East Anglian mint, moneyer Wo(del)?
Obv. [
]DV/[
], inscription in three lines divided by pelleted bars.
Rev. PO/[
] (lozenge shaped o), inscription in the quarters of a pelleted cross, within a quatrefoil
border.
29
SCBI Yorkshire Collections 25 (Skeldergate); E. J. E.
Pirie, Post-Roman Coins from York Excavations (Archaeo-

logy of York 18/1; 1986), no.40 (Coppergate).
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Weight: 0.34g (5.2gr.), fragment. Die-axis: c. 225°?
This is the seventh coin of Eadwald of East Anglia to be recorded, and it provides a new moneyer for the
reign. The six other coins are: three of the moneyer Eadnoth struck from the same dies (BMC 3; SCBI
Mack 673; the Norwich regionfind, no. 51 above); a fourth coin of the same moneyer recorded by Grueber
(NC 1894, 54n.) but now missing; one coin of the moneyer Lul (BM, from Richborough, Kent); and one
of Wihtred (SCBI Glasgow 414).
The new piece is, so far as one can judge, of the same design as the coins of Eadnoth, indeed the
obverse could almost have been struck from the same die as those, although on balance we are satisfied
that it is from a different die. Of the obverse inscription, all that survives is the DV of EaDVald rex. There
is a faint bar at 45° through the curved front of the D, also evident on one of Eadnoth's coins (the Mack
specimen, but not on the others), as if it were intended to be a letter eth. It is likely, however, that this is
a flaw which had developed on Eadnoth's die and which was unthinkingly copied on this new die.
TABLE 2
East Anglian moneyers c. 770-823
Wilred
Hun. . .c
Eadnoth
Lul
Wihtred
Botred
Wodel
Hereberht

Offa
x
x
x
x
x

Eadwald

Coenwulf

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X?

X

X

The reverse design of this and Eadnoth's coins differs slightly from that of Lul's coin, which has four
rosettes in the border outside the quatrefoil, and is quite different from Wihtred's Celtic cross pattern.
Two letters of the inscription are present, p and a lozenge shaped o. They are unlikely to be a blundering
of EadnOD, since the dies are generally very literate, and were this a retrograde inscription the D would
be facing in the other direction. The list of East Anglian moneyers in Table 2 reminds us that a Botred
struck the light coinage of Offa as well as coins of Coenwulf and Ceolwulf, and if these were the work of
one man it is possible that he also served as a moneyer for King Eadwald. However, the new coin does
not appear to be struck by Botred, for the p is very clear and there is no hint of a lower curve that would
make it into a B. The most likely attribution for this coin is to the moneyer Wodel, who is known from
coins of Coenwulf and Ceolwulf. On Coenwulf's coins his name is disposed in the angles of an ornate
cross, the inscription commencing in the first angle with a p and a lozenge shaped O as on the Eadwald
fragment. Wodel may indeed have been the successor to Eadnoth, and this could explain their sharing a
common coin design, for at the East Anglian mint designs were often personal to particular moneyers.
Coenwulf's East Anglian coinage has been divided into two phases, the first comprising the coins of
the moneyer Lul and the second those of the other moneyers including Wodel and Wihtred. However,
this arrangement seems open to question, since the use of individual designs by moneyers and the variety
of die-cutting styles makes it very difficult to establish a relative chronology. If simplicity of style is
regarded as an early feature, a coin of Wodel (BLS Cn 112) could well be contemporary with the earliest
coins of Lul (BLS Cn 98).
UPPER DEAL, Kent
This coin was found c. 1964 at Upper Deal in east Kent, during work on the Sandwich to Deal road (A258). It
was acquired by Mr D. S. Chick from a local antique dealer, who had purchased it from a man employed on the
road works.
*67. Offa, non-portrait type, light issue, c. 770-92 (Blunt group II, no. 25; North 287). Canterbury?, Dud.
Obv. +/OFFA/REX, inscription divided by a line of pellets, pellets in field.
Rev. +/+d/VD/+, inscription divided by a line of pellets with floriated ends, pellets in field.
Weight: 1.21g (18.6gr.). Die-axis: 180°.
Of the four specimens of this type recorded by Blunt, only one (SCBI Cambridge 388; MEC 1:1125) has
a simple pelleted line dividing the obverse inscription as here, although that has a different conformation
of pellets in the field on obverse and reverse.
WENTBRIDGE, near, S. Yorks.
Two Anglo-Saxon, one Norman, and several later medieval coins were found in Spring 1985 near Wentbridge,
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south of Pontefract (site recorded confidentially).
*68. Northumbrian styca, /Ethelred II (North 188). Moneyer Eanred.
Obv. +EDILRED REX, cross and four pellets.
Rev. + EANRED (N retrograde), cross and four pellets.
Weight: 0.99g (15.3gr.). Die-axis: 270°.
This is a coin traditionally assigned to ^Ethelred's first reign. Miss Pirie informs us that it is a
die-duplicate of a coin in the Yorkshire Museum.
*69. Northumbrian styca, blundered derivative (North, p. 47).
Obv. +V-LVHR:V, rosette of pellets.
Rev. +NIEIHVED (N retrograde), cross in circle of pellets.
Weight: 0.65g (lO.Ogr.). Die-axis: 180°.
The coin is contemporary with /Ethelred II's second reign or that of Osberht. Miss Pirie informs us that it
is from the same dies as a coin in the Yorkshire Museum. The obverse die is known to her in combination
withfive reverses, and is itself one of three very similar dies. Coins with related inscriptions were present
in the Bolton Percy hoard. 30
*70. William I, Bonnet type, c. 1068-70 (BMC ii; North 842). Huntingdon, moneyer Godwine.
Obv.

+PILLEMV REX

Rev.

+GODPINE ON HVI

Weight: 1.15g (17.7gr.). Die-axis: 0°.
From the same obverse die as SCBI Yorkshire Collections 1119.
Other coins from the site that have been shown to us are:
a. Long Cross coinage, class 5a. London, moneyer Willem.
b. Long Cross coinage, class 5a. London, moneyer Ricard.
c. Edward I, class 3 (early). London.
d. Edward III or later, halfpenny. Broken and chipped.
e. Edward IV, 1st reign, halfgroat. Canterbury, episcopal.
WEST HYTHE, Kent
Two coins were found in 1955 at West Hythe, a hamlet lying between Lympne and Hythe on the northern edge
of Romney Marsh (site recorded confidentially). The coins, although found on separate occasions, were within
a few yards of one another lying on the surface after the top soil had been stripped for horticultural use. Given
their very close dates they may be presumed to be associated finds. Both coins were acquired by Mr D. S.
Chick, who has recently re-contacted thefinder on our behalf. He says that although he made repeated visits to
the site during the last thirty years, latterly with the aid of a metal detector, he has not discovered any further
coins there.
*71. Eadberht Pran of Kent (c. 796-98), Three-line type (BLS EP2; North 203). Canterbury, moneyer
Ethelmod.
Obv. .EAD/BERHT/.:REX (HT ligatured), two plain lines dividing inscription
Rev. AMA/+EPEL7MOD, two plain lines dividing inscription, pellets in field
Weight: 1.27g (19.7gr.). Die-axis: 0°.
The five other recorded coins of this moneyer have different ornaments in the upper line of the reverse
and different conformations of pellets in thefield. The use of a decorative M on the reverse, originating
from Offa's Three-line obverses, is also found on the Ashmolean specimen (SCBI Oxford 37) and BMA
157flanked by crosses, and on the Lockett specimen (1st sale, lot 325)flanked by inverted TS. The form
on this coin with two As is paralleled on a coin of the moneyer Babba (BMC p. 67, no. 2). The annulet at
the end of the second line of the reverse is unusual and again seems to be decorative rather than part of
the inscription.
*72. Coenwulf of Mercia, Tribrach issue, c. 798-800 (BLS Cn 8; North 342). Canterbury, moneyer Eaba.
Obv. +COENVVL F REX, around M (for Merciorum).
Rev. +E/AB/A, triple tribrach moline, three small pellets at end of each limb.
Weight: 1.32g (20.3gr.). Die-axis: 225°.
The coin is from different dies to the other recorded specimens in the British Museum (BLS Cn 8) and
the Fitzwilliam Museum (SCBI Cambridge 990=MEC 1:1138, now considered authentic). Nor has an
obverse die-link been found with coins in the name of Eoba. Coenwulf's Tribrach coins were probably
issued before those of his brother Cuthred as sub-king of Kent.
30

H. E. Pagan, 'The Bolton Percy hoard of 1967', BNJ 43

(1973), 1-44, at 37, nos. 99, 100, 102.
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WHITTON, Suffolk
This coin was found on 27 March 1982 in a ploughed field at Whitton, now a suburb of north Ipswich (site
recorded confidentially). It was published by J. C. Sadler in the Ipswich Numismatic Society Notes 5 (1983-85),
9-10.
*73. Aithelheard, archbishop of Canterbury, with Offa of Mercia, 792-96, Three-line/Circular 'Arcep' type
(Blunt 137; North 230). Canterbury, no moneyer.
Obv. +OFFA/REX/AMA (side of left-hand triangle missing), upper and lower line of inscription in two closed
lunettes.
Rev. + AEDILHEARD AR:C, EP (pellets) in centre.

Weight: 1.32g (20.4gr.). Die-axis: 0°.
/Ethelheard's coinage with Offa falls into two broad groups: an earlier one with the title pontifex, usually
thought to ante-date his receipt of the pallium in 793, and a later one with the title archiepiscopus. His
coin types are set out below, preceded by their Blunt numbers and followed in parentheses by the
number of specimens known to us.
Pontifex

133
134
135

Circular (star)/Circular (star) (2)
Circular (cross chrismee)/Circular (cross chrismee) (1)
Circular (cross botonnee)/Circular (cross crosslet) (1)
Three-line/Circular (cross crosslet) (2)

Archiepiscopus

136 Three-line/Three-Iine (6)
137 Three-line/Circular (EP) (2)
138 Circular (M)/Circular (EP) (1)
This is the second specimen of its type (Blunt 137), and it is struck from different dies from the first
(BMC 23). It is, however, from the same reverse die as BMC 22 (Blunt 138). Moreover, the Three-line
obverse of the Whitton coin is very similar to the two specimens of Blunt 135 with the title pontifex
(SCBI Glasgow 392 and BMA 191). The use of decorative triangles in the upper line and the
arrangement of pellets in thefield is identical, indeed only after careful scrutiny can one discern that the
three coins are from different dies. The decoration on the obverses of type 136, on the other hand, is
somewhat different; most have pellets in the upper line and the few with triangles have a different
arrangement of pellets elsewhere on the die. This suggests that types 137 and 138, with Circular reverses,
are earlier than type 136, with a Three-line reverse. It also follows that when /Ethelheard recommenced
issuing coins under Coenwulf after a two year absence from his see, by using a variant of the Circular
(EP) reverse he would have been harking back not to his last coin issue but to the penultimate one.
What is puzzling is why both Three-line and Circular obverse dies should have been used
interchangably in the middle of his coinage, for the Circular obverses appear to be intended to pair with
the Circular reverses. The Three-line obverse was the standard type for the secular coins, so it is possible
that the archiepiscopal moneyer(s) was occasionally issued with a secular obverse die. Alternatively, the
ecclesiastical coins may have been struck at a workshop which also produced secular coins, and the
workmen felt free to use any obverse dies they had for the ecclesiastical coinage. The obverse die-link
between a coin of Archbishop Jaenberht and one of Offa's light coinage by the moneyer Ethelnoth
suggests that there were shared workshops,31 and it may be relevant that the only moneyers known to
use dies with triangular decoration in the top line are Ethelnoth and Babba. Might the archiepiscopal
moneyer(s) have shared a forge with Ethelnoth, or may Ethelnoth even have acted as both a royal and an
ecclesiastical moneyer?
WYMESWOLD, Leics.
This sceat was found during 1985 in a field near Wymeswold, five miles north east of Loughborough (site
recorded confidentially). The finder, a member of the Loughborough Coin and Search Society, sent a
photograph to the Fitzwilliam Museum for identification and subsequently brought in the coin itself.
*74. Sceat, derivative of BMC 3a (Series G), c. 720? Origin uncertain, possibly Mercian or Middle Anglian.
Obv. diademed bust right, with hand resembling a palm leaf holding a cross.
Rev. 'standard' composed of two rows of pellets, decorated with x x / o / x - ; plain outer border.
Weight: 1.13g (17.4gr.). Die-axis: 300°.
This coin is related to an important group of imitations of Series G and J recently distinguished by

31

C. E. Blunt, 'An Offa-Iaenberht

die-link', BNJ 29

(1958), 8-9.
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Metcalf, of which one example occurred in excavations not too far away from Wymeswold, at Repton. 32
The triangular ear, large eye, straight diadem terminating in pellets, hair projecting forward, and spiky
hand holding a cross are features also found in the imitative group. The closest parallels are with Lockett
214c (Ashmolean Museum, ex Carter collection), which also shares the unusual double outline to the
'standard' on the reverse, although on the Lockett specimen the pellets in the outer row are more widely
spaced.
However, the Wymeswold coin displays a number of stylistic differences; for example, the spiky hand
is cruder and much larger, resembling a palm leaf, the parallel lines of the arm are continued backwards
until they touch the diadem, the face is smaller, the nose more modelled, and the hair more feathery. In
some respects, therefore, the die-cutter has not understood the design. Dr Metcalf, who has kindly
studied photographs of the coin, has informed us that he is inclined to regard it as a copy by another hand
of a coin of his imitative group. This may well be so, though the imitative group is not so homogeneous in
style that this could not be a further development of that series following after Lockett 214c, which seems
to be the latest member of the group as so far established. We may hope that additional coins will be
discovered that can shed light on the status and origin of the Wymeswold piece.
UNKNOWN FINDSPOT
This coin was acquired by Mr D. S. Chick from Spink in 1982 and was thought to have been a recent single find,
although no findspot was known. The scarcity of coins of Beornwulf justifies its inclusion here.
*75. Beornwulf of Mercia (823-26), Portrait!Cross-crosslet type (BLS Be3; North 397). Uncertain East
Anglian mint, moneyer Eadnoth.
Obv. +BEORNPVLF RE, bust right.
Rev. +EADNOP MONET, cross-crosslet.
Weight: 1.07g (16.5gr.), chipped. Die-axis: 45°.
This is struck from different dies from the five other recorded specimens.

32
To be discussed by D. M. Metcalf in M. Biddle and
others, 'Coins of the Anglo-Saxon period from Repton,

Derbyshire: II', BNJ (forthcoming). We are grateful to Dr
Metcalf for showing us a draft of his note.
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PLATE 3

T H E W E L B O U R N ( L I N C S . ) H O A R D 1980-82
O F ^ T H E L R E D II C O I N S
M . A . S. B L A C K B U R N

DURING 1980 service pipes were being laid along the verge on the west side of Ermine
Street (the A607) between Welbourn and Wellingore south of Lincoln (NGR SK985545).
The earth-moving operations attracted the attention of a number of metal-detector users,
and still more arrived when it became known that some Anglo-Saxon coins had been found
there. The finds were not reported to the authorities, and when they eventually came to
hear of them neither the police nor the County Museums Service were able to trace any of
the coins. Some account of the hoard was given in 1983,1 based partly on evidence
obtained by the late Antony Gunstone and partly on that gathered by a coin dealer with
contacts among Lincolnshire metal-detector users. Further information has since been
provided by Paul Crookes, who himself searched with a detector on the site without
success and who published a popular article on the find.2
A number of coins - at least nine and probably twenty or more - were found near the
back-filled service trench distributed over a distance of some 250 yards between two
Second World War pill-boxes. The trench that had been dug was a deep one, involving the
use of heavy earth-moving vehicles, and presumably the coins came out of the ground with
topsoil, which was temporally deposited on the verge to the east of the road and
subsequently replaced. The scattering of the finds is explained by the fact that the
contractors used this particular piece of wide verge as a base for their operations. They
parked their heavy vehicles on it, as well as a porta-cabin to store their equipment. The
most distant finds from near the two pill-boxes were probably taken there stuck to the
wheels of vehicles or on the boots of workmen who used the pill-boxes as lavatories. In
these circumstances, the prospects for the efficient recovery and recording of the hoard
were never good.

FIG. 1

We have information about eight pennies and one cut-halfpenny from the site found by
several people on various occasions between 1980 and 1982. All were coins of yEthelred II
and thought to be of the Lincoln mint. Mr Crookes comments that those which he saw
were in remarkably good condition and this is certainly true of the one piece of which 1

1
M. Blackburn, C. Colyer, and M. Dolley, Early
Medieval Coins from Lincoln and ils Shire c 770-1100
(Archaeology of Lincoln VI-1, 1983), pp. 19 and 39.
2
Treasure Hunting, Dec. 1981, pp. 26-28. I am most

grateful to Mr Crookes for the help he has freely given me in
preparing this article. I also acknowledge the assistance of the
late A. J. H. Gunstone and W. Lean, and the comments of
D. M. Metcalf and I. H. Stewart on a preliminary draft.
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have been able to obtain a photograph. Four of the pennies and the cut-half were of the
First Hand type, one was of Crux type, one of Long Cross type, and one a 'Small Cross'
type. The issue of the ninth coin is unknown. The legends on one of the First Hand coins
had been noted as +EDELRED REX ANGLX and . . . OB . . . NICOLE. The reverse is
presumably a misreading of LINCOLE or LINCOL+, a form of the Lincoln mint-signature
which is often found in this issue, but the identity of the moneyer remains obscure,
probably one with an O in the name such as Colgrim, Goding, Leofing, etc. The Long
Cross coin (fig. 1) is the only one of which we have full details. Its legends read:
Obv. +E-DELRED REX ANGLO

Rev. +OS/FER/D M'O/LINC

Weight: 1.25g (19.3gr.).
Osferth's coins of this type are rare - Mossop records three specimens struck from different
dies to these 3 - and he appears only to have started work as a Lincoln moneyer mid-way
through the issue. The relatively low weight of this coin also suggests that is was struck
during the second half of the issue, c. 1000-1003 on the conventional chronology. Mr
Crookes heard rumours of a further nine Anglo-Saxon coins said to have been found in the
same locality in 1980, and these he surmises came from the Welbourn site. The same is
perhaps to be inferred of four coins of ^Ethelred II, of unspecified type, found in 1982
reputedly at Cocked Hat Wood, which is less than a mile away.
Coins of ^Ethelred II are scarce as single finds in Lincolnshire. Six have been found in
Lincoln, mainly in excavations, and a further six are recorded from elsewhere in the
county. The chance of some of the Welbourn coins being single finds from the immediate
vicinity and of exactly the same period as the hoard but unconnected with it is therefore
remote. It is necessary to make the point since the hoard is exceptional in containing at
least four substantive issues, for English hoards of c.975-1035 normally contain only one or
two. Three of these issues - First Hand, Crux, and Long Cross - were effectively successive
issues, since the Second Hand type was not struck at Lincoln, and in north-east England
First Hand probably remained in circulation, if not in production, until the introduction of
Crux. We can only guess at whether the 'Small Cross' coin was of the First Small Cross or
Last Small Cross type (Intermediate Small Cross was not struck at Lincoln), for although it
was described to me as similar to Seaby no. 1143 (First Small Cross), the distinction
between the two types is a subtle stylistic one which is unlikely to have been appreciated by
the finder. First Small Cross is, however, the more likely in view of the high proportion of
First Hand coins in the hoard. The probable terminus post quem of the hoard is therefore
c.1000, with the possibility that Last Small Cross was present placing it a decade later.
The meagre information that we have about this find is particularly frustrating in view of
its potential implications for the periodic recoinages immediately after Edgar's reform.
One is reluctant to draw conclusions based on descriptions of only eight coins from a hoard
that may have been considerably larger, and in which three types are represented by a single
specimen so that the addition of a few more coins could alter the composition materially.
We can take some comfort, however, from the fact that they are apparently a random
sample. Moreover, although in certain respects the hoard's composition is quite novel, it is
as we shall see consistent with other evidence. The eight recorded coins suggest that the
composition of the find might have been approximately as follows:

%
First Small Cross (?)
First Hand
Crux
Long Cross
3

H. R. Mossop, The Lincoln Mint c 890-1279 (Newcastle

12Vz

62 V2
12V2

l2Vi

upon Tyne, 1970), pi. 13, nos. 8-9.
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If this is broadly representative, it is clear that the coins were not removed from circulation
on just a single occasion. We know from die-studies that the Crux and Long Cross types
were struck on a larger scale than the First Hand type, 4 and if the hoard had been formed
during Long Cross one would have expected coins of that and the Crux issues to
predominate. As it is the composition suggests that this was a savings hoard originally put
together during the First Hand issue and subsequently added to on a modest scale. Thus
while the hoard demonstrates that in the early eleventh century people could have four
substantive issues in their savings, it does not show that four issues were circulating
concurrently. The fifteen other English hoards deposited in the period c.975-1035 of which
we have adequate records are all composed of just one or two consecutive types (Table l ) , 5
implying that no more than two issues were in general circulation at one time.
TABLE 1
English hoards c. 975-1075 by categories

Single type
smaller larger
total
c.975-1035
c. 1035-75

9
9
18

2
-

11
9

2

smaller
1
4

20

Dual type
larger
total
3
3

5

4
7

6

smaller

uncertain

1

12

1
16

5
9

5

12

17

14

4
11

Multi type
larger
total

Note, smaller = less than 120 coins; larger = 120 coins or more

We do not know how the recoinages worked or what inducements or obligations there
were for people to change their money into the new type. It is usually assumed that certain
payments, such as taxes, renders, and market transactions requiring witnesses (i.e., in
Cnut's reign, the sale of goods over four pence in value), had to be made in coins of the
current type or, during a period of grace after a recoinage, in coin of the previous type. 6
But whether there was legislation (of which nothing survives) that went further and
forbade even the possession of older coins must be doubtful; if there was such it was not
always obeyed, for quite apart from the Welbourn hoard older coins are present in a
number of hoards deposited after c.1035.
The hoards of the period c. 1035-75 present a very different picture from the earlier
ones, for only half of them (16 out of 32) are of single or dual type, and the others are of
multi type. The higher proportion of multi-type hoards led Dolley and Metcalf to suggest
that it 'is perhaps a sign that a breakdown was threatening the system of regular renewal of
the coinage'. 7 One cause may have been the burden of more frequent recoinages after
Cnut's death, but one should be wary of over emphasizing the differences between the
situations before and after 1035. As Miss Archibald has pointed out, 8 the retention of older
4
D. M. Metcalf, 'The ranking of the boroughs:
numismatic evidence from the reign of /Ethelred II', in
Ejhelred the Unready, edited by D. Hill (BAR British Series
59. Oxford, 1978), pp. 159-212, at pp. 173-9.
5
Table 1 is based on M. Blackburn and H. Pagan, 'A
revised check-list of coin hoards from the British Isles,
c.500-1100', in Anglo-Saxon Monetary History, edited by M.
A. S. Blackburn (Leicester, 1986), pp. 291-313.
6
The fullest account of the periodic recoinages following
Edgar's reform is in R. H. M. Dolley and D. M. Metcalf,
'The reform of the English coinage under Eadgar', in

Anglo-Saxon Coins, edited by R. H. M. Dolley (London,
1961), pp. 136-68. An alternative view as to the operation of
the recoinages will be presented by Ian Stewart in 'Coinage
and recoinage after Edgar's reform', Numismat'iska Meddelanden (forthcoming).
7
Dolley and Metcalf, p. 158, commenting specifically on
the period c. 1042-66.
8
M. M. Archibald, 'English medieval coins as dating
evidence', in Coins and the Archaeologist, edited by J. Casey
and R. Reece (BAR British Series 4, Oxford, 1974), pp.
234-71, at pp. 247-8.
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types must have started earlier since some of the multi-type hoards of the 1040s and 1050s
contain coins dating back to Cnut's first issue and even to ^Ethelred's reign, while the
Welbourn hoard shows that it was happening within a few years of Edgar's reform.
Equally, it is necessary to look at the nature of the currency of the later period and to
consider to what extent it differed from what had gone before. Were the multi-type hoards
representative of the general circulating medium in England, and the single- and dual-type
ones merely sums selected for special payments? Or were the single- and dual-type hoards
the more representative ones, and the multi-type hoards primarily cash reserves accumulated over many years? The answer probably lies somewhere in between.
The single- and dual-type hoards, which make up half the finds, tend to be smaller than
the others - 77 per cent of the finds with less than 120 coins are of single- or dual-type - and
these are arguably more representative of the coins in people's purses, i.e. of the money
used in everyday transactions. The multi-type hoards, on the other hand, are usually larger
- three-quarters of them contain 120 coins or more (in modern values equivalent to over
£1,000 9 ) and three are very large with several thousand coins each - giving the immediate
impression of reserves of wealth rather than petty cash. The wide range of mints
represented in most late Anglo-Saxon and Norman hoards shows that the coin circulation
in England was remarkably lively, and the same conclusion has been drawn from the
evidence of single finds.10 If the general currency of the mid-eleventh century had
consisted of a mixture of types, at any given time one would have expected coins of the
latest or penultimate type to be the most numerous, with the number of coins of each
earlier type declining progressively due to the effect of partial recoinages and natural
wastage. Some variations between types could be expected since the original size of each
issue varied, 11 but the general trend should be clear. The multi-type hoards do not exhibit
such a pattern; their age-profiles tend to be 'lumpy' and somewhat arbitrary, suggesting
that they were accumulated on a number of occasions over several years rather than
withdrawn from circulation immediately prior to burial. 1 2 Thus the Wedmore hoard,
deposited early in the Confessor's reign, consisted mainly of Cnut's second and third types.
The hoards from Milton Street, London (Gracechurch Street), and Castor each omit, or
virtually omit, one or two issues which one would expect to have been well represented.
The London (Queen Victoria Street or 'Walbrook') and Upper Chancton Farm hoards
both end with a few coins of Harold II, yet the last issue of Edward is weakly represented.
Moreover, in the massive Queen Victoria Street hoard there are six times more coins of
Edward'sfifth issue than of his seventh, and while thefifth issue is plentiful in this hoard, it
is scarce in other hoards of the period.
The pattern of issues in the Sedlescombe hoard might be consistent with a hoard
withdrawn from circulation at the beginning of Edward's ninth issue, but the exceptionally
strong bias in favour of the Hastings mint has led Metcalf to question whether it was not a
fund of cash accumulted over a period from a local source. 1 3 He used the example of a
local trader who often changed his foreign coin receipts at the Hastings mint, and other

9
Based on the value of 5d. for a sheep in the law code VI
Athelstan ch. 6.2, the modern equivalent of an Anglo-Saxon
penny would be in the order of £10.
10
D. M. Metcalf, 'Continuity and change in English
monetary history c. 973-1086', BNJ 50 (1980), 20-49; BNJ
51 (1981), 52-90, at 22-31.
" Metcalf, 'Continuity and change', pp. 63-65.
12
The compositions by type of the hoards from Milton
Street, London (Gracechurch Street), London (Queen
Victoria Street/'Walbrook'), Upper Chancton Farm, and
Sedlescombe are conveniently plotted as histograms in O.

Burrows, 'An unnoticed parcel from the 1872 Queen
Victoria Street hoard', BNJ 47 (1977), 66-76. For the
Wedmore hoard see J. D. A. Thompson, Inventory of
British Coin Hoards A.D.600-1500 (London, 1956), no. 374.
For the Castor hoard see H. E. Pagan, 'A Castor hoard of
mid-eleventh century pence', BNJ 54 (1984), 289-90. For
the York hoards see E. J. E. Pirie, SCBI Yorkshire
Collections, pp. xxxiii-xxxvi. For the remaining multi-type
hoards in Table 1 there is insufficient information on which
to base an analysis of types.
13
Metcalf, 'Continuity and change', pp. 30-31.
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possibilities come to mind such as an owner who received regular payments from the
crown, through the sheriff in locally minted coin. It is unlikely for instance, that of 114
coins of Edward's seventh issue 47 per cent would still be of the Hastings mint if they really
had seen four of five years of circulation. The weaker representation of local mints in the
nearby Chancton hoard is probably more typical of coins that have been in circulation. The
Sedlescombe hoard poses another problem since its location, some three miles from
Battle, suggests that its loss was occasioned by the Norman Conquest, yet coins of
Edward's last type and of Harold's are absent. If this was essentially a savings or bullion
hoard of obsolete coin, it could be expected that the current issues would have been kept
separately. Indeed, on the same reasoning the Gracechurch Street hoard, usually dated c.
1062/3, may also have been lost in 1066, and it may explain why the Queen Victoria Street
and Chancton hoards contained so few coins of the latest issues. Only one of the multi-type
hoards, that from York (Bishopshill no. 1) , looks as if it might have been taken from a
mixed circulation on a single occasion, yet this must be weighed against the evidence of
four hoards from the same city of single or dual type deposited three years later during the
uprising of 1069, two of them containing several hundred coins each.
It seems likely, then, that the coinage used for everyday transactions after Cnut's death,
as before it, consisted essentially of one or two successive issues, but this does not rule out
the possibility that obsolete coin was used for some purposes, perhaps at a lower nominal
value to compensate for the mintage charge payable on conversion into the current type.
Many of the multi-type hoards appear to represent cash reserves accumulated over a
period of time, yet mixed parcels could have been added to them or withdrawn from time
to time. Some secondary circulation might explain the large number of types that is often
present in these finds, though if so it would appear to have been fairly limited since the
effect would have been to normalize the compositions as discussed above. The main
difference between the periods before and after c.1035 can thus be seen as an increase in
the incidence of savings hoards, and perhaps some greater use of obsolete coin in certain
transactions. This is presumbly due, in part, to the imposition of more frequent recoinages,
but it is also possible that a number of the savings hoards assembled during the earlier
period were dissipated when the larger tribute and Danegeld payments were being raised.
It would not be surprising if one day it were shown that some payments to the Vikings were
made in a mixture of old and new issues.
Finally, a summary of the hoard in Inventory format is as follows:
WELBOURN, Lincolnshire, 1980-82
20+? AR Anglo-Saxon (8 listed). Deposit c.1000 (or possibly c.1010).
KINGS OF ENGLAND: /Ethelred II, (First ?) Small Cross - Lincoln: unspecified moneyer, 1. First Hand Lincoln: unspecified moneyers, 4Vi. Crux- Lincoln: unspecified moneyer, 1. Long Cross- Lincoln: Osferth,
1.

BNJ 55 (1985), 79-83.
Disposition: unknown.

D O M E S D A Y B O O K , T H E G E L D DE MONETA
MONETAGIUM:

A FORGOTTEN MINTING

AND

REFORM*

PHILIP GRIERSON

WILLIAM the Conqueror is commonly said to have maintained, virtually unchanged, the
minting arrangements of his Anglo-Saxon predecessors. 1 The pattern of frequent renovationes monetae continued. The mint personnel remained Anglo-Saxon or Scandinavian,
with virtually no Norman admixture until the reign of Henry I. The bulk of the mints
remained as before, even if a few old ones disappeared in the course of the reign and some
new ones, though only ones of secondary importance, were opened. The one admitted
novelty, the tax known as monetagium which is mentioned for the first time in Domesday
Book, was short-lived, for it was regarded as an abuse and its abolition was one of the
reforms conceded by Henry I's coronation charter in 1100. 'The monetagium commune,
which was collected by the boroughs and the counties, and which did not exist in King
Edward's day, this I utterly abolish from now on' (Monetagium commune, quod capiebatur
per civitates et comitatus, quod non fuit tempore regis Eadwardi, hoc ne amodo sit omnino
defendo).2
This view is in one respect an oversimplification. The evidence of Domesday Book, if
properly set out, shows that monetagium was not simply a new tax. Its introduction was
accompanied by a reorganization of the system of accounting for the products of minting,
and involved a substantial change in the relationship between the king on the one hand and
the boroughs and moneyers on the other. Various small payments by the moneyers
disappeared, their annual one being subsumed into a new geld de moneta paid by the
boroughs and their occasional ones quando moneta vertebatur ('when the coinage was
changed') replaced by a new monetagium tax. The geld de moneta presumably also
absorbed such profit as the king had previously made through seignorage, and monetagium
any additional ones accruing from such weight changes as might occur quando moneta
vertebatur. The evidence is patchy and sometimes hard to interpret, but this is a
consequence of the fact that mints were located in boroughs, so that information about
them shares the general inadequacy of the returns on these institutions. The commissioners
reporting on the boroughs had apparently no instructions with detailed lists of questions,
such as we know from the Inquisitio Eliensis were used in rural areas, and the returns from
London and Winchester were omitted, either because they were of such complexity that
the scribes responsible for processing them abandoned their task in despair or because
adequate information was available elsewhere. Some scholars have in fact argued that the
borough returns originated in part from a distinct and earlier enquiry. 3

* This paper was read in a shortened form at the Tenth
International Numismatic Congress in London in September
1986, and its argument, though without references, is
incorporated in the 'Special Study 10: Currency, Minting,
and the Monetary System' which I contributed to the
Domesday Book 1986 Facsimile (London, 1986). I am
grateful to Ian Stewart, Stewart Lyon, Henry Loyn and
Mark Blackburn for reading it and for their many helpful
comments.

1
e.g., R. H. M. Dolley, The Norman Conquest and the
English Coinage (London, 1966), p. 8ff.
2
W. Stubbs, Select Charters and Other Documents Illustrative of English Constitutional History, 9th edn edited by
H. W. C. Davis (Oxford, 1913), p. 118 (cap. 5).
3
R. W. Finn, Domesday Studies: the Liber Exoniensis
(London, 1964), pp. 40,145; Sally P. J. Harvey, 'Domesday
Book and Anglo-Norman governance', Trans. Royal Historical Society, 5th ser. 25 (1975), 175-93, at 178.'
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The changes made by William can be most clearly demonstrated by setting out in tabular
form all passages referring to minting places and moneyers, but distinguishing between
those describing conditions in the time of Edward the Confessor, usually abbreviated in the
text to TRE (tempore regis Edwardi), and those described as 'now' (modo or nunc), i.e. in
1086 when the enquiry was under way, but for comparative purposes most easily
abbreviated, by analogy with TRE, as TRW. This need for comparing the two series of
entries was overlooked by C. F. Keary and even by G. C. Brooke, who made extensive
use of them in the introduction to his BMC Norman Kings and more systematically in his
article on coin renovationes,4 presumably because the British Museum catalogues divided
at 1066 and neither scholar was disposed to spend too much time on entries 'outside' his
period. The references in Table 1 are to the standard edition by Abraham Farley and the
Record Commissioners (1783-1816), which reproduce the foliation of the original, (DB) I
being the fully processed Great Domesday, (DB) II the more detailed and undigested
Little Domesday covering Norfolk, Suffolk and Essex, and (DB) Exon referring to the
copy of the circuit returns for the West Country in the so-called Exeter Domesday. The
phrase quando moneta vertebatur has been abbreviated to QMV.
TABLE 1
References to Mints and Moneyers in Domesday Book

TRW
Istud burgum . . . reddit 60 libras ad
numerum et unam markam auri. Praeter
hoc reddit moneta 100 solidos. (1.87, from
Exon. 114b: Reddunt burgenses 100
solidos de moneta.)

TRE
BATH

BRIDPORT

CHESTER

COLCHESTER

DORCHESTER

Ibi erat unus monetarius reddens regi
unarn markam argenti et 20 solidos QMV.
(1.75, from Exon. lib)
T.R.E. erant in civitate 7 monetarii qui
dabant 7 libras regi et comiti extra firmam
QMV. (1.262b)
De quibus (i.e., all the renders of the
civitas) reddebant monetarii 4 libras TRE.
(11.107)

Ibi erant 2 monetarii quisque eorum
reddens regi unam markam argenti, et 20
solidos QMV. (1.75)
De moneta vero habet rex 20 libras

GLOUCESTER
HEREFORD

Praeter hoc reddunt burgenses de
Colecestra et de Melduna 20 libras pro
moneta. Et hoc constituit Waleramus et
advocant regem ad turtorem quod
condonavit illis 10 libras, et tenuit
Walchelinus episcopus. Querit ab illis 40
lib. (11.107)

(1.162)

Septem monetarii erant ibi. Unus ex his
erat monetarius episcopi. Quando moneta
renova[ba]tur dabat quisque eorum 18
solidos pro cuneis recipiendis; et ex eo die
quo redibant usque ad unum mensem
dabat quisque eorum regi 20 solidos. Et
similiter habebat episcopus de suo

4
'Quando moneta vertebatur: the change of coin-types in
the eleventh century; its bearing on mules and overstrikes',

BNJ 20 (1929-30), 105-16. Brooke inadvertently omitted
Chester from his list.
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TRE
monetario 20 solidos. Quando veniebat rex
in civitatem, quantum volebat denariorum
faciebant ei monetarii de argento scilicet
regis, et hi 7 habebat sacam et socham
suam. Moriente aliquo regis monetarios
habebat rex 20 solidos de relevamento.
Quod si moreretur non diviso censu suo,
rex habebat omnem censum. Si vicecomes
iret in Wales cum exercitu ibant hi homines
cum eo. Quod si quis ire jussus non iret,
emendabat regi 40 solidos. (1.179)
Habebat quoque isdem episcopus unum
monetarium. (1.181b)
In hoc burgo fuerunt 3 monetarii reddentes 40 solidos inter regem et comitem
sed modo non sunt. TRE reddebant 30
libras, modo similiter. (1.203)
Monetarii reddebant per annum TRE 4
libras pro moneta. (II.290b)

LEICESTER

LEWES

Cum moneta renovatur dat (sic) 20
solidos unusquisque monetarius. De his
omnibus erant (corrected from sunt) duae
partes regis et tercia comitis. (1.26)

LINCOLN

MALDON
MALMESBURY
NORWICH
NOTTINGHAM

De duobus monetariis 40 solidos. (1.280)

OXFORD

PEVENSEY
RHUDDLAN

SHAFTESBURY

Ibi erant 3 monetarii. Quisque reddebat
unam markam argenti et 20 solidos QMV.
(1.75, from Exon. 11)

AND MONETAGIUM
TRW

Huntedun burg defendebat se ad geldum
regis pro quarta parte de Hyrstingestan
[Hurstingstone] hundredi pro 50 hidis sed
modo non geldat ita in illo hundredo
postquam rex Willelmus geldum monete
posuit in burgo. (1.203)
Modo debent [monetarii] reddere 20
libras sed de quatuor annis non
reddiderunt nisi 27 libras. Et comes semper
habet terciam partem. (II.290b)
Modo habet rex Willelmus . . . de
monetariis 20 libras per annum de 20 in
ora. De his 20 libris habet Hugo de
Grentemaisnil tercium denarium. (1.230)
De nova moneta 100 solidos et 12 de his
omnibus habet Willelmus [de Warenne]
medietatem et rex alteram. (1.26)
Aluredus nepos Turoldi habet 3 toftes de
terra Sybi quem rex sibi dedit, in quibus
habet omnes consuetudines praeter
geldum regis de monedagio. . . Moneta
vero reddit 75 libras. (1.336b)
See under COLCHESTER.
De moneta reddit ipsum burgum 100
solidos. (1.64b)
In hoc burgo si vult episcopus potest
habere unum monetarium. (II. 117b)
Modo reddit [Snotingham] . . . 10 libras
de moneta. (1.280)
. . . Suetman monetarius [habet] unam
domum liberam reddentem 40 denarios. . .
Suetman 2 mansiones muri habet reddentes 3 solidos. (1.154) Comitatus
Oxenford reddit firmam trium noctium,
hoc est 150 libras. . . De moneta 20 libras
denariorum de viginti in ora. (1.154b)
Moneta 20 solidos. (1.20b)
Rotbertus de Roelant tenuit de Hugone
comite medietatem ejusdem castelli et
burgi in quo habet ipse Rotbertus 10
burgenses et medietatem aecclesiae et
monetae. (1.269)
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TRE
SHREWSBURY

Tres monetarios habebat ibi rex. Qui
postquam coemissent cuneos monetae ut
alii monetarii patriae 15 die dabant regi 20
solidos unusquisque. Et hocfiebat moneta
vertente. (1.252)
Ibi sunt monetarii. (II.286b)
De moneta 50 solidos. (1.87b)
Reddit etiam modo regi 40 libras de
moneta. (11.119)
Monetarius habet unam [hagam] quietam quamdiu facit monetam. (1.56)

WALLINGFORD

WORCESTER
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TRW

SUDBURY
TAUNTON
THETFORD

WAREHAM

AND MONETAGIUM

Ibi erant 2 monetarii quisque reddens
unam markam argenti regi et 20 solidos
QMV. (1.75, from Exon. 12b)
In civitate Wirecestre habebat rex
Edwardus hanc consuetudinem. QMV
quisque monetarius dabat 20 solidos ad
Londoniam
pro
cuneis
monetae
accipiendis. (1.172)

YORK

Nigellus de Monnevile habet unam mansionem cujusdam monetarii. (1.298)

Before looking at the record in detail there is one preliminary comment to be made. The
returns are manifestly a very incomplete record, noting or allowing one to infer the
existence of only thirteen mints TRE and twenty, for the most part different ones, TRW,
while in both reigns the total known from the coins was in the region of seventy. The
explanation may in some cases be differences in the ways the mints were organized and
how they were farmed, 5 but they in the main must derive from the nature of the returns.
Information presented in some localities was in others not thought worth mentioning, and
we have to use common sense in deciding where a given detail can be taken as an indication
of a general practice and where it can not. We must also remember that Domesday
grammar can be misleading - the text is extremely condensed - and that figures may
sometimes be in error or pounds and shillings miscopied. It is impossible, in a detailed
record of such gigantic dimensions, that things should be otherwise.
The most obvious distinction between the entries TRE and TRW is that they are not of the
same kind and not strictly comparable with each other. The entries TRE, broadly
speaking, record small payments made by the moneyers annually and QMV. The entries
TRW record large annual payments de moneta made by the boroughs, not the moneyers.
Monetagium has apparently taken the place of the fees formerly paid by the moneyers
QMV, for the phrase quando moneta vertebatur is no longer used.
The TRE entries are in a little confusion, partly no doubt because of the carelessness of
copyists but more often because information was incomplete. The normal fees due from
each moneyer were a mark of silver (13s. 4d.) annually - the Ipswich entry specifies per
annum, and it is implied elsewhere - and £1 quando moneta vertebatur. The two figures are
given for the four Dorset mints: Bridport (one moneyer), Dorchester (two moneyers),
Shaftesbury (three moneyers), and Wareham (two moneyers). At five mints - Chester
(seven moneyers), Hereford (seven moneyers), Lewes (more than one moneyer),
Shrewsbury (three moneyers), and Worcester (number omitted) - the payments of £1 per
5

Valuable discussion in Pamela Nightingale, 'Some
London moneyers and reflections on the organization of

English mints in the eleventh and twelfth centuries', A'C 142
(1982), 34-50, esp. 43 ff.
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head QMV are recorded, but the annual one of a mark per head is omitted. At Colchester,
Ipswich and Nottingham a QMV phrase should probably accompany the totals, for the
sums are expressed in pounds and not in marks and, while no figure for moneyers is given
for Colchester or Ipswich, the £2 payment for Nottingham corresponds to the number of its
moneyers. On the other hand they may be entries like that for Huntingdon, with marks
converted into pounds and implying six moneyers for each mint. At Huntingdon the entry
is anyway misleading. Three moneyers are recorded as paying £2, i.e. a mark each, which
is what one would expect for the annual figure, and it is rightly noted that the payments
have ceased (modo non sunt). There follow the words TRE reddebant 30 libras, modo
similiter. Grammatically this ought to apply to the moneyers, but TRE and TRW payments
by moneyers are never identical and even TRW a £30 payment is inconceivable, for
Huntingdon was a small mint with usually no more than a single moneyer. The £30 must be
the geld paid by the borough, which is not otherwise recorded and could perfectly well
have been the same TRE and TRW. Presumably the word burgenses has dropped out after
reddebant.
The QMV payments of £1, as Brooke recognized, were in the nature of fees, like the
annual ones of a mark, the Worcester phrase pro cuneis monete accipiendis implying a
payment 'for receipt of dies', not their actual cost. A figure of £1 for purchasing dies would
be too high, for later medieval records show that dies cost no more than a few shillings, and
the Hereford entry lists 18s. pro cuneis recipiendis as well as 20s. due to the king. (It is true
the exposed position of Hereford on the Welsh border made it a special case in a number of
respects, as the rest of the entry shows.) The moneyers were the king's, as the Shrewsbury
entry shows - Tres monetarios ibi habet rex - unless one or more of them belonged to a
third party, usually a bishop. Domesday Book notes that this was the case at Hereford
(TRE) and Norwich (TRW), and we know from other sources that some abbeys like St
Augustine's at Canterbury and Bury St Edmunds were equally privileged. It was even
possible, at least earlier in the century, for a moneyer to be 'owned' by a private person, no
doubt by royal grant, for in the reign of Cnut a moneyer at Stamford was included in
various items of property presented to the abbey of Peterborough by a certain Thurkil
Hoche. 6 The phenomenon is one that has troubled commentators unnecessarily, for
private persons were just as likely as churches to benefit from royal generosity. We hear
less about such grants, however, because they would normally expire on the death of the
recipient and knowledge of them could only survive if, as in Thurkil's case, they passed by
some subsequent act of generosity to an ecclesiastical institution capable of preserving a
record of their existence.
Common to all the TRE entries in Domesday Book are the facts of the dues being paid
by the moneyers - the boroughs are accorded no role at all - and their being small, fixed
and recurrent, so that they have known totals that could be easily ascertained at a public
enquiry. Brooke believed that these were the king's sole revenue from the mints, but the
size of the gelds de moneta paid subsequently by the boroughs supports the current view
that over and above these would have been a share in the profits of the moneyers. If the
very substantial levels of seignorage suggested by Petersson and Lyon 7 for the late
6
The Chronicle of Hugh Candidus, edited by W. T.
Mellows (Oxford, 1949), p. 70, note 6; calendared with
useful discussion by C. R. Hart, The Early Charters of
Eastern England (Leicester, 1966), p. 245, no. 351. The
grant - we only have its registration in the abbey cartulary,
not the full text - is undated, but the donor witnessed a
charter of Cnut in 1024. This renders unlikely his
identification (by W. J. Andrew in NC 4th ser. 1 (1901),
362-3) with the Thurkil whom Cnut put in charge of East

Anglia in 1017 but sent back to Denmark as regent in 1023
(Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, s.a. 1017, 1023).
7
H. Bertil A. Petersson, Anglo-Saxon Currency: King
Edgar's Reform to the Norman Conquest (Lund, 1969),
pp. 97-101 and passim; C. S. S. Lyon, 'Variations in
currency in late Anglo-Saxon England', in Mints, Dies and
Currency. Essays Dedicated to the Memory of Albert Baldwin, edited by R. A. G. Carson (London, 1971), pp. 101-20
at pp. 114-18.
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Anglo-Saxon period really applied, it is inconceivable that the moneyers would have been
allowed to keep the entire proceeds. How these were divided between the king and the
moneyers is unknown to us and probably, since they would have been matters of
arrangement, would often have been already undiscoverable in 1086, twenty years after
the Conquest. Often they must have been farmed, the moneyer or some third party paying
the king a fixed sum annually based on estimates of what they were likely to be.
The payments TRW, though equally fixed and recurrent, are otherwise quite different in
character. They are normally large, or at least substantial, and are paid by the community,
not by the moneyers, in return for having a mint (de moneta; in one case, pro moneta).
Some of the Domesday references assert specifically that the payment is made by the
burgenses collectively: the entry for Huntingdon speaks of the suppression of a local
obligation postquam rex Willelmus geldum monete posuit in burgo. There are, it is true,
two entries suggesting that the payment was made by the moneyers, but that at Ipswich
continues one describing the moneyers' obligations TRE and the compiler has failed to
make the necessary verbal adjustment, while the de monetariis instead of de moneta at
Leicester, if not simply a slip, must mean 'in return for having moneyers'. All the others
either explicitly or by implication indicate that the borough or county - the latter is
mentioned only for Oxford - is responsible for the payment.
The recorded sums, in descending order of magnitude, are set out in Table 2 in company
with figures for the probable number of moneyers normally active in each mint in William's
later years - the figures in parentheses are the actual number of names recorded for his well
documented type viii - and the number of coins of type viii in the huge and well mixed
Beauworth (Beaworth) hoard buried in c. 1087.
TABLE 2
Geld de moneta and coin evidence

Mint

Geld de moneta

Probable number of
moneyers

Coins of type viii in
Beauworth hoard

5 (2)
4 (6)
3 (4) + 1 (3)
3 (3)
4 (5)
1 (1)
2 (2)
5 (3)
3 (3)
2 (3)
1 (1)
1 (1)
1 (1)

171
123
96 + 10
68
78
19
17
145
77
17
8
25
7

£
Lincoln
Thetford
Colchester (plus Maldon)
Gloucester
Ipswich
Leicester
Nottingham
Oxford
Lewes
Bath
Malmesbury
Taunton
Pevensey

75
40
20
20
20
20
10
10 + 20
5.12s
5
5
2.10s.
1 +

Three figures in this table for the geld de moneta are obviously open to question or
require explanation. One of them, the £1 due from Pevensey, is not a misplaced TRE
entry, as one is tempted to surmise, for Pevensey had not been a mint in Edward's day and
the figure is embedded in a list of payments due to the count of Mortain; it is simply his
share of some larger but unspecified sum. The other two apparently aberrant figures are
those for Taunton and Lewes. That for Taunton is probably correct, for despite being
below £5 it conforms to the general pattern of sums fixed in relation to this; the emendation
of 505. to 50 lib. would give an impossible figure for a one-moneyer mint. The Lewes figure
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is most likely an error, for all others are round numbers and there was some carelessness
over the TRE section in the Lewes entry, since the scribe first wrote sunt and corrected it to
erant but failed at the same time to correct the dat in the preceding phrase to dabat. It
seems most likely that the et xii de his is a misreading, but there is no obvious emendation
to be made. There is also a verbal slip in the Ipswich TRW entry, which continues the TRE
one without a change of subject and so implies that the £20 is due from the moneyers, not
the burgesses.
The table in any case throws no clear light on how the figures for geld were determined.
There is a rough correspondence between their size and the number of moneyers and, in so
far as the numbers of coins in Beauworth are any guide, between them and the
comparative mint output, but the correspondence is not at all close. (Beauworth is heavily
weighted in favour of neighbouring mints, notably Winchester, but none of those in the
table will be affected.) Leicester has one moneyer compared with two at Bath, but the geld
paid by the first is four times that for the second. Oxford borough has twice as many
moneyers as Nottingham, but each pays the same figure of £10. Nor is there any close
proportionality with the number of coins in Beauworth, with Lewes represented by over
three times as many coins in Leicester but paying a quarter its geld of £20 and Lincoln
having only half as many coins again as Thetford but paying nearly twice its geld. Oxford
cannot be easily compared with the others, for it is the only place where the geld payable
by the county is recorded. If the figures for geld were determined by profitability, as seems
most likely, this was not very closely related to the number of moneyers. Some mints may
have had more moneyers than they really needed. Where total figures for geld are
available, the share de moneta often accounts for a quarter or more of the whole sum due
from a borough.
These new sums de moneta, payable by the boroughs in their corporate capacities, must be
interpreted as involving a change in the organization of minting. The king will in future no
longer have to deal with the moneyers individually, save insofar as they have to pay for
their dies. The central government has simplified its conduct of business by passing this
obligation on to the boroughs, or to those who at any given moment are farming them.
This arrangement continued to operate in the next century, though with many
complications created by the passage of time, with the burgesses sometimes paying the
king directly for their privileges, sometimes doing so through the sheriff and the county
administration, and always entitled to make deductions of £1 a head from their payments if
the number of moneyers fell below the allotted number for each mint. s It is clear from
Domesday Book that this system went back to William the Conqueror, and that it was
introduced at the same time as monetagium, the levy alluded to in the entry for Lincoln,
which to all appearances took the place of the moneyers' fees and any related payments
formerly made 'when the coinage was changed'.
That the two were different seems to be clear, and monetagium had a short life. The
term is only twice used in English records so far as is known, once in the Domesday Book
entry for Lincoln (spelled monedagium) and the other time in Henry I's coronation
charter. Since kings in the twelfth century were still receiving geld from the boroughs on
behalf of their mints, despite the abolition of monetagium in 1100, the difference between
the two payments is plain. The Oxford entry in Domesday Book indeed distinguishes
between the £10 due from the borough de moneta and £20 due from the county, for Henry
I's charter speaks of monetagium as having been paid per comitatus as well as per civitates.
In determining the nature of monetagium in England the form of the word tells us little,
8

W. C. Wells, 'The Pipe Rolls and "Defalta Monetariorum'", NC 5th ser. 9 (1931), 261-90.
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for it is simply moneta with the suffix -age widely used for abstract nouns, especially those
derived from French {OED, s.v.). But it was a term widely used in western Europe for a
tax, often triennial, paid by a ruler's subjects in return for the abandonment of his right to
change at will the intrinsic value of his coins, either by debasing them or by reducing their
weight. Its best known occurrences are in Normandy and Aragon, where it led eventually
in both cases to a complete abandonment of minting as unprofitable, and it has recently
been made the subject of a thorough study by T. N. Bisson. 9 Its classical formulation is
that in the thirteenth-century Summa de legibus Normanniae, where the chapter De
monetagio opens with the words 'monetagium is a certain pecuniary aid to be paid to the
duke of Normandy every third year so that he will not cause the nature of the coins
circulating in Normandy to be changed for others' (Monetagium est quoddam auxilium
pecuniale in tercio anno duci Normannie persolvendum, ne species monetarum in
Normannia discurrencium in alias faciat permutari,)10 The debasement of the Norman
denier was in fact halted and its fineness and weight stabilized at a fineness of 6d (= 50 per
cent silver) and a weight somewhat difficult to assess 11 at some date late in the reign of
William I (see below). In 1204, when Normandy was annexed to the Crown by Philip
Augustus, monetagium there was levied at the rate of 12d a hearth (foca, 'feu', whence its
alternative name of 'fouage'), though there were plenty of exemptions for church property,
property of favoured individuals, and so on. It continued in existence as late as the reign of
Louis XVI. 1 2
Monetagium was thus in Normandy a public charge, not a payment with which individual
moneyers had anything to do. The same arrangement is implicit in Domesday. The rate
and the forms of the levy are nowhere stated, although the Lincoln entry implies a local
property tax, perhaps a hearth tax, for a certain Alured has three tofts with all the
'customs' praeter geldum regis de monedagio. But if monetagium in Normandy was a tax
compensating the ruler for the loss of such profits as he might have made by changing the
weight or fineness of his coins, in England, if the word meant the same - as it surely did, for
one country must have borrowed it from the other - the fineness of the coins was never
altered and only changes in weight can have been involved. This means that a change in the
weights of William's coins should tell us when it was introduced.
This weight change is easily identified, though there is some doubt as to the exact figures
involved. Types i-v (using Brooke's numbering) of William I's coins appear to have been
struck at a weight of 21.5 grains (1.39g), like the last issue of Edward the Confessor before
them and the sole coinage of Harold. With type vi the weight was raised to 22.5 grains
(1.46g), a figure at which it was to remain for the next two centuries and which came to be
regarded as the regular weight of the sterling penny. 1 3 The precise figures are not quite
certain - Lyon would prefer 21 grains for types i-v and 21.5 grains thereafter - for it is
difficult to decide how much loss to allow for wear, and recent scholars have argued that
the weights of each type in the late Anglo-Saxon series, and by implication the early issues
of William, underwent some adjustment during their period of issue. For our purposes this

9
Thomas N. Bisson, Conservation of Coinage: Monetary
Exploitation and its Restraint in France, Catalonia and
Aragon (c. A.D. 1000-c. 1225) (Oxford, 1979).
Summa de legibus Normannie, cap. 14, in E. J. Tardif,
Coutumiers de Normandie, II (Rouen-Paris, 1896), 40.
11
Thefigureis given as 8s (= 96 coins) to the helmarc,
presumably a half-mark. Half a Troy mark would be
122.38g, but Norman deniers of the period fall far short of
1.34g. Possibly the correctfigureshould be 13s, reading*/;/
for viii, for 0.78g would be about correct.

12

Its history is massively documented by E. Bridrey, 'line
page oubliee des coutumiers normands: le chapitre De
monneage', Bulletin de la Societe des Antiquaires de
Normandie 48 (1940-41), 76-519, but on its origins and early
history see now Bisson, pp. 14-28.
13
P. Grierson, 'Sterling', in Anglo-Saxon Coins: Studies
presented to F. M. Stenton, edited by R. H. M. Dolley
(London, 1961), pp. 266-83, at pp. 274-75. A full study of
the metrology of William I's pennies has still to be made.
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does not matter. It is sufficient to note that coins of type vi and its successors are
consistently heavier than those of type v and its predecessor types i-iv.
The date of the end of type v and the introduction of type vi, however, is disputed. On
the assumption of triennial renovationes it would have occurred in 1080. It would be easy to
conceive of monetagium being established in this year, immediately after William returned
from a three year stay in Normandy and with continental conditions fresh in his mind. He
would, on this assumption, have ordered a change in the weight of the coins but given an
undertaking, in return for an annual payment by the boroughs and counties, to make no
further changes in the future. It is equally easy, however, to imagine the new arrangement
postponed till three years later, with the king, about to make a further weight change to
accompany the customary triennial renovatio, agreeing to forego it then and in the future
in return for such a levy.
Unfortunately, while the sequence of William's coin types is certain, their dating is not.
Brooke, who established the correct sequence but had no firm views on how long each
lasted, attributed the first eight of the thirteen Willelmus types to William the Conqueror
and the remaining five to William Rufus. But if the first seven of William I's types lasted
three years each, reckoning from the death of Edward the Confessor and ignoring the
coinage of Harold as illegitimate, type vii would have ended in 1086, leaving only a year
(1086-87) or a little more - William I died on 9 September 1087, and the issue would have
continued during the early months of his successor - for type viii. Even allowing for the
distortion in our perspective caused by the huge Beauworth hoard of 1833, buried during
the period of issue of type viii, this type seems too common to represent the coinage of a
single year. It is the dating none the less which was given by North in the first edition of his
standard work on English coins, 1 4 and with some reservations it is still that accepted by
many scholars today.
Dolley, however, raised the possibility of assigning two-year periods to William's types
i-iv, with three-year periods from type v onwards. 1 6 This would take type vi back to
1077-80, type vii to 1080-83, and type viii to 1083-86, with what is usually regarded as
William II's type i overlapping the two reigns as 1086-89. This would link type viii, the
commonest of William I's coin types, with the heaviest of all his imposts, the six-shilling
geld of 1083-84 levied in anticipation of the Danish invasion of England under Cnut. These
revised dates, proposed in 1966, were accepted in two subsequent SCBI volumes
containing coins of William I 1 7 and in the second edition of North (1980). Either scheme
would involve a renovatio in 1080, but the traditional arrangement would put the weight
change in that year and the revised one would put it in 1077. Of course, if triennial
renovationes are not sacrosanct the dates become little better than guesswork, more
especially since the rarity of type v suggests a period of issue shorter than three years.
There are two passages in Domesday Book, however, which show the introduction of the
geld de moneta to have occurred in or before 1082, but probably not long before it, a fact
which supports the customary dating if it happened at the beginning of type vi but that
preferred by Dolley if it came at its end.
The Domesday passages are the entries regarding Colchester and Ipswich. The
burgesses of Ipswich had been in arrears over the previous four years - only £27 had been

14
J. J. North, English Hammered Coinage, I (London,
1963), pp. 140-41.
15
e.g., M. M. Archibald, 'Coins', in the exhibition
catalogue English Romanesque Art 1066-1200 (Hayward
Gallery, London, 5 April - 8 July 1984), pp. 326-28, though
in her 'English medieval coins as dating evidence' (in Coins
and the Archaeologist, edited by J. Casey and R. Reece.

BAR British ser. 4, Oxford, 1974), p. 249, she had noted
Dolley's arguments against it.
16
Dolley, The Norman Conquest, pp. 15-21.
17
D. M. Metcalf, SCBI 12. Oxford II. English Coins
1066-1279 (London, 1969); L. V. Grinsell, C. E. Blunt, and
M. Dolley, SCBI 19, Bristol and Gloucestershire Museums
(London, 1973).
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paid instead of £80 - which shows that the new payments had been due since at least 1082
but leaves open the possibility of earlier ones that had been made in full. The year 1082
would therefore be the terminus ante quern for the introduction of the new geld de moneta.
The same figure of four years is indicated by the Colchester and Maldon entry. The
payment by these boroughs, we are told, was arranged by Waleran, who was presumably
farming them at the time, and the burgesses call the king to witness that he had excused
them half of the £20 due annually but that Bishop Walkelin, who is now farming the geld,
claims £40 as still owing to him. The names of the persons concerned do not help over the
date. Waleran had been a considerable landowner in East Anglia and seems at one time to
have farmed Norwich, to the detriment of the burgesses (vastati . . . factum per
Walerannum), but he had died before 1086, for in Domesday Book his lands are held by his
nephew or grandson (nepos) John. 1 8 Walkelin, who had a reputation for avarice 19 - he is
recorded as extracting £153 a year from Taunton, over three times the figure at which he
had been granted it - was bishop of Winchester 1070-98. But the sum claimed by Walkelin
was four times what the burgesses alleged had been excused them by the king, so once
again the implication is that monetagium had been introduced at least four years before the
Domesday inquest got under way.
There is no evidence from Normandy to help. Nineteenth-century students of Norman
coinage were accustomed to cite an ordinance issued by Duke William at the Council of
Lillebonne in June 1080, just prior to his return to England after three years' absence,
defining the weight and fineness of his deniers and limiting their striking to Rouen and
Bayeux. If the date were correct it would advance the argument somewhat, for it would
show that in the early 1080s the duke was concerned with mints and coin production, but
unfortunately it is not. 2 0 The Consuetudines et iusticie quas habet dux Normannie in eadem
provincia, which include (cap. 13) the regulation in question, were added to the acts of
Lillebonne by their first editor, Dom Martene. Although they follow the canons of
Lillebonne in such MSS as contain them both, these canons are given in the official version
(sealed by Henry I) and by Ordericus Vitalis without them. It is indeed plain from the
opening words of the Consuetudines that these represent the conclusions of an inquest held
by Robert Curthose and William Rufus and they are dated 18 July of a year that the known
movements of the brothers show to have been 1091. They no doubt reproduce the terms of
a monetary ordinance issued sometime during the Conqueror's reign, but since we have no
idea of its date it has nothing to contribute to our knowledge of the introduction of
monetagium in England.
Nor do we know exactly when this practice was introduced in Normandy. 21 There seems
to have been no Norman tradition on the subject. It was certainly after 1066, for there are
two eleventh-century Norman charters that refer to recent or anticipated coinage
debasement. 2 2 and one of them postdates this year. William must therefore still have had a
free hand with his coinage during at least the first part of his reign. Recent scholars have
been inclined to bring forward the introduction of monetagium to the very end of the
18

Cf. J. H. Round in VCH Essex, I, 419. This Waleran
must be distinguished from his contemporary Waleran fitz
Ranulf, son of a prosperous Rouen moneyer, who became a
substantial landowner in both Normandy and England (L.
Musset, 'A-t-il existe en Normandie au Xle siecle une
aristocratic d'argent?', Annates de Normandie 9 (1959),
285-99, esp. 292-94).
19
Round, pp. 419-20.
211
For what follows see C. H. Haskins, Norman Institutions (Cambridge, Mass., 1918), p. 277, his discussion
being followed by the definitive edition of the Consuetudines
(pp. 281-84).
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Fullest discussion in Bisson, Conservation of Coinage,
pp. 14-28, though his conclusion is far from clear. The date
1097/1100 was favoured by Bridrey (above, note 12), though
not all his reasoning will stand up to examination and he had
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correct by F. Dumas, 'Les monnaies normandes (Xle-XIIe
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century, when William Rufus was governing the duchy in 1096/1100 while his brother was
absent on the First Crusade, and it has been argued that it must have occurred after 1091
since it is not referred to in the Consuetudines. But the Consuetudines expressly disclaim
completeness in monetary or other matters (Remanet autem multum extra hoc scriptum de
iusticia, moneta, et reliquis iusticiis Normannie), and the subsequent exemption of certain
border regions from payment points to its introduction under William. It is also difficult to
suppose that the duke would have set down the fineness and weight of his coins in a manner
apparently intended to be permanent if he regarded himself as still free in the future to
debase them when he chose. Cap. 13 of the Consuetudines seems therefore to imply the
introduction of monetagium under Duke William, but gives no clue to when it occurred.
There does seem a strong likelihood, however, that these closely related changes in
minting arrangements took place at about the same time in Normandy and in England, and
that it was in the early 1080s, possibly in 1082 but in any case between it and 1080, that the
new geld de moneta began to be levied on the boroughs in England.

DIES AND DESIGNS: THE ENGLISH GOLD

COINAGE

1 4 6 5 - 1 4 8 5 . Part 1
T. G. W E B B

WARE

THE coinage of Edward IV was examined and arranged forty years ago in a masterly series
of papers by Mr C. E. Blunt and the late Mr Whitton to which, even now, it is almost
impossible to add. 1 It is a coinage of immense complexity and in those papers the writers
set out not only an enduring chronological classification of the coinage as a whole but also a
convincing arrangement of the myriad of varieties found within each type. The purpose of
this paper is to examine a small section of this series and to explore, in terms of its practical
significance to the mint at the time, the issue of coins bearing such a variety of initial
marks, stops, broken letter punches, fieuring, spelling errors and symbols in the field.
TABLE 1
London mint 1465-85: surviving coins per die
No. of
coins
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
& over

O
24
10
12
4
5
4
3
2
1

Vi Ryals
R
O
C
7 20 27
5
8
10
6 5
3
1 4
4
1
-

1
1

-

-

1
1

-

_

-

90

1

60

41

70

55

34

22

38

44

12

45

90

72

62

96

-

1
1 (23)

-

1

20

36

75

78

72

-

-

1
1

1 (17)

1

-

-

97

(18)
133 200
265

83

94

-

1

-

-

-

44

1

-

_

32

-

_

-

144 176 24

Richard III
Angels
R
C
O
1
5 36
6
8
2
6
7
1
4
3
1
4
_
2
1
2
3
1

-

-

230

Edward IV
Angels
'/2 Angels
O
R
C
O
R
C
15 62 156
_ 11 14
17 39 29
1 5
4
15
15 11
_ 3 3
8
10
2
1 2
2
2
5
5
1 2
2
8
1 3
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1

-

-

1

Henry VI
Angels
R
C
O
3
2 13
2
3 13
1
5
6
4
2
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
1

-

-

68
Coins
% output
known dies/
combinations

Edward IV
Ryals
'/2 Ryals
R
C
R
O
C
92 136 13 20 24
29 29
5 12 10
13
9 4
1
6
1
3
1
1
1

76

8

24

26

13

57
41 100 79

28

56
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99

95
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Until recently, the theory of privy marking developed by L.A. Lawrence and G.C.
Brooke 2 around the three monthly trial of the pyx was available to numismatists to account
for many of the varieties found on the mediaeval coinage. Mr Blunt 3 has now shown that
the indentures do not require a quarterly change of privy mark and that there was no
requirement on the master that he should change his identifying mark at each pyx trial.
From the reign of Edward IV this mark was the initial mark and to assign significance to
other marks we must look, if anywhere, to the internal control requirements of the mint.
Unfortunately, we have very little documentary evidence for the internal administrative
practice in the mint in the late fifteenth century. 4 No evidence survives to suggest, for
instance, that coins struck by a given moneyer were to be marked and identified from those
struck by his peers. This may not be accidental and the pattern of die production and use
revealed by the coins themselves weighs against assigning practical control significance to
varieties below the level of the initial mark.
Table 1, which is constructed on the same lines as Mr Lyon's table in The Lincoln Mint,5
shows the number of obverse dies, reverse dies and die combinations known to me from
respectively one, two or more coins. At the bottom of the table is the estimated percentage
of total output struck from the known dies or die combinations. The main types within
each denomination have been amalgamated but this has probably resulted only in a slight
overstatement of the percentage of known London ryal dies. Table 1 reveals that, with the
exception of the half-ryals - a denomination with a low survival rate - the 1,100 coins
studied have produced a very significant proportion of the obverse dies originally used to
strike the gold coinage and a respectable sample of the reverse dies.
Before taking these figures at face value, it is important to show that the main
assumption on which they are based - that each coin struck has an equal chance of
surviving and being included in the sample - is a reasonable one, and that a significant
number of survivors does not derive from an unrepresentative early hoard.
In practice, very few late-fifteenth-century gold hoards are recorded. In his list of hoards
deposited in England and Wales up to 1513, Mr Mayhew 6 lists only one containing more
than half a dozen gold coins - a parcel of thirty-five ryals of unknown origin which passed
through the hands of Messrs Spink & Son in 1899. Another hoard containing at least
twenty half-ryals, angels and half-angels and deposited around 1500 has recently been
published, 7 but it is not until the St Albans hoard deposited in 1523s that a substantial body
of material comes to light. It is evident that the ryal, as well as the angel, continued to
circulate for many years, for ten coins were found in the Angers hoard 9 deposited as late as
1560.
The coins studied are weighted towards the rare types. The sample includes a high
proportion of all the known angels of Henry VI and Richard III but probably no more than
a quarter of the surviving London ryals. These groups are self contained and the only
significant error is an under-recording of the very prolific and uniform Type XXI angels of
Edward IV.
Three features stand out from Table 1. The first is the very unequal output per die. This
2
G.C. Brooke, English Coins from the Seventh Century
to the Present Day (1932), pp. 126-28.
3
C.E. Blunt, 'Privy-marking and the trial of the pyx', in
Studies in Numismatic Method presented to Philip Grierson,
edited by C.N.L. Brooke, Ian Stewart, J.G. Pollard and
T.R. Volk (Cambridge, 1983), pp. 225-30.
4
H. Symonds, 'Mint accounts and documents of Edward
IV', NC (1926), 107-8.
5
C.S.S. Lyon, 'Analysis of the material', in The Lincoln
Mint by H.R. Mossop & others (Newcastle, 1970), pp. 15-17
and table 4.

6
N.J. Mayhew, 'The monetary background to the
Yorkist recoinage of 1464-1471', BNJ 44 (1974), 65-66.
7
M.M. Archibald, 'A 15th-century English gold hoard
from an unknown site', CH 3 (1977), 313; also CH 5 (1979),
291.
8
Sir John Evans, 'A hoard of English gold coins found at
Park Street, near St. Albans', NC 3rd ser. 6 (1886), 173-203.
9
H. Schneider, 'The significance of the archaeological
evidence in a review of a French hoard of English gold
coins', BNJ 37 (1968), 74-84.
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occurs in other series. 10 The usual pattern is for one or two obverse dies to have an
exceptionally long life. This is particularly noticeable under Richard III where one angel
obverse die accounts for almost a quarter of the total output and accounts for many of the
remote die links found in that issue. 11
The second feature is the varying ratio of obverse to reverse dies employed for the
different denominations. The angels were struck on a very stable ratio of 1:2, which varies
only when an issue terminates suddenly. The ryals were almost certainly struck on a ratio
of 1:3 though for a short period it went as high as 1:5, while the ratio for the half-angels of
Edward IV is probably 1:4.
The third and most significant feature is the discrepancy between the number of reverse
dies and the number of die combinations. This reflects how far reverse dies travel between
different obverses. The more dies travel, the more difficult is it to envisage a system of mint
control which tied a group of reverse dies to a corresponding group of obverses. The
half-angels were struck from a single current obverse die, but the angels tend towards two
die-combinations per reverse die and those of Richard III tend towards three.
The new ryal coinage of Edward IV was introduced under the indenture of 6 March 1465
between the king and Lord Hastings which provided for a 'new noble' of 10s. weighing 120
grains and its fractions, together with an angel of 80 grains and its half. 12 There is no early
prototype coin which can be identified as the first ryal. Unlike some denominations, which
show a period of evolution before a substantive design evolved, the ryal 'hit the ground
running' and is remarkably uniform in type until just before the close of the first reign.
The ryal's most striking features are the splended Yorkist rose and the king's banner, but
the most innovative is the omission from the field of those symbols, quatrefoils or trefoils,
found on the contemporary groats. The Type I (plate 1, no. 1) noble is clearly marked by
the lis at the shield and the pellets by the king's crown but there is no corresponding
identification on the ryal (plate 1, no. 3). Classification is not made easier by the absence of
an initial mark on all but six of the sixty-eight recorded London obverse dies and it is
possible that this anonymity was deliberate.
The lettering 13 found on almost all the ryals is that of the groat fount. This evolves
sufficiently as old letter punches, particularly the R and the A, are replaced to enable a
fairly accurate relative chronology for the production of the dies. It is unlikely that this was
a contemporary means of indentification for there is no wholesale replacement of the groat
fount during the first reign and while the replacement of individual letters sometimes
coincides with a change of type, more often they do not. The half-groat fount, which
appears occasionally on every denomination evolves independently.
The initial mark on the reverse of the ryal is that found on the obverse of the
corresponding groat. Where the latter does not change on the introduction of a new type,
the ryals are classified by the form of the fleurs or trefoils in the spandrels.
The ryal was introduced shortly before the end of Type V and this has given rise to the
abnormal die ratio of nine obverse dies to seven reverse dies in the first type. With the
exception of die 6 which has initial mark rose, it is not easy to identify dies 1-9 and it is not
certain whether they were all cut at one time. At least seven were in use concurrently for
they are found with reverses of later types. Two dies survived into Type VII and one, die 4
(plate 1, nos 4—8), as late as Type VIII.
The lettering on obverse dies 1—17 is from the normal groat fount with the exception of
dies 10 (plate 1, no 9) and 11 which have an abnormal letter A, very similar, though not
identical to, that found on the nobles. These dies show another unusual feature, a combed
10
H. Schneider, 'The hammered gold coins of Charles II',
BNJ 36(1967), 124-47. I am greatly indebted to this seminal
paper for many ideas on the importance of die-ratios and
output per die.

" E.J. Winstanley, 'The angels and groats of Richard III',
BNJ 24 (1944), pi. 1, no.9.
12
B & W, p. 9.
13
B & W, pp. 21-26.
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TABLE 2
London ryal die combinations: Types V and VI
Reverse dies
Type V
Obv.
dies

12 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 78 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 3738
1

XX

2
3
4
5
Rose 6
7
8
9

x
x
x

10
c

Sun

W
Type

X y p e V I

x
X
X

xx
x x x
x

x x

x
X XX X x
X x

x

X X

x

X

X X

X X
X
XX

12

18

X

x

f 11

13
I 14
15
16
17

VII VIII

X

X X X
X

X
X

X X
X

X X

X
XX
XX

X

X
X X

X
X

X

•z

o1
i""
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bowsprit, and but for initial mark sun it would be very tempting to regard them as the first
ryals. They are possibly equivalent to the unique old style quarter-ryal. 14
The large number of obverse dies carried forward partly explains the low number of new
dies cut for use in Type VI - eight new obverse dies to thirty-six new reverses. There is,
however, evidence that obverse dies of this type were used well beyond their normal
capacity, a feature found in other recoinages.
7
6
5
Surviving
coins per
die

3
2
1

Obverse dies known
FIG. 1. Edward IV London ryals: survival rates

In Figure 1 obverse dies known have been apportioned over the reverse types with which
they are found. The number of coins per surviving reverse die range from 1.6 to 1.9 (Type
V is based on too small a sample to be significant) but the number per obverse die of Type
VI is exceptionally high.
It is not clear why obverse dies 2 and 4 were not brought into use during this period. In
later types many more obverse dies were cut culminating in twenty-two for the notionally
scarce Type VIII. It has been suggested 16 that coin dies might have been taken out of
service for repair but there is no evidence that any ryal dies were recut for cosmetic
reasons.
The ryals do show considerable variety in two minor aspects of the design - the spelling
of the legend and the arrangement of the stops. Legend varieties occur predominantly on
the reverse (Table 3), usually as a misspelling of the longest words e.g. TRANANCIENS and
EDIUM. Despite the variety, only a few dies show errors and there is no coherent pattern.
The last series to produce a comparable batch of errors was the pinecone-mascle coinage of
Henry VI in which four misspellings of TRANSIENS17 include two not given below. The
errors are all cases of omission or repetition and it appears that when an error was noticed
in time to be corrected the legend was recut. Four dies are known reading TRANSIES (plate
1, no. 10) but at least three others read TRANSIENS with the second N cut over an S (plate 1,
no. 11).
14

16
B & W, Type VI/V, pi.IX, 8.
Schneider, 'The hammered gold coins of Charles II',
B.H.I.H. Stewart, 'Medieval die-output: two cal- pp. 143-44.
17
culations for English mints in the fourteenth century', NC
C.A. Whitton, 'The heavy coinage of Henry VI', BNJ
(1963), 105.
23 (1938-40), 229.
15
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TABLE 3
Edward IV ryals: reverse legend errors

Error
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

V
TRANSIEN
TRANSIE S
TRANS ENS
TRAN IENS
TRA SIENS
TRANSIENE
TRANNIENS
TRRANSIENS
TRANANSIENS

13
14
15

MEDIU
MED UM
ME IUM
M DIUM
EDIUM
MEDIUUM

16
17

ILLOR M
ILLO UM

11
12

Error dies:
Known dies:

VI

London
VII VIII
2
2

X

Bristol

Coventry

Norwich

York

2

1
1
1
1
1

1
3
1

3
1
1
1
1
1
1

7

1
36

10
40

7
39

4
21

2
25

1
7

6

13

A comparable error is the occasional omission of one or more fleur or trefoils from the
spandrels (plate 1, no. 12). This is unusual and found on only seven 1 8 of the 144 recorded
London ryal reverse dies. Two London half-ryal dies omit the trefoils in all the spandrels
(plate 1, no.13). These dies are interesting for they are identical. Idiosyncratic features
often appear on several identical dies 1 9 and it is possible that they represent the output of
one die-cutting session in which the same mistake was repeated on each die not
deliberately but as a 'mechanical' error. In Table 4 the reverse dies of Type VI are set out
in punctuation order. Thirty-six dies are recorded yielding thirty-five different combinations of stops. The stops are, with very few exceptions, trefoils or double trefoils but
they are often partially omitted. In contrast to the annulet nobles of Henry V I , 2 0 which
bear stops of monotonous uniformity, ryal dies can almost be identifed by their stops
alone. Are the dies deliberately marked? In Table 5 and Figure 2, half of all possible
locations contain a single trefoil stop, 30 per cent contain no stop and the rest are usually
double trefoils (several dies of Type VII have a crescent after AUT and one die only of
Type VIII a double saltire after TRANSIENS). The three normal stops can be arranged in
2,916 possible combinations.
A mint official intent on marking his dies might be expected to build up a system of
coded stops and, if not to restart it on each new type, at least to continue to develop it.
There is no evidence of such a system. The combinations vary randomly within each type
and the 144 London reverse dies yield 102 different arrangements. The only trend is
towards simplification. The percentage of double trefoil stops declines and by Type X they
have virtually disappeared leaving only fifteen different combinations from twenty-one
dies.
18
Type VI two out of thirty-six dies; Type XII two out of
forty; Type X three out of twenty-one.
Two extraordinary Type VII quarter-ryal reverse dies
read EX (trefoil) ALTABITUTUR IN GLOR and have one lis

missing from the cross-end at 3 o'clock. B & W VII.2 & 16.
They are identical.
20
Whitton. pp. 79-81.
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TABLE 4
London ryal Type VI: known reverse legends

Die
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

IHC' AUT' TRANSIENS v PER
IHC' V AUT' TRANSIENS .. PER
IHC' V AUT' .. TRANSIENS PER
IHC' V AUT' V TRANSIENS .-. PER
I H C ' A U T ' .-. TRANSIENS .-. PER
IHC' ••• AUT' .-. TRANSIENS .-. PER
IHC AUT' v TRANSIENS.-. PER
IHC ••• AUT' . TRANSIENS .-. PER
IHC' V AUT' V TRANSIENS .-. PER
IHC' .-. AUT' .. TRANSIENS .-. PER

28

11

IHC' ••• AUT'

TRANSIENS

MEDIUM .-. ILLORU . I ,. BAT',.

37

IHC' .'. AUT'

TRANSIENS " PER X MEDIUM .-. ILLORUM x I . BAT'

31

13

IHC' v AUT'

TRANSIENS

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

IHC' AUT ••• TRANSIENS .-. PER X MEDIUM X ILLORUM X IBAT'
IHC ••• AUT TRANSIENS .. PER X MEDIUM X ILLORUM X IBAT'
IHC' ••• AUT' v TRANSIENS v PER X MEDIUM X ILLORUM X I BAT' ..
IHC' AUT' . TRANSIENS X PER MEDIUM X ILLORU'.. I X BAT
IHC' .. AUT' .. TRANSIENS X PER MEDIUM X ILLORUM .. I .. BAT
IHC' . AUT' TRANSIENS X PER MEDIUM X ILLORUM HIBAT
IHC' . AUT' TRANSIENS X PER MEDIUM X ILLORUM X I.. BAT
IHC'.. AUT' .TRANSIENS X PER MEDIUM X ILLORUM X I BAT
IHC' ••• AUT' . TRANSIENS X PER .-. MEDIUM .-. ILLORUM X I ••• BAT' .
IHC' V AUT' V TRANSIENS X PER v MEDIUM X ILLORUM .. I .. BAT
IHC' ••• AUT' v TRANSIENS X PER .. MEDIUM X ILLORUM .. I .. BAT ..
IHC v AUT • TRANSIENS X PER .. MEDIUM X ILLORUM X HI . BAT v
IHC' . AUT' . TRANSIENS X PER MEDIUM X I •• LLORUM .. IBAT

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

IHC'
IHC'
IHC'
IHC
IHC'
IHC'
IHC
IHC'
1HC

PER X MEDIUM X ILLORU' X I X BAT

••• AUT' . TRANSIENS X PER X MEDIUM ILLORU' IBAT
. . AUT' . . TRANSIENS X PER X MEDIUM ILLORU' . I . BA
. AUT' TRANSIENS X PER X MEDIUM . ILLORU IBAT'
AUT' v TRANSIENS PER X MEDIUM • ILLORU'.'. I -. BAT' .
. AUT' v TRANSIENS X PER X MEDIUM X ILLORUM .. IBAT
AUT' TRANSIENS X PER : MEDIUM X ILLORUM . I X BAT
.. AUT ••• TRANSIENS X PER X MEDIUM X ILLORUM ' I - BAT x
••• AUT' v TRANSIENS X PER X MEDIUM X ILLORUM X I X BAT'.
••• AUT TRANSIENS PER MEDIUM ILLORUM x I x BAT'

(see Table

2)

15
33
26
35
36
38
32
2
7

12

35

PER

MEDIUM X ILLORU' X I BAT .
MEDIUM >: ILLORUM X I BAT
MEDIUM . ILLORUM .-. I B A T '
MEDIUM ILLORU' X I . BAT
MEDIUM X ILLORU .. I . BAT .-.
MEDIUM ¥ ILLORU' X I BAT
MEDIUM X ILLORUM . IBAT
MEDIUM X ILLORUM . I v BAT
.-. MEDIUM ILLORU V I . BAT
MEDIUM V ILLORU' ••• I ••• BAT

9
20
13
1
29
17
18
24
11
10
5
4 & 34
19
23
21
16
25
14
22
6
8
3

12

(punctuation uncertain)

It is possible that the stops on the ryals were punched into the die after the legend had
been completed. Where the words are well spaced, the trefoils are often punched in
robustly to give a large, spread stop but sometimes the stop is very lightly impressed in the
die. Although from the same punch, this gives a much smaller, weaker trefoil and is found
where there is little space between the words or it has been necessary, for this reason, to
place the stop almost on the outer circle. Type VI, die 23 (plate 1, no.14) shows large stops
after TRANSIENS but weak ones after PER and again after MEDIUM. Such a process would
generate random stops and could account for occasional error, a trefoil after the I of
ILLORUM or after the E of MEDIUM, found on the coins.
Type VIII is important for it introduces at the London mint the practice of combining
initial marks - a crown on the obverse and a sun on the reverse. On the gold this creates a
problem for, with the exception of the quarter-ryal, there is no obverse initial mark. The
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TABLE 5

Edward TV London ryals: reverse stops
IHC

No stop
Trefoil
Double Trefoil

AUT

TRANSIENS

PER

MEDIUM

ILLORUM

BAT

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Crescent
Double Saltire
Quatrefoil

X

X
X

All types
102

Combinations

35

38

28

FIG. 2. Edward IV London ryals: reverse stops
TABLE 6

The classification of Edward TV's

ryals

Groats
On cusps

VI

VII

VHP

Fleurs
Trefoils

1

2 &3

3

4

4

X

Fleurs

4

1.
2.

Ryals
In spandrels

VI

VII

Fleurs
Trefoils

1

2 &3

VIII

X

4

4

Half-Ryals
In spandrels

VI

VII

VIII

X

Trefoils
a

Groats of Type VIII all have a quartrefoil on the breast

3.
Trefoil

4.

A
*
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classification by means of fleurs or trefoils in the reverse spandrels is satisfactory for all
practical applications since the fleur punch on the ryals is the same as that used on the cusps
of the groats and changes accordingly. However, the change does not occur precisely with
the initial mark but slightly before the end of Type VII 2 1 and is of little assistance with the
half-ryals which show trefoils throughout. There may be some other feature introduced by
the mint for the purpose of identifying Types VII and VIII.
Four reverse dies, one for each London gold denomination and one for the York
half-ryal, have an initial mark sun on the crown (plate 1, no.16). This was found to be
unsatisfactory and was not repeated. A quatrefoil, corresponding to the mark on the
groats, appears only tentatively in the legend of a few ryals and it is fortunate that a new
letter A, the tall indented A.2b (see Appendix 4), introduced just after the beginning of
Type VIII enables the dies to be arranged.
Table 7 gives the probable order in which the obverse dies 26-42 were cut and the
reverse types with which they are found. Dies 4 and 18 were old dies still in use.

TABLE 7
Edward IV London ryals: obverse dies

Type
Die

4.
18.
26
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

ED /-. WARD' Dl GRA'
ED / •WARD' Dl ;GRA'
ED / WARD- .DI .GRA'
ED / . WARD' Dl .GRA'
ED /. ..WARD'. Dl GRA'
ED / WARD' DI..GRA'
ED / WARD' .DI GRA'
ED / W A R D ' .DI GRA'
ED / WARD' DI GRA'
ED / .WARD' .DI GRA'
ED / WARD' DI GRA
ED / WARD' DI GRA
ED / WARD' .DI GRA'
ED / WARD' DI GRA'.
ED / WARD' DI: GRA'.
ED / .WARD' DI. GRA'
ED / • WARD' DI. .GRA'
ED / • WARD' DI GRA
E D : / ..WARD' DI GRA

REX..ANGL' .Z..FRANC /. D N S ' . I . B ' . .
REX..ANGL' Z.-.FRANC -.-/-.- DNS'.-.I.-.B'.-.
REX .ANGL' Z FRANC • / DNS' I' B'
REX. ANGL' • Z..FRNCIE.-/ w DNS'.-.I.-.B'..
REX .ANGL' .Z.FRAN . /.-.C DNS' 1 B'
.REX.ANGL' Z FRANC / DNS' 1 IS
REX .ANGL' Z - F R A N C -.-/. DNS' I B'.
REX. ANGL' Z FRANC' -./ . DNS'» I » B ' »
REX ANGL' Z FRANC • /-. DNS' IB'
REX..ANGL' Z FRANC' .- / -DNS' I B'
REX( ANGL' Z . FRANC /-.-DNS I B'
REX t ANGL' Z FRANC' -./-. DNS' IB'..
REX ANGL' •Z FRANC' . » / DNS' I B'
REX ANGL' Z FRANC «/-. DNS' I B'
REX ANGL' Z FRANC. * /.-.DNS' IB' .
R E X ' ANGL' • Z FRANC / DNS' IB'
REX ANGL' Z FRANC .-./.-.DNS' -I B'
REX .ANGL Z FRANC' . / DNS' IB'
REX ANGL' Z FRANC' / DNS'..I B'.

R

A

3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

2a
2a
2a
2a
2a
2a
2a
2a
2a
2a
2a
2a
2a
2a
2a
2a
2a
2b
2b

'

.a

.
.
.
.
.

V

VI

X
X

VII VIII

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

(etc.)

pellet added below shield when used to strike Type VIII (B)

At least seven old obverse dies were brought forward on the introduction of Type VIII.
Most of these had been extensively used in Type VII and can have had little life left. No
attempt was made to scrap them or, with one exception, to mark them as belonging to the
new type. The exception is die 18 (plate 1, no. 17) which is found with a pellet added below
the shield (plate 1, no.18) in combination with the unique sun over crown reverse die. Only
21

London groats, B & W Types VII.6.
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one specimen has survived of the altered die so it is not known when the pellet was added.
Nevertheless, it was clearly deliberate for, after a batch of two dies with a crescent stop
after REX (a stop otherwise only known after AUT on many reverse dies of Type VI) a
series of at least five new dies was cut showing the same pellet below the shield. In the die
charts, these replace the old obverse dies brought forward from Type VII and the last one,
die 40 (plate 1, no.19), was cut just after the introduction of A.2b. The pellet then lapses
and is not found on the remaining eleven obverse dies cut during the currency of Type
VIII.
This transition is a curiously haphazard business. The old obverse dies were allowed to
wear out and although initially new dies were marked, this practice soon lapsed. The
lettering may have been taken into account for there are three half-ryal reverse dies with
A.2b, 22 but it would have been more logical to introduce a new letter on the change of type.
The transition between Type VII and Type VIII does not appear to have been very
important to the mint.
Ironically the only real change in the design of the ryal comes when it is least required at the end of Type X. A few Type X ryals have the small lettering of the half-groat fount on
the obverse and read DEI instead of DI. 2 3 Slightly earlier they also change from a five-line
TABLE 8
Henry VI restored angels: London mint
OBVERSE

DIES
.HENRIC'.. DI. GRA'.. REX . ANGL'.. Z.. FRANC A*
Letter A.3
j jj atc jj J
HENRIC'.. DI
GRA' . . REX . ANGL' . . Z . FRANC "V
"
j
ac
.. HENRICUS • DI .-. GRA' .. REX . ANGL' .. Z.-. FRANCIE-V
Letter A.3a i g'ltch 2
HENRICUS • DI
GRA'.-. REX .-. ANGL' .-. Z .-. FRANCIE
"
J
HENRICUS . . DI.. GRA'.. REX . ANGL'. . Z . . F R A N C "
1 3atcj, 3
HENRICUS . DI.-. GRA'.. REX .-. ANGL'.-. Z .-. FRANC
"
J
+HENRICU' DEI GRA' REX.-. ANGL' .-. Z.-. FRANC:: —V
Letter A.3b \
+ HENRICU' . DI .-. GRA' .-. REX .-. ANGL .-. Z .-. FRANC .-.<V
"
I
+ HENRICU' DEI.-. GRA'.-. REX ANGL'.. Z .. FRANC :: «V
"
I Batch 4
+ HENRICU' .. DI
GRA'.-. REX . ANGL' .-. Z .-. FRANC .-. A '
"
J

A
B
C
D
E
F
I
J
K
L

REVERSE

DIES

Letter A.3a

a

*

b
C
d
e

*
*
*
-fr

f
g
h
i
j

4- PER/.-. ..CRUSE' TUA' SALUA- NOS- XPC'- REDE'T'
"
4- PER/. CRUSE
TUA SALUA NOS XPC' REDE'T'
"
+ PER / CRUSE'- TUA'- SALUA- NOS- XPC- REDE'-T'"
PER CRUSE' .. TUA' ..SALUA.. NOS.-. XPC REDE'TOR * "

k
1
O
p
q
r
S

PER
PER
PER .
PER
PER.-.

PER
PER
PER ..
PER
PER
PER .-.
PER
PER

CRUSE'.-.
CRUSE'
CRUSE
CRUSE'/• CRUSE'

TUA' SALUA
TUA' SALUA'
TUA' ..SALUA..
TUA' SALUA'
TUA' SALUA

NO' .-. XPC' REDEMTOR
NOS.-. XPC'.-. REDE'TOR
NOS.. XPC'.. REDE'TOR
NOS.-. XPC .-. REDE'TOR
NOS XPC RED'E'T'

"
"
"
"

CRUSE' .-. TUA' ..SALUA NOS.-. XPC.-. REDE'TOR
"
CRUSE'.-. TUA' .-.SALUA.. NOS.-. XPC .. REDE'TOR + "
CRUSE'.-. TUA' -SALUA .-. NOS .-. XPC'.-. REDE'TOR + "
CR/USCE' .. TUA' .-SALUA.-. NOS.. XPC.-. REDE'TOR
"
CR/USCE'.-. TUA' ..SALUA .-. NOS .. XPC .-. REDE'.-. TOR "
CR/UCE.-. TUA' ..SALUA .-. NOS XPC .-. REDE'TOR Letter A.3b
C/RUCE' TUA' SALUA NOS XPC' REDE'TO'
"
CR/UCE' TUA' SALUA.-. NOS XPC REDE'TOR
"

22
Before the identification of this letter the types were
indistinguishable, B & W, p. 150.

23

B & W Type X var. 1.

I

j

J

, ggj^

2

Batch 3

Batch

4
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to a four-line ship and subsequently from three ropes at the stern to two. The latter (plate
1, no.20) are almost certainly the last ryals.
Edward IV's first-reign angels are well known. 2 4 Only eight specimens survive struck
from four obverse (plate 2, nos 1-4) and three reverse (plate 2, nos 6-8) dies. 2 5 The design
tends to simplify as it evolves. The head of the dragon evolves from a fierce, handengraved form to a small, neat variety which appears to be from a regular puncheon. This
is not the puncheon used for the angels of Henry VI, though it is very similar and given the
low survival rate of these coins there may well be more varieties of the first-reign angel yet
to come to light.
Allen 2 6 pointed out that the angels of Henry VI use, where possible, the same
puncheons as were employed for the half-ryals of Edward IV (plate 2, no.5), notably the
prow and the poop of the ship. This is also true of the first-reign angels and the early
reverse dies adapt the large rose found on the half-ryal for use by the mast. This frugal use
of puncheons occurs quite frequently, not always with aesthetically pleasing results.
The angels struck during Henry VI's restoration were examined in detail by Allen 2 7 and
are the only series covered in this paper which have been subject to a previous die-study.
Only four new dies have appeared since 1937: L, m', s and Bristol d and, from the low
incidence of singletons, very few dies remain unrecorded. We can now record, however,
almost twice as many individual coins and a considerable number of additional die-links
which encourage me to update and review the gold coinage.
The London angels fall into four groups. Obverse dies A and B employ the groat fount
found on the ryals and Allen 2 8 placed them first in the series for this reason. Dies C and D
employ the half-groat fount, now invariably on the angels, and have no initial mark and the
reading F R A N C I E . Dies E and F have the initial mark restoration cross at the end of the
legend. Dies I, L K and and new die L form a group reading H E N R I C U with the initial mark
in its normal position. The last group is also distinguished by the introduction of a new
letter A, A.3a, with indented feet (see Appendix 4). This letter reappears in the first angels
of Edward IV Type XII and not only justifies the position of this group at the end of the
restoration but also explains why so few specimens survive.
The reverse dies fall into similar groups and were also described and placed in order by
Allen. Dies a-d have initial mark cross pattee. Dies e-f show initial mark restoration cross,
read R E D E T and have the letter H by the cross from the half-groat fount. Dies i-1 have the
initial mark at the end of the legend, read R E D E ' T O R , and use the letter H from the larger
groat fount. Dies n-r and new die s omit the initial mark.
Allen adopted this thematic arrangement partly because it seemed to fit the pattern of
die links, but also because he was compelled to abandon his attempt to force the initial
marks into a three-monthly pattern - there are not only too many initial marks but the
combinations found on the gold contradict those of the silver.
Figure 3, which shows the combinations now known, has been divided by vertical lines
into the four groups. Although every angel die is different the similarities within each
group greatly outweigh the differences - obverse die B is identical to die A except for a
trefoil after GRA while reverse die i omits only the trefoil after XPC - and Allen's grouping
of the dies into batches is, in all probability, the way they were actually cut.

24
C.E. Blunt, 'Some notes on the coinage of Edward IV
between 1461 and 1470 with particular reference to the
nobles and angels', BNJ 22 (1937), 193-99; and H.
Schneider, 'An unpublished angel of Edward IV", BNJ 26
(1950), 221.
25
For ease of reference, every angel die known to me up
to Edward IV, Type XIX has been illustrated in plates 2-7.

The die numbers are given in the key to the plates and refer,
where applicable, to Table 8 and Appendices 1 and 2.
26
D.F. Allen, 'The coinage of Henry VI restored : notes
on the London mint', NC (1937), 28-59.
27
Allen.
2
" Allen, pp. 35-36.
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LONDON

FIG. 3.

Henry

VI

restored

1470-71:

angel die-links

Figure 3 can be greatly simplified if the batches of dies are treated as groups rather than
as individual dies.
Batch-links
Coins

31

16

8

Incidence of batch-links

6

OBVERSES

Obv.

s
Coins

13

20

17

11

Total

1

2

3

4

Random

36

13

-

-

21

36

56

-

-

33

33

28

22

19

62

6

12

38

67

18

100

100

100

100

100

FIG. 4. Henry VI restored angels: London die batches

In Figure 4, on the left, is a batch-link diagram of the four obverse and reverse die
groups. The dies of obverse batch one were cut first in the chronological sequence, as were
those of reverse batch one. 2 9 These were used together until the second batch of dies was
cut and introduced into the general stock. Two-way muling now occurred between the first
two batches though the reverses of batch one soon wore out. When the dies of batch three
were cut and added to the die stock, the obverses of batch one, being longer lived than the
reverses, were still in use and are found combined with batch three reverses. This sets up a
pattern of drifting dies which continues until, for whatever reason, the existing stock of
dies was scrapped and a completely new set cut.
The box on the right in Figure 4 shows this process in action. If obverse and reverse dies
were combined on a completely random basis and given the known number of surviving
coins from each reverse batch, an obverse die would have a 21 per cent chance of being
29
For the evidence that the supply of dies by the dozen, for the silver coinage, see SCBI23 Oxford, Coins of Henry
consisting of four obverses and eight reverses, was normal VII, p. x.
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combined with a reverse of batch one, a 33 per cent chance of being combined with a
reverse of batch two, etc. If the actual percentage shown in the diagram is higher than this
figure there is a better than random match between the obverse and reverse batches
concerned. Obverse dies of batch one have almost twice the average chance of being
combined with reverses of batch one: 36 per cent against 21 per cent, an average chance of
being combined with batch two, and a sharply declining expectation of being combined
with batches three and four. Once a batch of dies has been cut each die takes its chances in
the general pool regardless of what 'privy' markings it may bear. 3 0 This process is again at
work in the second-reign angel dies of Edward IV.
Table 1 has shown that the percentage of original die combinations known from
surviving coins is far lower than the percentage of original dies. New die combinations
continue to turn up long after new dies have ceased to appear, until the absence of die-links
becomes more significant than their existence. The attribution of those coins bearing the lis
mark has not yet been satisfactorily resolved during this period. 31 The half-ryals of Edward
IV with lis in the waves and the quarter-ryals with lis initial mark do not die-link into the
main series but insufficient coins survive to make this conclusive. It is another matter in the
case of the Henry VI angels. This 'lis group', obverse dies G and H, reverses m, m', and n
form a tightly linked series of no less than seventeen coins and it does appear extremely
unlikely that if they were struck at London they would not, by now, die-link to the main
series.
TABLE 9
Henry VI restored: 'Lis group' and Bristol angels

Obverses

Lis group
G
H

HENRICUS x DEI x GRA' x REX ANGL' x Z x FRANC
.-. HENRIC'.-.
DEI.-. GRA'.-. REX .-. ANGL'.-. Z .-. FRANCIE.-. »V

Bristol
A
B

HENRICUS DEI.-. GRA
REX ANGL'
Z FRANC
-V
. HENRICU' .-. 1)1
GRA' .-. REX .-. ANGL'.-. Z • FRANC . DNS A*

Reverses

Lis group
m

m'
n
Bristol
a
b
C

d

30

+ PER
PER
PER

CRU/C.-.
CRU/C.-.
CR/UCE'

TUA'
TUA'
TUA'

SALUA' NO'
XPC'
SALUA' NOS.-. XPC'
SALUA .-. NOS XPC'

REDEM TOR
REDEM - TOR +
REDEMTOR .-.

+ PER/-- CRUSE'
TUA' SALUA NOS . XPC' REDET'
+ PER / C R U S E ' T U A ' SALUA .-. NOS .-. XPC' .-. RED'EMT'
PER CR/UCE' TUA' SALUA NOS XPC' REDE' TOR
PER .-. CR/USE' .-. TUA .-. SALUA .-. NOS .-. XPC'.-. REDE' .. TOR

30
F o r a similar result in the thirteenth century see, J . D .
B r a n d , ' T h e Shrewsbury Mint, 1249-1250', in Mints, Dies
and Currency. Essays in memory of Albert Baldwin, edited

by R . A . G . Carson (1971), p.142.
31
B & W p.292.
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LIS GROUP'

I.M
Coins

Coins

8

1

I.m

6

10

lis

FIG. 5. Henry VI restored: 'Lis group' and Bristol angels

Although angels are known to have been struck at York 3 2 and none has been identified,
groats exist with the lis mark and the London mint signature. There remains the possibility
that the 'lis group' coins were struck after Henry VI apparently lost control of the York
mint on 25 December 1470. 33 The unambiguous Bristol angels form a very similar group of
which fifteen coins are now known.
20

19
18

17
16

No. of
Coins
Known

Known now

Known to Allen: 45 Coins

15
14
13
12
11
10

9
8

7
6
5
4
3
2
1

FIG. 6. Henry VI angels: obverse dies
32

Symonds, p. 103.

: 93 Coins

33

Symonds.
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It may be interesting to compare the number of coins per obverse die known to Allen in
1937 with the number known now (Figure 6). Allen recorded forty-five coins from thirteen
obverse dies, five of which were singletons. This suggested that 86 per cent of the output of
the London mint was stuck from known obverse dies. His sample was drawn largely from
museum collections and it was therefore pre-selected. However, a further forty-eight
specimens have produced only one new obverse die, while the remaining new specimens
are spread across the known dies in almost exact proportion to the number of coins already
known.
During the course of Edward's second reign the angel undergoes a series of developments. Between Type XII and Type XXI the stops evolve from trefoils to saltires and
the lettering shows progressive replacement of a number of individual letters, notably the
G and the L and including four further forms of the letter A. On the obverse DI becomes
DEI and there are two new puncheons for the dragon's head. On the reverse CRUSE evolves
to CRUCEM, REDE'TOR to REDEMPT, while the ship gains a fifth line to the hull. A
summary of the angel obverse and reverse dies, Types XII to XIX, is set out in Appendices

FIG. 7. Edward IV 2nd reign: mules
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1 and 2. While most of these changes are purely evolutionary, one or two are of more than
local significance.
The second reign of Edward IV, unlike the first, contains three clear cut breaks in the
sequence of types where all existing dies appear to have been scrapped. Across these
breaks there are either no die-links whatsoever or links only of an abnormal nature. These
breaks occur between Types XV and XVI, XX and XXI, and XXI and XXII and divide the
coinage into what might be called the annulet types, the cross types and the cinquefoil
type. This is shown in Figure 7.
In the groats, the most prolific denomination, the types are continuously die-linked
within each of these groups with heavy cross-linking across the shortest types - Types XIII
and XIX. In the angels, a continuous but less prolific series requiring fewer new dies, these
two short-lived types drop out and cross-links appear across the next shortest type - Type
XVII. The half-angel issue required very few dies and it is, in essence, only represented by
one new obverse for each major type. The missing types do not imply that no coins of that
denomination were struck, rather that existing dies were serviceable and no new dies were
required to continue production.
The first major type of the second reign is the annulet coinage of Type XIV employing
thirteen known obverse dies (dies 4—16) and twenty reverse angel dies (dies 7-26). I have
recorded fifty-four coins and the die count must be almost complete as there is only one
obverse singleton.
Most of the changes in the legend and the stops occur in this issue (Appendix 1 and 2).
They do not take place in a coherent order and since most of the dies are materially
different they were probably cut singly. Thus the stops change from trefoils to saltires and
then revert to trefoils, before becoming saltires permanently. It is, in practice, not possible
to arrange either the obverse or the reverse dies in such an order that the changes in the
stops, legends and lettering are compatible with each other.
Fortunately, there is a sequence of changes in the letter A. Letter A.3a inherited from
Henry VI appears on Type XII but on the later reverse dies (3-6) it is joined by the large,
flat-bottomed A.4. This is a letter from the groat fount and is the only letter found on both
the obverse and the reverse of the early Type XIV angels. It is soon replaced by the large,
but indented, letter A.4a for the middle of the type before this in turn is superseded by the
familiar A.5. A similar sequence of changes in the letter A is also found on the groats of this
type, though the only shared letter is the large A.4.
If the dies were cut and put into use singly the stock of dies in use at any one time would
have been smaller than if they had been cut in batches, and while each die would strike no
fewer specimens its active life would be shorter. Figure 8 condenses the obverse and
reverse dies into groups by the form of the letter A and shows muling between adjacent
forms but no longer range cross-linking.
The close relationship of obverse and reverse groups is again shown by the high
percentage down the diagonal of the box. The priority of the lettering over the design
means that the coins themselves are even more diverse than the individual dies and mix
trefoil stops on the obverse with saltires on the reverse or vice versa. To classify the coins
descriptively would be laborious since there are already thirty-nine die combinations and
they are more easily seen as the product of two independent dies.
One of the most bizarre results of drifting dies occurs in the half-angels. The quite
frequent combination of a reverse of Type XII (Appendix 3) and an obverse of Type XIV
gives coins with the king's name on both sides.
With the start of the cross types, Types XVI-XX, the coinage enters a new and more
34

B & W , p.309.
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Die linking between groups
Coins
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o

16
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J

5
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Obverse
A.4
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A.4a
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e
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A.5

angels: Types

o

XIV-XV

mature phase. Although a number of singleton dies remain, die batches are already quite
coherent.
The series commences with a batch of three identical obverse and three reverse dies of
Type XVI. The obverses are characterized by a large trefoil at the end of the legend. This
is from the same punch employed for the trefoil introduced on the cusps of the groats in
Type XV and its presence on the first angel dies cut thereafter may be a throwback to the
fleuring practice of the first reign. If so, it was not continued and the gold remained
unaffected when large fleurs were introduced on the groats on Type XVIII(b).
Throughout Types XVI-XIX there is heavy two-way muling and the obverse and reverse
types become out of step. The ratio of obverse to reverse dies within each type is highly
irregular: 3:3 in Type XVI, 1:4 in Type XVII and already 4:13 in Type XVIII(b), initial
mark .+ . The surplus obverse dies of the early types took a long time to wear out and new
reverse dies, of the later types, were required without the need to cut corresponding
obverses. 35 In Figure 9 at least one obverse die of Type XVI, :+: (die 19), was still in use
when reverses of Type XVIII(b), .+ , were introduced to the die pool. The result is that the
modal combination for Type XVIII(a) falls below the diagonal line.
Type XVIII(b) introduced several innovations on the groats 36 - including large fleurs on
the cusps, new larger saltire stops, DI for DEI and a new letter fount. The only punch
common to the angel and the groat dies is the saltire stop punch. This duly changes on the
angels, together with a new letter A, A.6, already noted. This change does not, however,
occur on the introduction of Type XVIII(b). The first six reverse dies (40-43 and 44—5)
have the old saltire stops and the letter A.5. These dies are only found muled with earlier

35
Stewart, p. 104 records a similar situation under Edward
Ill - groat dies sent to the new York mint in 1353 included

obverses of Class E but reverses of both class D and E.
36
B & W, p.297-98.
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Obverse Initial Mark

Coins
Reverse
Initial
Mark

PC

PC

Coins
Dies
Singletons
TOTALS:

15

14
3

3
1

Obverse dies
Reverse dies
Combinations
Coins
FIG. 9

19

4

Dies Singletons

9

3

8
5
20

4
4
13

33

15

—

1

1
1
3

8
4
—

23
7
1

19

40
60
75
Edward

IV

Angels: Types

XVI-XIX

obverses and they were cut, put into stock and used up before any Type XVIII(b) obverses
were produced.
The last major type of the second reign is the cinquefoil issue, Type XXI. This is a very
large issue and I have already recorded thirty-three obverse dies and fifty-five reverse dies
of which many are identical. The obverse design is unchanged from the previous type but
the reverse produces an important innovation - the five-lined ship (plate 7, A and B) which
is now used until the end of Richard III and replaced the four-lined version.
Approximately half way through the currency of Type XXI there is a change in the
lettering. The small letters G and L used in the half-groat fount throughout this period are
replaced by larger forms. The early G.l is a neat upright cypher (plate 5, A, and Appendix
4) while the later G.2 is a much heavier spiral form (plate 5, B and C). These two forms also
occur in the groat fount but the change comes not in the middle of Type XXI but at the
beginning of Type XVIII(b) and it was delayed on the half-groat fount until the old letter
punch wore out. At the same time as the G and L change, the broken topped R (R.7a)
employed since Type XIX is replaced by an intact version (R.7b).
The last seven obverse dies of the type show a new puncheon for the dragon's head. This
is distinguishable by the loop at the end of the forehead which is now broken where on the
previous puncheon it was closed. The change is useful for the new puncheon is found on
both dies with initial mark cinquefoil and pellet (plate 5, C), confirming that they come
right at the end of the series.
A curious and unexplained feature of the angels is the pattern of muling between Types
XIX and XXI. Blunt and Whitton have pointed to the curious lack of mules between Type
XXI and other types and in fact mules occur only in the angels and a single groat on which
the marks, unfortunately, are indistinct. Only one angel reverse die of Type XIX is known
(die 68). It bears the normal early lettering and the four-lined ship but is not known as a
true type. It is found muled with at least seven different obverse dies of Type XXI, all of
which show the late lettering and six of which show the late dragon's head puncheon.
These mules can only have been struck right at the end of the currency of Type XXI,
probably in 1482, and though they might be trial strikings of newly cut dies they are rather
curious.
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Once the angel Type XIX-XXI mules are discounted, there remain no true mules into
Type XXI and their absence suggests that the introduction of this type was felt by the mint
to be important. The half-angels provide further evidence that this was so. The sole
obverse die of Type XX initial mark cross with a central pellet is subsequently found with
the initial mark over-struck with a cinquefoil combined with reverses of Type X X . 3 7 Given
the tolerant attitude displayed by the mint to mules, such overstriking is quite exceptional it is the only instance in the gold coinage of Edward IV - and indicates a transition of some
significance.
In other respects the half-angels (Appendix 3) are comparable to the angels. This is not
surprising since they share the same half-groat fount to the extent that, of the two true
Type XXI obverses one shows the old letters (die 6) and one the new (die 7). From Type
XIV only one half-angel obverse was in use at one time.
Coins

4

I.m.

Cinquefoil

COA

o

Obv.

O

O

COA

.+

©

Cinquefoil

= and rose.
COA = cross on annulet; PCP = pierced cross with central pellet; SCF = short cross fitchee; s & R sun
FIG. 10. Edward IV half-angel die-links

When the coinage had settled down, from Type XVI, a batch of reverse dies was cut for
use with each new obverse die in a ratio of at least 4:1. The dies in each batch are all
identical but quite distinct from those they replace.
In trying to establish an absolute chronology for the second-reign types, and hence a
possible explanation for the divisions shown in Figure 7, we are fortunate in possessing an
unbroken record of the gold bullion coined at the Tower between May 1471 and 9 April
1483: 15,159 lbs Tower, 3 8 or the equivalent, if struck into angels alone, of 1,023,200
angels. 39 Since there is little doubt that the sun and rose initial mark was introduced
consequent on the indenture of 12 February 1483 between the king and the new master,
Bartholomew Reed, 4 0 we may concentrate on the 15,018 lbs coined up to December 1482.
Table 10 gives the number of known angel dies used during Edward IV's second reign.
There are 69 obverse dies, Type XII-XXI, with possibly another 10 outstanding and 123
reverse dies with as many as 40 outstanding. An obverse die struck, on average and
allowing for the half-angels, 12,000 41 angels and a reverse die around 6,000. If the types are

37

40
B & W, p. 310.
B & W. p. 9.
41
E. Stokes, 'Tables of bullion coined from 1377 to 1550',
1,013,715 angels divided by 69 known + 10 unknown
NC (1929), 56-58.
obverse dies = 12,830 angels per die, less allowance for
39
lb Tower = 5400 grains or 6716 angels.
half-angels = around 12,000 angels per die.
38
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TABLE 10
Edward IV known angel dies

TYPE

Obverse dies

XII
3

Singletons
% Known dies 100
Reverse dies
6
Singletons
4
% Known dies 64
-

XIV
13
1
98
20
6
88

XV
1
-

100
2
1
80

XVI
3
1
93
3
1
89

XVII XVIII XIX
1
14
1
1
1
100
98
4
32
1
1
15
88
74
100
-

-

-

XXI
33
11
89
55
32
68

XXII
7
1
94
10
3
87

Total
76
16
94
133
63
76

divided into groups and the assumption made that the output of each group is proportional
to the number of known dies it contains we reach the percentages of total output given in
Table 11.

TABLE 11
Apportionment

of Output: Apr. 1471 to Dec. 1482

XII-XV

Known Obverse Dies
Known Reverse Dies
Park Street Find
Listed
Best Estimate

Approx. Closing Date

24%
23%
20%
19%
22%
3,300 lbs
Nov. 1472

XVI-XIX

28%
32%
26%
24%
26%
3,900 lbs
Sept. 1475

XXI

48%
45%
54%
57%
52%
7,800 lbs
Dec. 1482

(35 coins)
(144 coins)
15,018 lbs Tower

The known obverse dies suggest that Type XXI accounted for 48 per cent of output, the
reverses that it accounted for 45 per cent. These figures are reasonably close but it is almost
certain that the number of dies used for Type XXI is underrecorded compared to other
types (Table 10) and these figures can be compared to the percentage of coins of each
group recorded in the Park Street Find and also those listed for sale by London dealers
over a period of twenty years. None of these measures alone is entirely reliable, but
together they give a fair picture and the best estimate for the relative output of each group
is unlikely to be more than two or three percentage points out. These figures can be
matched to the records of bullion coined to give an approximate closing date for the first
two groups.
Figure 11 gives the actual monthly figures of gold bullion 42 coined or, where monthly
figures are not available, the average monthly figures. The monthly figures vary
considerably but there are no significant gaps in the coinage of gold and there is no
discernable seasonal pattern of output, though there is a steady decline in the quantity of
gold bullion passing through the mint. It is curious that the average annual output of the
42
Symonds, ibid. The monthly breakdown for October
1483 to September 1484 has not been published but is given

in PRO. E101/295/3.
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lbs/month
300-, <

XII-XV

Indenture
(Hastings)

Pyx Trial

Indenture
(Hastings)

300 n

200 -

Indenture Indenture
(Reed)
(Brackenbury)
Monthly averages:

May
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

1471
1475
1480
1484

-

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

Indenture
(Daubeney & Reed)

1475 145 lbs
1480 100 lbs
1484 60 lbs
1489 30 lbs

FIG. 11.

Gold bullion coined: Tower mint

1471-85

London mint in Edward's second reign at £28,000 in gold and £8,000 in silver falls well
short of the king's estimated annual revenue from customs and his French pension alone £47,000 sterling. 43
The arrows above the histogram are the computed dates on which the types changed and
those below are dates of documented importance. The two indentures with Lord Hastings,
23 February 1472 44 and 3 February 1477, 45 are concerned with the level of seigniorage
only and there is therefore no apparent reason why Type XV closed so decisively towards
the end of 1472. It seems to be more than a coincidence, however, that the best estimate
for the beginning of Type XXI lies so close to the only recorded second-reign trial of the
pyx on 1 December 1475.
This pyx trial is recorded in detail by Henry Symonds. 46 It covered the output of the
43
44

C. Ross, Edward
B & W , p. 9.

IV (1983), p. 385.

45
46

B & W , p. 9.
Symonds, pp. 108-10.
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Tower mint for the entire period from the beginning of the second reign to 30 November
1475 and although the coins involved were contained in and taken from thirty-six satchels
they were intermingled before they were assayed. There is therefore no evidence that the
type of the coin was noticed or taken into account during the procedure of the trial. Since
Hastings held the mastership for the whole period there was no reason to do so. It is
possible that the eleven changes of type which had taken place in the preceding four years
were felt to be unnecessary and the cinquefoil coinage introduced after the trial was
consequently left unchanged for the remaining seven years of Hastings's mastership.
A date of late 1475 for the beginning of Type XXI does not conflict with evidence
provided by the episcopal mints 4 7 and it would permit the prolific Canterbury half-groats,
hitherto condensed into the last few years of the reign to be spread over a longer period. It
is also fully consistent with the evidence of the 1477 trial plate which bears the impression
of a Type XXI angel with the early lettering. 48

APPENDIX 1
Edward VI angels: obverse dies Types XII to XIX
Type XII

Comments

1-3.

SCF

E D W A R D ' .. DI .

GRA'

REX .

GRA'
GRA'
GRA'.-.
GRA' .
GRA' v
GRA' .
GRA'.-.
GRA' .
GRA'
GRA' x
GRA'
GRA' x
GRA'

REX
REX
REX
REX
REX
REX
REX
REX
REX
REX
REX
REX
REX

ANGL'

Z ••• FRANC .-. f

A.3b

Type XIV

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

EDWARD'
DEI
DEI
V EDWARD'
V E D W A R D ' .. DEI
E D W A R D ' .-. DI
E D W A R D ' - DEI
E D W A R D ' .-. DEI
E D W A R D ' .-. DEI
EDWARD'
DI
E D W A R D ' .-. DEI
E D W A R D ' x DI x
E D W A R D ' .-. DI
E D W A R D ' x DI *
DEI
EDWARD'

ANGL'
Z . FRANC f
A.4
"
. ANGL'
Z FRANC f o
"
ANGL'
Z . FRANCfo
A.4a
v ANGL'.-. z FRANC' .
v ANGL'
"
z FRANCE*
ANGL' v z . F R A N C + f
"
ANGL'
"
z. F R A N C E
ANGL'.-. z F R A N C . f
"
.-. A N G L ' v z FRANC, f
"
x A N G L ' x z FRANCIE * f
"
. ANGL'
z . FRANCIE f A.5
x A N G L ' x z . FRANCIE x f
"
ANGL' ••• z FRANC " x f •'• "

Type XV

17.

o

E D W A R D ' x DEI x G R A ' x REX x ANGL' x Z x FRANC

:+:

E D W A R D ' x DEI

PC

x
E D W A R D ' x DEI x GRA'x REX x A N G L ' x Z x F R A N C ' x f x

'+

E D W A R D ' x DEI x G R A ' x REX x A N G L ' x Z x FRANC' J

xf

"

Type XVI

18-20.

Type XVII

21.

Type XVIII

22-24.

Type XVIII

G R A ' x REX x A N G L ' x Z x F R A N C "
"

(a)
x

f

"

(b)

25.
26.
27.
28.
Type XVIII (b)
29-31
32-35

Z FRANC
E D W A R D ' x DEI x G R A ' x REX x A N G L
G R A ' REX x ANGL' x Z x F R A N C 5 " f
EDWARD'
DEI
E D W A R D ' x DEI x G R A ' REX x A N G L ' x Z x FRANC x J f
E D W A R D ' x DEI x G R A ' REX x ANGL' x Z x FRANC J f J
EDWARDG R A ' REX
DI
E D W A R D ' X DEI x G R A ' x REX

ANGL'
z FRANC J x f
A N G L ' x Z x FRANC J x f

A.6;
"
"
"

(Die 22S*f; Die 23Jx-Vx x
Large saltire stops
n

" Dragon's head 2
a

a

" (Die 30

"
"

"

Type XIX

36.
47
4S

PC

EDWARD'

DEI x G R A ' x REX x ANGL' x Z F R A N C E ;

B & w , pp. 12-14.
The actual coin from this die is in the Hunterian

Museum.

"

1/

II

)

(Die33^x;
3 4 x ;35 x

f )
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APPENDIX 2
Edward IV angels: reverse dies Types XII to X I X
Type XII

Comments
PER
PER

C/RUSE'
CR/USE'

TUA' SALUA
TUA' SALUA

NOS XPC'
NOS XPC'

REDE'TOR
REDE'TOR

o

PER
PER
PER
PER
PER
PER
PER
PER
PER
PER.
PER
PER
PER
PER
PER.
PER.
PER
PER
PER
PER

/CRUSE'.-.
CR/USE'..
C/RUSE'..
CR/WSE'..
CRUSE'..
CRUSE'
CRUSE'
CR/SEM.
CR/SEM.
CRU/SE'.
CRU/SE'-.
CRU/SE' -.CR/USE'
CR/USE'..
CR/USE'
CR/USE'
CR/USEMx
CR/USEMx
CR/USEM
C/xRUSEM*

TUA'
TUA'
TUA'.
TUA'.
TUA'.
TUA'
TUA'
TUA'.
TUA'
TUA'.
TUA'
TUA'
TUA'
TUA'
TUA'-.
TUA'
TUA'x
TUA'
TUA'x
TUA'

NOS.
NO'
NO'..
NOS
NOS
NOS.
NOS
NOSNOS
NOS.
NOS
NOS.NOS
NOS.
NOS.
NO'
NOS
NOSx
NOS
NOSx

REDE'. TOR
A.4
"
REDE'TOR
n
REDE'.-.TOR..
ii
RE..DET
REDEMTOR
A.4a
II
REDEMTOR
REDE' T O R
II
II
REDE'TOR
"
REDE'.-.TOR
II
REDE'TOR
"
REDE'.-.TOR
REDE. T O R
II
REDE'TOR
II
"
REDE'TO'
REDE'TO'
II
A.5
REDEMTOR
"
REDE'TOR
REDE'TOR
II
"
REDE'TOR
REDEMPT'
II

27-28.

o

PER* /CRUCEMx TUA'x SALUAx NOSx XPE'x REDEMPT'

II

29-31.

:+:

PER

REDEMPT

II

PC

PERx C/RUCEMx TUA'x SALUAx NOSx XPC'

REDEMPTx

II

1-2.
3-6.

A.3b
A.3b & A.4

Type XIV

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

o

0

SALUA.
SALUA
SALUA
SALUA.
SALUA.
SALUA.
SALUA.
SALUA.
SALUA.
SALUA.
SALUA
SALUA-.
SALUA
SALUA.
SALUA.
SALUA.-.
SALUAx
SALUAx
SALUAx
SALUAx

XPC'
XPC'
XPC'.
XPC'
XPC'.
XPC'
XPC'
XPC'
XPC'
XPC'.
XPC'.
XPC'.
XPC'
XPC'
XPC'
XPC'
XPC'
XPC'x
XPC'
XPC'

Type XV
Type XVI
Type XVII

32-35.

Type XVIII

TUA' SALUA

NOS XPE'

( D i e 32 PER C/RUCEM)

(a)

36-38.
39.
Type XVIII

C/RUCEM

'+

PER
PER

C/RUCEM
CR/UCEM

TUA'x SALUAx NOSx XPC'x REDEMPT'
TUA'x SALUAx NOSx XPC'x REDEMPT'

PER
PER
PER
PER
PER
PER
PERx
PER
PER
PER

/CRUCEMx
C/RUCEMx
C/RUCEM
C/RUCEMC/RUCEM J
C/RUCEMx
/CRUCEMx
/CRUCEMx

TUA'x
TUA'x
TUA'x
TUA'x
TUA'x
TUA'J
TUA'x
TUA'x

SALUAx
SALUAx
SALUAx
SALUAx
C/RUCEMx T U A ' x SALUAx
/CRUCEMx TUA'x SALUAx

PER

C/RUCEMS TUA'x SALUAx NOS XPC'x REDEMPT'

"

II

(b)

40-43.
44-45.
46-47.
48.
49-52.
53.
54-55.
56-57.
58-59.
60-67.

SALUAx
SALUAx
SALUAx
SALUAx

NOSx XPC'x
NOSx XPC'x
NOS XPC'
NOSx XPC'x
NOSx XPC'x
NOSx XPC'
NOSx XPC'x
NOSx XPC'x
NOSx XPC'
NOS XPC'

REDEMPT'xX

"

REDEMPT'
REDEMPT
REDEMPT
REDEMPT
REDEMPT'
REDEMPT
REDEMPT
REDEMPT
REDEMPT'

"

A.6 ;
"

h
II
"
"

II
II

( D i e 4 2 SALUA NOS)

Large saltire stops
a
"

II
It
II
II
II

Type XIX

68.

PC

"

II

( D i e 5 1 NOSxXPC)
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APPENDIX 3
Edward IV half-angels

Obverse dies

Type
XII

Die
1

XIV

Comments
SCF

O CRUX..

AUEv SPES

..V.-. M C A

2

0

EDWARD'

DI

GRA'

REXxANGL'**^*

A.4a

XVI

3

©

EDWARD'xDEI

GRA'

REXxANGLE^

A.5

XVIII (b)

4

EDWARD'* DI x

GRA'x REX*ANGL' "V

XX

5

EDWARD'* DI*

GRA'xREXSANGL'x «V

XXI (a)

6

Cinq.

EDWARD'

DI

GRA

REX ANGL'x <V

G.1 ; R.7a

XXI (b)

7

Cinq.

EDWARD'

DEI

GRA

REX ANGL

G.2; R.7b

XXII

8

S&R

EDWARD'* DIx

GRA

REX ANG

+

-V

A.4

A.6

n

II

II

Reverse dies

Type
XII

Die
EDW/ARD' DI GRA' REX ANGL' Z FRA
EDW/ARD' DI GRA'- REX-ANGL -Z-FR
ED/WARD' DI GRA' . REX .ANGL Z FR

A.4

0
0

xOx*/CRUX*AUE (rose) SPESSUNICA
Ox/CRUX (rose) A U E . SPES. UNICA..

A.4a

6-8

©

£ OS /CRUX AUE (rose) SPES*UNICA S

A.5

9-12

.+

x 0 x /CRUX x A U E (rosette) SPESS*UNICA (sun)

A.6

Cinq.
Cinq.
Cinq.

£0 /CRUXXAUE (rosette) SPESSUNICA (rosette) S
SO /CRUX (rosette) AUES SPES (rosette) UNICA S
SOS /xCRUX (rosette) AUE S SPES (rosette) UNICA S

R.7a ; 4 line ship
R.7a ; 5 line ship
R.7b ; 5 line ship

S&R

S 0 S /CRUX*AUE S SPES S UNICA S

R.7b ; 4 line ship

1

2
3
XIV

4

5
XVI
XVIII
XXI

XXII

13-14
15-19
20-23
24

n
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APPENDIX 4
Letter forms

K

A.2a

c

G.l

n

A.2b

6

G.2

it

A.3

X

A.3a

H

R.7a

*

A.3b

R

R.7b

ft

A.4

X

A.4a

n

A.5

K

A.6

APPENDIX 5
Die links
Obverse die Recorded reverse die-links49

25,368); 1 (2 : BM; H.Schneider); o
(BM); s (SCMB Jul. 1982.)
C
c (2 : Fitzwilliam; Ryan 60); e (2 : BM
Edward IV, first reign, Angels
Bruun 428); f (Spurway 20); g (2
1
1 (Bridgewater 16)
BM; SCMB Nov. 1956); i (3 : BM
2
1 (BNJ 26, 221)
Ashmolean; Lockett 4316); o (2
3
2 (4 : BM; Lockett 1550; Ryan 81;
BNJ 12, 69; H.Schneider)
Brussels Museum)
D
h (3 : BM; Spink Auction 32, 371;
4
3 (2 : BM; Hunterian)
H.Schneider)
E
1 (BM)
Henry VI, Angels
j (H.Schneider); k (3 : BM; H.SchA
a (2 : BM; H.Schneider); b (2 : Hunter- F
neider; Private collection); p (3 : BM;
ian; Lockett 1605); c (2 ; BM; LawLockett 4029; Hilton Price 41)
rence 48); e (4 : BM; Royal Mint
I
k (H.Schneider); q (BM)
BNJ 17, 124; H.Schneider); f (2
Mann 239; H.Schneider); g (2 : BM J
i (Ashmolean)
Fitzwilliam); j (2 : Lockett 3155; CH K
r (2 : Lockett 1604; Bliss 221)
3, 313)
L
s Lockett 3153)
B
b (Ashmolean); d (4 : Ashmolean; Hird G 'Lis group'm (Ryan 58); n (8 : Ashmolean; Lockett
1603; Ryan 57; Parsons 21; Norweb
2; Beresford-Jones 12; H.Schneider);
206; H.Schneider; NCirc June 1971;
f (2 : Glens 4 Mar. 81, 21; H.SchPrivate collection)
neider); g (Lockett 3154) j (3 : Ryan
m (5 : BM(2); Hunterian; Lockett 1606;
59; Drabble 107; Spink Auction H

49
Although many coins from the V.J.E. Ryan
(Glendining 28 June 1950) and R.C. Lockett (Glendining
11 Oct. 1956; 4 Nov. 1958; 26 Apr. 1960 & 17 Nov. 1961)

collections have subsequently reappeared on the market, I
have retained the original reference unless the coin is now in
a museum collection.
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Rashleigh 11); m' (H.Schneider); n (2 22
: Fitzwilliam; Hunterian)
Bristol A
Bristol a (5 : BM; Hunterian; Lockett 23
3156; Ryan 62; Beresford-Jones 13);
b (2 : Royal Mint; NCirc Oct. 1983)
B
b (2 : Cardiff; Ryan 63); c (5 : BM;
Ashmolean; Ryan 61; Walters 431; 24
Private collection); d (Drabble 108)
25
Henry VI, Half-angels
A
a (3 :"BM; Lockett 1607; Ryan 64)
B
b (BM); b' (H.Schneider); c (Lockett
3157)
26
C
c (Ryan 65)
Bristol A
Bristol a (BM)
27
Edward IV, Angels, Types XII to XIX5"
28
3 (5, c.f. Ryan 82); 4 (BM)
29
1 (BM); 5 (2, Ashmolean)
2 (Lockett 3163); 6 (Lockett 4310)
30
7 (3, BM)
9 (Lockett 4319); 10 (2, BM); 11 (BM);
31
12 (Lockett 4031)
8 (2, Angers Hoard); 9 (Hunterian); 16
32
(.SCMB Mar. 1965)
8 (Cardiff); 9 (Ashmolean); 13 (2, BM)
9 (Glens 24 Nov. 76, 64); 12 (2, BM); 13 33
SCMB Jul. 1978); 14 (2, Ashmolean) 34
9
15 (BM)
10
35
15 (H.Schneider); 16 (Lockett 3161)
11
10 (Angers Hoard); 17 (BM); (20 BNJ 36
Bristol 1
12, 69)
12
17 (SCMB Sep. 1964); 19 (CH 3, 313);
Edward IV.
21 (3, BM); 25 (3, BM)
13
18 (SCMB Oct. 1961); 22 (Spink Auc- 1
tion 16, 485)
14
21 (BM); 22 (BM); 23 (Lockett 1617);
25 (A.H.Baldwin)
3
15
24 (2, BM); 26 (NCirc Jul. 1983).
4
21 (BM); 22 (2, Glens 13 Mar. 75, 26);
16
5
25 (BM); 26 (BM); 27 (BM); 28 (3,
BM)
5*
17
6
25 (2, Ashmolean); 28 (BM)
18
29 (3, BM); 30 (Private collection)
19
30 (3, BM); 32 (BM); 33 (2, BM); 36 (2,
Lockett 4320); 40 (BM); 41 (BM)
20
30 (Sotheby 18 Feb. 81, 12)
21
32 (A.H.Baldwin); 34 (BM); 42
(Wertheimer 102)

31 (BM); 35 (2, Lockett 3164); 44
(Glens 23 Oct.83,2)
37 (Ashmolean); 38 (BM); 46
(A.H.Baldwin); 47 (Bridgewater 18);
48 (Sotheby 20 Nov. 70, 140); 49
(Glens 23 May 84, 1)
39 (Glens 12 May 82, 14); 42 (BM); 45
(2, SCMB Apr. 1964)

49 (Lockett 1622); 50 (NCirc Sep.
1975); 51 (J.H.Barnes 107); 53
(Lockett 4032); 54 (2, BM); 63
(A.H.Baldwin)
33 (BM); 47 (BM); 48 (2, BM), 52 (2,
BM)
48 (BM); 59 (SCMB Dec. 1963); 60
(Ashmolean)
54 (Lockett 1619); 56 (Sotheby 29
Jan.75, 60); 58 (BM)
54 (A.H.Baldwin); 60 (BM); 61 (NCirc
Sep 1971)
56 (BM); 57 (Angers Hoard); 63
(SCMB Jan. 1965); 64 (BM)
61 (A.H.Baldwin); 62 (Sotheby 21 Jul.
71, 12)
58 (H.Schneider); 59 (3, SCMB May
1967); 65 (Fitzwilliam)
65 (BM); 66 (NCirc Oct. 1970)

63 (3, BM); 64 (Glens 24 Nov. 76, 65);
66 (Ashmolean); 67 (Lockett 4321)
55 (BM)
66 (BM)
Bristol 1 (2 : BM; Cardiff); 2 (Ryan 86)
Half-angels, Types XII to XXII 51
1 (8, BM); 3 (H.Schneider)
1 (BM); 2 (5, BM); 3 (H.Schneider); 4
(3, Ryan 88); 5 (3, BM)
6 (2, Lockett 4323); 7 (BM); 8 (BM)
9 (4, BM); 10 (3, BM); 11 (2, SCMB

Dec. 1973)
12 (4, BM)
13 (BM); 14 (Lockett 4034)
15 (BM); 16 (Lockett 1628); 17 (NCirc
Jan. 1974); 18 (Basmadjief 21); 19
(Norweb 209)
20 (5, BM); 21 (Ryan 90); 22 (2, Noble
513); 23 (Lockett 1629)
24 (2 : BM; Lockett 1646)

50
51
The angels and half-angels of Edward IV are
Edward IV half-angels of Type XXI, obverse dies 6 and
considerably commoner than those of Henry VI and I have 7, are underrepresented in the sample as they are rarely
therefore given only one reference for each die-link.
illustrated in auction catalogues and dealers' lists.
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KEY TO THE PLATES
PLATE 1

Edward IV first reign
1. Noble Type I, lis below shield
2. Noble Type I, i.m. lis
3. Ryal, die 2
4. Ryal, die 6, i.m. rose
5. Ryal, die 4, found with next three reverses
6. Ryal, Type V die 2, found with obv. die 4
7. Ryal, Type VII die 31, found with obv. die 4
8. Ryal, Type VIII die 2, found with obv. die 4
9. Ryal, die 10, i.m. sun, ornate lettering
10. Ryal, Type VII, TRANSIES
11. Ryal, Type VII, TRANSIENS last N over an S
12. Ryal, Type VII, one fleur missing, (fleurs 2)
13. Half-ryal, Type VII, no fleurs in spandrels
14. Ryal, Type VI die 23, (fleurs 1)
15. Ryal, Type VII die 34, (fleurs 3)
16. Ryal, Type VIII, i.m. sun over crown
17. Ryal, die 18, A.2a
18. Ryal, die 18, pellet added below shield
19. Ryal, die 40, pellet b e l o w shield, A.2b
20. Ryal, die 62, four-line ship, two ropes at stern

(BM 1915 5-7-600)
(BM 1915 5-7-600)
(Fitzwilliam)
(Hunterian)
(BM 1915 5-7-602)
(A.H.Baldwin)
(BM 1915 5-7-602)
(SCMB Jan. 1971)

(BM 1935 6-3-19)
(BM 1935 4-1-6408)
(Ashmolean)
(Angers Hoard)
(A.H.Baldwin)
(BM E.4671)
(BM 1946 10-4-598)
(BM 1927 4-4-8)
(Fitzwilliam)
(BM 1927 4-4-8)
(Ashmolean)
(Lockett 4304)

PLATE 2

Edward IV first reign (coins known)
1. Angel, die 1 (1 known), Type V
2. Angel, die 2 (1), Type V
3. Angel, die 3 (4), Type V
4. Angel, die 4 (2), Type VII
5. Half-ryal sharing poop, prow and rose puncheons
6. Angel, die 1 (2), Type V.l, i.m. rose
7. Angel, die 2 (4), Type V.2, i.m. rose
8. Angel, die 3 (2), Type VII, i.m. crown
Henry VI restored, angel obverse dies
A (16), no i.m. A.3, Batch 1
B (15) "
C (13), no i.m. A.3a, Batch 2
D (3) "
E (1), i.m. restoration cross, A.3a Batch 3
p

II

n

ii

ii

ii

n

I (2), i.m. restoration cross A.3b, Batch 4
J (1) "
K (2) "
L (1) "
'Lis group', G (9), no i.m., A.3a
H (8)
" " " " "
Bristol, A (7), no i.m., A.3a
B (8)
Henry VI restored, half-angels
A (3), no i.m., A.3a
B (3) a
a
C (1) a
a
Bristol, A (1), no i.m., A.3a

(Bridgewater 16)
(BNJ 26, 221)
(BM E.4696)
(Hunterian)
(BM 1925 2-5-4)
(BNJ 26, 221)
(BM E.4696)
(Hunterian)
(BM 1915 5-7-596)
(Ashmolean)
(Ashmolean)
(BM 1920 8-16-82)
(BM E.4662)
(BM M.240)
(H.Schneider)
(Ashmolean)
(Lockett 1604)
(Lockett 3153)
(Ashmolean)
(Fitzwilliam)
(BM E.4663)
BM 5-7-598)
(BM Grueber 340)
(H.Schneider)
(Ryan 65)
(BM 1956 10-10-4)

PLATE 3

Henry VI restored, angel reverse dies
a (2), i.m. cross pattee, A.3a, Batch 1

(BM E. 4660)

122
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b (3)
"
"
"
c (4)
"
"
"
d (4)
"
"
"
e (6), i.m. restoration cross, A.3a Batch 2
f (5)
"
"
"
g (6)
"
"
"
h (3)
"
"
"
i (4), i.m. restoration cross, A.3a Batch 3
j (6)
"
"
"
k (4)
"
"
"
I (3)
"
"
"
o (3), no. i.m.,
A.3a Batch 4
p (3)
"
"
"
q (1),
"
A.3b
"
r (2)
"
"
"
s (2)
"
"
"
'Lis group', m (6), i.m. lis, A.3a
m'l(l)
"
"
n (10), no i.m.
A.3a
Bristol, a (5), i.m. restoration cross, A.3a
b (4)
"
"
c (5), no i.m.
A.3a
d (1) " "
"
Henry VI restored, half-angels
a (3), i.m. lis,
A.3a
b (1), i.m. cross pattee,
A.3a
b' (1)
"
"
c (2), i.m. restoration cross, A.3a
Bristol a (1), i.m. restoration cross, A.3a

(Ashmolean)
(Fitzwilliam)
(Ashmolean)
(Royal Mint)
(Glens 4 Mar. 1981, 21)
(Lockett 4316)
(Lake 288)
(Ashmolean)
(Lockett 3155)
(H.Schneider)
(BM E.4662)
(BM 1935 4-1-2430)
(Lockett 3153)
(BM 1920 8-16-83)
(Lockett 4029)
(Glens 15 Apr 1971, 60)
(Hunterian)
(H.Schneider)
(Ashmolean)
(BM E.4663)
(Royal Mint)
(BM 1915 5-7-598)
(Drabble 108)
(BM Grueber 340)
(BM 1886 4-1-1)
(H.Schneider)
(Ryan 65)
(BM 1956 10-10-4)

PLATE 4

Edward IV second reign, angel obverse dies
1 (6), Type XII,
i.m. short cross fitchee,
2 (4) "
"
3 (2) "
"
4 (3), Type XIV,
i.m. annulet,
5 (5) "
"
6 (4) "
"
7 (4), "
"
8 (6) "
"
9 (1) "
"
10 (2) "
"
II (3) "
"
12 (8) "
"
13 (2) "
"
14 (4), "
"
15 (3) "
"
16 (9) "
"
17 (3), Type XV,
i.m. pellet in annulet,
18 (4), Type XVI,
i.m. :+:,
19 (10) "
"
20 (1) "
"
21 (3), Type XVII,
i.m. pierced cross,
22 (4), Type XVIII(a), i.m. +,
23 (6) "
"
24 (4) "
"
25 ( 7 ) , Type XVIII(b), i.m. .+,
26 (6) "
"
27 (3), "
"
28 (3) "
"

A.3b
"
"
A.4
"
"
A.4a
"
"
"
"
"
"
A.5
"
"
A.5
A.5
"
"
A.5
A.5
'"
"
A.6

"
" Dragon's head 2
"

(BM 1935 4-1-6444)
(Ashmolean)
(Lockett 3163)
(Lockett 1618)
(BM 1935 4-1-6449)
(Hunterian)
(BM 1935 4-1-6447)
(Ashmolean)
(BM 1950 3-3-7)
(Lockett 3161)
(BM E.4699)
(BM 1935 4-1-6453)
(Spink Auction 16, 485)
(BM 1935 4-1-6450)
(BM 1946 10-4-599)
(BM M.245)
(Ashmolean)
(Lockett 1620)
(Lockett 4320)
(Sotheby 18 Feb. 1981, 12)
(A.H. Baldwin)
(Lockett 3164)
(Ashmolean)
(BM 1915 5-7-609)
(Lockett 4 0 3 2 )
(BM 1935 4-1-6461)
(Ashmolean)
(BM 1935 4-1-6470)
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PLATE 5

29 (3), Type XVIII (b), i.m. +.
A.6
30 (4) "
31 (2) "
32 (5) "
33 (2) "
34 (6) "
35 (1) "
36 (1), Type XIX, i.m. pierced cross,
A.6, R.7a
A (18 dies), Type XXI early, i.m. cinquefoil A.6, R.7a, G.I
B (13 dies), Type XXI late, i.m. cinquefoil
A.6, R.7b, G.2
C (2 dies), " i.m. pellet and cinquefoil, dragon's head 3
Bristol 1 (3), Type XIV, i.m. annulet,
A.4a

(Ashmolean)
(Angers Hoard)
(A.H.Baldwin)
(Fitzwilliam)
(BM 1935 4-1-6469)
(Ashmolean)
(BM 1935 4-1-6460)
(BM 1935 4-1-6457)
(BM 1935 4-1-6474)
(BM 1935 4-1-6472)
(BM 1915 5-7-612)
(BM 1854 6-21-74)

Edward IV second reign, angel reverse dies
1 l),Type XII,
no.
II
2( )
"
II
3 5), "
"
4 1)
II
5 2) "
II
"
6 1)
7 3), Type XIV,
i.m. annulet,
8 3), "
no i m.
a
9 4) "
it
10 3) "
ir
11 1), "
"
12 3) "
II
13 3) "
II
14 2) "
n
15 1) "
II
16 2) "

(BM E.4698)
(Lockett 3163)
(Ryan 82)
(BM 1935 4-1-6444)
(Ashmolean)
(Lockett 4310)
(Ashmolean)
(Cardiff)
(Ashmolean)
(BM 1935 4-1-6449)
(BM E.4701)
(Lockett 4031)
(BM 1935 4-1-6447)
(Ashmolean)
(BM 1950 3-3-7)
(Lockett 3161)

N

A.3b
II

A.3b
II

II
II

A.4
"
II
II

A.4a
"
II
II
II
"

PLATE 6

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

3) "
1) "
1) "
1), "
5) "
4), "
1) "
2) "
7) "
2), "
1), Type
4) "
3), Type
5) "
1) "
2) Type
3) "
1) "
2) "
2), Type
1) "
1) "
1) "
1) Type
1) "
1) "
1) "
1) "

n
II

i.m. annulet
no i m.
a
a
a
II

a

II
"
II
II
II

A.5
II
"
II
II

XV,

i.m. annulet
i.m. pellet in annulet,A.5

XVI,

i.m.

II

II
II

XVII,

i.m. pierced cross,
II
II
"

XVIII(a), i.m.

XVIII(b)

II

A.5

a
"

A.5
II
"
II

A.5

II

II

A

II

II

II

i.m.
"
"
"

a

A.5
II
"
II
II

(BM E.4699)
(SCMB Oct. 1961)
(CH 3, 313)
(BNJ 12, 69)

(BM 1935 4-1-6445)
(BM 1935 4-1-6450)
(Lockett 1617)
(BM 1946 10-4-599)
(A.H.Baldwin)
(BM 1918 5-3-41)
(BM M.245)
(Lockett 3162)
(Lockett 1620)
(BM E.4704)
(BM 1953 8-4-1)
(A.H.Baldwin)
(BM 1920 8-16-83)
(BM 1922 5-16-32)
(Lockett 3164)
(Lockett 4320)
(Ashmolean)
(BM 1915 5-7-611)
(Glens 12 May 1982, 14)
(BM 1920 8-16-84)
(BM 1935 4-1-6456)
(Wertheimer 102)
(BM 1915 5-7-609)
(Sotheby 20 Jul. 1983, 302)
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PLATE 7
45 (2)
46 (1)
47 (2)
48 (4)
49 (2)
50 (1)

{SCMB April 1964)
(BNJ 25, plate XIV.8)
(Bridgewater 18)
(BM 1935 4-1-6462)
(Lockett 1622)
(NCirc September 1975)
(J.H.Barnes 107)
(BM E.4705)
(Lockett 4032)
(Ashmolean)
(BM 1935 4-1-6460)
(BM E.4706)
(Angers Hoard)
(BM 1935 4-1-6470)
(Spink Auction 32, 372)
(Ashmolean)
(A.H.Baldwin)
(Sotheby 21 Jul. 1971, 12)
(A.H.Baldwin)
(Glens 13 May 1981, 6)
(BM 1935 4-1-6469)
(Ashmolean)
(Lockett 4321)
(H.Schneider)

A.6

51 (1)
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

(2)
(1)
(4)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(4)

60 (2)
61 (2)
62 (1)
63
64
65
66
67

(5)
(2)
(2)
(3)
(1)

68 (8), Type XIX,

i . m . p i e r c e d cross,

A.6, R.7a

A (28 dies), Type XXI early, i.m. cinquefoil A.6, R.7a, small L
B (27 dies), Type XXI late, i.m. cinquefoil
A.6, R.7b, large L
Bristol 1 (2), Type XIV, i.m. annulet, ,
A.4a
"

2 (1)

"

(Ashmolean)
(BM 1935 4-1-6467)
BM 1854 6-21-74)
(Ryan 86)

PLATE 8

Edward IV, half-angel obverse dies
1 (9), Type XII,
i.m. short crossfitchee, A.4
2 (13) Type XIV,
i.m. annulet,
A.4a
3 (4), Type XVI,
i.m. cross on annulet, A.5
4 (9), Type XVIII(b),i.m. +.,
A.6
5 (4), Type XX, i.m. pierced cross with central pellet, A.6, same die as next
5* (2), Type XXI, i.m. cinquefoil over pierced cross with central pellet, A.6
A.6, G.i, R.7a
early, in cinquefoil,
6 (5), Type XXI
A.6, G.2, large L
late, in cinquefoil
7 (9), Type XXI
8 (2), Type XXII, i.m. sun and rose,
A.6, G.2, large L
Edward IV, half-angel, reverse dies
1 (9), Type XII,
no i.m.,
2 (5)
3 (2) "
4 (3), Type XIV,
i.m. annulet,
5 (3) "
6 (2), Type XVI,
i.m. cross on annulet,
7 (1) "
8 (1)

11 (2)

(Hunterian)
(BM 1920 8-16-88)
(H.Schneider)
(Lake 290)
(Hunterian)
(Lockett 4323)
(BM 1920 8-16-89)
(BM 1972 2-6-2)
(Hunterian)
(Lockett 3167)

A.4

A.4a

A.5

"

9 (4), Type XVIII,
10 (3) "

i.m. .+ ,

A.6

(SCMB

"

12 (4) "
13 (1), Type XXI early,i.m. cinquefoil,
14 (1) "
15 (1), "
16 (1)

"

17 (1)

"

(Hunterian)
(H.Schneider)
Lockett 4323)
(Hunterian)
(Ashmolean)
(BM 1935 4-1-6476)
(BM 1918 5-3^12)
(BM 1935 4-1-6477)
(BM 1915 5-7-615

A.6. R.7a

five line ship

Dec. 1973)

(NCirc March 1985)
(BM 1935 4-1-6476)
(Lockett 4034)
(BM 1918 5-3-42)
(Lockett 1628)
(Gantz 1149)
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18 (1)
"
"
" "
19 (1)
"
"
" "
20 (5), Type XXI late i.m. cinquefoil,
A.6, R.7b
21 (1)
"
"
" "
22 (2)
"
"
" "
23 (1)
"
"
" "
24 (2), Type XXII,
i.m. sun and rose, A.6, R.7b

"
"
"
"
"
"
four line ship

(Basmadjief 21)
(Norweb 209)
(SCMB June 1971)
(Ryan 90)
(Noble 513)
(Lockett 1629)
(BM 1915 5-7-615)
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T H E B A S E S I L V E R SHILLINGS OF E D W A R D
J.

VI

BISPHAM

Introduction
THE base silver shillings of Edward VI were struck between 1549 and 1551 at six English
mints - Tower I, Tower II, Southwark, Durham House, Bristol and Canterbury - and in
1552 at Dublin. Patterns for a new twelve-penny coin bearing the portrait and titles of
Edward VI had been prepared as early as 1547 but it was not until 24 January 1549, that a
substantive issue was authorized, and even then few coins were produced. Struck in 8 oz.
silver and at 96s. per lb., the new coins were just too light to win public confidence and
production of them ceased at all the mints concerned at the end of February. A fresh start
was made on 12 April when commissions ordered a shilling of 6 oz. fine struck at 72s. per
lb. Although there was no more silver in this second shilling than there had been in the
first, the increased weight being precisely cancelled by the reduction in fineness, the
greater weight did in fact ensure the coin's acceptability, and it was at this 6 oz. standard
that most of Edward's shillings were struck. In 1551 the government halved the fineness of
the shillings while retaining their weight and a restricted issue took place between April
and August. As far as England was concerned production of debased shillings was now at an
end, but in the following year another issue, again at 3 oz. fine and 72s. per lb, was
authorized from the Dublin Mint.
Coins from Tower Dies
Between 1545 and 1550 the Tower engraver was Robert Pitt, 1 whose salary covered all the
dies he made, whatever their destination. The Tower smith, who also produced dies when
the need arose, was paid separately at the rate of 7s. per dozen. The Tower supplied all the
dies to Tower I, Tower II, Southwark and Canterbury. A few dies were also sent to Bristol
where they were used alongside dies produced locally by the Bristol engraver, Giles
Evenett. Six bust types exist from Tower dies (pi. 1, nos 1-6) and slight modification can be
noted from bust three to four. Durham House made its own dies.
Although no Edward VI shillings were ever struck at York it seems possible from the
numismatic evidence that the original intention was that this should have been the case.
Certainly dies bearing the privy mark G, for George Gale the under-treasurer at York,
were prepared at the Tower and can still be seen today, overstruck with the privy marks of
other mints. All the mints supplied with Tower dies received these overstruck dies. Arrow
over G occurs on both the obverse and reverse dies of Tower I under Sir Martin Bowes; t
over G is found on obverse and reverse dies of Canterbury under William Tyllsworth (pi. 1,
no. 12); and TC over G is found on an obverse die of Thomas Chamberlayne at Bristol, the
reverse is of a Bristol die (pi. 1, no. 13). All coins overstruck with G are rare, but those of
Bristol are by far the rarest. In fact I have seen only three such coins, two in private

Acknowledgements
their coins to my attention.
I am much indebted both to Michael Sharp of A. H. Baldwin
1
& Sons, who over the years has encouraged me in this series,
C. E. Challis, 'Mint Officials and Moneyers of the Tudor
and to the many friends in the Society who have brought Period', BNJ 45 (1975), 51-76, at 66.
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collections and one in the British Museum. Two other examples of overstruck coins have
been noted, grapple over G from Tower II and Y over G from Southwark.
The other overstruck dies for the second-issue shillings of Edward VI which I have
noticed have Y over grapple, dated MDXLIX, indicating that a die at first intended for
Stephen Vaughan at Tower II was subsequently re-cut for use at Southwark under John
Yorke. Later that year a die destined for use at Southwark had the initial mark Y
overstruck with swan I for use at Tower I under Sir Martin Bowes. The last overstruck
mark on the second issue of which I am aware, is of Y over swan II, dated MDL. In view of
the enormous difference in output at these two mints - Southwark in fact ranked in
importance second only to Tower I at this time - this switch is readily understandable. A
busy mint need never bear the inconvenience of waiting for new dies to be cut, if dies
already prepared for another mint were at hand and could be easily altered.
With these general points in mind, let us now turn to the three readily distinguishable
issues of base-silver shillings of Edward VI.
1. The First Issue (8 oz. fine 60 gr.)
Although no separate commission exists for Tower II, I attribute those coins not bearing a
mint mark to this mint; which means that the marks on coins of the first issue are as
follows:
TOWER I No mint mark obverse, arrow reverse; arrow, reverse and obverse.
TOWER II No mint mark, obverse and reverse; 'Vite'.
SOUTHWARK Y, obverse and reverse; EY obverse and Y reverse.
CANTERBURY No mint mark obverse, rose reverse.
These first issue shillings were of neat style and were struck on quite uniform blanks,
compared with what came later on. Edward's name and titles are on the reverse (pi. 1, no.
9) and the reverse legend is on the obverse, with the date in Roman numerals, M.D.XLIX.
This is known as the transposed type. The legend used here is TIMOR DOMINI FONS VITAE
(Fear of the Lord is the fountain of life). The Timor legend is to be found on all shillings
struck from Tower dies between 1549 and 1551. Understandably, all the first-issue shillings
are scarce, as they were struck only in February 1549. There are two bust types in this
coinage; bust 1 (pi. 1, no. 1), the most common of the 8 oz. issues, was struck at all the
commissioned mints that are listed above, and bust 2, with no mint mark obverse and
arrow mark reverse. One coin that I have seen has a weight of 71 grains, all the other coins
with bust 2 (pi. 1, no. 2) are of the weight standards to have been struck in the first coinage.
All of these coins were struck with the same obverse die. The 71-grain coin may be the
result of a blank prepared for coinage according to the 12 April commission being struck
with dies from the 8 oz. issue.

TABLE 1
The Tower Dies for the First Issue
Obv.
Rev.

TIMOR: DOMINI :FONS:VIT/E:M:D: XL: IX (XLIX)
EDWARD:VI:D:G:AGL:FRA:Z:HIB:REX:

Mint

Obverse

Reverse

Tower I

arrov
arrow
none
none
Y

arrow
arrow
none

Tower II
Southwark
Canterbury

EY

Y
Y

none

rose

Bust
1

2
1
1

Note

All Tower dies have diamond stops
Bust 2 is very rare
VITE on Tower II coins
E punched before Y
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2. The Second Issue (6 oz. fine 80 gr.)
Bust nos. 3-3a-4—5 and prototype 6 (plate 2, nos. 7-8).
Here the marks are as follows:
BRISTOL TC m o n o g r a m
CANTERBURY t , T
SOUTHWARK Y. It should

be noted that a variety exists where the reverse is different
from the normal Tower die reverse. It has a plain, large garnished shield and is very similar
to the die used at Durham House at this time.
TOWER I The major part of the second issue was struck here while Sir Martin Bowes was
under-treasurer, and there are three marks in all. Fortunately, a number of mules survive
which enables us to establish the correct sequence. Arrow, the mark used on the previous
issue of 8 oz. coins, is followed by pheon, which is very rare. To my knowledge, only one
coin exists which was struck using both obverse and reverse dies marked with pheon; all
the other coins I have seen with the pheon mark have been mules. After pheon comes
swan, in two forms. Swan I is quite squat in style, with hardly any neck, whereas swan II
has a long curved neck, down-turned tail, and thick stumpy legs. With the exception of the
pheon/swan I mule, the only marks found on Tower I coins dated 1550 are : swan I and
swan II, muled.
TOWER II All the debased shillings struck at this mint dated MDL are rare.
Stephen Vaughan (under-treasurer, 1548-49), grapple.
Sir Nicholas Throckmorton (under-treasurer, 1549-1552), martlet and crowned leopard's
head. Until recently this second mark was called pelt, but the appearance of a clearly
marked specimen has facilitated a more accurate identification. 2 For the most part shillings
of the second issue have either bust 3, 4, or 5, but a few, now extremely rare, have bust 6.
These coins were struck either at Southwark or Tower II and in a way are a prototype for
the next issue, which also bore the same bust. They are of 6 oz. silver and dated MDL,
bearing the Y mark of Sir John Yorke, (pi. 1, no. 7), or, very much rarer, is the martlet
mark of Tower II (pi. 1, no. 8).
TABLE 2
The Tower Dies for the Second Issue
Obv. EDWARD etc.
Rev. TIMOR:DOMINI:FONS:VITE:M D X LIX.

Mint

Obverse

Reverse

Tower I

arrow
arrow over G
arrow

arrow
arrow over G
arrow over G

Tower II

grapple
grapple
grapple over G

grapple
grapple over G
grapple over G

Southwark

Y
Y over G
Y over G
Y

2

Y

Y over G
Y

Bust

Note

All bust 3 have cut away at shoulder
Same reverse die as above
I have noted a type 4 struck from a reverse die
that omits the E.R. at shield
Also noted large reverse shield as Y mark
below
Shillings exist with bust 3 that have very large
shield and large letter punches on reverse die,
Y mm both sides

Y over grapple

J. Bispham, 'Crowned Leopard's Head with Collar',

BNJ 50 (1980), 135-36.
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Mint

Canterbury

Obverse

Reverse

t

t
t over G
T

3
3
3
3

Bristol

TC over G

TC

3

Tower I

arrow

arrow
pheon
arrow
pheon
swan I
pheon
arrow
swan I
swan I

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Y

5

arrow
pheon
pheon
pheon
swan I
swan I
swan I
swan I
Southwark

Y

Tower I

pheon
swan I
swan II
swan II
martlet
martlet

Tower II
Southwark

C.L.H.
Y

t

over Y

Note

Bust

t over G
t over G
T

137

4
4

Although bust 3 has been engraved more
upright, it is similar to bust 4
London observe die. Reverse die engraved at
Bristol by Giles Evernett

Date change reverse now given
swan I
5
swan II
5
swan I
5
swan II
5
Type 6 prototype for 3 oz. issue
martlet
5
6
C.L.H.
5
C.L.H.
Y

5

6

Type 6 as above

3. The Third Issue (3 oz. fine 80 gr.)
According to the proclamation of 27 September 1560, authorizing the revaluation of
debased silver, coins of this issue bore one of four marks : harp, lys, rose, and lion. Harp
has long been attributed to Dublin, where the under-treasurer, Martin Pirry, struck
£32,400 of 3 oz. coins in 1552; and lys is clearly the mark of Southwark mint, for there are
lys/Y mules, dated 1550, and Y/lys mules, dated 1551. In fact lys is the commonest mark
found on the base shillings of the third coinage, a fact which harmonizes neatly with what is
known of the mint output at this time. The official acccounts reveal that Southwark
produced £93,209 of 3 oz. coin, and Tower I £80,749. If the total for these two mints,
£172,959, 3 is deducted from the figure given in a reliable estimate for 1556 for all 3 oz.
coins produced in England, £217,359, we establish that the output of 3 oz. coins from
Tower II must have been approximately £44,400. Combining this documentary evidence
with that of the coins themselves we may attribute the two remaining marks on the
third-issue shillings, lion and rose, with some confidence. Lion, being by far the rarer of the
two, must be the mark of Tower II, which leaves rose for Tower I. Incidentally, though
both lion and rose occur on dies dated either MDLor MDLI, all the rose shillings dated MDL
which I have seen are in fact lion overstruck with rose. (pi. 1, no. 11A).

3

C. E. Challis, 'The Debasement

of the Coinage

1542-1551', EcHR, 2nd series 20 (1967), 457-66.
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TABLE 3
The Tower Dies for the Third Issue

Obverse and reverse legends as second issue dated
Mint

M.D.L.

and

M.D.L.I.

Obverse

Reverse

Bust

Note

Tower I

rose over lion

rose over lion

6

No true 1550 die with lion mm has been found
to date

Tower II
Southwark

lion
lis

lion
Y

6
6

rose
lion
lion

rose
lion
rose over lion
lis
lis

6
6
6
6
6

M.D.L.

M.D.L.I.

Tower I
Tower II
Southwark

Y

lis

Durham House Shillings
A one time palace owned by the bishops of Durham, Durham House was situated in the
Strand, London, with grounds which stretched as far as the Thames. It was taken over at
the time of the dissolution by Henry VIII, and opened as a mint during the reign of Edward
VI. The date is not definitely known but is thought to have been 2 December 1548. The
history of this mint is shrouded in uncertainty, largely because its under-treasurer, John
Bowes, never formally accounted for his office. Nevertheless, there is sufficient evidence,
both documentary and numismatic, to leave no doubt of this mint's participation in the
striking of both the first and second issue shillings of Edward VI.
All Durham House coins have mint mark bow, and are of two styles of bust. All the
shillings with the exception of one die were struck with the legend INIMICOS E i v s INDUAM
CONFUSIONE, (As for his enemies I shall clothe them with shame: psalm 132, v. 18), the
exception being the legend 'Timor', as found on London die shillings. Various punches
were used as stops between lettering: incurved mascles and straight arm crosses, the latter
being the most common on the 6 oz. bust 2.
The Tower die shillings changed from the transposed legend type to the normal legend
type, EDWARD VI etc. on the obverse, when the fineness was altered from 8 oz. to 6 oz.
Durham House on the other hand carried the transposed type into the 6 oz. issue. A
combination of obverse and reverse dies from the two main types used on the 8 oz. issue
was also used on the 6 oz. coinage. Listed are the main obverse and reverse dies noted. It
can be seen, by the variety in style of dies engraved for use at Durham House, that a large
production of shillings was anticipated, although this is not evident from the existing
records or from the coins that have survived to date.
TABLE 4
The Die Varieties and Die Links at Durham House

Obverse dies
Type
1

2
3
4

Bust 1: beaded inner circle, INIMICOS etc, normal size letter punches.
Bust 1: wire line inner circle, INIMICOS etc, normal size letter punches, frosting to inner caul of
crown.
Bust 1: beaded inner circle, TIMOR legend dated MDXLIX, frosting to inner caul of crown.
Bust 2: wire line inner circle, INIMICOS legend, frosting to inner caul of crown.
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Bust 2: wire line inner circle, EDWARD' + VI etc, frosting to inner caul of crown, this is the more
common obverse employed on Durham House second coinage shillings.
Reverse dies
Type

B
C
D
E
F

Beaded and wire line inner circle, large letter punches, large plain garnished shield, E.R to side
of shield, letter R often breaks the inner circle, + E D W A R D + V I + D + G + A N G L + F R + E + H I B +
REX+(bow). E for Z in legend.
Beaded inner circle, as above.
Small letter punches, small garnished shield, frosting to 1st and 4th quarters of shield also to
garnishing, beaded inner circle, legend EDWARD+VL+D+G+ANGL+FRA+HLBERNL+REX+(bow).
Small letter punches EDWARD'+VI etc, HIB +. Wire line inner circle frosted garnished shield.
Large letter punches, beaded inner circle, large plain garnished shield, large E.R to side of
shield, R breaks inner circle. INIMICOS etc.
Small letter punches, wire line inner circle, INIMICOS etc., frosted garnishing to shield. More
common reverse employed on Durham House second coinage 6 oz. issue.

The first indenture sent to Durham House is dated 2 December 1548 and orders the
striking of groats, half-groats, pence, half-pence, and farthings at 4 oz. fine. The mint then
received the commission of 29 January 1549, to strike 20s, 10s, 5s, and 2s 6d, in 22c. gold at
£34 per lb, and silver at 8 oz. fine and 96s. per lb. No commission exists for the 6 oz. fine
silver coinage of April 1549 and John Bowes never accounted for his office so we do not
know how many of these coins were struck. Actually they are far less rare than the 8 oz.
coins.

Obverse die

Reverse die
FIG. 1 Die varieties and die links at Durham House (1A, first issue; 2B, 3B, first and second issues; IC, 4D,
5E and 5F, second issues)

The main interest of these coins lies in the fact that the dies from which they were made
are quite different from those cut in the Tower. Indeed, if they are related at all it is to the
pattern shilling of 1547 (pi. 2, no. 1), rather than to the main series. The pattern has a
high-arched crown with frosted inner caul, and the portrait is very like the portrait of
Edward VI by Scrots (c. 1546). The reverse shows the garnishing on the shield to be
frosted, as are the first and fourth quarters of the shield. The bust 1 Durham House
shillings have the same high-arched crown, the same high collar around the neck, and the
same decoration on the collar. On some of these shillings the inner caul to the crown is
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frosted and, on the later issues, on bust 2 and in one case on bust 1, the garnishing to the
shield and the quarters are frosted or etched.
To pinpoint the engraver of these dies it is necessary to look at the other silver coins of
the period, in particular at those reading EDOARD. This gallicized spelling of the king's
name on the 4 oz. half-groats of Canterbury mint are well known, 4 but recently I have seen
it also on two groats, die duplicates, from Tower I, mint mark arrow (pi. 2, no. 2). All
these coins were in all probability struck from dies prepared by the French engraver,
Anthony Levens, 5 who was employed in the Tower between 1547 and 1550, and I believe it
is likely that Levens engraved the dies for Durham House, and perhaps even the pattern
shilling of 1547.
Dublin Mint Shillings (MDLII)
The engraver at Dublin was Henry Coldwell, a London goldsmith. The dies which he
produced are all dated 1552 and are bust 6 (fig. 2, A). Ail are marked mint mark harp
obverse and reverse. These shillings were struck as a result of an indenture dated 27 June
1552 when Martin Pirry was under-treasurer at Dublin. The indenture states that the
shillings were to be struck at 3 oz. fine and 72s. per lb. The distinguishing feature of these
dies is the very neat lettering, due to the use of small letter punches. Mixed lettering was
used, but the Lombardic style predominates. Although the die was good, most specimens
were weakly struck. All the harp mark shillings I have inspected are underweight at an
average of 70 grains. All Dublin mint shillings are very rare and of those that I have seen a
large proportion have countermark seated greyhound (fig. 2, B), which denotes that the
coin was devalued to 2y4d. in 1561.

FIG. 2 Irish shillings

It is worthy of note that many counterfeit shillings, mint mark harp, exist. They are all of
brass alloy and dated MDXLIX and MDLII (fig. 3, A: MDXLIX, struck). 1 have seen a number
of these coins which were produced by casting (fig. 3, B: MDLII, cast). Also, though not so
common there are copper alloy shillings, with obverse mark Y, reverse mark harp and date
MDLII (fig. 3, C). These are of good workmanship, both obverse and reverse dies
appearing official. All of this type have been struck rather than cast, and may perhaps be
the product of an unscrupulous mint worker. 6

4
C. A. Whitton, 'The Coinage of Henry VIII and Edward
VI in Henry's Name', BNJ 26 (1951), 290-322, at 301,
pi. XXI no. 19.
5
C. E. Challis, 'Mint Officials', p. 63.

6
C. E. Challis, The Tudor Coinage (Manchester, 1978),
p. 99 (the case of William Pate, moneyer of Islington,
hanged in 1549).
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FIG. 3 Counterfeit Irish shillings

KEY TO THE PLATES
PLATE 1. TOWER DIES
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
11A.
12.
12A-B.
13.

Bust 1.
Bust 2.
Bust 3.
Bust 4.
Bust 5.
Bust 6.
Bust 6 (prototype, struck 6 oz. fine).
Bust 6 (prototype, struck 6 oz. fine).
Reverse first issue.
Reverse second issue.
Reverse third issue.
Enlargement of 11 showing mm rose over lion.
Canterbury, second issue, mm t over G.
Enlargement of 12 showing mm t over G.
Bristol, second issue: obv. Tower die, mm TC over G; rev. Bristol die, mm TC.

PLATE 2
1.
Pattern shilling, 1547 (wt. 97gr.).
2.
Groat, Tower I, mm arrow, EDOARD type.
DURHAM HOUSE SHILLINGS
3.
Obverse type 1.
4.
Obverse type 2.
5.
Obverse type 3.
6.
Obverse type 4.
7.
Obverse type 5.
8.
Reverse type A.
9.
Reverse type B.
10.
Reverse type C.
11.
Reverse type D.
12.
Reverse type E.
13.
Reverse type F.
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PLATE 1

11A
reverse (x 2)

obverse (x 2)

12B
reverse (x

Tower dies, Robert Pitt, engraver (1-12, 13 obv.); Bristol die (13 rev.)

THE BASE SILVER SHILLINGS OF EDWARD VI

PLATE 2

Pattern shilling (1); EDOARD groat (2); Durham House shilling (3-13)
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T H E C H E M I C A L COMPOSITIONS OF ENGLISH
S E V E N T E E N T H - C E N T U R Y B A S E M E T A L COINS A N D
TOKENS
M. B. MITCHINER, C. MORTIMER AND A. M. POLLARD

Analytical

technique

ALL specimens were examined by the energy dispersive X-ray fluorescence technique. The
coin or token was placed in the analysis position after first removing surface corrosion by
means of a sharp scalpel from a 2 to 3 mm width of the edge to be analysed. Cleaning and
analysis were performed at least twice on the same spot, and repeated if necessary until
satisfactory agreement had been obtained. 1 Analytical readings on specimens were
interpreted against a range of known standards by means of a computer programme. The
calibration details were as follows:
a.

Copper-base alloys

Metal

Peak intensity
measured

Calibration range

Copper
Zinc
Lead
Tin
Iron
Nickel
Arsenic
Silver
Antimony

K-alpha
(K a ), K-beta
L-alpha, L-beta
K-alpha
K-alpha
K-alpha
(K a ), K-beta
K-alpha
K-beta

(Cu
00000000-

base)
40%
5%
10%
0.4%
1%
3%
1%
3%

Minimum Detectable
Level ('MDL')
—

0.25%
0.05%
0.22%
0.05%
0.02%
0.18%
0.05%
0.10%

Coefficient of
variation (1 sigma)
115510 10 10 10 10 -

2% relative
2%
10%
10%
20%
20%
20%
20%
20%

Because of severe peak overlap the zinc, arsenic and antimony K-beta peaks were used to
quantify these metals. The relevant overlaps are Cu K-beta with Zn K-alpha, Pb L-alpha
with As K-alpha and Sn K-beta with Sb K-alpha. In the calibration procedure all intensities
were ratioed to the copper K-alpha intensity to reduce the problems of long term drift and
to minimise geometry and surface condition problems. The Minimum Detectable Level
('MDL') of a metal is calculated statistically as being the concentration which gives a peak
equal to twice the square root of the background above that background (2 sigma sd.).
b.

Tin-lead base alloys

A series of binary tin-lead alloys provided the major group of standards and to these were
added further standards containing small amounts of other metals: for instance 1.5 per cent
copper in a 50 : 48.5 / tin : lead matrix.

1

For details see M. Robinson and A. M. Pollard,
'Analysis of Burmese coins by X-ray fluorescence', N Circ
1983, 263-66 and 293-96. M. B. Mitchiner and A. Skinner,
'English tokens: c. 1200 to 1425', BNJ 53 (1983), 29-77;

M. B. Mitchiner and A. Skinner, 'Contemporary forgeries of
English silver coins and their chemical compositions: Henry
III to William III', NC (1985), 209-36; and the references
cited therein.
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Metal

MDL

Tin
Lead

0.27% (in a lead matrix)
0.10% (in a tin matrix)

Copper
Silver
Antimony

0.06% (in a tin matrix)
0.21% (in a tin matrix)
0.5% (in a tin matrix)

10%
10%
10%

Copper
Silver
Antimony

0.07% (in a lead matrix)
0.12% (in a lead matrix)
0. 5% (in a lead matrix)

10%
10%
10%

Coefficient

of variation (1 sigma)

2% relative
2%

The calibration ranges for Copper, Silver and Antimony were 0 - 5 per cent. Specimens
were also inspected for Iron (Fe: MDL 0.05 per cent) and Zinc (Zn: MDL 0.5 per cent),
but calibration of those metals is approximate.
I. Rose farthings of Charles I: issued 1635-1649
All six specimens examined were of standard type (Seaby 2 3201 - 07) on a copper flan with
a brass wedge inserted at the top, with the exception of no. 3, where the brass wedge ran
from top to bottom, and no. 5 which had no detectable wedge at all. The results of the
analyses were as follows:3

1. Copper
Brass

Weight

Cu

Zn

Sn

Pb

Ag

Ni

As

Sb

Fe

g
1.00

%
94.8
79.5
96.3
82.6

%

%
0.21
0.16
0.25
0.18
0.17
0.18
0.55

%

—

—

%
0.19
0.13
0.19

95.9
92.2
91.7
77.2

1.1
2.2
3.0
20.5

%
0.57
1.15
0.62
0.33
4.05
0.81
0.90
0.82
1.81
3.01
4.00
0.95

%

92.3
86.2
94.4
77.3

%
4.0
18.2
2.2
16.4
2.8
11.9
1.8
20.7

%
0.15
0.40
0.12
0.34
0.22
0.36
0.27
0.43
0.49
1.08
0.34
0.32

2. Copper
Brass

0.80

3. Copper
Brass
4. Copper
Brass

2.00

5. Copper
Copper
6. Copper
Brass

0.70

0.62

0.55

-

0.41
_
-

0.33
0.44
—

0.69
—
-

_
0.94

-

—

0.27
0.58
0.06

0.05
_
-

_
0.05
_
0.08
_
-

-

0.30
-

-

_

-

-

—
-

0.25
-

-

f t^r

tr
0.21
0.21

—

-

-

_

-

-

The composition of the copper planchet is thus as follows:

Copper
Zinc
Tin
Nickel
Lead
Silver

mean

standard deviation

93.9%
2.4%
minimal
minimal
up to 4% (variable)
0.29%

1.9
0.9

n = 7

0.20

2
P. Seaby and P. F. Purvey, Standard catalogue of Snelling, A view of the copper coin and coinage of England
British coins, vol. 1. Coins of England and the United
(London, 1766), p. 9.
3
Kingdom, 19th edn. (London, 1982). See also C. W. Peck,
Standard chemical symbols are used for metals: Cu,
English copper, tin and bronze coins in the British Museum: copper: Zn, zinc: Sn, tin: Pb, lead: Ag, silver: Ni, nickel:
1558-1958, 2nd edn. (London, 1970), pp. 45 If.; R. Ruding,
As, arsenic: Sb, antimony: Fe, iron. Weights are cited in
Annals of the coinage of Great Britain and its Dependancies, grammes. Diameters (infra) are in millimetres, but thickness
3rd edn., 3 vols. (London, 1840), I, 389-99, 403.; T.
is in thousandths of an inch.
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The alloy is commonly 94 per cent copper with 2Vi per cent zinc and some lead (V2 - 4 per
cent). The mean 'zinc + lead' level is 4.72 per cent (SD 1.75) 4 - so one could cite the
overall composition as 94 per cent copper with 5 per cent 'zinc + lead'. The copper is
argentiferous, but with a minimal nickel content.
The composition of the brass wedge is as follows:

Normal
Copper
Zinc
Low zinc brass
Copper
Zinc
Other metals
Tin
Nickel
Lead
Silver

mean

standard deviation

79.15%
19.0%

2.5
2.0

86.2%
11.9%
below 1%
minimal
0.81%
0.12%

-

0.3
0.1

n= 4
n= 1

n= 5

In modern terms one would call the normal composition an 80 : 20 brass containing 3A per
cent lead and a trace of silver.
Source of copper
The minimal nickel content, both of the copper planchets and also of the brass wedges,
implies that all the copper used for making these farthings originated from western mines
situated in Sweden or in England and that the copper did not come from Central European
mines situated in the Harz mountains or in the Austro-Hungarian region. This conclusion
is valid for the period under discussion because sufficient evidence is available to show that
only nickeliferous copper ores were then being worked in the Harz-Austria-Hungary
region. 5 However, English copper refined from mines in Cornwall is arsenical 6 and the
same would also appear to be true of Anglesey copper. The arsenic content of refined
Cumbrian copper is not documented, though one may suspect that it is of the same nature.

4

SD - standard deviation (n - 1)
M. B. Mitchiner, C. Mortimer and A. M. Pollard,
'Nuremberg and its jetons, circa 1475 to 1888: chemical
compositions of the alloys and the information this
provides', submitted for publication. See also O. Werner,
'Analysen mitelaiterlicher bronzen und messinge', II und
III, Archaologie und Naturwissenschaften 2 (1981), 106-70;
J.
Riederer,
'Metallanalysen
von
statuetten
der
Wurzelbauerwerkstatt in Nurnberg', Berliner Beitrage zur
Archaometrie 5 (1980), 43-58; J. A. Phillips and H. Louis, A
treatise on ore deposits, 2nd edn. (London 1896), especially
pp. 425-60. For export of Central European copper to the
west from the late fifteenth-century onwards (Fugger), see
J. N. Ball, Merchants and merchandise: the expansion of
trade in Europe: 1500-1630 (London, 1971); J. A. van
Houtte, An economic history of the Low Countries,
800-1500 (London, 1977). It should be emphasised that
these comments on nickel refer to the period under
discussion. The situation was to alter in the eighteenth
5

century; see Mitchiner, Mortimer and Pollard, Nuremberg
jetons.
6
Copper refined from oxide ores tends to retain its
arsenic whereas the higher temperatures required for
smelting sulphide ores induce loss of arsenic through
volatalisation. See R. F. Tylecote, H. A. Ghaznavi and
P. J. Boydell, 'Partition of trace elements between the ores,
fluxes, slags and metal during the smelting of copper',
J. Arch. Sci. 4 (1977), 305-33; R. F. Tylecote, 'Summary of
results of experimental work on early copper smelting", in
Aspects of Early Metallurgy, edited W. A. Oddy, BM.
Occasional Paper 17 (1980). See also R. P. Edwards and
J. A. Charles, 'A preliminary report on the trace element
content of Cornish copper ores with particular reference to
archaeological provenance studies', Journal of the
Camborne School of Mines 82 (1982), 49-55; R. Chadwick,
'Copper I: Alloy to pure metal'. Historical Metallurgy 19
(1985), 8-11.
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Swedish copper, on the other hand, is of a non-arsenical type at this period. 7 Charles I's
rose farthings are made of copper that is sometimes arsenical and sometimes non-arsenical:
a duality that persists through the series of mid-century tokens. This would suggest that
copper available on the English market at this time was partly local English copper
(Cumbrian) and partly imported Swedish copper.
Purity of the copper
The copper planchets of rose farthings are in some ways remarkable for the low purity of
their copper - a mere 94 per cent on average. One can readily dismiss the possibility that
this was the best contemporary technology could achieve by looking at the purity of earlier
West European copper artefacts. Copper of 98 per cent purity was in common use in
England from the beginning of the fourteenth century for such artefacts as badges and
copper of 99 per cent purity was used in the Low Countries for jetons from the middle of
the fifteenth century onwards. The following analyses are representative:
Cu

Zn

Sn

Pb

Ag

Ni

As

Sb

Fe

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

England
17. Lion rampant: early 14th century Royalist badge 8
18.
" (same design)
19. Copper pin of early Tudor horse brass: early 16th century

97.6
97.8
98.1

0.6
0.9
0.4

0.15
0.24
0.14

0.37
0.25

0.44
0.13

0.22

0.50
0.60
0.81

0.07
0.10
0.08

Low Countries
20. Jeton dated 1468 (Dugniolle 175) 9
21. Jeton dated 1468 (Dugniolle 172)

98.9
99.4

0.76
0.18

0.32
0.32

-

-

0.03
-

-

-

0.07
0.12

English contemporary forged farthings
99+
22. James I, Lennox farthing (cf. Seaby 2677-80)
(traces only)
99+
23. Charles I, Richmond farthing (cf. Seaby 3182) uniface
(traces only)
forgery with CARA legend
These two pieces (each weighing 0.35 g) were analysed (by the same programme) in a separate context and details of the
trace elements are not available.

The use of 94 per cent copper for rose farthings would therefore appear to reflect
debasement of the high purity copper (98-99 + per cent) that was commercially available in
Western Europe. If one looks more closely at the composition of rose farthings it is
apparent that zinc and lead are the two major metals alloyed with the copper. The effect of
adding these metals would be to increase malleability of the copper and to lower its melting
point. It may well be that high purity copper was found to be too brittle to sustain a stable
bi-metallic flan - hence alloying to produce a stable copper-brass coin flan. The observed
alloy could easily have been produced by adding small amounts of scrap brass and of lead
to commercial grade high purity copper. Brass used for making statues and other castings
often contains a substantial concentration of lead, but the lead content of rose farthings is
too high, in relation to their zinc content, for one to conceive that the lead was introduced
in the form of scrap brass. The additions of zinc and of lead should be conceived as two
separate functions. The lead was presumably added intentionally to improve the mal-

7
Emphasis should be placed on relating this statement to
the period under discussion; a time when copper sulphide
ores were being extracted from the Swedish Falun complex.
During the thirteenth to fifteenth centuries Swedish copper
did contain a significant amount of arsenic (oxide ores): for
examples, see M. B. Mitchiner and A. M. Pollard, 'Reckoning counters: patterns of evolution in their chemical
composition', British Museum and Royal Numismatic
Society symposium on the use of scientific techniques for

studying the coinage of Europe and the Mediterranean
World: AD 500-1500, British Museum, 6-7 April 1984
(proceedings to be published).
8
Badges to be published.
9
J.-F. Dugniolle, Le jeton historique des dix-sept provinces des Pays-Bas, 5 vols. (Brussels 1876-1880). See M. B.
Mitchiner, C. Mortimer and A. M. Pollard, 'The alloys of
Continental copper-base jetons (Nuremberg and medieval
France excepted)', to be published.
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leability of the metal. But in the case of zinc two possibilities exist. Zinc could have been
added intentionally in the form of scrap brass. On the other hand, it is equally likely that
the presence of some zinc in the copper planchet is an electro-chemical corrosive artefact.
Immersion of a bi-metallic specimen in water tends to set up an electro-chemical corrosion
cell. This process could have resulted in some zinc being mobilised from the brass wedge
and diffusing into the copper planchet.
Brass wedge
The zinc content of close to 20 per cent observed for Charles I's rose farthings is
comparable with the documented quality of locally manufactured English brass and it is
also close to the quality of brass favoured for the majority of contemporary Dutch and
Nuremberg jetons. Jetons of the Low Countries were usually made of high grade copper,
but the occasional brass specimens show zinc contents close to 20 per cent. Nuremberg
jetons had zinc contents in the order of 20 per cent until the advent of the Lauffer family,
who raised the mean zinc content of their wares to around 25 per cent during the second
quarter of the seventeenth century. 1 0
II. Mid-seventeenth-century (1648-72) tokens made of copper and of brass
The tokens described below represent a random sample. When the present project was
undertaken it was decided to analyse all forty-six tokens that one of the co-authors had
obtained from sundry sources over a period of some three decades. It is fortunate that the
sample includes some West Country tokens that have a particular technical and historical
interest due to their high zinc contents. They provide some of the earliest evidence for the
actual use of Prince Rupert's metal, a high zinc brass whose manufacture requires the use
of some metallic zinc.
PRIVATE TOKENS
London and Home Counties
James Stephens
24. London, farthing, undated
Lambe Tavern
25. London, farthing, undated
White Horse
26. London, farthing, undated
John Booth
27. London, halfpenny, 1666
Richard Midlaton
28. London, halfpenny, 1667
Edward Swift
29. Ould Brantford, halfpenny, 1668
John Moore
30. New Brantforde, farthing, 1651
Christo. Buckcuk
31. King's Langley, farthing, 1656
Ann Manning
32. St Mary Cray, farthing, 1658
John Wagghorne
33. Ightam, farthing, 1666
34. Milton-next-Sittingbourne, farthing, undated William Bissy
F.M.F.S.
35. Guildford, farthing, 1668

Williamson,11 London no. 1154
Williamson, London no. 3043 var.
Williamson, London no. 2458
Williamson, London - : but cf. 3028-9
Williamson, London no. 2931
Williamson, Middlesex no. 21
Williamson, Middlesex no. 19
Williamson, Hertfordshire no. 135
Williamson, Kent no. 485
Williamson, Kent no. 363
Williamson, Kent no. 429
Williamson, Surrey no. 98

East Anglia
36. Yarmouth, farthing, 1656

William Bateman Williamson, Norfolk no. 297

Midlands
37. Cambridge, halfpenny, 1668
38. Banbury, farthing, undated

Thomas Ewin
Mathew Ansley

10

Mitchiner, Mortimer and Pollard, the papers on
Nuremberg jetons and on Continental jetons. Production
data for the first batches of English Tintern brass made by
the Elizabethan Company of Mineral and Battery works in
1568 correspond to zinc contents for the brass of 20 per cent
and 23.8 per cent; see M. B. Donald, Elizabeth Monopolies:

Williamson, Cambridge no. 39
Williamson, Oxfordshire no. 7

the history of the Company of Mineral and Battery Works,
1568-1604 (London, 1961).
11
G. C. Wiliamson, Trade tokens issued in the Seventeenth
Century in England, Wales and Ireland, (1889-91); reprint in
3 vols. (London, 1967).
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39. Oxford, farthing, 1652
40. same issue, different dies
West Country
41. Bridgewater, farthing, 1652
42. Bridgewater, farthing, 1654
43. same issue, different reverse die

The Mayor

Williamson, Oxfordshire no. I l l

William Sealy
William Sealy

Williamson, Somerset no. 72
Williamson, Somerset no. 73

Results
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.

London
London
London
London, 1666
London, 1667
Old Brantford, 1668
New Brantford, 1651
Kings Langley, 1656
St. Mary Cray, 1658
Igtham, 1666
Milton, Kent
Guildford, 1668
Yarmouth, 1656
Cambridge, 1668
Banbury
Oxford, 1652
Oxford, 1652
Bridgewater, 1652
Bridgewater, 1654
Bridgewater, 1654

Weight
g
2.00
1.98
1.85
1.80
1.80
2.05
0.80
0.90
0.80
0.98
0.92
0.40
0.45
2.32
0.80
1.08
1.38
0.80
1.05
1.00

Thickness
thou

Cu

Zn

Sn

Pb

%

%

%

%

20
30
20
34
23
31
23
22
19
23
24
16
21
40
24
25
29
23
22
19

98.6
92.4
81.5
72.5
98.3
98.8
92.6
77.8
82.6
98.7
92.0
78.6
92.3
99.1
88.3
93.7
92.8
69.9
64.5
64.4

0.2
4.8
17.4
26.3
0.4
0.3
5.5
20.9
15.8
0.3
5.0
20.2
5.8
0.3
10.0
4.4
5.3
28.5
34.2
34.6

0.31
1.06
0.17

0.29
0.75
0.27
0.71
0.39
0.20
0.49
0.52
0.44
0.24
1.38
0.67
0.56
0.14
0.97
0.48
0.48
1.07
0.86
0.35

-

0.24

_
0.67
0.28
0.54
0.25
0.85
-

0.51
-

0.25
0.54
0.65
-

0.24

Ag

%

0.11
0.10
0.10
0.08
0.07
0.15
0.15
0.17
0.13
0.11
0.21
0.10
0.07
0.08
0.08
0.13
0.12
0.14
-

Ni

As

Sb

%

%

%

0.21
0.27
0.19

0.21
0.13
0.16

_
0.06
-

_
-

_

_

0.34

0.19
0.13
0.12
0.11
0.20
0.19
0.18

_
_

_

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

_

-

-

-

-

0.10
0.09

0.24
-

_
0.21
-

0.14
0.22
0.20

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.08

Fe

%
j j

—>#>.

0.42
0.16
0.12
0.05
0.12
0.29
0.10
0.21
-

0.32
0.21
0.27
-

0.12
0.16
0.28
0.15
0.19
0.19

The copper moiety of the token alloy has a minimal nickel content, but comes from an
argentiferous source. The alloy, itself, ranges from a high purity copper (99 per cent) to a
high zinc brass ( Z n 34.6 per cent). But variation in the composition of the alloy is far from
random. Five particular compositions appear to have been preferred:
a) Pure copper
(Cu 98-99%)
n = 5 (Zinc-trace)
below 0.5%
b) Low zinc brass
n = 7 (mean Zn 5.1%) 4.4, 4.8, 5.0, 5.3, 5.3, 5.5, 5.8
c) Standard calamine brass
n = 4 (mean Zn 18.6%) 15.8, 17.4, 20.2, 20.9
d) Higher zinc brass
(granulated Cu?) n = 1
28.5
e) High zinc brass
(Prince's metal?) n = 2 (mean Zn 34.4%) 34.2, 34.6
(only two readings lie outside the populations cited: these show zinc contents of 10.0 and 26.3)
These are each closely knit populations whose significance will be discussed when the civic
tokens have been considered.
CIVIC TOKENS
44. Kings Lynn, farthing, 1668
45. Kings Lynn, farthing, 1669
46. Great Yarmouth, 1667
47. Norwich, farthing, 1667
48. Norwich, farthing, 1668
49. Norwich, farthing, 1670
50. Ipswich, farthing, 1670
51. Lowestoft, farthing, undated (c. 1669)
52. Diss, farthing, 1669
53. Coventry, halfpenny, 1669
54. Coventry, halfpenny, 1669
55. Wells, 1669
56. Gloucester, 1657

Williamson,
Williamson,
Williamson,
Williamson,
Williamson,
Williamson,
Williamson,
Williamson,
Williamson,
Williamson,
Williamson,
Williamson,
Williamson,

Norfolk no. 63
Norfolk no. 65
Norfolk no. 285
Norfolk no. 225
Norfolk no. 227
Norfolk no. 228
Suffolk no. 158
Suffolk no. 224
Norfolk no. 27
Warwickshire no. 55
Warwickshire no. 55 var.
Somerset no. 301
Gloucester no. 77
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57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.

Gloucester, 1657
Gloucester, farthing, 1669
Tetbury, farthing, 1669
Axminster, farthing, undated
Taunton, farthing, 1667
Bristol, farthing, 1652
similar
Bristol, farthing, 1652
Bristol, farthing, 1660
Bristol, farthing, 1662
Bristol, farthing, 1662
Bath, farthing, 1670

Williamson,
Williamson,
Williamson,
Williamson,
Williamson,
Williamson,

Gloucester no. 79
Gloucester no. 81
Gloucester no. 163
Devon no. 10
Somerset no. 226
Gloucester no. 12

Williamson,
Williamson,
Williamson,
Williamson,
Williamson,

Gloucester no. 13
Gloucester no. 16
Gloucester no. 18
Gloucester no. 19
Somerset no. 6

Results
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.

Kings Lynn, 1668
Kings Lynn, 1669
Great Yarmouth, 1667
Norwich, 1667
Norwich, 1668
Norwich, 1670
Ipswich, 1670
Lowestoft
Diss, 1667
Coventry, 1669
Coventry, 1669
Wells, 1669
Gloucester, 1657
Gloucester, 1657
Gloucester, 1669
Tetbury, 1669
Axminster
Taunton, 1667
Bristol, 1652
Bristol, 1652
Bristol, 1652
Bristol, 1660
Bristol, 1662
Bristol, 1662
Bath, 1670

Weight
g
2.80
2.00
2.75
3.34
3.30
4.10
1.75
3.70
1.50
3.95
2.70
1.52
3.36
3.00
2.06
2.20
1.94
2.75
2.20
2.95
3.50
2.45
2.55
2.55
2.62

Thickness
thou

Cu

Zn

Sn

Pb

Ag

Ni

%

%

%

%

%

%

39
31
48
51
40
46
23
42
22
43
32
21
44
38
25
29
28
32
20
45
39
32
35
24
36

98.9
98.3
67.8
93.8
99.2
98.4
98.8
98.7
98.5
98.5
98.9
72.5
95.7
92.1
98.7
98.8
98.7
65.9
93.8
93.9
93.4
92.3
93.4
93.8
98.5

0.2
0.3
31.5
4.5
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.3
26.3
2.5
6.0
0.4

0.25
0.26

0.32
0.60
0.35
0.54

0.07
0.20

-

0.3
32.4
4.9
4.6
4.8
5.5
4.0
5.0
0.5

-

0.35

_
0.23
0.26
0.26
0.24
-

0.24

_
0.65
0.64
0.26
0.27
0.23
-

0.38
0.44
0.37
0.72
0.42
0.25
0.20

-

0.46
0.35
0.45
0.18
0.59
0.24
0.77
0.54
0.47
0.31
0.52
0.35
1.15
0.35
0.51
0.69
0.51
0.34
0.41
0.35

-

0.13
-

0.11
0.10
0.09
-

0.11
0.06
-

0.08
0.14
0.13
-

0.11
0.06
-

0.48
-

0.13
0.09

_
-

%
0.20
0.27
-

0.45

-

_

-

0.27

-

_
_

-

0.08
-

0.23
-

-

0.18

-

_

0.05
0.07
-

-

_
_
-

Sb

Fe

%

%

_

_

-

-

-

-

0.11
-

_
0.29
0.24
0.10
-

0.15
0.23
0.13
-

-

0.25

-

_

-

0.23

_

_

0.25
0.30

0.06
-

0.06
-

0.20

-

0.10

_

_

0.87

0.16
0.17

-

0.23

-

0.13
0.21

_
_
0.05

_
_
-

0.08
0.20
0.33

_
-

_
0.17
0.18
0.08
0.12
0.32
0.76
0.21
-

The metals used for civic tokens share much in common with those used for
contemporary private tokens, as might be expected. In both cases the copper comes from
an argentiferous, but non-nickeliferous, source and has a level of arsenic that tends to
correlate inversely with the zinc content. The alloy also tends to show low levels of tin and
lead. As in the case of private tokens the types of alloy used for civic tokens range from
high purity copper (99 per cent) to high zinc brass (Zn 32.4 per cent). But, beyond these
basic similarities, the civic and private populations diverge. The civic tokens show a distinct
preference for the use of high purity copper (98-99 per cent) and low zinc brass (Zn 5 per
cent) and none of those examined here is made of standard calamine brass (Zn around 20
per cent). The distribution is as follows:
a) Pure copper
(Cu 98-99%)
n = 13 (Zinc-trace)
below 0.5%
b) Low zinc brass
n = 8 (mean Zn 4.9%) 4.0, 4.5, 4.6, 4.8, 4.9, 5.0, 5.5, 6.0
c) Standard calamine brass
d) Higher zinc brass
(granulated Cu?) n = 2 (mean Zn 32.0%) 31.5, 32.4
e) High zinc brass
(Prince's metal?)
(only two readings lie outside the populations cited: these show zinc contents of 2.5 and 26.3)
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When the analytical results for private and civic tokens are combined the following
pattern of recipes for the preferred alloys emerges:
a) High purity copper
Copper
Zinc
Tin
Lead
Silver
Nickel
Arsenic

mean

standard deviation

98.69%
trace
trace
0.33%
0.09%
minimal
9 tokens - minimal (below MDL)
9 tokens - arsenical (mean 0.24%: SD 0.05)

0.25

n = 18

0.16

0.05

This recipe was popular throughout the spectrum of both private and civic tokens. It
appears to represent the quality of high grade copper that was available on the general
commercial market in England during the middle decades of the seventeenth century. The
levels of nickel and of silver indicate an argentiferous, but non-nickeliferous, source for the
copper and in the context of the seventeenth century these specifications were characteristic of West European ores mined in England and in Sweden. The historical
evidence 12 indicates that the mining of new copper had virtually ceased in England by the
time this class of token was produced. This suggests that imported Swedish copper was a
likely source for some of the metal and that re-cycled scrap copper of English origin might
have made up the balance. The observation that half the tokens are made of arsenical
copper (English characteristic) and half are made of non-arsenical copper (a Swedish
characteristic) would seem to imply that substantial amounts of both English and Swedish
coppers were available on the English market.
b) Low zinc brass
Copper
Zinc
Tin
Lead
Silver
Nickel
Arsenic

mean

standard deviation

93.02%
5.01%
0.56%
0.57%
0.12%
minimal
8 tokens - minimal (below MDL)
6 tokens - arsenical (mean 0.38%: SD 0.26)

0.73
0.56

n = 14

0.22
0.26
0.12

Contemporary references to brass manufacture are couched in terms of augmenting the
weight of copper when converting it into brass by the calamine process. Such references
relate 1 3 to the manufacture of brass with a zinc content in the order of from 20 per cent up
to 28 per cent. In practice, brass with a zinc content fairly close to 20 per cent enjoyed
widespread popularity for the manufacture of jetons and other small artefacts at the period
under discussion. Much the same quality of brass is seen in the brass wedges of the rose
farthings considered above.
The low zinc brass that proved popular for making tokens would not have been made in
the observed quality - even if that were technically possible at the time. This low zinc brass
was almost certainly produced from standard calamine brass by alloying it with copper.
12
13
R. F. Tylecote, A history of Metallury (London, 1976);
For instance, the production data for English Tintern
Donald, Elizabethan Monopolies', Phillips and Louis, Ore brass cited by Donald in Elizabethan Monopolies.
Deposits.
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One part of standard calamine brass in the prevailing 80:20 quality (to use modern
terminology) alloyed with three parts of commercial high grade copper would produce a
low zinc brass with a zinc content in the order of 5 per cent. In practice the alloying process
would probably involve a slight loss of zinc through volatilisation, so the recipe would
require appropriate adjustment.
Why would someone take the trouble to alloy calamine brass down to a low zinc alloy?
This is a question that must be considered in the light of contemporary economic
circumstances. By the time these tokens were made England was effectively neither a
miner of copper, nor a manufacturer of brass. Copper had to be imported or re-cycled and
so did brass, but it was cheaper to import copper to England than brass. One consequence
seems to have been that during the period of the Civil War and ensuing decades it was
fairly common practice in England to alloy brass down to a lower zinc content - a practice
not restricted to the field of tokens now being considered. Some of the brass being used
was probably re-cycled scrap; the slight increase in the levels of tin and lead might lend
support to this view.
The general appearance of a token made of low zinc brass differs only slightly from that
of a copper token, so one might go on to ask why the 5 per cent zinc alloy was used about as
often as unalloyed copper. The answer can probably be found in two advantages imparted
by the presence of zinc. In some respects the addition of zinc may be compared with that of
tin (as in bronze). The added metal slightly lowers the melting point of the copper but,
more important, it significantly increases its malleability. So the 5 per cent zinc alloy makes
the copper flan less brittle and easier to strike with a die. The second benefit imparted by
the added metal, either zinc or tin, is an increased resistance to corrosion. In this respect
tin is more effective than an equal concentration of zinc and a higher quality brass is
necessary for producing significant resistance to corrosion. 14 It may be noted that this
quality of low zinc alloy remained popular in France for jetons until the beginning of the
eighteenth century - a contrast with the high grade copper preferred for contemporary
jetons of the Low Countries. 1 6
c) Standard calamine brass
Calamine brass with a zinc content in the order of 20 per cent was in fairly general use at
this period for making such artefacts as jetons, coin weights, badges and dress fittings. This
was the quality of Nuremberg brass used throughout much of the sixteenth and the earlier
part of the seventeenth century for jetons; though with minor variations between different
firms of jeton-masters. The same quality brass was used for pilgrim badges made in
England during the early sixteenth century, for a number of jetons and tokens struck in the
Low Countries (a region where copper was generally preferred to brass for such artefacts)
and the brass wedges in English rose farthings of Charles I.
The results of analyses on the present group of tokens provide the following
composition:

14
E. G. West, Copper and its alloys (Chichester, 1982).
See also K. F. Skidmore and H. Schwartzbart, 'Corrosion
and dezincification of brasses in water', J. Test. Eval. 4
(1976), 426-33: T. S. Weisser, 'The de-alloying of copper
alloys', in Conservation in Archaeology and the Applied Arts
(Stockholm Congress, 1975).

15
Described as latten in the Paris mint documents quoted
in A. d'Affry de la Monnoye, Les jetons de I'echevinage
Parisien (Paris, 1878). For chemical compositions see
Mitchiner, Mortimer and Pollard, 'Continental jetons'.
16
Mitchiner, Mortimer and Pollard, 'Continental jetons'.
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mean

Copper
Zinc
Tin
Lead
Silver
Nickel
Arsenic
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80.13%
18.58%
0.25%
0.48%
0.13%
minimal
minimal (one at MDL, rest below MDL)

2.29
2.39
0.23
0.17
0.03

n = 4

The composition is characteristic, but the fairly small number of specimens suggests that
standard commercial grade calamine brass was not a particularly popular alloy for making
seventeenth-century tokens. Inspection of many more specimens suggests that the low
proportion of tokens made in this alloy among the present sample is reasonably
representative of the whole series. The reason for the unpopularity of high zinc alloys is
probably to be found in the economic factors outlined in the previous section. Because
England was effectively not a manufacturer of brass at this time, the alloy had to be either
imported or else re-cycled from old scrap. Considerations of cost appear to have militated
in favour of a low zinc brass (Zn 5 per cent) and against commercial grade calamine brass
(Zn 20 per cent), at least so far as tokens were concerned.
d-e) High zinc brass
Tokens made of high zinc brass have particular metallurgical interest because the
composition of their brass provides evidence of two technological advances not manifest
elsewhere among present analyses. The analytical results for all tokens with a zinc content
above 28 per cent, which is the upper limit of calamine brass not using the granulated
copper technique, are as follows:
Copper
Zinc
Tin
Lead
Silver
Nickel
Arsenic

mean

standard

66.50%
32.24%
minimal
0.76%
minimal
minimal
minimal

2.35
2.45
(below MDL in 4 out of 5)
0.39
(below MDL in 4 out of 5)
(below MDL in 4 out of 5)
(all below MDL)

High zinc brasses with a zinc level between 28 per cent and 33 per cent could not have
been made by the traditional calamine process using lump copper, but zinc levels in this
range can be achieved using the granulated copper modification of the calamine process.
High zinc brass with a zinc level above 33 per cent would have required the addition of at
least some metallic zinc during manufacture. When the present tokens are separated into
two groups according to whether their zinc concentration is between 28 per cent and 33 per
cent, or above 33 per cent, the distribution is as follows:
d)

High zinc brass containing 28-33% zinc (granulated copper process?)

Copper
Zinc

e)

mean

standard deviation

67.87%
30.80%

2.00
2.04

n = 3

High zinc brass containing more than 33% zinc (Prince Rupert's metal?)
mean

Copper
65.20%
Zinc
34.40%
Trace elements are substantially the same for groups d and e.

standard deviation

0.99
0.28

n = 2
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The high zinc brasses differ from the metals already considered not only in respect of
their copper-zinc component, but also in respect of their trace elements. As a population
the high zinc brasses show a consistent reduction in the levels of silver and of tin plus a
slight, though obvious, rise in their lead content. These differences might well have
occurred if the high zinc brasses had come from a different source than the other metals
considered previously. The altered levels of tin and lead can probably be accounted for by
differences in foundry practice during the process of brass-making - a conclusion that is
consistent with the suggested view that the high zinc brass was imported from the
Netherlands. The minimal silver content is more likely to reflect a difference in either the
source or the refining process for the copper. Whereas previous tokens considered in the
present paper have been made in argentiferous copper, the present high zinc tokens are
non-argentiferous. 17
The differing trace element compositions seen for the various classes of token alloy fall
into three distinct categories, two of which have already been considered:
Nickel
Silver
Arsenic

a + b

c

+++
50% + + / 50% —
Copper (a)
Low zinc brass (b)
(Zn: trace/c.5%)

+++
Calamine brass (c)
(Zn: c.20%)

d + e

Higher zinc brass (d)
High zinc brass (e)
(Zn: 28-33%/33+%)

The use of non-argentiferous copper requires further comment. Hitherto all artefacts
made of non-nickeliferous copper (Swedish-English type at this period) have shown a
measurable silver content. Argentiferous copper ores are fairly widely distributed geographically and recovery of silver from such ores is documented in the case of England
(Cumbrian copper), 1 8 Sweden (Falun copper), 1 9 the Harz (Clausthal and Zellerfeld
coppers), 20 Austria (Tyrol copper) and Japan. 2 1 But the process of de-silverisation, as
practised in the seventeenth century, was not efficient enough to remove all traces of silver
from artefacts examined in the present study: notably the coins and jetons from Sweden,
Clausthal and Zellerfeld 22 discussed above.
In the case of the high zinc tokens one is either seeing the results of improved efficiency
in the de-silverisation process, or else the importation of copper from a non-argentiferous
source. The nearest major source of non-argentiferous, non-nickeliferous copper ore is
Cyprus. Although the use of Cypriot ore does not appear to have been documented in
either the Low Countries or in England during the seventeenth century, one should bear in
mind the documented use of 'Barbary copper' at Isleworth during the 1580s. 23 The chief
Dutch documentary evidence for this period relating to copper imports concerns the
growth of trade in Japanese copper. From the early seventeenth century the Dutch
obtained Japanese copper which they shipped from their factory at Decima on Nagasaki
Bay. 2 4 Japanese copper was refined to a purity in excess of 99 per cent, but it comes from
an argentiferous ore and de-silverisation was practised. 25 The efficiency of the Japanese
de-silverisation process has not been documented. 2 6 So far as one can infer from

17

22
Reducing the copper content of tokens from 99 per cent
European specimens examined by us commonly retain
down to 65 per cent is not sufficient to account for the a silver content in the order of 0.1 per cent. For Japanese
changes in trace element analysis discussed here.
coins see appendix.
18
23
Tylecote, History of Metallurgy, p. 93.
Donald, Elizabethan Monopolies.
|IJ
24
Phillips and Louis, p. 34.
van Houtte, pp. 199-200.
20
25
Tylecote, History of Metallurgy, pp. 49-50.
Phillips and Louis, pp. 383-428.
21
26
Tylecote, History of Metallurgy, p. 49-50.
But see p. 162 below.
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documentary evidence, the Dutch took most of their Japanese copper to China where it
was traded against local goods. It may well be that Japanese copper remaining on board
ship during the voyage home would have been off-loaded in the Gold Coast (where the
copper price was high) and replaced with gold. The Portuguese, the Dutch and the English
were the principal traders in local gold during the seventeenth century 2 7 (about three
million troy ounces in total). Nevertheless, it would appear that a significant quantity of
Japanese copper was imported to England by the East India Company during the
seventeenth century 28 and the Dutch East India Company probably performed in like
manner.
Leaving aside outstanding questions about the source of the copper used for making the
alloy, there are important technical advances manifest in the composition of this high-zinc
brass alloy. Since the alloy contains more than 28 per cent zinc it cannot have been made
by the traditional calamine process. The first major advance on use of the traditional
calamine method was the introduction of granulated copper. When granulated copper is
used instead of lump copper the increase in surface area improves the uptake of zinc from
the calamine, with the result that the zinc content of the brass can be raised from 28 per
cent up to 33 per cent. 2 9 Our analyses of scientific instruments 30 and of jetons 3 1 show the
rapid dissemination of brass with a zinc content above 28 per cent from 1560 onwards: Low
Countries 1560, France 1560, Spain 1562, Germany 1564 and England 1571. It has been
suggested above that this was a Flemish innovation and that one is looking at the export of
Flemish brass to the various other countries just listed.
The use of metallic zinc was ill understood in western Europe until significant quantities
of the metal had been imported from the east, where the metal had been known for some
centuries. 32 European importation began on a commercial scale during the seventeenth
century through the medium of the Dutch and the English East India Companies. 3 3 Some
Oriental metallic zinc reached Libavius via the Low Countries during 1597, but the
achievement of using metallic zinc to modify the quality of calamine brass is credited to
Glauber, who worked with Prince Rupert in the Netherlands some decades later.
Glauber's findings were published in De Prosperitate Germanias at Amsterdam in 1656.
Prince Rupert is said to have made a harder metal than that obtainable from the calamine
process by adding zinc to the alloy - expressed in another way one can say that Prince
Rupert's metal is a high zinc brass. In practical terms the maximum zinc content that can be
achieved by the calamine process using granulated copper is 33 per cent, so one can deduce
that any brass with a higher zinc content required the use of some metallic zinc in its
manufacture. The use of high zinc brass with a zinc content greater than 33 per cent was

27
T. F. Garrard, Akan Weights and the Gold Trade
(London, 1980). For figures of European gold-taking see
pp. 152-57 and regarding European export of brass and
copper to the Gold Coast see pp. 99-105.
~s Tylecote, History of Metallurgy, p. 94.
29
P. T. Craddock, 'The composition of copper alloys used
by the Greek, Roman and Etruscan civilisations. 3. The
origins and early use of brass', J. Arch Sci. 5 (1978), 1-16:
P. T. Craddock, A. N. Burnett and K. Preston, 'Hellenistic
copper base coinage and the origins of brass' in Scientific
Studies in Numismatics, edited W. A. Oddy (BM. Occasional Paper 18, 1980).
30
A. M. Pollard, 'An investigation of the brass used in
medieval and later scientific instruments', paper presented
to UKIC meeting 'The preservation of historical scientific
material', Geological Museum, 14 Nov. 1983: proceedings to
be published. See also H. K. Cameron, 'Technical aspects of

mediaeval monumental brasses', Archaeological J. 131
(1974), 215-37.
31
Mitchiner, Mortimer and Pollard, 'Continental jetons'.
32
Tylecote, History of Metallurgy, pp. 77 and 102: P. T.
Craddock, 'The copper alloys of Tibet and their background'
in Aspects of Tibetan metallurgy, edited by W. A. Oddy and
W. Zwalf, BM. Occasional paper 19 (1981); J. Needham,
Science and civilisation in China, 5. Chemistry and chemical
technology (Cambridge, 1974), pp. 210-15; M. B. Mitchiner
and A. M. Pollard, 'Early South East Asian Currency
systems' (submitted for publication).
33
J. M. Dawkins, Zinc and spelter (Zinc Development
Association, Oxford 1980): T. E. Lones, Zinc and its alloys
(London, 1919): V. Biringuccio, De La Pirotechnica
(Venice, 1540), translated and edited by C. S. Smith and
M. T. Gnudi (New York, 1942), notes to book 1, Chap. 8.
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rapidly disseminated through Western Europe from 1650. Analyses of scientific instruments and of the present tokens and also of jetons show the following distribution:
Netherlands:
France:
England:
Italy:
Spain:

1650
1652
1698
1654
1677
1695

(Zn
(Zn
(Zn
(Zn
(Zn
(Zn

Perpetual calendar
Circumferenter
dated jeton
Bridewater tokens of William Sealy
Quadrant
Equinoctial dial

34.1%)
34.2%)
35.2%)
34.2%, 34.6%)
34.7%)
35.5%)

Once again it would appear that a new Dutch alloy was fairly rapidly exported around the
West European market.
When using the term Prince Rupert's metal we have followed the definition given by
Glauber in 1656. Accordingly, the name Prince Rupert's metal has been applied to the
class of high zinc brasses which have a zinc content above 33 per cent. This way of
identifying Prince Rupert's metal was not always followed by later writers than Glauber.
Daniel Defoe, for instance, wrote in 1697 that 'the prince has left us a metal call'd by his
name . . . being of a reddish colour, different from either brass or copper'. 3 4 This alloy was
used for making guns and it was obviously a low zinc copper alloy - no relation to the high
zinc brass described by Glauber. But Lee, writing in 1897 on the basis of earlier
documentation, said that 'Princes-metal, a mixture of copper and zinc, in which the
proportion of zinc is greater than in brass, is said to have been invented by Rupert'. 3 5
Prince Rupert, 3 6 was born at Prague in 1619, and went to England in 1636 where he
supported his cousin, King Charles I, during the Civil War. Rupert left England in 1646,
accompanying Prince Charles (II) to Holland in 1648. He returned to England at the
Restoration in 1660 and died here in 1682.
If one looks at the English tokens with a high zinc content it is apparent that they show a
well defined local geographical distribution:
Bridgewater, William Sealy

Copper
Zinc

1652

1654

1654

69.9%
28.5%

64.5%
34.2%

65.9%
34.6%

Taunton,
Civic, 1667

Great Yarmouth,
Civic, 1667

65.9%
32.4%

67.8%
31.5%

In the case of Great Yarmouth one should bear in mind the close trading links between
East Anglia and the Low Countries. Many Dutch had left their native land and settled in
East Anglia during the reign of Elizabeth I, bringing with them their particular expertise in
textile manufacturing. The Dutch Bayes and Sayes of Colchester were, for instance, to
retain their renown until well after the period of the present tokens. 3 7 With regard to the
cluster of high zinc brasses from the West Country the present authors are not aware of any
particular local commercial links with the Low Countries. The only English brass-making
centre in the region was the recently established Bristol Brass Works - but all tokens from
the Bristol area belong to the low zinc classes of alloy. Maybe one should look for an
answer in terms of a Dutch supply of naval brass to the dockyards at Plymouth.

34
Daniel Defoe, An essay upon projects (London, 1697), copper industries to 1800, 2nd edn. (London, 1967), p. 63.
37
W. Endrei and G. Egan, 'The sealing of cloth in
pp. 25-26.
35
Europe, with special reference to the English evidence',
DNB, XLIX 405-17.
36
Lee. See also H. Hamilton, The English brass and Textile History 13 (1982), 42-75.
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III. Ireland
The Irish token of this period merits individual consideration because it differs chemically
from all the English copper and brass specimens considered previously. With its relatively
high contents of tin and lead, the Irish alloy approaches the composition of gun-metal.
Analytical results on a piece of Irish 'gun money' are provided for comparison.
69. Dublin, halfpenny, 1672
70. Gun money, sixpence, Aug. 1689

Mic. Wilson

Williamson, Ireland no. 416

Results:
Weight
g
69. Dublin, 1672
70. Gun money, 1689

4.06
2.80

Thickness
thou
56
34

Cu

Zn

Sn

Pb

Ag

Ni

As

Sb

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

77.2
87.9

17.8
8.2

2.13
2.17

1.90

0.07
0.21

0.07
0.07

0.27

0.14
0.27

0.41

1.00

-

Fe

0.11

Gun metal was an alloy that evolved from the 'low-zinc / high-tin' brasses of the
medieval period - precisely the brasses of which most jetons were made until well into the
fifteenth century. Thereafter, this general class of alloy was retained principally for
making large cast artefacts - such as the guns, which were to give the alloy its modern
name, gun metal. 3 9 Tokens, jetons, badges and other small thin die-struck artefacts were
now normally made in 'higher-zinc / minimal tin' forms of brass.
IV. Tokens made of other metals: tin-plate
Both tin-plating and silver-plating have been practised in England since Roman times.
Roman items include tin-plated badges and silver-plated false coin. 4 0 Medieval forgeries of
contemporary English coinage also provide examples of both tin-plating and silverplating and a number of technical details were described by the monk Theophilus in the
twelfth century. 4 2 But, although the techniques were well established, the manufacture of
plated tokens does not appear to have been pursued. This is the only seventeenth-century
token made of true tin-plate known to the authors.
71. London: Tho. Mudd (grocer) against Little Moorefields: halfpenny, 1670
Obv. cinquefoil THO . MVDD . GROCER . AGAINST, sugar loaf
Rev. rosette LITTLE . MOORE . FIELDS . 1670, hen left with chicks - 1/2
(N. Mills: unpublished: from the river Thames)
Results:
Core:

Iron

Plating:

Tin, with a trace of lead

IV. Coin weights
The following brass coin weights were analysed:
72. Charles I (1625^49), 20 shillings. Obv. CAROLVS-REX, crowned, bearded bust left. Rev. Crown /. xx . /. s .
(die-axes 6 o'clock).
73. William III (1694-1701), guinea. Obv. GVLIELMVS . III. —REX, diademed bust right. Rev. Crown on crossed
sceptres / . i . / GVENEA / w (die-axes 9: worn).
74. George III (1760-1820), 20 shillings, 6 pence. Obv. GEO IN/ —/SEPTEM/ 1772. Rev.s.20D.6/OR/DWT.5GR.6
(die-axes 6: worn).
75. Royal Mint Sovereign. Obv. ROYAL MINT: 1821. Lion crest on crown. Rev. CURT, WEIGHT: SOVEREIGN - D W
5 GR 2VI. (die-axes 12).

38
39
40

Mitchiner and Pollard, 'Medieval reckoning counters'
For examples see Tylecote, History of Metallurgy.
Our analyses are to be published.

41
Mitchiner and Skinner, 'Contemporary forgeries of
English silver coinage'.
4
- Discussed by Tylccote, History of Metallurgy, p. 78.
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Results:
72.
73.
74.
75.

Weight
g
9.00
8.00
7.25
8.00

Charles I
William III
George III, 1772
Royal mint, 1821

Thickness
thou
147
130
117
128

Cu

Zn

Sn

Pb

Ag

Ni

As

Sb

Fe

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

69.5
76.9
77.7
76.1

27.4
18.7
17.8
20.4

0.75
1.04
0.97
1.14

1.76
2.00
2.45
1.51

0.09
0.16
0.07

0.05
0.07
0.05

0.11

-

_

0.32
0.88
0.46
0.34

—

0.11
0.17
0.18

-

0.30
0.18

These official brass weights reflect the qualities of brass used in certain administrative
circles. The fabric of these pieces differs from contemporary tokens and jetons by the much
greater thickness. The measurements cited show that brass weights are roughly seven times
as thick as the small size brass tokens.
The coin weight made before the Civil War has a higher zinc content than the three
post-Restoration pieces which show a stable value close to 20 per cent. In this respect the
later pieces show affinities with the '80 / 20' quality brass that found favour among other
artefacts already discussed. But, a significant feature which separates the coin weights from
jetons and tokens is to be observed from a consideration of the levels of tin and lead in
their alloy. The coin weights consistently contain higher levels of both tin and lead. Tokens
tend to contain V4-V2 per cent tin and jetons normally less than this; but the weights show
values around 1 per cent. Similarly, tokens and jetons show lead contents in the order of V2
per cent, whereas the weights contain IV2-2V2 per cent lead. The simple explanation
appears to be that the small additions of tin and lead in alloys used for making these dumpy
artefacts improved malleability and flow characteristics of the metal; so making it easier to
cast the blanks and then easier to strike the designs on to the finished blanks by means of
dies. This kind of modification to the alloy may well not have been considered suitable for
the thinner flans of tokens or jetons because it would have reduced their rigidity,
permitting them to deform and bend too easily.
V.

English copper and bi-metallic ti In-copper coinage

Charles II (1660-1685)
76. farthing, 1675, copper
77. halfpenny, 1673, copper
78. farthing, uncertain date (1684-85), tin
79. similar
James II (1685-1688)
80. halfpenny, uncertain date, tin
81. halfpenny, similar
82. halfpenny, similar
83. halfpenny, similar
84. halfpenny, similar (inferior flan chip)
85. halfpenny, similar
William and Mary (1689-1694)
86. farthing, 1692, tin
87. farthing, uncertain date (1689-92), tin
88. halfpenny, uncertain date (1689-92), tin
William III (1694-1702)
89. farthing, 1699, copper
90. farthing, 1699, copper
91. farthing, 1700, copper
92. farthing, uncertain date (similar), copper

Seaby 3394
Seaby 3393
Seaby 3395
Seaby 3419

Seaby 3451
Seaby 3447-49
Seaby 3557

Results:

76. Charles II (copper)
77. Charles II (copper)

Cu
Cu

Weight Cu
g
%
5.20
99>/2
10.54
98.3

Zn

Sn

Pb

Ag

Ni

As

Sb

Fe

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

-

-

-

0.18
0.09

-

-

_

-

_

0.30

0.12

_

0.3

0.64
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78. Charles II (tin)

Sn
Cu
Sn
Cu
Sn
Cu
Sn
Cu
Sn
Cu
Sn
Cu
Sn
Cu
Sn
Cu
Sn
Cu
Sn
Cu
Sn
Cu
Cu
Cu
Cu
Cu

79. Charles II (tin)
80. James II (tin)
81. James II (tin)
82. James II (tin)
83. James II (tin)
84. James II (tin)
85. James II (tin)
86. William & M (tin)
87. William & M (tin)
88. William & M (tin)
89.
90.
91.
92.

William
William
William
William

III
III
III
III

(copper)
(copper)
(copper)
(copper)

Weight
g
5.05
5.17
10.20
9.75

Cu

Zn

Sn

Pb

Ag

Ni

%

%
(-)

%

%

%

92.4

3.19
1.91
3.23
0.57
3.30
0.36
3.43
0.28
3.25
0.34
3.69
0.28
3.43
0.20
3.32
0.18
16.30
0.89
4.50
0.67
3.30
0.33

-

%
(-)

4.5
97.2
1.2
99+
0.9
99+
0.2
99!/ 2 +

10.00
9.80

-

-

(-)
(-)

95.6
tr
95.1

tr

-

(-)

96.1

tr

-

(-)

96.8

+

99V2
0.4

-

(-)

99Y2+

9.75
9.60
5.97
5.20
10.80
5.08
4.30
3.75
4.54

0.5
99V2+

96.4
-

(-)

96.1
-

-

(-)

96.7

97.8
0.7
98.9
0.5
98.9
3.0
99+
97.9
99+
97.0
97.3

tr

-

(-)

83.0
-

(-)
(-)
tr

.

95.0
0.1
93.7
-

0.9

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.4

-

0.74
0.45

Sb

Fe

%

%

%

(tr)

X

0.24

(-)

-

0.14

(-)

-

(-)
tr
(tr)

0.22

(-)

0.11
-

(1.0)

X
-

(-)

(-)

X

(-)

-

0.17
0.15

0.12

(-)

-

0.06
-

(-)

(tr)
0.32

(-)

0.10

-

(0.1)
0.06
(0.8)
0.10
(0.2)
0.17
(2.6)
0.24
tr

-

-

X

0.16
X

_
(-)

-

x

(-)

(")

0.14

-

-

X

tr

(tr)
0.07
(0.3)
0.09

(-)

-

x
-

X

-

(-)

-

(4.4)
0.54
(0.5)
0.11
(0.2)
0.07
(tr)

-

(0.7)

0.12

X
-

-

(-)

0.15
0.24
0.14
0.25
0.14

tr
-

(tr)

X
-

0.96
0.52
1.85
1.49

-

0.12
0.05

Tin analyses
These were performed using the programme for metals of the tin-pewter-lead class, as
noted above. The same area of each coin was also analysed by the programme for analysis
of copper-base alloys with the main aim of assessing chalcopyrite corrosion. This corrosion
product, which can diffuse fairly deeply into the alloy, is not uncommonly encountered in
tin-pewter-lead artefacts recovered from the Thames. It is demonstrated by the presence of
approximately equal amounts of iron and copper: in this case numbers 78 and 88. 4 3 Figures
derived from the copper programme have been cited within parentheses. Low
concentrations of antimony cannot be quantified in this manner for a high tin alloy because
of a secondary tin peak in the relevant part of the spectrum.
Composition of the tin coin flan
Not corroded

Tin
Lead
Copper

95.98%
3.52%
0.46%

SD 0.68
0.42
0.42

With chalcopyrite

n = 8

93.1%
3.2%
N/A

SD 0.9
0.1

pewter

n = 2

83.0%
16.3%
0.7%

n = 1

In order to assess whether the coins contain any copper in the alloy one can more or less
exclude the artefact of chalcopyrite patination by evaluating the "copper minus iron"
content:
Copper minus iron (all specimens) - 0.26%

(standard deviation 0.26: n = 11)

The matter is of some relevance because copper was not infrequently used for hardening
tin when making some forms of pewterware. But, among our own analyses the relevant
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See Mitchiner and Skinner, 'English tokens'.
For instance, the Pewterers' Ordinances of 1348. J.

Hatcher and T. C. Barker, A history of British Pewter
(London, 1974), pp. 145-47 and 164.
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recipe, which was used for making medieval Canterbury Bell pilgrim souvenirs, contained
95 + per cent tin alloyed with 2 to 5 per cent copper. Viewed in this context it appears not
unlikely that the VA per cent copper in the present coins should be viewed as incidental,
rather than as intentional alloying.
The composition of the tin flans can thus be assessed as 96 per cent tin with 3V2 per cent
lead. An occasional (genuine) specimen is made of high grade pewter.
Compositions of the copper coin flans and of copper plugs in tin coins
a) Non-arsenical copper of Swedish type: Charles II to William and Mary
After the time when Charles II ordered importation of copper coin blanks from Sweden in
1672 there was no subsequent change in the chemical characteristics of the copper used for
English coins until the time when the House of Commons ordered a coinage to be made of
'best English copper' in 1694. 4:1 The tin coins of William and Mary, whose copper plug
analyses are cited here, were issued before the reform of 1694.
Copper
Silver
Lead
Nickel
Tin
Arsenic

b)

mean

standard deviation

99+%
0.14%
0.51%
minimal (below MDL)
minimal (below MDL)
minimal (trace in 2 coins: rest below MDL)

rarely less than 99% pure)
0.05
n = 13
0.48

Arsenical copper of English (Cornish) type: William III (and subsequently)
mean

Copper
Silver
Lead
Nickel
Tin
Arsenic

97 - 99%
0.19%3
up to A%
minimal (below MDL)
minimal (normally below MDL)
1.21%

standard deviation

0.06

n = 4

0.58

The purity of the English copper is reduced below the Swedish value by virtue of the
relatively high level of arsenic. The eighteenth-century English copper coins listed below
retain the appreciable arsenic content that was a characteristic feature of refined English
copper dating from this general period.
VI. Contemporary forgeries of regal tin coins
These halfpennies and farthings, recovered (like the genuine tin coins just described) from
the river Thames in London, differ from their official counterparts by omission of the
central copper plug. Only forgeries with design and fabric close to the original are included
in the present analysis. These false coins often bear a rectangular depression on each face
where the copper plug should have been. All such forgeries that we have examined are
made of pewter: whereas the authentic prototypes are made (with one exception) of tin. 4 6
93. 'Charles II', farthing dated '1690' (sic.) in exergue and with the copper plug represented by a rectangular
indentation on obverse and reverse. The indentations on each side of theflan do not match in either size or
position. Made by casting.

45
C. W. Peck, English Copper, Tin and Bronze Coins in 'Contemporary forgeries of seventeenth century English tin
the British Museum: 1558-1958, 2nd edn (London, 1970). coins and implications for the study of leaden tokens', NC
See p. 105 for Charles II and p. 152 for William and Mary. (in the press).
46
See also M. B. Mitchiner and A. Skinner,
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94. 'William and Mary', halfpenny dated 1690 (?) in exergue and without trace of imitation of the copper plug.
Also cast.
95. 'William and Mary', farthing, dated 1690 in exergue. Also cast and without imitation of copper plug.
96. 'William and Mary', similar to previous forgery in all respects.
97. 'William and Mary', farthing, dated 1691 in exergue: otherwise similar.
98. 'William', farthing with date 16xx in exergue and with the obverse depicting the bust of William III alone,
but with a William and Mary legend.
Results:
Weight

93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.

'Charles', '1690'
'William and Mary',
'William and Mary',
'William and Mary',
'William and Mary',
'William', T6xx'

g
4.60
9.50
6.38
5.50
5.75
4.78

'1690?'
'1690'
'1690'
'1691'

Diameter

Tin

Lead

mm
22
28
21
22
22
22

%
59.3
95+
75.8
73.9
39.0
60.0

%
40.7
1.0
24.2
26.2
71.0
40.0

Other
-

Cu c.

These specimens appear to represent examples of the forger's technique known as
'multiplying' the coin. Adopting this technique the genuine tin coins would have been
melted down and the metal then debased by alloying with much less expensive lead. The
now 'increased' quantity of cheaper alloy would then have been cast as an increased
number ('multiplied') of false coins made of pewter. Such 'multiplication of coin' (wherein
lay the profit) by means of debasement (or clipping, or light weight copies etc.) was among
the standard repertoire of forger's techniques: a technique whose use in the late
seventeenth century appears to be demonstrated by the present group of forgeries.
VII. Some later English copper coins
Output of copper from the Cornish mines continued to increase through the eighteenth
century and most was refined at smelting works in South Wales. During the last three
decades of the eighteenth century competition was mounted by the exploitation of new
Welsh copper mines in Anglesey. The Parys mountain copper from Anglesey was nearly all
extracted during the period circa 1770 to 1800, by which time the deposit had been almost
worked out. Most Anglesey copper was refined in Lancashire. From the early nineteenth
century the partnership of Cornish copper mining and South Wales smelting regained its
dominant rank. 4 7
Seaby
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.

George
George
George
George
Goerge
George
George
George
George
George
George
George

I
I
II
II
II
II
II
III
III
III
III
III

'/4d

'Ad
'/id
Vid
Vid
Vid
Vid
'hd
Id
'Ad
'/id
'/id

1719
1723
1737
1729/39
1746/54
1741/54
1754
1770/5
1797
1799
1799
1799

3662
3662
3717
3717
3719
3721/2
3722
3774
3777
3779
3778
3778

Weight
g
4.66
4.52
9.09
8.80
7.89
3.65
4.52
7.01
27.04
5.97
11.74
11.49

Cu

Zn

Sn

Pb

Ag

Ni

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

-

-

0.08
0.08

0.15
0.09

0.05
0.03
0.07

0.78
0.44
1.45
0.71
0.76
0.39
0.94
0.74
0.66
0.59

98.5
98.7
97.9
98.6
94.3
98.8
98.2
98.4
98.9
98.5
98.4
98.7
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First systematic working of the Parys mountain copper
deposits commenced in 1768 and de-silverisation was
practised. Although largely worked out by about 1800 some
ore extraction continued and figures for 1894 were copper,

0.4
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.3
0.3

0.24
-

1.00

-

2.68

0.11
-

0.14

-

-

0.11

-

-

0.14

-

-

-

-

0.5
0.4

-

-

-

0.32

-

0.08
-

0.03

0.11

-

-

0.06
0.06
0.13

-

0.11

-

0.06

-

-

0.70

Sb

Fe

%

%

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.41
0.17
0.16

-

0.09
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

0.17
-

230 tonnes of ore, and the silver refined therefrom, 9,518
ounces: Phillips and Louis, pp. 300-303. See also R.
Chadwick, 'Copper: the British contribution', Chemistry in
Britain 17.viii (1981), 369-73.
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Weight
oo
8.49
17.58
18.86
4.38

Seaby
111.
112.
113.
114.

George III
George III
George III
Victoria

V4d
Id
Id
V4d

1807
1806/7
1806
1846

3781
3780
3780
3950

Cu

Zn

Sn

Pb

AS

Ni

As

Sb

Fe

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

98.4
98.1
98.8
98.4

0.4

0.09
0.08
0.14
0.06

0.04
0.16

0.68
0.91
0.44
0.37

0.17

-

0.4
0.4

-

0.26
-

-

0.14
-

0.51

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

The copper is essentially of an arsenical, argentiferous, non-nickeliferous variety. These
are characteristics that have already been noted for English copper refined during
preceding decades. If one looks at George Ill's coins struck from 1797 to 1799 at the Soho
mint in Birmingham there is no obvious difference in their purity or trace element
composition. These particular coins are the most likely candidates to have been struck in
Anglesey copper, rather than in the Cornish copper that was the norm for other coins
catalogued in the present section. The mean composition of this copper is as follows:

Copper
Lead
Silver
Nickel
Arsenic

mean

standard deviation

98.23%
normally below 0.3%
0.10%
normally below 0.1%
0.66%

1.08

n = 16

0.04
0.32

VIII. A small group of Japanese cash coins
These few Japanese coins were analysed with a view to shedding some light on previous
discussion concerning the importation of Japanese copper to Europe during the
seventeenth century. It will be apparent from inspection of the results that Japanese cash
were cast in a heavily leaded copper-base alloy - an alloy that also often contains
substantial amounts of arsenic. In the specific context of present discussion the most
significant information to be gleaned about the nature of Japanese copper stems from the
virtual absence of nickel and of silver. It has already been noted that the Japanese
practised de-silverisation of their copper. Present results would suggest that they were
employing a very efficient de-silverisation technique - a technique which was rather more
efficient than contemporary Swedish and Hanoverian practices. The minimal values of
nickel and silver seen in these Japanese coins provide some useful evidence about the
characteristics to be expected of any copper that may have been imported from Japan.
Mitch.m
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.

Kanei tsuho, Sado mint: c. 1714-40
Kanei tsuho, no mint: c. 1660-1860
similar
similar
Bunkyu: 1864-67

4606
4603
4603
4603
4631

Fe

Cu

Zn

Sn

Pb

Ag

Ni

,4s

Sb

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

%

78.7
76.3
90.8
55.5
71.1

tr

0.88
0.42
0.46
0.72
1.97

10.8
23.3
7.9
21.4
24.8

tr

0.20

3.32
tr
0.22
5.35

-

-

-

0.11
-

6.15
-

0.44
16.70
1.41

-

0.21
0.25
0.75

-

Conclusion
The conclusions that can be drawn from this study fall into two main categories. On the
one hand the results of present analyses provide the basis for deducing a much clearer
picture of what was happening in seventeenth-century England in respect of the
production, commerce and use of copper base alloys. Conclusions have been drawn
regarding relative usage of English and Swedish coppers throughout much of the century
and the introduction of Cornish copper at the end of the period: also regarding the

4K

M. B. Mitchiner, Oriental Coins and their Values, III.

Non-Islamic States and Western Colonies (London, 1979).
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manufacture and commerce in brass. After the Dutch had invented a new technique for
manufacturing high zinc brass (c. 1650), the earliest use of the new alloy in a numismatic
context was for making tokens commissioned by William Sealy of Bridgewater in 1654, two
years before the manufacturing process, itself, was first documented in Amsterdam.
The other aspect of this study is concerned with the more fundamental question of
evaluating the kind of information that can be obtained from trace element analyses. In the
context of seventeenth-century copper base alloys we have found the measurements of
nickel, arsenic and silver contents of the metal to be particularly useful. Due emphasis has
been placed on interpreting analytical results within their proper chronological, geographical, commercial and technological framework. For instance, interpretations of
nickeliferous copper that are valid in a seventeenth-century context cannot be directly
extrapolated into the eighteenth century (e.g. new Prussian copper mines) and discussion of
argentiferous coppers presupposes recognition of de-silverisation practices.

A H O A R D OF ST NEOT'S ' L A C E - M A K I N G '
FROM

TOKENS

EYNESBURY

C. D. DAINES AND R. H. THOMPSON

AS a base-metal currency seventeenth-century tokens were not hoarded for their intrinsic
value, and so are not normally found with silver coins. 1 Any hoards (strictly defined) will
have been deposited in the period 1649-72, when the tokens could be expected to have
future validity. Their contents naturally show a bias towards tokens of the district in which
the hoard was put together; if this local bias extends to a contents purely from one issuer,
we are brought very close to the original circumstances of emission. Eight hoards
apparently of this nature have been noted previously (though others may be suspected),
and they are listed below. None has been published completely, and the opportunity to
make a proper record of such a hoard is therefore one not to be missed.
Crowland (Lines.), 1744: 'vast quantitys of Croyland farthings', which presumably means the Poor's
Halfpenny of 1670 (BW2 Lines. 56), found in pulling down the wall of the abbey.3
?Dorchester (Oxon.), before 1900:fifteen undated tokens for William Brock and Robert Couldry (BW
Oxon. 84) may have been a hoard.4
?Haverhill (Suffolk), before 1906:five specimens of John Boram's 1658 Haverhill token (BW Suffolk 147)
must come from a hoard.5
Horsham (Sussex), 1826: 'a vast number' of Thomas Lucas's 1667 Horsham halfpenny (BW Sussex 104),
found in restoring a house.6
Pulborough (Sussex), c. 1880: 'a large amount' of John Allen's 1669 Pulborough halfpenny (BW Sussex 149),
and 'the die in which they were struck', found in demolishing an old house.7
?Redruth (Cornwall), before 1889: 88 specimens of Anthony Cocke's 1666 Redruth tokens (BW Cornwall 69
and 70; Norweb 563 and 564), 'unused'. 8
?Tideswell (Derbyshire), c. 1949: sixteen specimens of a Tideswell halfpenny (BW Derbyshire 110/114), 'still
in "EF" [Extremely Fine] condition'.9
?Witham (Essex), before 1936: 169 specimens of George Robinson's 1669 Witham token (BW Essex 351;
Norweb 1429 and 1430), purchased in 1936 by the Colchester & Essex Museum.10

1
One exception is the Spalding hoard of 1917, which
contained 21 local tokens and a groat of Mary. T. W.
Townsend, Seventeenth-century Tradesmen's Tokens of Lincolnshire: the Issuers (Lincoln, 1983), p. 58; I. D. Brown
and Michael Dolley, A Bibliography of Coin Hoards of
Great Britain and Ireland 1500-1967 (London, 1971), ER5.
2
George C. Williamson, Trade Tokens issued in the
Seventeenth Century. . .; a new and revised edition of
William Boyne's work, 2 vols. (London, 1889-91); cited as
'BW'.
3
William Stukeley, The Family Memoirs. . ., [edited by
W. C. LukisJ, 3 vols (Durham, 1882-7), II, 307; quoted by
Andrew White, Seventeenth-century Lincolnshire Tradesmen
and their Tokens (Lincoln, 1980), p. 6.
4
Ashmolean Museum, Catalogue of Oxfordshire
Seventeenth-century Tokens, edited by J. G. Milne (Oxford,
1935), p. 26, no. 86; Brown and Dolley, ER3 (but for '13'
read '15').
5
George C. Boon, Welsh Tokens of the Seventeenth
Century. . . (Cardiff, 1973), p. 25, n. 40; CH 1 (1975), 398,
as 'Unknown'.

6
Williamson, p. 1174. He cites J. L. Warren, but the
purported reference has not been identified; there is no
mention of this hoard in James Lowe-Warren's monograph
cited below.
7
James Lowe-Warren, Sussex Tokens issued during the
XVIIth, XVIIIth
& XlXth Centuries. . . (London, 1888),
p. 9; Brown and Dolley, ER12.
8
Williamson, p. 106; Brown and Dolley, ER11; SCBI
31. The Norweb Collection. . .: Tokens. . .: Part I. . ., by
R.H. Thompson (London, 1984).
9
J. L. Wetton, Seventeenth-century Tradesmen's Tokens
(Newcastle upon Tyne, 1969), p. 17; Brown and Dolley,
ER10 ('Sheffield'). The hoard was purchased in Sheffield by
Mr Wetton, but the identity of the tokens (since dispersed) is
no longer remembered. Mr Peter Preston-Morley's experience of numbers of specimens passing through sale-rooms
and dealers points to Edward Ashe's 1667 halfpenny (BW
Derbyshire 110; Norweb 606).
10
D. T-D. Clarke, pers. comm. 14 Aug. 1985; Brown and
Dolley, ER13.
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The new hoard was discovered in about June 1983 in the middle of a range of four
(originally five) tenements, timber-framed and probably dating from the seventeenth
century, which are now numbered 40, 42, 44 and 48 St Mary's Street, Eynesbury, St
Neot's, Huntingdon, Cambs. 1 1 They were being renovated for occupation when, from the
top of a beam at second-floor ceiling height and probably from within a foot, a number of
tokens were brushed down. Some lay overlapping on the ground, and all apparently had
been together on the beam, not in a cavity or container but stacked perhaps in one or two
piles. Eleven pieces, believed to be the majority, were retrieved by the site supervisor, who
is a member of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society; a twelfth specimen came back to him,
having been cleaned up; three are known to have been picked up by workmen on the site,
and others might have been swept up with the rubble. Of the strays two were acquired by
Mr Jim Chapman of the St Neot's & District Artifacts Club, thanks to whom it is possible
to include them here.
Fourteen tokens can thus be detailed. They are all halfpence issued by the Overseers of
St Neot's, which is immediately adjacent to Eynesbury. St Neot's was (and is) a market
town, and although overseers of the poor were officials of the parish, it is worthy of remark
that their tokens refer to the TOWNE of St Neot's. No record of their ordering, circulation
or withdrawal appears to survive; 12 consequently, the tokens themselves must be made to
yield any information about their issue. On stylistic grounds they appear to date from
1664-66.
There are two types, one reading STNEOTS, and the other STEEDS. The place takes its
name from St Neot, but the form St Edes is on record 1 3 from 1558 and 1648. Within each
type the specimens in the hoard are all from the same dies; and both types use the same
obverse die. 1 4 On this common obverse the letters T H E O S N and the lozenge stop (after
THE) are the same as on the ST EEDS reverse, whereas different letters and pellet stops
appear on the STNEOTS reverse. The STEEDS reverse therefore came first, sunk from some
of the same punches as the obverse and designed to pair with it. The types may be
described in order as follows.
Type 1 (fig. 1); BW Hunts. 52; eight specimens, including one from Mr Chapman.
Obv. [mullet] THEOVERSEERSOF- around •••|THEIR|HALFE|PENY|Rev. [mullet] T H E T O W N E O F S T E E D S around two female figures seated facing each other on chairs shown out
of perspective, between them one lace-maker's pillow, and projecting from it several pins.
Weights in grams: 1.765, 1.570 (off-centre, 20mm), 1.544, 1.511, 1.494, 1.331 (off-centre, 21mm), 1.305
(off-centre, 22mm), 1.165 (concave, cleaned).
Metal and die-axis: yellow brass and 360° in all cases.
Type 2 (fig. 2); BW Hunts. 53; six specimens, including one from Mr Chapman.
Obv. as Type 1 (same die).
11
They lie between the parish church and the site of
another range of five tenements shown as Monument 4 on
the plan in the Royal Commission on Historical Monuments
(England), An Inventory of the Historical Monuments in
Huntingdonshire (London, 1926), p. 87; this site has been
redeveloped.
12
The Huntingdonshire Branch of the Cambridgeshire
Record Office kindly reports that records of the St Neot's
Overseers commence in 1673 only; and that the parish
meeting book dating from 1655 contains no mention of the
tokens.
13
A. M a w e r a n d F . M. Stenton, The Place-names of Bedfordshire & Huntingdonshire (Cambridge, 1926), p. 265;
George Cornelius Gorham, The History and Antiquities of
Eynesbury and St Neot's. . . (London, 1820), p. 202n.
14
In 1820 Gorham (p. 144) knew of the STEEDS type only.

his source being Thomas Snelling, A View of the Copper
Coin and Coinage of England. . . (London, 1766), pi. ii.24.
On p. clx of his 1824 Supplement (which was issued with an
additional title page for binding the History in two volumes),
Gorham corrected Snelling's 'two women spinning' (p. 14)
to 'two women working at a lace-pillow'; and announced the
discovery in 1823 of the ST NEOTS type, 'scarcely differing
from the above (and yet clearly, by comparison, struck from
another dye)'. By 1867 it had been realised that the obverses
were from the same die, for the types were illustrated with a
common obverse on a plate St Neots Local Coins, received
at the British Museum in March of that year, and to be
associated with Joseph Rix M.D., whose addenda to Gorham's History were received in August 1867. Williamson and
Boyne merely referred to 'a variety', and the die-link does
not appear to have been mentioned in print.
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Rev. [mullet]

THE-TOWNE OF-S T NEOTS around two female figures seated facing each other on chairs not
obviously out of perspective, between them one lace-maker's pillow, without projecting pins.
Weights in grams: 1.770, 1.605, 1.523, 1.409, 1.303, 1.192.
Metal and die-axis: yellow brass and 90° in all cases.

FIGS. 1 - 3

The women in the central device are clearly sitting before a lace-maker's pillow of
cylindrical type (Freeman, fig. 2.2), which was made of hessian or canvas stuffed firmly
with straw, and was supported either on the lace-maker's lap, or on a pillow horse (of
which there is no indication here). Around this was tightly pinned a parchment pattern,
which the lace-maker had usually pricked out herself from a prototype owned by the lace
buyer; and to fine brass pins at the head of the pattern a varying number of linen threads
were attached, the other end weighted by bobbins on which the threads were wound, and
of which the twisting and crossing produced the lace. 1 5 The problem with the device is the
presence of two women apparently working on the same pillow, which is unprecedented.
Wright described it as a 'peculiarity' of the St Neot's tokens; later writers have dismissed
the representation as erroneous or ridiculous. 16 However, three explanations other than
error may be considered. First, it seems possible though unlikely that the device is
emblematic, with the women as much enlarged symmetrical supporters of the St Neot's
substitute for arms. Second, the device might be a realistic representation in two
dimensions of a three-dimensional scene, with two lace-women working on separate
pillows placed one behind the other; when women worked lace together they chose to sit
side by side, but they might not have had this choice in a workhouse. 1 7 Third, perhaps the
likeliest explanation is that the device represents the teaching of lace-making to the
children of the poor, for which there is ample testimony (see below).
The making of pillow lace, otherwise bobbin lace or bone-lace, introduced to England in
the third quarter of the sixteenth century, was a considerable domestic industry throughout
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the chief use for its product being the decoration
of clothing, both for fashionable wear and, it can now be seen, as a luxury for the new

15
Charles Freeman, Pillow Lace in the East Midlands
(Luton, 1958), pp. 22-32.
16
Thomas Wright [of Olney], The Romance of the Lace
Pillow: being the History of Lace-making. . ., second edition
(Olney, 1924), p. 57; T. L. Huetson, Lace and Bobbins: a
History and Collector's Guide, second edition (Newton

Abbot, 1983), p. 68; Jeffery Hopewell, Pillow Lace and
Bobbins (Aylesbury, 1975), p. 2.
17
The Huntingdon Record Office again kindly reports
that a workhouse existed in St Neot's by 1730, when a
payment of rent for it appears in the Churchwardens'
Accounts.
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consumers. It appears originally to have constituted an alternative to unemployment for
women and girls in particular, so that Thomas Fuller had found many children making lace
who 'otherwise would be burdensome to the parish'. Once it had shown its value as a
suitable occupation for the poor, it began to occupy a high place amongst the industries to
be developed in parish workhouses. As early as 1596 the overseers of Eaton Socon
(Beds.), across the Ouse from St Neot's, resolved to pay Goodwife Clarke for teaching the
poor children to work bone-lace; and in Sir William Borlase's Marlow workhouse of 1628
twenty-four 'women children' were to be taught to make bone-lace. 18
The counties of Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire and Northamptonshire were one of the
two main districts where the pillow lace industry developed (the other being Honiton). St
Neot's was at the eastern edge of this district, but whether for its own output, or as an
entrepot for the lands beyond the Ouse, it was active in this industry. For example, in 1615
a Lincolnshire chapman bought two separate lots of lace from St Neot's men to sell at
Stourbridge Fair; and William Wilson of Boston, chapman, on his death in 1666 owed £7
for lace to Nathaniel White of 'St Needs'. 1 9 This Nathaniel White may have been a lace
buyer, like the token issuers John Rennals and Peter Reynoldes of Buckingham, James
Brierly of Olney, and nine others in Buckinghamshire.
The weights of the tokens in the hoard may appear to be irregular, equally so for both
types; yet the weights of Gloucester farthings also range widely, even though a certain
weight was specified. 21 The standard evidently lay not in the weight per piece, but in the
number of pieces to be struck from a quantity of metal such as a pound. Placing the metric
weights against units of grains, as used in the seventeenth century, it is possible to construct
the following histogram (fig. 4); the number of specimens being too low to produce a
5 n

Grains
Grams

16
1.04

1

1

1

1

1

18
1.17

20
1.30

22
1.43

24
1.56

26
1.69

—
28
1.81

FIG. 4 Weight distribution of the tokens.
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Freeman, pp. 9-20; G. F. R. Speneeley, 'The origins
of the English pillow lace industry', Agricultural History
Review 21 (1973), 81-93; Joan Thirsk, Economic Policy and
Projects: the Development of a Consumer Society in Early
Modern England (Oxford, 1978), pp. 65-6.
19
Margaret Spufford, The Great Reclothing of Rural
England: Petty Chapmen and their Wares in the Seventeenth
Century (London, 1984), pp. 98-9, 233-4.
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George Berry. 'Buckinghamshire lace-buyers and their
tokens'. Coins and Medals 18 no. 10 (Oct. 1981), 20-22; but
note that both the John Rennals and the Peter Reynoides
tokens bear a strip of lace, not a roll of lace. The
Huntingdon Record Office has found Nath. White paying
tax on one hearth in St Neot's in 1666.
21
R. H. Thompson, 'Gloucester Farthings, 1657-1662',
BNJ 45 (1975) 77-91 and pi. vii, especially p. 90.
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definite peak, another weight to hand, that of the only representative in the Norweb
Collection (1.432g), has been included. From this it is clear that the halfpence were struck
to a standard. It is less certain where that standard lay between, say, 22 and 24 grains, but
on the analogy of another seventeenth-century base-metal series where specifications are
known and a number of specimens have been weighed, the nominal weight is likely to lie
slightly above the peak. 2 - It looks as though a St Neot's halfpenny may nominally have
weighed 24 grains; so that, if Troy weight were employed, the specification for the
Overseers' iace-making' tokens would have been 240 pieces or 120 pence per pound.
In other respects production of the tokens was not regular. While they are consistent in
metal and die-axis, type 1 in particular has some decidedly rough features. The flan
diameter varies from 20mm (two specimens) through 21mm (four) to 22mm (two), one of
these last being on a cracked flan. Across the range of sizes there are specimens struck
off-centre (e.g. fig. 3). Type 2 is off-centre in only one case, and has a regular diameter of
21mm. Study of this hoard does, however, permit a general conclusion about seventeenthcentury tokens at or near the point of release into circulation. Given that they were
normally produced in London, it evidently has to be accepted that London production
could include flans of varying diameter, cracked flans, and pieces struck off-centre. Such
characteristics cannot be considered as necessarily diagnostic of subsequent local
striking. 23

22
Michael Dolley, 'The weight-standard of the later
seventeenth-century copper halfpenny Irish', NCirc 79
(1971), 198-200.
23
See R. H. Thompson, 'Central versus local production

of seventeenth-century tokens', forthcoming. We must end
by expressing our gratitude to Mr Mike Bonser, who not
only made contact between us but also took the photographs
and weighed the hoard.
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few exceptions the medal had fallen into decline since at least the beginning of the
present century, and the First World War merely compounded the deficiency. Inspiration
came from just a handful of medallists and was insufficient to create a desirable climate in
which medallic art could flourish in Britain.
The early 1920s mark the beginning of a period when medal making experienced an
important revival, due largely to the initiative and forward-planning of one man, Robert
Arthur Johnson (no. 1), who from 1922 until his untimely death in 1938 used his position
as deputy master of the Royal Mint to stimulate and sustain medallic art in Britain. This
paper focuses not only on the medals and their respective artists with whom Johnson was
associated, but also concerns itself with the intrigues and manoeuvres used in obtaining
work for the Mint, sometimes to the detriment of private medal manufacturers.
Forty-eight year old Johnson did not come to office without prior experience in public
administration. After Winchester and New College, Oxford, he served in the Department
of Scottish Education, H.M. Customs and Excise, and in 1919 as Assistant Secretary in the
Treasury, and had been called to the Bar in 1913. By merely looking at some of the
medallic work being produced in northern Europe, both at various mints as well as
privately, he was able to recognize the state of the art in Britain for what it was and wasted
little time in attacking the malaise from which medals were suffering. In June 1922 the
Royal Mint Advisory Committee of Taste was established by the king to advise on all
matters connected with the design of coins, medals, seals and decorations, 1 and no doubt it
is this development which gave Johnson the support with which to effect changes in the
medal.
In July he wrote to the Treasury suggesting an annual advance for bringing promising
artists into medal work. 2 The request was denied on the grounds that such expenditure was
unnecessary, 3 even though Johnson did point out that if such a subsidy were to be given, as
it was at some Continental mints, a small revenue would eventually accrue. 4
Later in the same year plans were drawn up for a British Empire Exhibition to encourage
trade in the Empire and to pay tribute to our colonial forces, who had fought during the
Great War. Johnson saw this as an opportunity to promote interest in the medal, and wrote
to Sir James Masterton at the Colonial Office on 2 November 1922:
WITH
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I am anxious to make the Royal Mint a centre for the encouragement of medals . . . Public interest in good
medal work has sunk to a . . . low level, and the contrast with France, or even Germany, is one to bring a
blush to the cheeks of even the most hardened philistine . . . the forthcoming exhibition affords an
opportunity . . . of a commemorative medal which would be placed for sale . . . thereby giving employment
to an artist . . . and bringing his work to the notice of the public.5

Johnson was anxious to take whatever steps he could for the general improvement in
every aspect of coins and medals, including methods of production. In 1923 a process of
producing medals by 'cameograph', or photo-sculpture, invented by Henry M. Edmunds,
came to his notice. In this process a series of fine parallel lines are engraved upon a sheet of
plate glass and projected by a powerful lantern on the face of the sitter, who is then
photographed from two points. The negatives show the image of the person and the fine
lines across the face, which naturally appear as curved lines where they fall across the
features. The plates are then enlarged to a particular size on glass transparencies and
placed in a specially constructed carving machine in which several hundred parallel furrows
are carved by a revolving drill, controlled by the contour lines registered on the plate. The
result is a portrait in relief which shows a remarkable life-like appearance. Johnson,
however, reckoned that the process could not usefully be introduced at the Mint,
remarking 'if it became universal it would eliminate the artist altogether. Not only would
there be no engravers, but there would not be any modellers in plaster 1 . 6 Very few medals
were produced by this process, but cameograph portraits of the Prince of Wales and Lord
Baden-Powell were made.
In May 1923 medallists from Britain and the colonies submitted designs for both an
award medal and a plaquette to be struck by the Mint, commemorating the exhibition at
Wembley; a prize of £60 for each was offered by two city livery companies, the
Goldsmiths', and Armourers' and Braziers'. 7 This competition highlighted a growing
controversy between the Mint and private medallists. John Robert Pinches (no. 2), head of
the firm of die-sinkers established in the 1820s, complained to the earl of Crawford, a
member of the Royal Mint Advisory Committee, that the Mint was entering into direct
competition with private firms, and that he resented the possible hardship to his
employees. 8 This was understandable in the light of the fragile economic climate, and
Johnson's somewhat over-zealous methods of obtaining business for the Mint.
Crawford wrote to Johnson about Pinches's letter: 'I do not quite know what is the best
line to adopt . . . As this is the kind of question that the firm might bring to public notice it
might be preferable if I told him that I was sending the letter to you'. 9 Crawford's
suspicions proved remarkably prophetic. Two days later the Daily Express published a
letter from Pinches, headed 'Medals to be made at the Mint', and accusing the Mint of
accepting 'orders for new medals . . . at a price that no private firm could possibly quote'. 1 0
Crawford's annoyance at Pinches can be seen in his subsequent letter to Johnson."
Johnson's argument in favour of the Mint was outlined in a letter to Sir Lawrence
Weaver at the Treasury on 5 December 1923. When the Wyons had joined with the other
side of their family, who had already established a private die-sinking business in

5

PRO. Mint 20/797.
Pinches - his work is disgraceful, and his name ridiculous.
PRO. Mint 20/900; Royal Mint. 54th Annual Report of He is one of a type of correspondent common enough, to
whom it is impossible to tell the truth - I mean to say to
the Deputy Master and Comptroller (1923), p. 10.
7
reveal the full facts of the situation. The whole assumption
PRO" Mint 20/797, 7 February 1923.
8
of his letter rests upon his opinion that private medallists
PRO. Mint 20/861, 15 November 1923.
9
divert custom from himself to the Mint. If the Mint scheme
PRO. Mint 20/861, 17 November 1923.
10
PRO. Mint 20/861, Daily Express 23 November 1923, does well, private patrons will come into existence who
would no more dream of going to Pinches than to the Man in
'Contracts taken from private firms'.
11
PRO. Mint 20/861, 25 November 1923, Crawford to the Moon. He sent me four examples of his medals - I
Johnson: 'I do not mean to carry on a correspondence with thought them very distressing'.
6
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Birmingham, they had taken with them dies from hereditary commissions which William
and Leonard Charles Wyon had originally obtained whilst working in Mint time. The
abolition of the post of engraver in 1903 had enabled the Mint to approach outside artists
for public work, and the introduction of the reducing machine had further encouraged this
trend. King Edward VII had had his royal prize medals struck at the Mint, on cost grounds
alone, which was important when it was considered that the Royal Academy was then
paying more for their revised annual prize medals struck by Messrs. Pinches than if they
had gone to the Mint in the first place. Indeed, Johnson concluded, 'I am not altogether
clear that we ought not only to quote for work but . . . let it be known that we can save
them (institutions) money if they come to us'. 1 2
Messrs. Pinches and Allan Gairdner Wyon had mustered support from public authorities
as well as from private medallists. Armed with a petition signed by the London Chamber of
Commerce and nine of the leading private die-sinking establishments, they saw Johnson on
4 January 1924 but this proved to be a fruitless exercise. 13
Johnson's plans seemed to be endangered from a rather more official quarter. Winston
Churchill, the chancellor, had written to Austen Chamberlain, foreign secretary, on 25
November 1924 stating clearly that although he had not had 'the opportunity of looking
fully into the question of manufacture of medals by the Mint . . . on general principle . . .
it is undesirable that the state should enter into commercial competition with private
firms'.14 Fortunately for Johnson, when a copy of Churchill's letter was forwarded to him
by somebody at the Treasury, he was told that he might regard his present activities as safe
and that if he proceeded cautiously in future there would be 'no further restrictions'. 15
As deputy master of the Royal Mint, Johnson's position demanded at least a modicum of
discretion and, clearly, the present need was never more compelling. He was able,
however, to use a journal as his unofficial mouthpiece, telling its editor in January 1925
that he was
glad that the 'Spectator' will say something about the struggle with the medal firms, as the matter is now
becoming acute, and, between ourselves, the Chancellor is to receive a joint deputation from the Federation
of British Industries, the London Chamber of Commerce, the Royal Society of British Sculptors, the
Birmingham Jewellers' Association, etc. etc., very shortly.
Meanwhile I send you, for your entirely confidential perusal, the minute on the subject which I wrote to
Winston Churchill in November last, shortly after his taking office, as also of some observations made today
in reply to the salient points made in a whole budget of letters which have come to him lately from the
complainants. You will, of course, understand that whoever is kind enough to write the article will not give it
away that he has received these confidential papers from me, or quote them. They are only sent to him to
help him to realise what the struggle is all about, and what the case of the opponents is. He is, however, quite
entitled to quote anything he likes from the published reports of the Deputy Master for the years 1922 and
23.
The bull point about the whole of this controversy is that the medallic art was as near as possible dead in
England and consisted mainly of reproducing annual medals from dies struck many years ago. It is now being
revived, thanks to our activities at the Mint and if the trade, instead of opposing these activities, were to take
up the challenge and emulate our work they should reap great benefit from the revival. Witness the case of
France where the Paris Mint has always done work of this sort, in spite or, as I argue, in consequence of
which there are over a dozenfirms in Paris and elsewhere in France emulating the achievements of the Mint
and achieving reliable high quality. As the result, clients in England requiring good medals, and artists
requiring dies, have been going to France for them of recent years.

12

PRO. Mint 20/861.
PRO. Mint 20/1004, 4 January 1924, petitioners:
R. Barclay, London Chamber of Commerce; H. L.
Symonds; A. T. Isaac; Charles Wright; R. A. Garrad (Phillips, medallists); A. Fattorini; E. C. Barry (J. Moore, medallists)
C. F. Gaunt
(J. R. Gaunt,
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Fenwick, medallists); B. J. Dingly; A. De V. Leigh;
F. H. Saunders (Birmingham Jewellers & Silversmiths
Assoc.).
14
PRO. Mint 20/929.
15
PRO. Mint 20/929, letter from E. Marsh to Johnson, 26
November 1924.
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So far as regards real medal work.
As for the Birmingham jewellery trade, the kind of stuff which they produce is not what we have in view
here at the Mint at all, or could possibly undertake at the price, even if we desired to do so. Even here,
however, if the trade asked for the views of the Advisory Committee on any designs that they had in
contemplation, it would be readily given free of all charge.
It is perhaps worth mentioning that the whole controversy arose because an artist who had rights in certain
dies for gold medals came to us for estimates for the striking of these medals. Reckoning in every possible
overhead charge and full labour costs, wefind that we are able to produce these medals at from 25/- to 30/apiece (excluding, of course, the cost of the gold), and still make a good profit on our outlay. The trade,
however, claims that this work could not be done for less than 45/-, an excellent instance of the sort of
profiteering that goes on when traders think they have a monopoly. What is really getting them on the raw is
the fact that now that the Mint has entered the market again, even to the very limited extent that we are able
to do, they can no longer cheat the artist and force the public to take bad stuff at ruinous prices.16

On 27 March 1925, a deputation which included the Federation of British Industry and
the Royal Society of British Sculptors saw the financial secretary and pleaded its case. 1 7
After much negotiation a sort of compromise was reached whereby the Mint agreed not to
operate a monopoly in connection with medal work; as far as privately-commissioned work
was concerned they agreed to handle annually an average of just eight pairs of dies, up to a
maximum of fourteen, and then without an increase in staff. 18
The two competitions for the British Empire Exhibition award medal and plaquette, 1 9
each with a first prize of £70, were decided by the Royal Mint Advisory Committee with
Lawrence Weaver co-opted as representative of the exhibition authorities. That for the
plaquette was won by Edward Carter Preston 2 0 (no. 3), an artist from Liverpool who had
hitherto produced a handful of unexciting medals. The design chosen for the award medal
was that of twenty-eight year old Percy Metcalfe 21 (no. 4), with a representation of his
'Wembley' lion (no. 5). Johnson was delighted with this design writing to Sir Lawrence
Weaver, 'Metcalfe's Lion seems to be a triumph'. 2 2 Metcalfe's design in the competition
for the keepsake souvenir medal (no. 6) - a low relief florin-sized piece, produced at the
Exhibition and capable of being struck with just one blow at the rate of 105 a minute - also
won first prize of £50. The medal chosen as the runner-up (no. 7) was by William
McMillan. At fifteen Metcalfe had won a scholarship to Leeds School of Art, and this
had led on to a 'Royal Exhibition' scholarship at the Royal College of Art. Now the
Wembley Exhibition marked the turning point of his career.
The Times (souvenir issue, April 1924) was lyrical about Wembley: 'millions of British
subjects will ascend the Heights of Empire. Spread before them is the wondrous reality of
Britain's might and magnitude . . . the scene is without parallel in the history of mankind'.
The central feature of the Mint exhibit was an illustration of minting, including that of a
replica King Alfred penny in tin (no. 8), struck by men in Saxon costume and employing
traditional methods of production. 2 4 Even this innocent diversion drew Johnson into a
squabble when, on 20 May 1924, a question was raised in Parliament by Professor Charles
Oman, asking the chancellor whether he realised that those Alfred pennies differed little
from the originals. 25 On 21 May, Johnson gave a written reply to Oman expressing his
sorrow that Oman should have classed him with Becker the forger, and insisting that 'the

16
19
PRO. Mint 20/929, letter from Johnson to Atkins, 21
PRO. Mint 20/797, 15 November 1923.
20
January 1925.
PRO. Mint 20/863, letter from Johnson to E. Carter
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PRO. Mint 20/1003, deputation: Royal Soc. of British Preston, 14 November 1923.
21
Sculptors (W. Reid Dick, G. Bayes, A. G. Wyon, L. S.
PRO. Mint 20/862; Family archives.
22
Merrifield); London Cham, of Comm.; Federation of British
PRO. Mint 20/797, 21 May 1924.
23
Industry; Birmingham Cham, of Comm.; Birm. Jewellers &
PRO. Mint 20/846, 17 December 1923.
24
Silversmiths Assoc.
Illustration of production process in the Illustrated
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PRO. Mint 20/1003, letter from Johnson to R. Soc. of London News, 14 June 1924.
25
PRO. Mint 20/911.
Brit. Sculptors., July 1925.
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facsimilies [had] received the approval of the British Museum . . . No doubt [he continued]
the size of the coin is that of the London silver penny but . . . the metal is tin . . . [and] I
can hardly imagine a coin collector who was such a mug as not to look pretty narrowly
through a glass at a coin in so fine a condition'. 26 After further discussions between
Johnson, the Treasury and George Brooke at the British Museum, the matter was finally
resolved by the preparation of different dies, and a new moneyer, Philip at Wembley, was
'discovered' 27 (no. 9). In the event, this particular gimmick had proved reasonably
popular, and more than ten thousand pieces were sold at sixpence each.
Johnson's uneasiness at the siting of the Mint exhibit, between the Air Ministry and the
Department of Tropical Hygiene, was made clear in a letter to one of the organizers:
I see that their majesties are proposing to visit the British Government Pavilion . . . I hope that they do not
overlook the Mint exhibit . . . circumstances have decreed that our exhibit is in a secluded spot . . . which
might be mistaken for the public lavatories . . . clearly, if their majesties overlook our annexe it is highly
probable that everybody else will do so. I should be deeply grateful, therefore, if you could possibly get it
arranged that they come round and see the first keepsake tokens struck on the coinage press. 28

Despite large sales of the various souvenir pieces, including some 113,000 keepsake
medals, the Exhibition had not been the absolute success hoped for by Johnson. All in all,
four competitions were held in conjunction with the Empire Exhibition. Apart from the
official Exhibition medal, plaquette and keepsake tokens already mentioned, an open
competition was held for a series of plaquettes in bronze, illustrative of London as the
capital city of the Empire, 2 9 notice of which appeared in The Times of 17 May 1923. £1,000
was allocated for their production, and from a total of eighty-one designs received the
work of six artists was selected. First prize of £50 was won by Eric Bradbury with two
pieces: National Gallery / St Martin's in the Fields, and Westminster Abbey / Houses of
Parliament. A. Howes and Percy Metcalfe shared the second prize of 50 guineas, and the
winners of the third prize were M. Kitchener (to achieve greater fame as the designer of
the 'thrift' design on the brass threepence), W. H. Doxey and C. L. J. Doman. 3 0
Edward Carter Preston, winner of the Wembley plaquette competition, was involved in
the preparation of an interesting commission which never came to fruition. In 1924 a
competition was held for the design of a medal for the League of Nations, and four artists
submitted work: Madge Kitchener, J. Langford Jones, Percy Metcalfe, and Edward Carter
Preston. The subject was to be the League's ideograph - the world drawn on Molveides's
equal area projection - surrounded by fifty-five stars for the member nations. Carter
Preston (no. 10) and Langford Jones were joint winners of the competition, but the
contractors could not come to terms about its issue with the League and the proposal was
dropped altogether. 31
Langford Jones 3 2 undertook some fairly uninteresting work for the Mint; his most
commonly-seen medal carries the conjoined portrait effigies of King George VI and Queen
Elizabeth (no. 11). This die was supplied to private manufacturers by the Mint, and is an
example of the help which was sometimes given to them.
Despite public indifference to the Mint exhibit at Wembley, new work was forthcoming.
The London, Midland and Scottish Railway Company wished to issue a medal to those
who had given service during the General Strike in 1926. The commission was given to
Ernest Gillick, a sculptor who had won a scholarship from Nottingham School of Arc (and

26
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28
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whose wife, Margaret, designed the obverse portrait for the coronation coinage of Queen
Elizabeth II). His design (no. 12) is a well-balanced composition which hints at Art Deco,
whilst the reverse inscription incorporates the railway company's initials. This medal was
struck in bronze with an almost black matt toned surface, consisting of a French lacquer.
The Royal Mint charge was £52 10s. for the first pair of dies and preparation of punches,
while the cost of actual manufacture was 2s. 6d. for the first five thousand, and 2s. 4:l/2d.
thereafter; approximately 7,750 were struck. 3 3 One of Gillick's earlier medals, a Great
War memorial for members of the Inner Temple (no. 13) can also be singled out as
progressive in design.
A particularly interesting medal from this period is that for the armistice anniversary
(no. 14) in 1928. The emotional subject used was an allegory of Deliverance, and
illustrates the advance of Great Britain supporting a youthful warrior who offers a wreath
to the memory of fallen heroes. This stirring medal is singularly unusual in actually having
been sponsored by the Royal Mint from where it could be purchased. The designer was
Charles Leighfield Doman who, like Ernest Gillick, studied in Nottingham under the
sculptor and medallist Oliver Sheppard.
It was Percy Metcalfe who received the lion's share of Mint work at this time.
Correspondence between Johnson and Metcalfe hints at a relationship of patron and
protege, and it is difficult to see how Metcalfe's medal of Johnson's father (no. 15),
executed in 1924, could not fail to curry a little favour. In correspondence relating to this
particular commission Johnson, in fact, reports Metcalfe as having been 'much struck by
my father's anatomy, and thinks he should make a very good head'. 3 4 Notwithstanding
this, Metcalfe's ability is quite obvious and he was instructed to prepare the official
Wembley Exhibition medal for 1925 (no. 16), choosing as its theme Food, Transport and
Housing - the main interests upon which the extension of the Exhibition into 1925 were
focused. An important commission came his way late in 1924 when on 17 October Johnson
asked him to design a medal for the Prince of Wales's visit to Cape Town. 3 5 Metcalfe
prepared and presented his design, and on 29 October a slightly perturbed Johnson
replied: 'My dear Metcalfe, I showed this rough sketch to the Mint Advisory Committee
yesterday. They said that they thought it had merit but wanted me to impress upon you the
necessity for guarding yourself against what they call Bolshevik, i.e. German impressionist
renderings'. 3 Metcalfe's portrait of the prince was done from pictures, and it is clear from
what he wrote to Johnson that this was regarded as a particularly important commission, 'I
should like to ask your help in getting photographs of the prince. I have been to every press
agency in the city and have failed to obtain a decent photo - this seems strange considering
that he must be the most photographed person in the country. I am particularly anxious to
go all out on this medal'. 3 7 In the event, the medal (no. 17) was a success for the Royal
Mint which received over 47,000 orders!
Of all Mint work it was possibly the medal which allowed the most unrestricted freedom
of movement for the artist, although rarely commanding the prestige which coinage design
brought. If success was to be measured solely in those terms then Metcalfe's greatest
triumph came in 1927. An Advisory Committee chaired by the poet William Butler Yeats
looked into the question of a coinage for the Irish Free State. A competition was drawn up
and Metcalfe's distinctive and enduring designs, featuring a different animal on each of the
eight denominations, were chosen. 3 8
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In July 1926 the firm of Joseph Fry wished to have a medal struck for presentation to the
workforce on its bicentenary in 1928. 39 The Royal Mint Advisory Committee invited three
artists to submit designs - Eric Gill, Percy Metcalfe and Harold Youngman - and each was
to receive an honorarium of ten guineas. The committee rejected the designs of Metcalfe,
who was by now caught up in work for the Irish coinage. Eric Gill made a model in box
wood, but was asked to prepare a stone model from his drawing and this was subject to
much delay. Ultimately, it was Youngman's design which was the most acceptable,
although asked to revise the obverse, and he received a fee of seventy guineas. Six
thousand of these medals (no. 18) were struck in bronze and given a dark toning, similar to
that applied to Gillick's medal for the General Strike, known as Toning No. 1 by the
Mint.
In 1926 and 1927 the British Empire Union, an organization which carried as one of its
slogans 'Britain for the British', issued a medal (no. 19) for distribution to children
throughout the Empire on 24 May, Empire Day. They had gone to a private manufacturer
for the medals, which carried a portrait of the Prince of Wales produced by the
cameographic process. The quantities distributed ran into tens of thousands; although this
was not the top end of the market, it was, none the less, the sort of business which the Mint
might profit from. Even Johnson realised that he could not be seen openly touting for the
work, but an opportunity arose when, in late 1927, the Union invited submissions from
artists for suitable medal designs. The Union approached the Mint to quote for manufacture and were surprised and happy to find them marginally cheaper than the private
company they had used; as a further inducement there was to be, as Johnson craftily
pointed out, no charge for the designs. The Mint started striking the medals (no. 20) in
early 1928 and by 15 May had received orders for more than 29,000 pieces. Metcalfe's
portrait of the Prince of Wales, based on that for his Cape Town medal, was used for the
obverse while the reverse, by Thomas Humphrey Paget, 4 1 was after a design by the
sculptor Francis Derwent Wood. 4 2 This piece of unbridled nationalism had proved widely
popular and by the end of 1928 the number of orders received had gone up to 40,000. The
Union went on to request a new reverse, one which would appeal more to children and
perhaps 'fire them with enthusiasm to emulate the deeds of their forefathers'. Six artists
were invited to submit designs for the new reverse and that by Charles Leighfield Doman
(no. 21) was selected. 43
Once again Johnson drew flak from private medal manufacturers, and the Federation of
British Industry, at having apparently poached this lucrative business from under their
noses, but he remained unmoved. The distribution and striking of these medals, however,
was raising a completely different issue. On 13 June 1928 a parliamentary question
inquired 'whether a propaganda organization could get their medals struck at the Royal
Mint', 4 4 and a letter to Johnson on 2 January 1929, from the Liberal party, complained that
the medals were being distributed by a local Conservative organization. 45 On 18 January
1929 Johnson defended himself in a letter to the secretary of the British Empire Union
you should not be accused of being a party organization. If you could have pointed to a printed circular or
catalogue in which you stated that 'these medals could not be issued to Political Organizations, and must not
be used in connection with the activities of any political organization' that would have definitely clinched the
matter, and we should have no more trouble. If individuals do not observe these conditions that is their own
risk, but the B.E.U. itself - and, what is more important from my own point of view, The Mint cannot be
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held responsible. If there is no such published statement by the B.E.U. I am quite certain that we should very
soon find ourselves instructed by Parliament to refuse to supply these medals to you at all. Remember that
there is nothing which Liberals resent so much - or, for that matter, all but the extremists in the Labour Party
- than the suggestion that the British Empire is the monopoly of the Tory Party. 46

In the following March the Union received a letter from Warren Fisher at the Treasury,
indicating that the prime minister felt 'bound to take exception to the reproduction on a
document containing phrases lending themselves to a politically controversial interpretation of a medal bearing the effigy of H.R.H. The Prince of Wales and struck at the
Royal Mint. Mr. Baldwin, therefore, cannot permit the issue of any further supplies of this
medal to your association unless the pamphlet in its present form is withdrawn and suitably
emended'. 4 7
By early 1931 the Mint had struck more than 75,000 medals, but regrettably for Johnson
a letter from the Treasury in March 1931 considered that 'in view of the questions raised
. . . it would be well to leave this particular order to private contractors in future'. 4 8 Never
was such a politically loaded statement hidden behind such a seemingly innocent medal.
Other medals by Percy Metcalfe from this period include King Fuad's portrait (no. 22),
the Henry Carslake memorial (no. 23), and that for the Everest flight in 1933 (no. 24).
This last medal was commissioned by The Times which had taken a special interest in this
memorable flight, and decided to make a public presentation of medals to the expedition
members on their arrival home. This decision was taken only at the last moment; although
only about ten medals were required time was precious and the entire work, from its
conception to striking, took just two weeks! 4 9 In order to minimise the risk of damage to
the dies the medals were struck in the slightly softer fineness of pure silver instead of the
customary sterling. Metcalfe, who was appointed 'Designer for Industry' by the Royal
Society of Arts, was also active in other areas of design: shop fronts, environmental public
areas and Ashted pottery jugs. During the 1940s he designed an ice ballet which was
produced each summer on Blackpool pleasure beach.
Liverpool Cathedral's inauguration was marked by two quite contrasting pieces: Edward
Carter Preston's plaque (no. 25) is a purely modernistic representation, whilst Walter
Gilbert's 50 contribution (no. 26), although modern in treatment, is a visual embodiment of
Milton's Areopagatican Eagle, 'kindling her undazzled eyes at the full midday beam,
purging and unsealing her sight at the fountain of Heavenly Radiance'. 5 1
In November 1932 the king announced his intention of offering an annual medal for
poetry in English. The Royal Mint Advisory Committee selected, from a field of ten
designs, a composition of Edmund Dulac (no. 27), for which he received £113. The reverse
depicts Truth emerging from her well and holding the divine flame of Inspiration. Today,
Dulac is best remembered as an illustrator of children's books and as a designer of postage
stamps. 5 2
In October 1934 Percy Metcalfe and William Goscombe John 5 3 were given sittings by
King George V and Queen Mary, for the commemorative (no. 28) and king's (no. 29)
silver jubilee medals. The king's medal had given Johnson some concern, for, as he wrote
to Goscombe John 'you are setting us a manufacturing problem which is quite a serious
one. 80,000 of your medals are required . . . each requires some six blows, with annealing
in between . . . [and a] large amount of hand labour and time and expense'. Johnson went
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on to request that Goscombe John reduce the relief, 'so it does not stand out too markedly
. . . when worn with a row of them on the breast. 5 4 In late November Goscombe John sent
a description of his medal and notice of its issue to various newspapers, and on 26
November The Times, Daily Mail and Evening Standard duly carried these notices. This
disclosure, which had pre-empted the official announcement by Buckingham Palace, drew
the displeasure of the king, 5 5 and Johnson wrote to Sir Arthur Ponsonby of the Privy Purse
about the indiscretion, complaining that 'he had, of course, no business whatever to allow
the Press to go off at half-cock like that . . . I did not write to Goscombe John myself . . .
the whipping had been administered by the headmaster himself. It is unbelievable,
however, what even the most eminent among us will do in these days for the sake of a little
cheap advertisement'. 56
On the commemorative medal Metcalfe's representation of Windsor Castle was
intended to symbolize King George V as first monarch of the House of Windsor. The king
did not, however, particularly like this idea, preferring something more on the lines of the
royal arms and a crown surrounded by shields of the Dominions, or at least a design which
was more in keeping with the reverse of Goscombe John's medal. 5 7 The Royal Mint
Standing Committee (13 June 1934) found that this was not feasible, there being a difficulty
in including all the shields of the Dominions, without causing either confusion or jealousy.
Johnson, on the other hand, had no misgivings about Metcalfe's design, commenting in his
1934 Annual Report that 'the combination of an extract from Virgil . . . adopted as its
motto by Harrow School, with a building . . . [which was] so prominent a feature of the
Eton landscape' was an excellent idea. 'If we add', he continued, 'that the official
responsible is a Wykehamist, we surely have . . . a union of hearts symbolic of a Crown
which is over all parties and causes supreme'.
The silver jubilee medal was available in two sizes: gold at 40 guineas and 12 guineas;
silver at 15s. 9d., and Is. 10d., and for the first time the Royal Mint appointed agents to
retail the medals (coin and medal dealers Messrs. Baldwin and Messrs. Spink). On 8
January 1935 Spink offered the silver medal to Selfridges for 18s. and 2s. in quantities, to
retail at 21s. and 2s. 6d. 'We anticipate', they said, 'a very great demand for these Medals,
and if you agree with us in this, we would like to suggest your making a very special feature
of them'. 5 9 The response from Selfridges on 11 January was not encouraging: 'we have
noted the prices of the Jubilee Medal. We do not know whether you are suggesting this as a
commercial proposition, but the margin of profit is absurd'. 6 0 It was obviously in Johnson's
interest that the medal should reach as wide as audience as possible, and he was able to act
as mediator eventually persuading both Selfridges and Boots to stock the medal. 6 1
Percy Metcalfe was paid 300 guineas for the work. This medal is a definitive statement of
the period, its distinctive formalized design complementing his jubilee crown reverse
(no. 30), and is a testimony to his original and uncompromising approach to medal design.
Another medallist whose origins, like those of Metcalfe, lie in the British Empire
Exhibition was Thomas Humphrey Paget, a student at the Central School of Art. There is
little remarkable about his early work, perhaps because the commissions he received were
not very exciting. Correspondence from Robert Johnson, with regard to the securing of
one particular medal which Paget executed (no. 31), illustrates the zest with which
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Johnson would pursue a commission for the Royal Mint and, equally, the scorn he poured
on the competition. Writing to the prospective client, Dr Monckton Copeman, on 27 March
1928, he said:
regarding the cost of producing a die it is, I am afraid, the case that our charges are higher than those which
would be quoted by a privatefirm. At the same time, you will of course realize that we give a great deal more
care and attention, not only to the actual work of producing andfinishing the dies and the medal, but also in
advising the client and artist. I am not referring to the client's fee. In the ordinary trade they employ no artist
at all and simply give a version for good or ill, but in our case here we submit everything to the advisory
committee with the result that nothing goes out from the Royal Mint which hasn't been passed as anyway
decent by a committee of real experts.
If you are considering Messrs Pinches, some of their work is tolerable but, as a general proposition, I
would rather have a bath bun than the modern medal as struck by the British manufacturer, since the former
would be much less deleterious to my digestion, delicate as it is, than the latter would be to my sense of
taste. 62

In 1935 a commission from the Honourable Company of Master Mariners marked the
turning point in Paget's career. On the suggestion of the company's master, the Prince of
Wales, a medal was instituted for award to a cadet who had distinguished himself. The
company received designs from a number of artists but the work was given to Paget who
produced a portrait (no. 32) of considerable authority, and one which gained the approval
of the Prince of Wales. Johnson was impressed with the popularity of this portrait and its
success galvanized support from other Establishment bodies, hitherto indifferent to Paget's
work. 6 3 He went on to design the coinage for Edward VIII, prior to abdication, and the
definitive coinage portrait of King George V I . 6 4
A near contemporary of Paget at the Central School of Art was Cecil Thomas, an
extremely versatile engraver. He worked with gems, seals and cameo portraits and
undertook a lot of commissions for the Royal Mint in the preparation of colonial seals; 65
the ability to cut directly onto steel dies is reflected on his medal for the Birmingham Assay
Office (no. 33). Thomas was also a prolific sculptor and his crowned effigy of Her Magesty
the Queen was used for the coins and medals of many commonwealth countries.
Permission to use the sovereign's portrait was not always forthcoming. In March 1935
the president of the Royal Numismatic Society, Percy Webb, tried to obtain such
permission from the lord chamberlain's office, for its centenary, on the grounds that 'it
proposed that a commemorative medal should be struck and, in view of His Majesty's
gracious patronage of the Society, it is thought that the most appropriate obverse design
would be a portrait of The King'. 6 6 On 18 March 1935, however, Johnson made it plain to
Sir Frederick Ponsonby of the Privy Purse 'that permission could not be given to use The
King's effigy on their proposed medal, even though it is a Royal Society'. Permission for
a society or institution to have its medals bearing the effigy of one monarch did not
automatically extend to the succeeding sovereign. Johnson was therefore also obliged to
write to the Royal Agricultural Society, which had originally been allowed to have the bust
of Queen Victoria on its prize medals, pointing out 'that H.M.'s permission must be
obtained for the use of His Royal Effigy, and this isn't normally granted on medals not
presented by him personally'.
Gilbert Bayes had trained at the Royal Academy Schools, and in 1899 won a travelling
scholarship. He specialised in reliefs and statuettes, but also produced a number of medals.
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On 1 April 1935 the Royal Mint librarian sent Bayes a recent French medal by Jean
Vernon for the launching of the trans-Atlantic liner Normandie. Bayes suggested the idea
of a medal for the commissioning of the Queen Mary to an enthusiastic Johnson, who was
already aware of the success of the French medal. This could be purchased by passengers
on board and was, reported Johnson no doubt enviously, in October 1935, 'still selling like
hot cakes on every voyage'. Cunard White Star, the owners of the Queen Mary, accepted
the proposal of the medal; initially it had been hoped to use the effigy of Queen Mary but
Buckingham Palace would not permit the use of any royal head. Gilbert Bayes's original
design (no. 34) contrasted the Santa Maria, Columbus's ship, with the Queen Mary, but
Cunard's Percy Bates felt that the fate of that ship deemed its use inappropriate. 69
Johnson's proposal of an impressionist view of New York, seen through the Bargate in
Southampton, was employed by Bayes for the reverse, and this, coupled with a modified
form of his original design, constituted the final medal (no. 35), for which he received
£100. 70 The precise wording of the Latin inscription had caused some disagreement.
Rudyard Kipling, a friend of Percy Bates, proposed 'A Queen Confided me to the Ocean',
in Latin 'Regina Me Commisit Pellago'. Johnson, unsure of the accuracy of the Latin
translation, consulted three Latin scholars who all preferred 'Maria Regina Mari Me
Commisit'. 71 Percy Bates wrote to Kipling for his further comments, who retorted: 'Medal.
All right! If your three Latinists think they can improve on Horace (Bk. 1: Ode 3: Line 11)
don't try to stop 'em. I couldn't so I stole'. 7 2
The medal was a success and fully captures the mood of the moment. In all 3,000 pieces
were struck in bronze, and priced at 15s. each; they were available from the Royal Mint
and could also be purchased on the ship. A handful were struck in gold, and examples were
presented to the king and queen, the president of the United States and Mrs Roosevelt.
Cunard had also wished to issue tokens both for transactions on the ship and at its various
offices, but such use was declared illegal.
The unusual occurrence of three kings in 1936 was not enough to inspire new talent in
medal-making although the death of George V and, more especially, the prospect of a
coronation first for Edward VIII and then for George VI did produce a surfeit of
privately-manufactured medals. Two of the less predictable medals anticipating the
proposed coronation of Edward VIII were struck in Vienna, and are in honour of his
recent visit to Austria. Ludwig's Hujer's 7 3 portrait (no. 36) is rather fanciful and
undignified while that of fellow-countryman, Johann Joseph Tautenhayn 7 4 (no. 37),
although hardly flattering, does at least manage to hint at the portrait of a man
recognizable to a later generation as the duke of Windsor.
Soon after the death of King George V Johnson wrote to Metcalfe, on 23 January 1936,
'My dear Percy, you will, of course, be thinking about the coinage and medal work for the
new reign, but there is no immediate hurry, since the coins certainly will not be required till
January 1937 . . . Whether or not there will be others invited I could not, of course, say at
the moment, but I think you may regard it as pretty safe that you will at least get part of the
work'. 7 3 In the event, Metcalfe did make the official medal for the coronation of King
George VI in 1937 (no. 38), recalling in the portraits his jubilee medal of George V.
In the autumn of 1937 Robert Johnson attended a conference in Paris to consider various
aspects of medal manufacture. The result of this landmark conference was the formation of
the Federation Internationale des Editeurs de Medailles, commonly referred to today by
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its acronym F i d e m ; its principal objectives w e r e the e n c o u r a g e m e n t of public interest in
m o d e r n medals and their study.
O n 2 March 1938 R o b e r t J o h n s o n died quite suddenly. H e had given sixteen years of
loyal service to the Royal Mint a n d h a d b e e n largely responsible for its new-found impetus.
H e was an industrious and fearless c a m p a i g n e r w h o h a d not allowed himself to be
c o m p r o m i s e d or p e r s u a d e d by a r g u m e n t s which were c o u n t e r to the good of the Mint.
A l t h o u g h he had b e e n knighted in 1935 it is surprising that no initiative was t a k e n to strike
a medal as a tribute to his service, by the authorities in t h e T r e a s u r y , his colleagues at t h e
M i n t , or by those medallists on w h o s e behalf m a n y of his actions h a d b e e n fought!
Regardless of this, his influence was so far-reaching that this period of m e d a l - m a k i n g in
Britain will surely be r e m e m b e r e d as the J o h n s o n years.

THE

CATALOGUE

No. 1. Robert Arthur Johnson (1874-1938), photograph (Royal Mint Archives)
No. 2. John Robert Pinches (1884—1968), photograph (Pinches family archives)
No. 3. British Empire Exhibition, Plaquette, 1924
Obv.: An allegory of a peaceful assembly of the Dominions around the Mother Country. BRITISH . EMPIRE
EXHIBITION 1924 signed near edge E. CR P
Rev.: Inscription within table MAKE . ALL . SURE WE ARE . ONE (motto of the Armourers' and Braziers'
Company). Silver and copper, 78 mm. by 50 mm., rectangular. (Royal Mint 1924 p. 6, Plate B, 1)
No. 4. Percy Metcalfe (1895-1970); photograph (family archives)
No. 5. British Empire Exhibition, Award, 1924
Obv.: Bust of the king, crowned and draped, left. GEORGivs V BRITT: OMN:
truncation B.M. (Bertram Mackennal)
Rev.: Stylized lion, seated left; beyond, facade of stadium. Exergue: BRITISH
signed on ground, PM
Copper, 51 mm. (Royal Mint 1924, p. 6, Plate C, 5, 6)

REX ET IND:

IMP:signed on

EMPIRE EXHIBITION

. 1924

No. 6. British Empire Exhibition, "Keepsake" souvenir, 1924
Obv.: Stylized lion, seated left, STRUCK AT THE BRITISH EMPIRE EXHIBITION 1924 signed at edge, PM
Rev.: Industrial scene: shipping and factory chimneys. Exergue: INDUSTRY COMMERCE signed at edge, PM
Silver, nickel and copper, 28 mm. (Royal Mint 1924 p. 6, Plate A, 9, 10)
No. 7. British Empire Exhibition, "Keepsake" souvenir, 1924
Obv.: Head of Mercury, left. COMMERCE AND INDUSTRY signed behind head, McM
Rev.: Ship and gantry at quayside, THE . BRITISH EMPIRE . EXHIBITION 1924 signed at edge, McM
Silver, nickel and copper, 28 mm. (Royal Mint 1924 p. 6, Plate A, 11, 12)
No. 8. British Empire Exhibition, King Alfred souvenir penny, 1924
Obv.: Bust right, AELFREDI • E
Rev.: LOND monogram
Tin, approx. 20 mm. (Royal Mint 1924 p. 10, Plate A, 6-8)
No. 9.

British Empire Exhibition, King Alfred souvenir penny, 1924
As no. 8.
Three line inscription: LOND, monogram, between PHILIP AET WEMBLEY (moneyer named after Philip
Snowden, chancellor of the exchequer)
Tin, approx. 20 mm. (Royal Mint 1924 p. 10, Plate A, 6-8)
Obv.:
Rev.:

No. 10. League of Nations, 1924, Pencil design (PRO. Mint 20/933)
No. 11. King George VI and Queen Elizabeth, 1937
Obv.: conjoined busts, crowned, in coronation robes, CORONATION OF KING GEORGE VI & QUEEN ELIZABETH
2 MAY 1937
Rev.: various types.
The obverse was used by many private medal manufacturers, mostly for unofficial coronation issues. Other
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occasions for which it was used include a medal issued by Messrs. Spink commemorating the opening of the
Queen's House, National Maritime Museum, in April 1937.
No. 12. Service in the National Emergency, 1926
Obv.: Helmeted figure of Britannia, seated left, hand resting on shield, holds out a laurel, FOR SERVICE IN
THE NATIONAL EMERGENCY MAY 1 9 2 6

Rev.: Three female figures, standing, their backs to each other, hold two locomotives in their outstretched
arms, LARGITAS MVNERIS SALVS REIPVBLICAE signed near edge, E. GILLICK
Gold and copper, 51 mm. (Royal Mint 1926, p. 46)
No. 13. Members of the Inner Temple, Great War tribute, 1918
Obv.: Cross upon a wreath of oak leaves, inscribed THE INNER TEMPLE TO MEMBERS OF THE INN WHO

FOUGHT

FOR THEIR COUNTRY 1914 1918

Rev.:

A winged horse, left,

MCMXIV - MCMXVIII

signed at edge, E.G. Copper, 51 mm.

No. 14. Signing of the Armistice, Tenth Anniversary 1928
Obv.: Standingfigure of Great Britain supports a youthful warrior, his shackles broken and head bandaged,
who offers a wreath to the memory of fallen heroes; beyond, an open landscape. Signed in field, C.L.D.
Rev.: The Cenotaph monument, Whitehall, THEIR NAME LIVETH FOR EVERMORE. Exergue: NOVEMBER H T H
MCMXVIII

Gold, silver and copper, 76 mm. and 32 mm. (Royal Mint 1928 p. 7, Plate A, 1,2)
No. 15. Rev. A. H. Johnson, 80th Birthday Presentation by Fellows of All Souls College, Oxford, 1925
Obv.: Bust left, draped. A. IT. IOHNSON. AN. AETAT. SVAE. LXXX.; signed near edge, PM
Rev.: Interior view of building seen through a portico. QVI. SOCIIS. SENIOR. SPARGIS. CAELESTIA. FESTA. /
XANKEA. SEIQN. ACCIPE. DONA. DIE. Exergue: MCMXXV signed near edge, PM
Silver and copper, 51 mm. (Royal Mint 1925 p. 12, Plate A, 4, 5)
No. 16. British Empire Exhibition, 1925
Obv.: As no. 5
Rev.: Threefigures standing right, holding objects symbolizing food, transport and housing. BRITISH EMPIRE
EXHIBITION 1925 signed at edge, PM
Copper, 51 mm. (Royal Mint 1925 p. 11, Plate B, 6)
No. 17. Visit of the Prince of Wales to Cape Town, 1925
Obv.: Draped bust, left. EDWARD . PRINCE OF WALES signed at edge, PM
Rev.: Van Riebeck's ship, c D G HOOP . CAPETOWN . 1925 . KAAPSTAD signed at edge, PM
Silver and copper, 32 mm. (Royal Mint 1925 p. 11, Plate A, 1,2)
No. 18. Bicentenary of the Birth of Joseph Fry, 1928
Obv.: Draped bust, left. JOSEPH FRY 1728-1787 signed below bust, H.Y.
Rev.: Flourishing cocoa plant. J S FRY & SONS LTD BICENTENARY 1928
Silver and copper, 51 mm. (Royal Mint 1927 p. 9, Plate C 2, 3)
No. 19. British Empire Union
Obv.: Draped bust of the Prince of Wales, left, OUR . EMPIRE . PRINCE 24 MAY 1926
Rev.: Antique galley seen through the archway of a decorative stone bridge; above, radiate sun. FOR . GOD .
KING . AND . EMPIRE

Copper and aluminum, 39 mm. with an integral suspension clasp at edge, through which is found a red, white
and blue striped ribbon. This privately-manufactured piece occurs with four different dates, 1926-29
No. 20. British Empire Union, 1928
Obv.: Draped bust (sim. to no. 17) of the Prince of Wales, left. FOR GOD KING AND EMPIRE
Rev.: Femalefigure seated, right, holds a caduceus and laurel; her helmet on the ground, EMPIRE
24TH Exergue:

DAY MAY

BRITISH EMPIRE UNION

Gold, silver and copper, 33 mm. often found pierced, with suspension ring attached (Royal Mint p. 8, 34)
No. 21. British Empire Union, 1929
Obv.: As no. 20.
Rev.: Femalefigure of the Mother Country, seated right, encourages two children by her side to go forth and
perform great deeds. EMPIRE DAY MAY 24TH Exergue: BRITISH EMPIRE UNION signed at edge, C.L.D.
Gold, silver and copper, diameter 33 mm. often found pierced with suspension ring attached. (Royal Mint 1928
p. 9)
No. 22. Visit of King Fuad I to England, 1927
Obv.: Uniformed bust of the king, wearing a fez, left. Arabic inscription around [= King Fuad I Egypt].
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Signed behind head, METCALFE
Rev.: Shoulder-length busts of Britannia and Egypt, their heads left. Below, inscription in compartment
OFFICIAL VISIT OF HIS MAJESTY FUAD I KING OF EGYPT TO BRITAIN JULY MCMXXVII signed at edge, C.L.D.
Silver and copper, 72 mm. (Royal Mint 1930 p. 8, Plate B, 1)
No. 23. Henry Carslake memorial, 1926
Obv.: Three bi-planes in flight. Signed near edge, PM
Rev.:
IN MEMORY OF HENRY LEIGH CARSLAKE LIEUTENANT R.N. LATE OF H.M.S. EAGLE. NAVAL OBSERVER.
FLEET AIR ARM. KILLED IN AN AEROPLANE CRASH AT SEA OFF MALTA. 21. OCT. 1926

Silver and copper, 51 mm. (Royal Mint 1928 p. 6, Plate C, 2, 3; PRO. Mint 24/37)
No. 24. Everest Flight Expedition, 1933
Obv.: A bi-plane in flight; a mountain range beyond. APRIL 1933 signed at edge, PM
Rev.:
PRESENTED BY THE TIMES TO THE MEMBERS OF THE HOUSTON MOUNT EVEREST FLIGHT EXPEDITION OF
1933 IN COMMEMORATION OF THEIR ACHIEVEMENTS

Silver, 51 mm. (Royal Mint 1932 pp. 17-18, Plate B, 1, 2)
No. 25. Opening of Liverpool Cathedral, 1930
Obv.: Two stylized figures in praise; beyond, facade of cathedral signed at edge, E.CR.P.
Rev.: Group of stylized figures; beyond, facade of cathedral. CATHEDRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST. Platform
b e l o w , inscribed LIVERPOOL

Silver and copper, 38 mm. by 72 mm., upright rectangle.
No. 26. Presentation for the building of Liverpool Cathedral, 1934
Obv.:
A h u g e eagle a n d r a d i a t e sun a b o v e c a t h e d r a l building. Exergue:
exergual line, G
Rev.: Inscription FOR FELLOW WORKERS F.M.R. 1901-1934 divided by
LORD BUT UNTO THY NAME BE THE GLORY

LIVERPOOL CATHEDRAL signed b e l o w

a branch in the centre.

NOT UNTO US O

Silver, 57 mm. Sir Frederick Morton Radcliffe, treasurer and chairman of the Liverpool Cathedral committee.
No. 27. King's Medal for Poetry, 1934
Obv.: Bust of the king, crowned and draped, left, PRESENTED BY HIS MAJESTY KING GEORGE V (By B.
Mackennal, modified)
Rev.: Representation of Truth emerging from her well, holding the divine flame of inspiration. FOR POETRY
signed at edge, EDMUND DULAC
Gold and copper, 51 mm. (Royal Mint 1933 Plate C, 1; 1934 p. 9)
No. 28. Silver Jubilee of King George V: Commemorative medal 1935
Obv.: Crowned busts, conjoined of King George V and Queen Mary, left. vi.MAII. MCMX MCMXXXV signed
behind head, PM
Rev.: Formalized view of Windsor Castle. STET FORTUNA DOMUS signed in field, PM
Gold and silver, 57 mm. and 32 mm. The smaller size was also struck at the branch mints of Calcutta and
Pretoria, and can be identified, respectively, by the mint-marks i and p in the lowerfield of the reverse. (Royal
Mint 1934 p. 2, Plate A, 3, 4)
No. 29. Silver Jubilee of King George V: King's medal, 1935
Obv.: Conjoined busts, crowned, left. GEORGE . v . AND . QUEEN . MARY MAY . vi. MCMXXXV signed in field,
W.G.J.
Rev.: Royal cipher. MAY 1910- MAY 1935
Silver, 31 mm., with suspension loop for wear. (Royal Mint 1934 p. 1, Plate A, 1, 2)
No. 30. Silver Jubilee crown, 1935
Obv.: Head of the king, left, GEORGIVS v. D G. BRITT: OMN: REX. F D. IND: IMP: signed on truncation, BM
Rev.: A formalized view of St. George and the Dragon, CROWN 1935 signed near edge, PM
Edge: DECUS ET TUTAMEN ANNO REGNI XXV (incuse)
Gold and silver, 39 mm. (Royal Mint 1934 p. 5, Plate B, 4)
No. 31. Dr S. Monckton Copeman: Corpus Christi College, Cambridge 1929
Obv.: Shields of Copeman and the College, divided by the staff of Aesculapius, THE COPEMAN MEDAL FOR
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH FOUNDED 1929

View of the College seen through a portico. COLL . CORP . CHR . ET . B.M.V. CANTAB . Exergue:
signed in exergue, HP
Silver and copper, 70 mm. (Royal Mint 1928 p. 8, Plate B, 3, 4; Dyer (Paget) 168, Plate 21, 4)

Rev.:

No. 32. Honourable Company of Master Mariners, 1935
Obv.: Head left, H.R.H. THE PRINCE OF WALES . MASTER, signed on truncation,

HP

MCCCLII
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Rev.: Arms, supporters, motto and crest, HONOURABLE COMPANY OF MASTER MARINERS, signed infield, H.P.
Silver and copper, 50 mm. (Royal Mint 1934 p. 11, Plate C, 1, 2; Dyer (Edward VIII) 169, Plate 22, 7; PRO.
Mint 24/141)
No. 33. Birmingham Assay Office, c. 1920
Obv.: Arms, supporters, motto and crest, THE ASSAY OFFICE. BIRMINGHAM, signed below motto, C.T.
Rev.: Exterior view of building, ribbon around (blank, for recipient's name), IN RECOGNITION OF TWENTYFIVE YEARS LOYAL SERVICE.

Silver and copper, 44 mm.
No. 34. S.S. Queen Mary: preliminary design, 1935, by Gilbert Bayes. (PRO. Mint 20/142)
No. 35. S.S. Queen Mary Commissioned, 1936
Obv.: The steamship, QUEEN MARY, cutting through water. Exergue: MARIA REGINA MARI ME COMMisiT

signed with monogram below waterline, GB
Rev.: Naturalistic view of New York seen through the old Bargate of Southampton. A ribbon across,
inscribed COMMISSIONED 1936 Below, shield with the arms of Cunard White Star, Ltd. On either side of the
Bargate are the arms of Southampton and those of New York, QUEEN MARY
Gold, silver and copper, 70 mm. (Royal Mint 1935/36 p. 11, Plate C 1, 2)
No. 36. Coronation of King Edward VIII, 1937
Obv.: Bust left, draped. . EDWARD . VIII . signed below bust, L.HUJER
Rev.: IN REMEMBRANCE . OF . THE . CORONATION . 1937 in centre. VIVAT . CRESCAT

. FLOREAT * AD . MULTOS

ANNOS *

Edge: Sometimes inscribed MADE IN AUSTRIA
Silver and copper, 81 mm. (Spink N.C. 1937 p. 55)

No. 37. Coronation of King Edward VIII, 1937
Obv.: Head left, EDVARDVS VIIL D: G: BRITT: OMN:
Rev.: Crown and date, 1937, within beaded circle,
Silver and copper, 60 mm.

REX signed below bust, J. TAUTENHAYN FEC.
FID: DEF: IND: IMP: DIADEMA: ACCEPIT:

No. 38. Coronation of King George VI, 1937
Obv.: Crowned bust left, in coronation robes. GEORGE vi CROWNED 12 MAY 1937 signed near edge,
Rev.: Crowned bust left, in coronation robes, QUEEN ELIZABETH 12 MAY 1937 signed near edge, PM
Gold, silver and copper, 57 mm. (not in copper) and 30 mm. (Royal Mint 1937, p. 9)
Note: Seven medals without Royal Mint report references were privately manufactured.

PM
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NOTES

N O R T H U M B R I A N COINS IN T H E N A M E OF A L W A L D U S
C. E. BLUNT
IN the series of coins mostly with the names of Siefred
and Cnut which formed so large a part of the great
Cuerdale treasure one whole coin and a fragment are
recorded from that hoard bearing on one side the
name of Alwaldus and on the other the legend DNS DS
REX. A third specimen is thought to be from a hoard
found in Walmgate in York consisting for the most
part of St Peter coins.1 A fourth appeared in the
Carlyon-Britton sale, 1913, lot 260, without earlier
provenance. This has, however, the colouring of a
Cuerdale coin and is likely to be a 'stray' from that
hoard from which many important coins are known to
have escaped the inquest. Recently, afifth specimen
has turned up, found with a metal detector on the
Humber foreshore at North Ferriby in Yorkshire
(N. Humberside). Thefinder, Mr B. Wilson, has very
kindly allowed me to illustrate it here. Details of the
five specimens are as follows:
1. Obv. die 1 +AL-VVAL-DV Rev. 1 DNS DS/ -/REX
BMC 1078; ex Cuerdale hoard. Wt: 23.2gr. (1.50g).
2. Obv. die 2 +ALVALDVS Rev. 2 DNS DS / • / REX
SCBI Copenhagen 583; ex Bruun (gift 191); ex Rashleigh
168; and ? ex Walmgate hoard, York, 1856. Wt: 18.4gr.
(1.19g).
3. Obv. die 3 +ALVALDDVS Rev. 3 DNS DS / • / REX
Blunt; ex Norweb (Spink sale, 13 June 1985) 36; ex
Lockett 438; ex P.W.P. Carlyon-Britton 260. Wt: 18.0gr.

(l-17g).

1
2

SCBI Yorkshire Collections (1975), p. xxxiii.
NC 5 (1843), 88 (p. 84 in offprint).

4. Obv. die 4 -ALVA— Rev. 4 DNS DS / ? / —
Lord Clitheroe; ex Cuerdale hoard, fragment.
5. Obv. die 5 +AL-VVAL-DVS Rev. 5 DNS DS / • / REX
Private collection. Found 10 Oct. 1985 on the Humber
foreshore at North Ferriby. Wt: 19.0gr. (1.23g).

The identification of Alwaldus has been the subject
of much speculation. When the first of his coins was
recorded, in Hawkins's report on the 1840 Cuerdale
hoard, Hawkins was unable to make any suggestion as
to the possible identity.2 But within a matter of
months of Hawkins reading his paper to the
Numismatic Society on 25 November and 23 December 1841, Daniel Haigh came forward with a remarkable note3 in which he challenged Hawkins's
attribution of the Cnut/Siefred coins in the hoard to a
French mint, Evreux, and suggested York; pleaded
for an anagramtic interpretation of the legend
ACRTEN as CNVTREX, which Hawkins had considered
and rejected; and identified the Siefred of the coins as
the pirate named by /Ethelweard as having harried
the English coast in 893, all of them views that find
general acceptance today. He even went so far as
tentatively to identify Cnut as the son of 'Ragnor
Lodbrog'. When he came to 'Alwaldus' he confidently
identified him as /Ethelwold the atheling who, as the
son of Alfred's elder brother ^Ethelred, could reasonably claim to have had a better right to the English
throne than Alfred's own son, Edward, and who is

3

NC 5 (1843), 105-17, dated 16 July 1842.
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recorded as having made a bid for it with the support
of the Danish army in Northumbria. According to
most versions of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle the latter
accepted yEthelwold as king and gave allegiance to
him.
Haigh's identification of Alwaldus as this
/Ethelwold has had a mixed reception. It was
supported by J. Rashleigh4 and by R. LI. Kenyon,
the latter in the second and third editions of
Hawkins's Silver Coins of England (third edition
1887, pp. 91-92), but by 1876 Haigh himself had
begun to have doubts about it. He had previously
regarded Cnut as the successor of Siefred (a view that
is generally held today), but had later reached the
conclusion that the coins with the Dns Ds Rex legend
written round the cross (e.g. BMC 1045, pi. xxvii, 3)
were produced later than those on which it appears
(with O added) in two lines, and in consequence 'that
the coin which I formerly assigned to /Ethelwald . . .
must be earlier than the reign of Cnut. . . Here, then,
we most probably have the name of the king whose
reign
intervened
between
Halfdene's
and
Guthfrith's'.5 Keary in 1887 regarded the grounds for
identifying him as /®thelwold to be 'very slender'. 6
Both Oman 7 and Brooke 8 are, however, inclined to
favour Haigh's original attribution. Lyon and
Stewart, on the other hand, gave reasons in 1961 for
thinking that the attribution to the atheling 'becomes
more improbable' and suggested the possibility that
the name might be that of a moneyer.9 However, they
have since revised that view 'and are now inclined to
believe that these are in fact coins of /Ethelwald'. 10
Dolley says that the attribution must remain
uncertain." North follows Lyon's and Stewart's first
thoughts. 12 Alfred P. Smyth discusses the question of
^Cthelwold's revolt in considerable detail but does not
appear to mention the Alwaldus coins. 13
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made. The idea may, however, have been in the mind
of T. F. Dymock. In his manuscript work on AngloSaxon coins 14 there is a faint pencil note against the
Alwaldus illustration 'OSWALDVS ABP: Ebor 791' ( a
mistake for 891?). Dr Smart, on onomastic grounds,
tentatively equates the name with ON Alfvaldr whom
she regards as an 'unknown Viking ruler in
Northumbria'. 15
The story of the revolt of ^Ethelwold the atheling is
told in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle under the year 900
as follows:
then the atheling iEthelwold, his (Edward's) father's brother's son, rode and seized the residence at
Wimborne and at Twinham, against the will of the
king and his councillors. Then the king rode with
the army till he encamped at Badbury near
Wimborne, and iEthelwold stayed inside the
residence with the men who had given allegiance to
him; and he had barricaded all the gates against
him, and said that he would either live there or die
there. Then meanwhile the atheling rode away by
night, and went to the Danish army in
Northumbria, and they accepted him as king and
gave allegiance to him.

The most West-Saxon version of the Chronicle, MS
A, omits all reference to /Ethelwold's acceptance as
king. Instead, it says merely: 'and the king ordered
them to pursue him, and then he could not be
overtaken'. 16 The revolt was short-lived; yEthelwold
came south to Essex in 901 and, after ravaging in
Mercia and Wessex, was killed at the battle of the
Holme in 902. 17
Stenton wrote of /Ethelwold's acceptance as king
by the Danes: 'the statement - improbable in itself can hardly be accepted in face of the silence of the
almost contemporary MS. A', and, referring to the
Curiously, few alternative suggestions have been Alwaldus coin, adds 'in view of the form 18of the name,
made as to the identification of Alwaldus. One might the attribution to /Ethelwold is unsafe'. But Simon
have expected someone to have put up the case for Keynes and Michael Lapidge have recently suggested
the archbishop of York, /Ethelbald, who was that the wording found in MSS. B, C, and D 'probconsecrated to the see in 900 and whose dates would ably represents the original form of the annal; in MS.
in
therefore fit. There has been in the past a wide-spread A the acceptance of /Ethelwold as king
belief that some at least of the coins with religious Northumbria was supressed, perhaps to obscure this
inscriptions such as Dominus Dens Omnipotens Rex evidence of dissension within the West Saxon royal
19
and Mirabilia fecit, were ecclesiastical issues and the dynasty'.
argument could well have been applied to the
Unless we are to put into reverse the weight of
Alwaldus coins. But as far as I know it was never current thinking, we must reject the possible

4

NC new ser. 8 (1868), 1.56-57 and 9 (1869), 76-77.
Arch. /Eliana 7 (1876), 62.
6
BMC I, 230.
7
The Coinage of England (1931), p. 49.
8
English Coins (1932), pp. 35 and 39.
9
Anglo-Saxon Coins, edited by R. H. M. Dolley (1961),
pp. 108 and 113.
10
Coinage in Tenth Century England, forthcoming.
11
Viking Coins of the Danelaw and of Dublin (1965),
pp. 20-21.
12
English Hammered Coins, 1 (1980), 20.
5

13

Scandinavian York and Dublin, 1 (1975), 47-51.
In the possession of the writer (unpublished).
In her Cumulative Index of Volumes 1-20, SCBI 28
(1981), p. 13.
16
Prof.
D. Whitelock's translation and comment
(London, 1961), pp. 58-59.
17
S. Keynes and M. Lapidge, Alfred the Great (1983),
p. 292n.
18
Anglo-Saxon England (3rd edn, 1971), p. 322n.
19
Keynes and Lapidge, p. 292n.
14

15
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identification of Alwaldus as /Ethelbald, archbishop grateful for the advice of Dr Smart and Miss Pirie. Dr
of York. The view now being generally held is that the Smart writes that in her Nomina paper 21 she
coins in this series with Christian legends, and the St suggested that the /Egel- spelling (in which g reprePeter coinage too, were not issued by an ecclesiastical sents the modern English consonant y or is practically
authority. Dr Smart's suggestion, valid of course from silent) was adopted in the 1020s to regularize a
a study of the name in the form found on these coins, pronunciation that had already been spelled as ALI-.
may, I would suggest, be over-ruled if a more According to Dr Colman this tendency to lose [ 5 ]
acceptable alternative can be produced.
'between vowels, the second of which is followed by a
We are thus thrown back to the question whether front /' (i.e. just the conditions in /Ethel-) is extremely
the atheling /Ethelwold provides the most likely early in OE22and possibly even goes back to primitive
identification and as a first step must turn to Germanic'.
consideration of the coins themselves. All five are
Miss Pirie, who has made a special study of the
from different dies, both obverse and reverse, and no series, calls my attention to certain stycas of the
die link with the remainder of the series has been Northumbrian king, ^Ethelred II, where the name is
established; when this legend is found elsewhere in spelt AEILRED.23 These she attributes to /Ethelred's
two lines it normally has an O added - Dominus
Deiis
second reign, i.e. post 843/44.
So we may, I think, be satisfied that the form
Alwaldus that appears on these coins is not
inconsistent with the fuller reading /fithelwaldus.
This should, I suggest, dispose of one of the
objections that Stenton saw to the attribution. The
other, the statement in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle
that the Danes accepted him as king and gave
allegiance to him, was, in Stenton's view, improbable
in itself and hardly to be accepted as it does not
6
appear in the Peterborough version of the Chronicle.
This is a more serious objection, but would be
disposed of if the arguments put forward by Keynes
and Lapidge are found acceptable.
What is clear from the hoard evidence is that the
Alwaldus coins are in the right date bracket to be
coins of the atheling. These would have had to be
jk
produced between 899, the date of Alfred's death,
and 902, the date of the death of ^Ethelwold. The loss
of the Cuerdale hoard is now put at c. 905. If the
Omnipotens Rex (no. 7: BMC I, 1069). One coin, volume of this coinage was as large as the survival of
however, with the Mirabilia fecit obverse is known five specimens all from different dies might suggest,
that omits the O (no. 6: SCBI Oxford, 200) but the die more than three might have been expected from the
differs from those used by Alwaldus.20 It may, Cuerdale hoard, but this hardly seems sufficient
however, be one prepared for, and perhaps even used grounds for rejecting an otherwise acceptable solution
by, Alwaldus on a coin that has not survived, because, to this little problem.
like his, it has a pellet in the centre of the reverse
My conclusions are that, on the evidence available,
whereas nearly all the Mirabilia fecit coins have athe best interpretation of the name Alwald, in this
cross at that point. Be that as it may, this 'mule' serves instance, is ^Ethelwald; that, if this is accepted, the
to tie the Alwaldus coins into the York series. The most likely iEthelwold is the atheling; and that, in
existence of five coins in his name, all from different consequence, in spite of the fact, which we must not
dies, points to there having been a larger issue than overlook, that he bears no royal title on the coins, we
the surviving number might suggest.
may go back to Haigh's original identification and
In judging whether these coins may be attributed to suggest that we are looking at an abortive, though
the atheling /Ethelwold, an important point to possibly not unsubstantial, issue of coins by the
consider is whether the form AI- may properly be nephew of Alfred who may have had a better claim to
taken, at this time, to be an acceptable form oiAithel- the English throne than his cousin Edward who in fact
as it often is at a later date. On this subject I am very secured it.

t

I

20
21
SCBI Oxford, no. 200. From the Bodleian; ex Cuerdale
Nomina 7 (1983), 91.
22
hoard. I owe this reference to Dr Stewart. The reading is not
Notes and Queries new ser. 28 (1981), 295-301.
23
recorded on this type by Hawkins and he appears to have
E.g. BMC 343-351 by the moneyer Eanred, and 492 by
missed a unique variant that, in consequence, failed to find Leofthegn.
its way into the National Collection.
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NOEL WOOLF
is by way of supplementing and correcting a
suggestion in my original paper on this subject, Part II
of which appeared in BNJ 50 (1980). There I
suggested that Joseph Roettier was the most likely
candidate for being the maker of the silver TouchPieces used by James II in France. Further study has
shown that these were almost certainly made in
England by the brothers Norbert and Philip Roettier;
a fact that helps to substantiate the contemporary
accusations that the Roettiers had been working
surreptitiously for the exiled king, and which were the
cause of Norbert leaving England hastily in 1695 and
going to work with his uncle Joseph at the Paris Mint.
James continued to work at the Royal Mint until
1697, when he retired. He died the following year.
It is generally recognized that the medal
commemorating the Battle of la Hogue,1 struck in
1692, is the work of James Roettier, although it is not
signed. In 1697 Norbert (by then in France) struck a
medal of the young Prince James;2 this medal is
signed. A common factor in the design of these two
THIS

A. Quarter-gallery
of the Prince

medals is the use of a ship, the Prince, on the
reverses. In both cases the aspect of the ship is the
same, but differences in the drawing of her starboard
quarter-gallery enable the work of the two brothers to
be distinguished. Again the same ship, in the same
aspect, appears on the two silver Touch-Pieces, where
the same differences in workmanship make it clear
that one was by the hand of James and the other by
Norbert.
The Prince had distinctive quarter-galleries, as can
be seen in 111. A. James had no difficulty representing
the starboard one on his medal (111. B), where it was
included on the puncheon. On the other hand
Norbert omitted it from the puncheon for his medal
(111. C) and attempted to indicate it by some
indeterminate scratches on the die. Exactly the same
differences of treatment can be seen on the two silver
Touch-Pieces, so that we can ascribe JII 02 (111. D) to
James, and JII 01 (111. E) to Norbert. There is no
reason to suppose that Joseph Roettier had a hand in
either of them.

B. Battle of la
Hogue, by James
Roettier

D. Touch-Piece
JII 02 by James
Roettier
1
E. Hawkins, Medallic Illustrations of the History of
Great Britain and Ireland to the death of George II, edited by

C. Medal of Prince
James, by Norbert
Roettier

E. Touch-Piece
JII 01 by Norbert
Roettier
A. W. Franks and H. A. Grueber (1885), II, 64/266.
2
Hawkins, II, 192/500.
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The Moneyer and the Mint in the Reign of Edward the his name; or perhaps he was the responsible overseer
Confessor,
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British Series 145 (i and ii) Oxford, 1985. 2 vols, xvii
+ 582pp. £30.
work presents the most comprehensive survey of
coins of Edward the Confessor to date. But while
providing, in the forms of charts, tables, and
discussions of individual mint towns, a catalogue of
these coins, and, where known, their provenances,
pedigrees and present dispositions, it is particularly
concerned with the attempt to build up mint profiles.
This involves suggesting not only the possible numbers of moneyers for mints, but patterns of change in
such numbers during the reign, of possible movement
of moneyers between mints, of length of tenure of the
moneyers: a fascinating exploration of socioeconomic patterns reconstructable on a numismatic
base, for the late Anglo-Saxon period in question
(see, for instance, the detailed analysis of 'pointers to
administrative change' during the early 1050s, aside
from the well-known changes in the physical form of
the coinage (pp. 78-79), giving afirmer basis for a full
explication of the nature of the changes).
Freeman (ch. 1) clearly describes the nature of the
material basis for his work; and delineates the boundaries of the study (viz. the chronological limits, and
the focus on the reverse legends on the coins), and the
reasons for imposing such boundaries. The methodology is consistently explicated and its principles
followed throughout the book. 'Four criteria require
satisfaction in ascribing a coin to its due place in a coin
reference: 1) that it is genuine 2) that it is of a
particular emission 3) that it is correctly attributed to
its moneyer and 4) to its mint' (pp. 3-4). As Freeman
explicitly acknowledges at this stage, and again (in
relation to the number of moneyers) on p. 25,
onomastic interpretation can be crucial in the
identification of a form as representing a particular
personal or mint name, and hence to the correct
attribution of a coin. In illustration of this, I consider
below some of Freeman's interpretations of moneyers' name-forms.
Just what constituted the 'mint', whether individual
workshops within a town, or some local source of
administration, is a well-recognised and as yet
unanswerable question. Freeman's sensible working
definition (implicit also in the conjunction of Moneyer
and Mint of the title) is: 'minting is where the
moneyers are rather than vice versa' (p. 77).
But if 'mint structure is the product of moneyer
activity' (p. 25), there remains the question as to what
this activity might have been. References to
employment of dies (e.g. p. 42) by a moneyer can
imply that he struck the coins from the die(s) bearing
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of the artisans who did so. Given that Freeman's work
is bound to be of value to a non-numismatic audience
(see below), some readers might want some observations about the generally accepted notion of
centralised die-manufacture, to militate against any
inference that the moneyer may have been
responsible for cutting the dies himself.
Some discussion of what may be considered the
moneyer's activity might help clarify, for instance, the
suppositions behind the hypothesis of a crisis
(referred to on p. 43) at the Gloucester mint duing
the production of the Sovereign-Martlets
type
(explained on p. 372 as caused by the reduction of
moneyers from the usual six or seven to four), and of
one of the putative means of dealing with it. Freeman
(p. 373) cites two coins which 'may represent deliberately blundered representations of "Leofnoth" and
'VElfsig" or "yElric" or even "Eawulf" respectively,
from dies cut locally to meet an urgent need and
controlled by existing moneyers. The mint signatures
possess sufficient verisimilitude to pass for
"Gloucester" and the moneyer signatures would
appear blundered only to the literate. If the moneyer
signatures are intended to resemble moneyers at the
Gloucester mint, the two names chosen may be those
of moneyers represented in the preceding type but
known not to be currently active . . . while at the
same time . . . the "blunderings" of the reverse could
enable the coins to be disowned if necessary'.
Particularly in the absence of definition of a moneyer's 'activity', this interpretation of the two coins
raises some difficulty. If the moneyers struck the
coins, would their provision of more dies help
increase the four men's output? And who cut these
'deliberately blundered' dies? Did the moneyers have
this skill? Whatever their role, they must have run a
severe risk of redress on discovery of fraudulent
production: from the central authority, if not from the
moneyers whose names have been 'borrowed'. And
the notion that only the 'literate' might detect the
fraud does notfit with the impression of conformity to
fairly strict standards generally associated with
Edward's coinage, whatever impressions we may have
about popular 'literacy' in the late Anglo-Saxon
period. (Miss Marion Archibald, in a personal
communication, has pointed out that the weight of at
least one of the coins in question, comparable to that
of regular coins of the type, suggests that the coin is
not a contemporary forgery; and, further, that local
die manufacture is attested for the reign of Stephen,
when dies were not consistently available from
London. Perhaps the coins cited by Freeman are not
the product of 'deliberate' blunders (which would
constitute fraudulence), but of the best a local die-
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opments, whether reflecting regional variation,
chronological change or developments related to the
structure of compound names; particularly the
behaviour of segments at the boundary between the
two elements or themes, and of those in second
elements, presumably with reduced stress. For
instance, there need be no doubt about Freeman's
grouping (p. 162) of spellings of 'Deorman' with eo,
io, i (including DIREMA): such variation in spelling
accords with regional phonological variation. And
Assignment of various forms on the reverse legends to the form EARCIL is to be interpreted as an Anglicised
a particular mint or moneyer's name follows certain spelling form (perhaps, although undemonstrably,
principles, crucially epigraphic plausibility, and pho- representing Anglicised pronunciation) of the Old
nological and onomastic plausibility. Problematic Norse name-element 'Arn', in 'Arncetel' at York
name forms, for both mints and moneyers, are (p. 83). The element is cognate with Old English
accorded detailed treatment in Freeman. I will focus earn, 'eagle', and the EA spelling represents the
native diphthongal development of the Protohere on some of the latter.
Epigraphic plausibility involves not only the correct Germanic vowel, which appears as a monophthong in
transliteration of the form on the coin, but whether or other Germanic languages.
not a form can be interpreted as an error for a
The notorious ambiguity of /EL- forms derives in
particular name in the light of what is known of part from attested chronological change in the
1
epigraphic practice and of coin manufacture. For element '/Ethel', viz. loss of the medial consonant,4 in
instance, interpretation of the form IOREL at York as part from the loss of the final consonant of the
representing 'Iokel' lies not just, as Freeman (p. 97) element '/Elf, in compound-formation, e.g. '/Elwine'
suggests, 'in the correct transliteration of the third (/Elfwine). '/Ethel' and '/Elf' are certainly two
letter as "R" or "K"', but in explication of 'R' as a discrete name-elements with separate etymologies
plausible error for 'K' caused by selection of punches (one cognate with the OE common word for 'noble',
by the die-cutter. On epigraphic grounds, IOREL and the other with that for 'elf'), and certainly, 'the
IOKEL may be taken as representations of the same
philologist would not equate the two elements'
name (if, indeed, IOREL is the correct reading).2 For (p. 155). However, I do not know how one may ever
similar reasons, Freeman's association of BRUHMGN resolve, on philological grounds, the ambiguity of /ELwith 'Brunman' at London (p. 160) is most plausible, at mints for which both '/Ethel' and '/Elf are found:
as is the suggested interpretation of CALDEPINE as Freeman's tabular presentation of ambiguous forms,
'Gyldewine' at Canterbury (p. 511). The status of such as for Winchester (p. 135), clearly addresses the
STREOLL as representing a single-type moneyer at
problem, and appropriately raises the possibility of
York (p. 37), and the claim that the name 'cannot be interpretation according to coin types.
confused with other York Moneyers' (p. 105) rest
Phonological behaviour of words functioning as the
uneasily with the presence of 'Styrcol' at York: we second element of compounds may be illustrated by
have only to posit accidental omission of the vowel the '-eel', '-cil' and '-cetel' forms discussed by Freeepigraph in the first element, and the not uncommon man (p. 82-83): 'although philologically discrete, neiconfusion of E' and 'C', to interpret STREOLL as a form ther . . . deuterotheme can sustain a satisfactory
of 'Styrcol'. Moreover, certain epigraphic variation career structure'. But philology is not here at odds
can be compared with Old English manuscript with the numismatic evidence: '-eel' represents loss of
orthographic practice. We may agree with Freeman's medial consonant in the element '-cetel', phogrouping (following Pirie and Smart) of GOLA/GEOLA nologically plausible as a concomitant of reduced
forms with 'Iola' (p. 101) given the usual orthographic stress in the second element of Old English
representation of the word-initial semi-vowel by g and compounds, and the variation in spelling of the vowel
ge as well as by i. Such alternations are not to be as e or i is evidence of reduction in distinction
regarded as errors, but as acceptable variations within between vowels in low stress.5 I suggest that e.g.
the conventions of Anglo-Saxon epigraphy and 'Ulfcetel'/'Ulfcir and 'Arncil7'Earcil'/'Arnceter etc.
orthography.
are plausible variant forms of two names only:
A form may be assigned to a particular name if it 'Ulfcetel' and 'Arncetel'. Moreover, the whole
can be seen to represent attested phonological devel- sequence of forms discussed by Freeman on p. 95 may
cutter, called upon in an emergency, could produce.)
But whatever is to be made of this, or any other,
hypothesis of Freeman's, the crucial thing is that the
author presents the details of the data on which his
claims are based, along with citations and discussions
of any interpretations in print elsewhere. No mint
profile is presented without a minute appraisal of the
data as evidence, and a full discussion of problematic
coins and the forms recorded on them.

1
Fran Colman, 'Anglo-Saxon pennies and Old English
phonology', Folia Linguistica Historica 5 (1984), 91-143, at
105-7.
2
Veronica Smart, SCBI 28. Cumulative Index of
Volumes 1-20 (London, 1981), p. 48; Freeman, p. 97.

3

Colman, 'Anglo-Saxon pennies', pp. 118-19.
Fran Colman, 'The name-element / E g e l - and related
problems', Notes and Queries 28 no. 4 (1981), 295-301.
5
E.g. Colman, 'Anglo-Saxon pennies', pp. 133-36.
4
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be regarded as representing the one name, Tocetel':
in answer to the 'ifs' raised by Freeman, '—cil' is
synonymous with '-cetel', 'Eocil' can be regarded as a
variant of 'Iocil', and 'Iucetel' and 'Iugktel' forms can
be regarded as variants of 'Iocetel'. And I would
further argue for the inclusion of Turelel' and 'Iorel'
in this group: not only is 'R' explicable as an error for
•K- (see above), but I do not know of any common
word in Old English or other Germanic languages
cognate with 'Iorel', which might supply an
etymological base (different from that of To-', viz.
Old Icelandic jor, 'horse')6 for interpreting the form
as representing a discrete name. On epigraphic, phonological and onomastic grounds, all these forms are
to be interpreted as representing the same name:
whether or not more than one moneyer bore the same
name is another matter, and one addressed by Freeman (p. 95 ff.) in terms of length of moneyer tenure.
Obviously what precedes cannot discuss the whole
range of forms and associated problems discussed in
Freeman's work: I have aimed rather to suggest
principles of methodology for interpretation of nameforms in terms of epigraphical, phonological and
onomastic theory, principles which Freeman
implicitly acknowledges, and to discuss in their light,
selected forms from Freeman's corpus. This, I trust, is
in the spirit of Freeman's concern: 'in discharging that
greatest of responsibilities, the accurate representation of the past, uncritical acceptance and interpretation of evidence are the most damaging
misdemeanours which can be laid before those who
claim to be historians' (p. 525).
Freeman's work embodies the best sort of claims:
based on a clear presentation of the data, and detailed
critical argument, they are laid open to the reader's
critical interpretation. By pulling together the
onomastic material with the numismatic, these
volumes provide a coherent picture of what it is
possible to reconstruct about the moneyer and the
mint in the late Anglo-Saxon period. Students of
history, numismatics and onomastics will find this an
invaluable book, informative, provocative, and highly
readable.
FRAN COLMAN

accompany that event and to stand now as a handbook for expert and non-expert alike.
Keynes contributes a short essay on the evidence of
the coins for the historian; graphics include tables of
kings and archbishops and a map of the kingdoms.
Blackburn has two appendix notes: on minting
technique and on the Ashdon hoard, deposited in
East Anglia, c. 890-95, and recovered in 1984. In
between is the catalogue of 108 specimens (all of
which are marginally illustrated) ranging from
continental gold coins in England to examples of
Hiberno-Norse coinage. The material is divided into
six sections, each with a brief resume of monetary
developments prepared by Blackburn. The individual
catalogue entries seem to be more complicated than a
student of the series is used to: apart from anything
else, there is a somewhat unfortunate predilection for
inverted commas. One would have preferred a plainer
format. As for terminology, one wonders if it is really
correct to describe the legends of a late Northumbrian
styca (no. 46) as retrograde when the letters are
inverted from the previous normal position? Not all
necessary corrections have been caught on the inset
slip.
The booklet has been printed from camera-ready
text which is not always clearly reproduced and which
makes rather difficult reading. Nevertheless, one
hopes that the practice of producing such exhibition
records will be continued at the Fitzwilliam and
copied elsewhere.
ELIZABETH J. E. PIRIE
Hikuin 11 (volume of essays in honour of the sixtieth
birthday of Brita Maimer). Edited by J0RGEN STEEN
JENSEN. Moesgard (Denmark), Forlaget Hikuin,
1985. 340pp, many photo ills. Publisher's cloth.
Approximately £18.

Maimer, Gunnar Ekstrom professor of
numismatics and monetary history and a former head
of the Royal Coin Cabinet at Stockholm, is a specialist in the Scandinavian coinages of the Viking age,
and over the years has tackled both the coinage of late
eighth-early tenth century date traditionally associated with the great Danish trading port of Hedeby
(her book on the subject, published in 1966, is too
Anglo-Saxon
Coins. B y SIMON KEYNES a n d MARK little known to English readers), and also many
BLACKBURN, edited by T . R . Volk, Fitzwilliam aspects of the later period of coinage in Scandinavia
Museum, Cambridge, 1985. A5, card cover, 48pp that is so intimately linked with our own national
coinage of c. 975-c. 1045.
with corrigenda slip. £1.95.
The thirty-one contributors to the present volume
THE new Cripps Gallery for numismatic displays at write on a broad spectrum of topics, but the heart of
the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, was inaugur- the volume is that part of it relevant to the Viking age,
ated in the summer of 1985 with an exhibition of and here four British contributors more than hold
Anglo-Saxon coins. This booklet was designed to their own. Marion Archibald writes only briefly on a
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G. Fellows-Jenson, Scandinavian personal names in Lincolnshire and Yorkshire (Copenhagen, 1968), p. 345.
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hitherto unnoticed 'Hedeby' coin in the Cuerdale
hoard, but that coin provides a newfixed point in the
chronology of the series and a particularly useful one
because elsewhere in the volume Peter Ilisch
publishes a hoard from Steinfeld in Schleswig belonging to the same phase in the series. Veronica
Smart, discussing the moneyers' names on the St
Edmund Memorial coinage, offers chapter and verse
for the Continental Germanic nature of many of the
names and airs a range of explanations for a
phenomenon which has intrigued numismatics at least
since Keary's day. Michael Metcalf grapples manfully
with Maimer's own methodological speciality, the
study of pecking, in the context of the pecking of
Anglo-Saxon coins in Swedish coin hoards; the questions he raises are all pertinent and if they lead to
clearer thinking about the evidential value of the
peck-marked coins of i-Ethelred II and his successors
which lurk in our cabinets, so much the better. Lastly,
Mark Blackburn refines his own previous work on a

older imitations. Mayhew has also in other ways
limited his area, as he 'principally [was] concerned
with the main-stream imitation sterlings' (p. 128).
The main areas of interest are, of course, the
present day Benelux area and adjacent areas from
Northern France, Lorraine and the Rheinland.
Portugal, Denmark, and Livonia are left out, for
reasons indicated above, but not Norway. Here we
have a chronologically very well documented example
of imitation of the Edwardian type 'within only a very
few months of the adoption of the corresponding type
in England'. The connection was recently established
by Professor Kolbj0rn Skaare, and it is included here
'to give a wider currency to [his] work'. Perhaps as an
afterthought the brabantini with a lion are dealt with
in a special chapter, and they have their own numbering at thefirst two plates - this is a little confusing,
but the explanation is probably that they are
important for the date of the introduction of the
Edwardian imitations, the crockards and the pollards.
Crux!Intermediate Small Cross die-chain involving
The book deals with 406 types, but as many
dies produced in Scandinavia alongside regular Eng- varieties as was practically feasible are illustrated. In
lish dies; he updates and expands his corpus of the one case thirty-four specimens of one type are shown
material and provides (very usefully for the student) a in the tables, which is most useful. Nevertheless, one
listing of all English dies believed to have been feels that the author has been in too much of a hurry,
transported to Scandinavia between c. 994 and the for in certain other cases he has not illustrated the
early 1020s.
types he deals with. The difficulty may have been that
There is not space here to list every contribution to cabinets sometimes are slow in delivering photothe volume that catches the eye, but Bendixen, graphs, but, if this were so, is would have been better
Suchodolski and Talvio choose themes relevant to to reproduce illustrations from old engravings than
the Anglo-Saxon coinage, and among a clutch of give none at all. Classic works of reference are rare on
papers devoted to the later mediaeval coinage of the students' book-shelves nowadays.
Scandinavian countries an observant reader will
Mayhew has helped his readers with some sets of
discern a paper by Steen Jensen on the fourteenth- 'classification grids', by means of which identification
century gute coinage of Visby in which he places the of the specimens can be easily made (pp. 234-41). As
date of deposit of the Knaresborough hoard of far as I know this is an original device, and probably
Edwardian pence rather later than the date of c. 1328 costly for the editor, so we are duly thankful.
assigned to it in vol. 32 of BNJ in a paper printed
The book has an appendix with 385 European finds
under the names of Prof. Dolley and your reviewer and hoards with sterlings. This part is invaluable, not
(but which should properly have appeared under the only because of Mayhew's own studies, but still more
names of Dollev and Elmore Jones).
because of the Irish list by Heslip and the French and
H. E. PAGAN Benelux lists by Jean Duplessy. With seventy-six
hoards this contribution by Duplessy is particularly
impressive (pp. 181-201). This unselfish cooperation
Sterling Imitations
of Edwardian
Type.
By is a fine example of how international numismatic
N. J. MAYHEW, with contributions by Jean Duplessy, work can be organized.
Robert Heslip, and Zofia Stos-Gale. Royal
Another appendix by Dr Z. Stos-Gale on X-ray
Numismatic Society. Special Publication No. 14. fluorescence spectometry ends with the results of
Spink & Son, London, 1983. 271 pp. + 45 pi. £35.
some eight to nine hundred actual analyses. But here
again Mayhew's own, extremely cautious introTHIS great book by Nick Mayhew is the fruit of about ductory observations are invaluable. By pointing out
ten years' study of the Edwardian sterlings and their that results may be considerably influenced by surface
imitations in the adjacent parts of Western Europe enrichment and ancient blanching - afinal triumph, as
it were, for the shrewd mint-masters and mint-lords of
from c. 1280 to c. 1350.
In many respects it is the successor to the standard the years around 1300 - he elegantly removes any
work by Jules Chautard, Imitations des monnaies au illusions about modern techniques which our less
type esterlin (1871), a book to which our author feels experienced colleagues may have had.
much in debt. While Chautard covered both the
Perhaps one of the author'sfinest accomplishments
Edwardian imitations as well as the short- and long- is to have demonstrated that several series of
cross imitations, Mayhew decided to start with the continental Edwardian imitations, which purport to
Edwardians and to reserve a second volume to the be struck in England, are actually from the mints of
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Gaucher de Chatillon, Ferry IV of Lorraine, and to this period, but their specific manifestations were
eventually the lordship of Kuinre in Overijssel (pp. 95 crucial to the economic development of Europe and
ff., 118, and 136). To this series of lords we can add hence of the world.
The apparent Euro-centric bias of the collection is
Hartrad of Schonecken (p. 131).
But are there no critical fingers to be raised? Rather to be noted. It includes nothing dealing specifically
few, I should say. The four sterlings from the Danish with the Islamic world and Michel Cartier's brief artichurch of Slagelse (find 363, p. 230) are apparently cle on prices in medieval China seems rather isolated.
treated as a hoard, deposited at a single time, but they However, as Europe was never a monetary island the
are just some of the single coins from our church question of theflow of precious metal into and out of
floors. The Ebbelnss hoard, the coins of which, by Europe inevitably rises into prominence in some of the
the way, have been examined by some of the very few articles, notably in Frederick Lane's examination of
classical 'wet' metal analyses (find 304, p. 219) quoted the trade in bullion conducted by Venice in 1200-1450
by Mayhew, should perhaps rather be dated to the and in K. N. Chaudhuri's analysis of the structure of
late 1340s (cf. Hikuin, vol. 11, Festschrift to Brita international commerce between 1500 and 1750.
Maimer (Moesgard, 1985), pp. 267-72, English
The collection is divided into five sections:
summary pp. 337-38). I, personally, must apologise for monetary production and circulation; money and
having previously given an earlier dating. On a gene- prices; credit and exchange; monetary systems; and
ral level, the lack of a list of abbreviations is worth money and society. The core of the book, and its most
mentioning because the non-English reader is quite substantial and valuable components, are those
simply at a loss when English medieval sources are studies which discuss aspects of the monetary history
quoted by their abbreviations alone (e.g. pp. 23-24 of late medieval and early modern Europe. This
and p. 103). Less well-known journals will also be concentration turns out to be an advantage since as a
rather difficult to identify.
consequence the essays frequently illuminate one
These minor observations should in no way, another in the arguments and detail they present.
however, be allowed to diminish the great
Three of the essays draw attention to the impact
contribution which Nick Mayhew, and through him made on European society by the new silver supplies
the Heberden Coin Room of the Ashmolean Museum which became available in the late twelfth century,
in Oxford, has given to numismatic learning with this but the result is complementary not repetitive. Lane
book.
reveals how those supplies were pumped into
J0RGEN STEEN JENSEN circulation in both western Europe and the Levant,
making the point that the producers and dispersers of
precious metal viewed its export very differently from
Etudes d'histoire monetaire Xlle-XlXe siecles. Edited those who were primarily its consumers. For Venice
by JOHN DAY. Presse Universitaires de Lille, 1984. the export of precious metal was a gauge of prosperity, not a matter of concern. Nicholas Mayhew
450 pp.
discusses the impact of the silver supplies on English
IN his foreword to this volume of essays the editor, prices, continuing his valuable exercise of combining
John Day, reflects on the current revival of interest the available documentary evidence with the products
in monetary history, assessing it as due perhaps to the of numismatic techniques to estimate mint output
impact of monetary affairs on modern life in political during the period of the short cross coinage. In an
and social as well as economic matters. Whatever the essay of wide scope Peter Spufford demonstrates the
background, this collection of studies is certainly a overwhelming impact of increased money supplies on
welcome addition to the literature of this subject. It many aspects of thirteenth-century life. In particular
features the work of sixteen historians who have he assesses the role of money in the commercial
concerned themselves with the course and conse- revolution of the period which produced institutions
quences of monetary development, so it is not and techniques capable of survival and development
surprising to encounter here a dense concentration of throughout the challenges of the succeeding
centuries.
evidence and interpretation.
The book is not intended to be a general survey of
A prominent feature which emerges from these
monetary history from the twelfth to the nineteenth studies is the contrast between the opportunities
centuries. However, the various contributions are provided by increased supplies of precious metal and
bound together by a number of themes and concerns the intrinsic problems accompanying its use as money,
which they reveal and develop. In his introductory these being compounded by the complexities of
essay the editor attempts to draw out these factors so reintroduced bimetallic coinage systems. To take
as to define the scope of the collection and establish advantage of the former, the latter had to be
its coherence. He describes the monetary history of overcome in some way. Spufford contends that the
the period as dominated by two fundamental factors: radical change to be associated with the increased
an inconstant and unevenly distributed supply of money supply of the thirteenth century was the cremetallic money and the maintenance of the same ation of a diversified monetary system including bank
monetary standards in both local and international money, the bill of exchange, and the expansion of
circulation. Of course these factors were not unique credit. The further development of one aspect of this is
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shown in Giuseppe Felloni's examination of the system
of account and exchange operating in the great Genoese fairs at Besangon in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries - the currency markets of the time.
The creation and operation of the bill of exchange
did not make the physical transfer of precious metal
superfluous, rather the two operated alongside each
other to increase the volume of business. They
employed the same network of trade and credit as
Reinhold Mueller demonstrates in his discussion of
the seasonal traffic in precious metal and coin
conducted by the merchants of northern Italy. Yet
away from the great trading routes systems of credit
and exchange were much more limited and haphazard
as Day notes and as emerges from Pedro Roque's
account of the financial arrangements which settled
the fate of Sardinia in the fifteenth century.
The shifts in the distribution of precious metal
could cause significant monetary problems even when
overall stocks were plentiful, but when the level of
demand rose while stocks did not, these problems
were greatly exacerbated. Day discusses the state of
'monetary war' engendered by this situation in the
late middle ages. The possible effects are shown in
detail in John Munro's examination of the monetary
history of late medieval Brabant and also as part of
Nicolas Morard's study of the coin and money of
account current at Freibourg and the fairs of Geneva
in the same period.
The impact of bullion supplies from the New World
is considered in two essays. Christopher Challis
contributes to the debate on whether imports of new
supplies of precious metal from America via Spain
fueled the English price revolution of the sixteenth
century by seeking evidence of the import of
considerable quantities of Spanish coin. Chaudhuri
examines the overall impact of American bullion on
the international circulation of money, price levels
and regional economic specialisation.
Of the remaining essays, the most substantial is
Michel Morineau's major study of the monetary
history of France in the last decades of the ancien
regime. As well as supplying a detailed analysis of the
scale and geography of mint output, he also provides
some useful methodological considerations for the
study of monetary history and reiterates with
determination the importance of monetary
phenomena in economic history. This is certainly
demonstrated by the work presented in this
collection. Each essay is accompanied by detailed
references, making the book a valuable guide to other
research in this field as well as being a formidable
contribution in its own right.
B. J. COOK
Silver Medals, Badges and Trophies from Schools in
the British Isles. By M. E. GRIMSHAW, Cambridge,

64 pp.
IF Oxford be the home of lost causes Cambridge is

clearly, among many other things, the home of studies
on school medals. In 1974 F. J. Stopp's Emblems of
the Altdorf Academy subjected the earliest known
series of school medals to detailed scrutiny. Miss
Grimshaw has now done the same for British school
medals of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries.
The gap between the two is not so wide as might
first appear. School medals were, from their origin in
the late sixteenth century, a distinctively protestant
phenomenon, appearing almost simultaneously in
centres like Basel, Zurich, Strassburg and Bern where
Lutheran divines exerted influence over the development of educational theory (see DrH. J. Erlanger's
The European Prize Medal, Haarlem, 1975), and

when, a century and a half later, the practice spread
outwards from the German protestant cultural sphere
it was among northern protestants in the Netherlands
and England that it took root first and most firmly.
Miss Grimshaw's approach to the disparate and
inchoate material available is painstaking and thorough, and her book contains far more information
than its relative brevity would suggest. The student of
the medal will be interested by her discussion of the
origin of the struck school medals, produced mainly
for public and charitable schools by well-known
names like John Roettiers (Christs Hospital badges),
Thomas Pingo, Yeo, Milton, Kiichler and William
Wyon. Those interested in the history of
silversmithing will be more taken by the numerous
engraved medals, produced individually by local
craftsmen, for private establishments. The historian
of education will note the difference in function
between them, for, if the former were normally
endowed with the highest motives, they too often, as
in the case of Thomas Pingo's medal for St Pauls
School (1757), ended up largely in the pockets of the
governing body, while if the latter carried messages of
the highest moral tone they often served primarily to
advertise the short-lived and sometimes dubious
establishments that awarded them.
Nevertheless, all provide a fascinating insight into
educational practice and, despite Miss Grimshaw's
disclaimers, theory in late-eighteenth- and earlynineteenth-century Britain. Theory which held
strongly to the belief that merit deserved a reward
which would in turn inspire emulation, but was
suprisingly often tempered by the spirit of 'all have
won and all shall have prizes'. At Christ's Hospital in
1799, for example, it was decided that every boy who
had failed to win the prize for writing should have a
medal anyway and that even though their answers
were 'extremely incorrect' the boys who did not win a
prize for mathematics should each receive half a
crown.
In all, this is an invaluable work which is unlikely to
be superseded for many years to come.
MARK JONES

OBITUARIES
HOWARD W. A. LINECAR
HOWARD Linecar, who died while on holiday on 13 June 1985 aged 73 was one of the best
known figures in the world of numismatics since the war.
Probably more than anyone else he opened up the study of coinage in all its aspects to an
audience far wider than pre-war numismatists would have thought possible. His Beginners
and Advanced Guides whet the appetites of a generation of newcomers. Many of them are
now in middle age (and some are even older) and many who had no more thought for the
coins in their pockets than to spend them followed the guidance he expressed in these two
books and have progressed to becoming authorities in their own right.
He was a modest man and would never acknowledge his important role towards the
present generation of those who follow the gentle pastime of the study of coinage, be they
historians, investors, dealers or collectors.
There can be few readers of this obituary who have not been regular readers of Spink's
Numismatic Circular which he edited for more than thirty years. He occasionally remarked
to me that it edited itself. I never believed him, because I knew the care and attention he
gave to the Editorship in his unhurried way.
He was educated at Haberdashers' Aske's School and the William Ellis Endowed School
at Harnpstead and had worked in Serjeant's Inn and as a journalist before joining Spink
and Son in 1935. Since he was still editing and producing their Circular at the time of his
death, he gave them half a century of service. In the Second World War he was a Fire
Officer in London: the only break in his long numismatic career.
His knowledge of numismatics was widely based, although he tended to specialise in
British and Commonwealth coinage. He was more concerned with the reasons for, and
events leading up to, a particular coinage issue than with the minute die varieties which in
his view attracted a disproportionate amount of interest in machine-made coinage. The
methods of mass production, the machinery and the metallurgical characteristics of coins
interested him immensely. As an engineer myself I had many discussions with him on these
and similar matters and I am sure that, had he made his career in technology instead of
numismatics, he would have risen to equal eminence. His interest in and knowledge of
technological processes was that of an informed layman: so much so that he had a deep
interest in railway engineering and had written books and articles on the subject. (I first
came across his name in the immediate post-war era as the author of British Electric Trains,
the only book until then that presented a general overall view of the subject for the
interested amateur.) His carefully assembled collection of railway tokens and medals was
auctioned anonymously a few years ago.
Besides editing the Numismatic Circular he wrote a very substantial number of articles
for it and was author of several books other than the Guides, of which The Crown Pieces of
Britain and the Commonwealth and Pattern and Proof of Crown Sized Pieces are standard
works. I had the privilege of working with him on the second of these and thus have
first-hand knowledge of his painstaking care and attention to detail.
He was responsible for building up the publishing side of Spink's numismatic business
and in particular was very much involved with some of the earlier volumes of Roman
Imperial Coinage and, between 1960 and 1980, with Fred Pridmore's series of books on
Coins of the British Commonwealth of Nations.
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Howard Linecar was an accomplished lecturer, easy to listen to, as many members of
numismatic societies throughout the country will testify. He was a Fellow of the Royal
Numismatic Society, and a Member both of the British Numismatic Society and of the
London Numismatic Club. He served with distinction as President of the British
Association of Numismatic Societies. There was another distinction which gave him
considerable delight: that of being the first person to pay - on behalf of a client - a
thousand pounds at auction for a coin, when bidding for Spinks at the Cockayne sale in
1946.
His wife Rhoda was already working in the picture department of Spinks when Howard
joined the Company in 1935. We numismatists mourn our loss and express our profound
sorrow to her and their daughter Dawn. A few close friends and colleagues attended his
funeral service, amongst whom was the compiler of this obituary, to whom 'HL' had been a
staunch friend for more than a quarter of a century.
ALEX G. STONE

THOMAS STAINTON
THOMAS Stainton, Honorary Treasurer of the British Numismatic Society since November
1983, died suddenly at his home of a heart attack on 16 June 1985. Born on 23 November
1918, son of Evelyn Stainton, of Barham Court, near Canterbury, Kent, he was educated
at Winchester and Christ Church, Oxford, but his university studies were interrupted by
the war, and in 1940 he was commissioned into the Royal Tank Regiment, serving with it in
Egypt, Iran, Italy and Austria. Returning to civilian life after the war, he formed, with
Herbert Deacon, the firm of H. G. Deacon Ltd, heating and ventilating engineers.
It was in the 1950s that he first became interested in commemorative medals, and he was
led by his sister Lavinia Handley-Read's parallel researches into the work of the Victorian
sculptor Alfred Gilbert to take a particular interest in sculptural aspects of mid-nineteenthcentury medal engraving. By 1967, as was noted in BNJ at the time, he had assembled the
only complete set then extant of the medals issued by the Art Union of London, as well as
a nearly complete set of those issued by the Corporation of London, and these were the
basis of the section devoted to medals in the exhibition British Sculpture 1850-1914, put on
by the Fine Art Society in the autumn of 1968; the exhibition was very much a family affair,
for in addition to his own role in loaning medals and writing the relevant part (pp. 38-46)
of the exhibition catalogue, his sister wrote the introduction to the catalogue as a whole,
and she and her husband Charles did much in other ways for the exhibition. For the Royal
Academy's bicentenary exhibition the same winter he was again responsible for the
selection and the display of the medal exhibits. In 1971 the untimely deaths in quick
succession of his brother-in-law and sister brought upon him the very considerable
responsibility of disposing of their unrivalled collection of Victorian works of art,
furniture, ceramics, and so on, in a manner of which they would have approved. How
onerous the task was can be discerned from the catalogue of the exhibition of Victorian and
Edwardian Decorative Art, The Handley-Read Collection, held at the Royal Academy in
1972. As a result, he retired from active participation in the affairs of his firm, although he
remained for some years an adviser to it.
Although he had been a member of our Society since 1967, his primary interest in the
early years of his retirement was in Egyptology, and his continuing scholarly involvement
with medals only became apparent to us with the publication of reviews by him in BNJ of
books on commemorative medals by Dr Jeremy Taylor (BNJ 1978, 129-32), R. C. Bell
(BNJ 1980, 142), and L. A. Brown (BNJ 1981, 205-7). These were followed by a short
paper on 'The proposed Royal Academy Medal of 1793', BNJ 1982, 187-97, and a more
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substantial paper on 'John Milton, medallist, 1759-1805', BNJ 1983, 133-59, which
revealed how profound his knowledge of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century medals and
medallists, and of the printed and manuscript evidence for them, had now become.
He served on our Council for the year 1983 and succeeded Robin Davis as our Honorary
Treasurer with effect from our anniversary meeting in November that year. As an officer of
the Society he proved an ideal colleague, pleasant, helpful, judicious, and in the actual
discharge of his duties in the happy position for an incoming Treasurer - as I now discover,
for he was modest about himself - in having found mathematics an absorbing relaxation
throughout life. He will be much missed by all those who came into contact with him and
particularly by myself. He leaves a widow, Bridget, and three sons.
H. E. PAGAN

PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY, 1985
THE President, Mr Pagan was in the chair at all
meetings, these being held at the Warburg Institute.
On 22 January, Mr Joseph Butler, Mr Willard
Dingier, Professor Mary Morehart, Dr J. Stoffel
Vogelaar, Mr Oskar Wadensweiler, and the Catholic
University of Louvain, Belgium were elected to
Ordinary Membership. A paper by Mr G. P. Dyer
and Mr M. Stocker, entitled 'Edgar Boehm and the
Jubilee Coinage of 1887' was read by Mr Stocker.
On 26 February, Mr D. C. Axe, Mr Paul Duffy,
and Mr Roger ter Haar were elected to Ordinary
Membership. Dr J. P. C. Kent read a paper entitled
'Recent hoards from Celtic Britain'.
On 26 March, Mr M. Bull and the Hunter Coin
Cabinet, Hunterian Museum, Glasgow University
were elected to Ordinary Membership. Mr D. C. Axe
was formally admitted to Ordinary Membership. Mr
J.J. North read a paper entitled 'Irregular dies of the
Durham Mint, c. 1300'. Mr P. J. Seaby read a paper
entitled 'The DVNI coins of King Stephen'.
On 23 April, Mr S. D. Goldsborough was elected
to Ordinary Membership. Mr M. Kenny read a paper
entitled 'Viking Age coin hoards in Ireland: some
recent developments'.
On 28 May, Mr Barrie John Cook and Mr Dan
Davis were elected to Ordinary Membership. Mr J.
Porteous read a paper entitled 'Heraldry and coin
design'.
On 25 June, the President announced the sudden
death of the Treasurer, Mr Stainton. The President
also announced that, acting under our rules, Council
had appointed Mr T. G. Webb Ware to serve as
Treasurer for the remainder of the year. Mr Webb
Ware read a paper entitled 'Dies and designs: the
English gold coinage 1465-1485'.
On 25 September, Mr Michael Dohrn was elected

to Ordinary Membership. Mr C. Eimer read a paper
entitled 'Aspects of British medals and their makers,
c. 1900-1950'.
On 22 October, Mr A. M. Hollander and Mr
P. E. F. Stott were elected to Ordinary Membership.
Mr N. J. Mayhew read a paper entitled 'Money
supply in thirteenth-century England'.
At the Anniversary Meeting on 26 November, Mr
A. L. T. McCammon was elected to Ordinary
Membership. The following Officers and Council
were elected for 1986:
President: H. E. Pagan, MA
Vice-Presidents: C. E. Blunt, OBE, FBA, FSA;
G. V. Doubleday; C. S. S. Lyon, MA, FSA, FIA;
H. Schneider; B. H. I. H. Stewart, RD, MA,
DLitt, FBA, FSA, FSA Scot, MP; P. Woodhead,
FSA
Director: G. P. Dyer, B Sc.
Treasurer: T. G. Webb Ware, MA, ACA
Secretary: W. Slayter
Librarian: J. D. Brand, MA, FCA
Editors: C. E. Challis, BA, PhD, FR Hist Soc;
M. A. S. Blackburn, MA, FSA
Council: M. J. Anderson, MA; Miss M. M. Archibald, MA, FSA; J. Bispham; G. C. Boon, BA,
FSA, FR Hist Soc; R. L. Davis; M. E. P. Jones,
MA; N. J. Mayhew, MA; Miss M. Mays, MA,
DPhil; P. Mernick, BSc; P. D. Mitchell; J.
Porteous, MA, FSA; P. J. Preston-Morley; R. H.
Thompson, ALA
Council's proposals that the subscriptions for 1986
should remain unchanged at £18 for Ordinary
Members and £7.50 for Junior Members were
adopted. The President, Mr H. E. Pagan, delivered
his Presidential Address.

R E P O R T OF T H E AUDITORS
TO T H E M E M B E R S OF
THE BRITISH NUMISMATIC SOCIETY
We have audited the accounts on pages 2 to 3 in accordance with approved Auditing Standards. In our opinion the accounts
for the year ended 31 October, 1984 have been properly prepared from the records and other information supplied.
FUTCHER H E A D & GILBERTS

Chartered Accountants
Astral House,
125/129 Middlesex Street,
London, El 7JF.

24 September, 1985

Balance Sheet as at 31 October, 1984
1983
£
GENERAL PURPOSES FUND
Balance at 1 November, 1983
Add Excess of Income over
Expenditure for the year

6,557
2,998
£ 9,555

9,554.84
930.47

SURPLUS carried forward

£10,485.31

Represented by:
ASSETS
Library and Furniture at cost
less amounts written off
Sundry Debtors
Investments at cost
£2,025 City of Cambridge Stock
Chartered Trust PLC deposit
Cash at Bankers and in Hand
Bank - Deposit Account
Current Account

160
3,550
2,025
18,977
2,019

160.00
1,855.84
6,000.00
19,379.46
1,278.91

26,731

17,176
£ 9,555

20,658.37
28,674.21

400
167
92
3,078
13,439

Less LIABILITIES
J. Sanford Saltus Medal Fund
Schneider Research Fund
Subscriptions received in advance
Sundry Creditors and Outstanding Charges
Creditors and provisions for Journals

184.30
167.00
126.47
1,199.04
16,512.09

18,188.90
£10,485.31
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Income and Expenditure Account
for the year ended 31 October, 1984
1983
£

£

£
INCOME
Subscriptions and Entrance
Fees received for 1984
and earlier years
Interest received
Income Tax recoverable
Donations
Sale of Publications Back numbers

8,370
1,963
795
117
385

£

8,371.79
1,937.36
534.04
46.20
945.14

11,630

11,834.53

200
483
339
172
123
203
230
229

Less EXPENDITURE
Sanford Saltus Medal
Printing, Postage and Stationery
Library - Purchases
296.66
Binding
201.50
Insurance
122.76
Storage of Publications
Audit and Accountancy Fees
Sundries

150.00
463.05
620.92
277.00
230.00
97.87

1,979

1,838.84

British Numismatic Journal 54
7,000
229

Provision towards cost
Add Underprovision for
prior Journals

576

Less Surplus on printing
services

9,000.00
65.22
9,065.22

8,632
£ 2,998

-

EXCESS OF INCOME OVER EXPENDITURE

9,065.22

10,904.06
£ 930.47
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H. E. PAGAN
is our eighty-first anniversary meeting, which in itself sounds no great landmark in the history of our
Society. But it was forty years ago this summer that the Second World War came to an end, and we have thus
had exactly forty years of peace in which we have been able to advance the study of the coinage of these islands.
They have been good years for our subject, and although we may not have achieved all the objectives which we
have from time to time set ourselves, it has been through our Society that continuity in the study of the British
coinage has been maintained and in the pages of our Journal that all the most significant discoveries in relation
to it have been recorded. We have been fortunate that throughout these years we have been able to rely on the
wisdom and experience of Christopher Blunt, who we elected President of the Society for thefirst time at our
Anniversary Meeting this month forty years ago, and I am very pleased to see him here tonight.
This year's list of deaths is a little longer than usual, but while such losses are naturally a cause for sadness,
they also reflect the loyalty of these members to us until death itself, and in that we may take some consolation.
Dr James Davidson, who died in May at the age of eighty-nine, had been a member of the Society since 1937,
and was for many years a well-known collector of Scottish coins, perfecting a collection begun by his father. In
middle life he held the post of Director of the Metropolitan Police's forensic laboratory at Hendon, and while
at Hendon he was able to serve on our Council continuously from 1939 to 1947, being in fact the last survivor of
the small group of our members who kept our Society going during the war years. After the war he returned to
Scotland and we scarcely saw him, but I gather that he was glad to show his collection of alpine plants and his
coins, in that order, to numismatic visitors.
Harry Pegg, who died on 24 March, a member since 1944, lived at Beeston in Nottinghamshire and had spent
his working life as a pork butcher. He was for many years the leadingfigure in the Nottinghamshire Numismatic
Society, which he had founded in 1948, and towards the end of his life he combined with Peter Preston-Morley
to produce a thorough study of the seventeenth century tokens of Nottinghamshire which appeared in our
Journal as well as being issued for separate sale. He also made a good general collection of coins which was
dispersed in various sales by Spinks between 1980 and his death.
Howard Linecar, a member of the Society since February 1946, died on 13 June. He had worked for Spink
and Son from 1935 to his death, and although he served thefirm in several capacities, his chief contribution was
to their publications. To the public at large he will be familiar as the author of a number of books on our
subject, ranging from an introductory one for beginners to weightier ones on aspects of the English milled
coinage and on the coinage of the British Commonwealth. For ourselves it was perhaps his anonymous role as
editor of Spink's Numismatic Circular that mattered most; it was under his editorship that the Circular
appeared for over thirty years, and it was through the good relations that he maintained with numismatists of
every kind that the Circular came to be regarded as one of the natural places to publish short notes of a
scholarly character. I was both surprised and pleased to hear recently that he had named the Society as one of
the residuary legatees under his will.
Niel Cameron Ballingal, who died suddenly on 22 January, had been a member since 1955. He was the head
of an old-established English tradingfirm in the Far East, which meant that we saw less of him than we would
have liked, but he made afine collection of coins of the Norman period, especially of Stephen's reign, and he
also collected coins of the Civil War period
V. J. Newbery, an antique dealer at Hollingbourne in Kent, who died on 23 February at the age of
seventy-five, had only belonged to the Society since 1982, but he had previously built up a large specialist
collection of seventeenth century Kentish tokens, and he was knowledgeable about hop tokens.
I also have, unusually, to note the death of a junior member, A. P. Fuszard, whom we only elected last year.
I leave to the end our saddest loss, the sudden death from a heart attack on 16 June of our Honorary
Treasurer, Tom Stainton. He had only been our Hon. Treasurer since November 1983, but his combination of
friendliness, efficiency and sound judgment made him an ideal colleague. I have written about him more fully
in the obituary notice which is printed in this Journal, but he was unusual among our members in that he had
come to numismatics via an interest in Victorian art, and his writings on eighteenth and nineteenth century
medals and medallists were based on a deep knowledge of the sources for the art history of the period as well as
of the medals themselves.
I should also refer to the death of David Spink, for many years chairman of the family firm, who, although no
longer a member of the Society at the time of his death, had been a member for many years and served on our
Council from 1950 to 1955. He was the only one of S. M. Spink's many sons who kept up an interest in the coin
THIS
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side of the firm's business, and it is curious, when one comes to think of it, that despite Messrs Spink's long
history, the Spink family's own active participation in the coin trade should have lasted only two generations.
These deaths,five resignations and the loss of six members whom we have just amoved, have been exactly
counterbalanced by the election of eighteen new members. As a result, our ordinary membership now stands at
487, of whom 365 are personal members and the rest institutions. We also have six junior members. We need
more members than this, but I think that 1986 may well be a better year on the membership front, and there is
no particular reason for concern, for whatever our membership position may be, our financial position is
encouraging. As you have heard from our new Treasurer, ourfinancial position was strong enough in 1984 that
we were able to afford a volume of our Journal about one hundred pages longer than usual, and still to add a
small sum to our reserves, and in 1985 our reserves have increased by a rather larger sum. In part, this is a result
of general economic factors - high interest rates add to the income that we obtain from our capital, while a low
rate of inflation keeps the printing costs of our Journal stable - but it also reflects the demand for back numbers
of our Journal and the energy of our late Treasurer.
Our programme during the year was both varied and interesting. At our April meeting we were glad to hear
for thefirst time from Mr Michael Kenny, of the National Museum of Ireland in Dublin, who spoke on recent
Viking-Age coin hoards from the Republic of Ireland. Our other two new speakers, Mr Stocker and Mr Eimer,
both spoke (and spoke very well) on more modern subjects - Mr Stocker (with assistance from our Director) on
the Jubilee coinage of 1887, and Mr Eimer on twentieth century British medals. The other major feature of our
programme was the successful symposium on the coinage of the seventeenth century that our Director
organised at the University of Aston at the beginning of this month; he arranged for no fewer than nine
speakers to address us, which is evidence of the healthy state of seventeenth-century studies, and I was glad to
see there a number of our members who are not normally able to get to our Tuesday meetings.
As usual, our Secretary, who celebrated his seventieth birthday during the year, has faithfully discharged the
duties of his office. These include maintaining a correspondence with any of our members worldwide who may
choose to write to him, and I know that Wilfrid was particularly pleased when a young American member of
ours recently described him as a 'true friend'; which indeed he is of us all.
I also have to thank our Director, our Librarian and the editors of the Journal for their work during the year;
our new Treasurer, Mr Webb Ware, for his contribution since he was appointed Treasurer at our June meeting;
and members of Council generally for their help in dealing with the business that has come before us.
I have been representing the Society during the year on the organising committee for the International
Numismatic Congress which will take place in London 8-12 September 1986. This will be the largest gathering
of numismatists that has ever been held in Britain - we have so far had over 700 enquiries from would-be
attenders - and the responsibility on our Society and the Royal Numismatic Society for making the occasion a
success is an onerous one. We have already made a number of the necessary arrangements and I should report
to you that our Society and the Royal Numismatic Society have entered into one specific financial commitment
in connection with the Congress, which is tofind between us, in agreed proportions, the sum of £5000 from our
reserves to reduce the level of the registration fee that delegates to the Congress will have to pay. This sum,
however, will only become payable when the books are balanced after the Congress, and if the Congress runs at
a profit, as it may, the sum that our Society will have to provide will be a smaller one.
I should also report to you that the financial management of the Congress will be vested, for technical
reasons, in a charitable trust called the U.K. Numismatic Trust, of which the trustees are Dr Kent, myself, Dr
Carradice, Mr Rhodes and Mr Peter Mitchell. The objects of the U.K. Numismatic Trust are widely defined in
the trust deed, which states that the trust exists 'for the encouragement support and development of
numismatics in the United Kingdom of England Scotland Wales Northern Ireland the Channel Islands and the
Isle of Man', and it seems to me that the trust could be of future utility as well as in the immediate context of the
Congress.
I say this because if we are moving into an age when research and scholarly activity must increasingly be
financed by commercial sponsorship, neither our Society nor the Royal Numismatic Society can be the sole
channels through which this sponsorship flows, for although we can legitimately put money into our
publications, as being of general benefit to our members, we cannot so easily justify expenditure on objects
from which our members do not directly benefit, however desirable these objects may be.
It would be wrong of me not to take this opportunity to say one further word about commercial sponsorship.
As a Society we have good reason for gratitude to the coin trade - and here I refer both to the major coin
dealers and to the auction houses - for past and present acts of generosity towards us. By contrast, in the
eighty-two years of our Society's existence, we have not received, as far as I am aware, one penny by way of
assistance from thefinancial institutions of the City of London, beyond the Bank of England's own subscription
as an institutional member, and I think that this is genuinely a matter for regret, for the fortunes of the City's
institutions were founded on, and in the clearing banks' case still partly depend on, their dealings in the very
coins which it is our Society's role to study. I am able to say this now merely in passing, for we stand in no
urgent need of extra finance, but in saying it, as you will understand, I have an eye to the Society's future
prosperity.
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In 1967 our Vice-President, Herbert Schneider, gave us £250 to establish, or rather re-establish, a research
fund from which we couldfinance the photography of specialist collections of British coins of which otherwise
there would be no complete record. Since 1967 we have only drawn on the fund once, to photograph Gordon
Doubleday's superb collection of coins of Edward III, but this year Peter Mitchell suggested to Council that we
might appropriately do the same for the collection of silver coins of Edward IV made by our staunch friend and
colleague Peggy Delme-Radcliffe, of which only a portion could be illustrated in the catalogue of the
Glendining sale of 17 April in which the collection was dispersed. I am glad to be able to say that with eight sets
of photographs still remaining, we have recovered our initial outlay, which we did not manage with the
Doubleday photographs, and have gone a little way into profit. Indeed, the state of our research fund is rather
better than it has been for some time, for Mrs Delme-Radcliffe has herself made a generous contribution to it,
and Council has also earmarked for it a smaller but welcome donation that we have received from our
long-standing American member, Mr John L. Dresser of New York.
Mrs Delme-Radcliffe's collection was not the only significant group of English coins to pass through the sale
room during the year, and it is right that I should mention here the excellent catalogues of thefirst two portions
of Mrs Norweb's English collection, sold by Spinks in June and November; the anonymous collection of coins
of Sussex mints sold by Glendinings on 14 October, which was in essence the residue of the collection formed
by our late President Horace King; and the sale at Christies on 28 May of the hoard of fifteenth century gold
coins found in 1983 at Pulham in Dorset. The catalogue of the Christie sale illustrated every coin found and it
should, I understand, be regarded as the official publication of the hoard. Not everything about it was right the weights of the coins somehow got omitted - but it was refreshing to have a hoard published so promptly,
intelligibly and fully.
I take this as an encouraging sign in relation to other treasure trove coin hoards yet to be published or yet to
be properly published, and I hope that rather more hoard reports may be published in our Journal than has
been the case in recent years; we have of course a natural fondness for our own Journal, but its format, the
regularity with which it appears, and its editorial standards make it self-evidently suitable for the purpose, and I
have no doubt that our editors would welcome such material.
I end this part of my address with a list of the current year's crop of coin hoards. Dr David Caldwell tells me
that he has eight Edwardian pence from a site near Ruthwell in Dumfriesshire, but is not yet convinced that he
is dealing with a hoard rather than a scatter from an occupation site. Mr Boon informs me that there are no
hoards this year from Wales. From England, Miss Archibald reports, the tally is as follows:
Ancient British

Feb. 1985
Apr. 1985
Apr.-May 1985
1985
Oct. 1985

Southend-on-Sea, Essex (T.T.). 33 AV staters (Gallo-Belgic E), mid 1st century AD.
Grimsby, Humberside (T.T.). 1 AV stater (do).
Wanborough, Surrey (T.T.). 200 AV and AR, 1st century AD (in Roman period)
(additional coins from hoard reported last year).
Stonea, Cambs (T.T.). 8 AR (Iceni), mid 1st century AD (additional coins from hoard
previously reported).
Semley, Wilts. 88 AR (Durotriges), later 1st century BC.

Roman

1983-4
1985
1985
1985
c. 1985

Norton-sub-Course, Norfolk (T.T.). 80 AR denarii to Claudius, c. 41 AD.
Bembridge, Isle of Wight. 26 AE Domitian to Commodus, c. 190 AD.
Westmeston, Sussex (T.T.). 9 AR denarii, to c. 140 AD.
Stonea, Cambs (T.T.: a different hoard to that listed above). 20 AR denarii, to c. 240 AD
(additional portion of hoard previously reported).
'North Dorset'. 1,275 AE, to 348 AD.

Anglo-Saxon

1985

Repton, Derbs. 5 pence, Burgred and /Llfred, c. 875.

Mediaeval

No hoards
Civil War

Sept. 1985
Sept. 1985

Breckenbrough, N. Yorks (T.T.). 30 AV, 1,550 AR, to 1644, including an important
group of the York mint.
Reftley, King's Lynn, Norfolk. 27 AR, Charles I.

Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries

Oct. 1984
Mar. 1985

Snelsmore Common, Newbury, Berks (T.T.). 16 AV, 8 AR, to 1715.
Newport Pagnell, Bucks (T.T.). 7 AV (4 sovereigns, 3 half sovereigns), to 1873.

(T.T. denotes a hoard declared Treasure Trove)
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IN THE second part of my Presidential Address last year I spoke to you about Dr George
Brooke. This year I am going back rather further in time and will be speaking about
Rogers Ruding, the author of the Annals of the Coinage of Britain, which although
published in its first edition as long ago as 1817 is still a starting point for almost any line of
enquiry into English monetary history.
Ruding was born at Leicester on 9 August 1751 and baptised at St Martin's, Leicester,
on 19 September in the same year. 1 He was the younger son of Rogers Ruding senior, who
as a young man had been the Whig candidate for Leicester at parliamentary elections in
1734 and 1737, 2 and who owned a substantial mansion called Westcotes on the outskirts of
Leicester. 3 Although the Ruding family had owned property in the area since the reign of
Henry VIII, they belonged rather to the professional classes than to the landed gentry, and
Ruding's father's main source of income from 1758 onwards seems to have been his official
position as receiver-general of taxes for Leicestershire.
Nothing is known of Ruding's childhood, but in June 1768, at the age of nearly
seventeen, Rory, as his father called him, matriculated at Oxford University, as an
undergraduate of Merton College, and from then onwards we have at least a skeleton
outline of his career.
The Rudings had a family connection with Merton, for his uncle, Walter Ruding, had
gone there as an undergraduate in the 1730s and by 1768 was one of the senior fellows of
the college. 4 Merton must also have been congenial to the Rudings politically, for it was a
Whig college, not a Tory college, and at the general election of 1768 Walter Ruding and
many of the fellows had voted fruitlessly for the most Whiggish and least successful of the
candidates for the University seat, a young man called Charles Jenkinson, the future Lord
Liverpool and himself later on a writer on coinage. 5 Ruding took his B.A. degree in April
1772, but seems to have remained in residence after graduating, and was elected a
probationer fellow of the college on 2 August 1774, becoming a fellow proper in 1775 after
his probationary period. 6 In Ruding's very first year as fellow he served as sub-warden of
the college, but no significance attaches to this, for the college had decided some years
earlier that the college offices should rotate annually among all the fellows, however
junior, and Ruding's tenure of a variety of college positions in later years says nothing one
way or the other about his competence as an administrator. 7 The only year during his early
years as a fellow in which he did not hold office was 1776, and this was no doubt because

1
The details of Ruding's baptism derive from his
ordination papers (Oxf. dioc. papers c. 193), ex inf. Miss
S. J. Barnes, County Archivist for Oxfordshire.
2
R. Sedgwick, The History of Parliament, The House of
Commons 1715-1754 (1970), I, 276. The use of the name
Rogers in the Ruding family stemmed from Rogers Ruding
senior's mother, Sarah, daughter of the Ven. John Rogers,
Archdeacon of Leicester.

Nov. 1764.
5
The Warden and thirteen fellows of Merton voted at the
general election of 1768 in the contest for the University
seats; eleven, including the Warden, cast votes for Jenkinson
and only two voted for Sir Roger Newdigate, the popular
sitting Tory MP, who was re-elected at the head of the poll.
6
Mr Roger Highfield, librarian of Merton College, has
very kindly supplied me with this and other information
3
about Ruding's college career.
J. Nichols, The History and Antiquities of the County of
7
Leicester (1811), IV (2), 567-69; VCH Leics IV (1958),
Mr Highfield tells me that Ruding was sub-warden in
382-83. Westcotes was demolished in 1886 but there is an 1775 and 1788, one of the college's three bursars in 1777-81,
engraving of it in Nichols, facing p. 567.
1783-87 and 1790—91, and one of the college's three Deans
4
Walter Ruding matriculated as an undergraduate of in 1781-84 and 1787-89. Other internal college offices held
Merton on 10 Oct 1734, aged seventeen, and took the by him were that of Grammar Lecturer (a sinecure) in 1775,
degrees of B.A. 1738, M.A. 1741, B.Med. 1744 and D.Med. Wyliott's Bursar in 1779 and 1788, Chapel's Chaplain in
1748. He lived to be the senior fellow of Merton and died on 1780-81 and 1783, Bickley's Exhibitioner in 1781-82 and
4 Jan. 1789. Rory had also been preceded at Merton by his 1784-87, and Variator in 1781-82.
elder brother, another Walter, who had matriculated on 24
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he was reading for holy orders, for he was ordained deacon in June that year by the bishop
of Oxford. 8 The Oxford diocesan papers do not reveal if he served a curacy, but when his
proud father recorded his ordination as a priest the following summer, he noted that Rory
'read prayers twice at St Maries in Warwick' on the Sunday after his ordination, and it may
be that Warwick, where the Rudings had family connections, was where Ruding's clerical
career commenced. 9 His career in other respects was slow to develop, and he spent the
next eighteen years as a resident fellow of Merton. He does not appear to have had any
tutorial responsibilities, and it is difficult to visualise how he occupied his time, although he
did take the degree of bachelor of divinity in 1782 in addition to the normal M.A. degree.
Shortly before Christmas 1780 his father got involved in unsatisfactory negotiations to
purchase a living for Rory through a London agent; the negotiations cost Ruding senior
seven guineas in fees, and he was only consoled by the fact that had the transaction gone
through, the bill would have been 'as long as from here [London] to Derby'.
The reference to Derby is a pointer to the fact that Ruding's family life may not have
been uneventful, for Ruding's father's diary shows that in the years 1773-81 Ruding senior
was for some reason no longer living at Leicester, where he had made his house over to his
elder son, but at Derby. 1 0 The diary also shows that the major event in Ruding's father's
year was an annual visit to London to have his accounts passed at the Exchequer, and these
visits, recorded in a matter of fact way in his diary, may have their own significance for
Ruding's biography. The notice on Ruding in the mid-nineteenth-century Penny Encyclopaedia records that when Ruding's father came to London he had to hand over the
identical coins which he had received from Leicestershire taxpayers, and goes on to
suggest, on the authority of one of Ruding's friends, that 'this primitive mode of
transacting business may have contributed in some degree to direct the mind of his son to
the subject of monetary transactions'. 11
There is obviously some over-simplification here, but it does seem to have been the case
that receivers of taxes had to pay actual coin into the Exchequer, and if they lost financially
by having these coins received by weight instead of by tale - Lowndes states that Lord
Rochester had introduced such a reform when Lord Treasurer in 1685-87, and this may
still have been the position a century later 1 2 - the concern that Ruding shows in his writings
for coin being of full weight may well stem from a recollection of difficulties experienced by
his father.
In May 1788 Ruding was appointed to the college living of Wolford, between
Moreton-in-Marsh and Shipston-on-Stour in the south-eastern corner of Warwickshire,
but holding the living was compatible with remaining a fellow of Merton, and he continued
to reside at Oxford. 13 It was not until he received the richer college living of Maldon,
Surrey, in March 1793, that he gave up his fellowship and became betrothed to his cousin,
Charlotte Ruding, whom he married in May.
Maldon, where Ruding remained for the rest of his life, had two advantages for a
scholar; it was within reach of London, and the clerical duties were light, there being in
1794 only seventeen houses in the parish. 1 4 Ruding's income as vicar was variable, but in
8
12
Ruding was ordained deacon on 2 June 1776 and priest
(W. Lowndes), A Report Containing an Essay for the
on 15 June 1777, on both occasions by the Bishop of Oxford.Amendment of the Silver Coins (London, 1695), p. 106.
9
13
Ruding's brother-in-law, Charles Porter Packwood, was
Ruding was appointed to the living of Great Wolford by
a prominentfigurein the town, and Packwood's son Rogers Merton College on 7 Jan. 1788, but his official date of installPorter Packwood was successively a fellow of Merton and ation to Great Wolford was 6 May 1788 (The State of the
vicar of St Mary's, Warwick, early in the nineteenth century.Bishopric of Worcester 1782-1808, edited by Mary Ransome
10
For extracts from Ruding's father's diary see Thomas (1968. Worcestershire Hist. Soc. N.S.6), pp. 187-88).
14
For Ruding's incumbency at Maldon and the state of
North, 'The Ruding diary', Trans. Leicestershire Archithe
parish at that time see K. N. Ross, A History of Maldon
tectural and Archaeological Soc. V (1882), 306-19.
11
(1947), pp. 108-15.
Penny Encyclopaedia XX, 216-17.
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the early years of his incumbency money was not a problem, and although he may have
started on the Annals just before leaving Oxford, it is clear that the move gave him the
impetus to work seriously on the history of the English coinage. It may seem puzzling that
a scholar should wait until he was over forty to embark on serious research, but he was not
an absolute beginner at research, for the fellows of Merton, unusually for academics of that
date, took a close interest in their college's mediaeval history - bound up as it was with the
history of the foundation of Oxford University - and Ruding had rummaged in the college
archives to produce a list of the college's wardens and fellows which is still preserved today
in Merton College library. 15 Indeed Walter de Merton, the college's founder, remained an
interest of Ruding's throughout life, and his manuscript collections on Walter de Merton
also survive. 16
Ruding's Annals is a composite work, based partly on the evidence of coins, partly on
printed sources and partly on official records. It took Ruding over twenty years to get it
into the form in which it was finally published, and it is inevitable that it went through a
process of gradual evolution. One of the noticeable features about the completed book is
that although the bulk of it is, as one would expect, Ruding's own work, the plates, and the
explanatory text to them, have little to do with him; the plates of English mediaeval coins
had been produced originally for Martin Ffolkes, and had been added to by the Society of
Antiquaries for their 1763 edition of Ffolkes's writings on the English coinage, while the
plates of Anglo-Saxon coins had been engraved independently for Dr Charles Combe and
Taylor Combe and were only purchased by Ruding when his book was nearing
completion. 17 Behind this lies the simple fact that Ruding was not a numismatist, as we
would understand the word today, but a scholar who preferred to work from documentary
evidence and regarded coins themselves as of secondary importance. But was this bias
towards documentary evidence what he intended when his research began?
The best evidence that we have for the earliest stages of Ruding's research is a small
quarto notebook kept with Ruding's papers in the Department of Manuscripts in the
British Library. 18 When it was first referred to in 1961 by Mrs Joan Martin she correctly
stated that it provides a catalogue of the collection of Anglo-Saxon coins formed by the
Rev. Richard Southgate, subsequently purchased as a whole by Samuel Tyssen and
acquired with Tyssen's other Anglo-Saxon coins by the British Museum in 1802. 19 What
she did not say, because it was not relevant to her immediate purposes, was that the
volume also provides what is, more or less, a complete catalogue of the Anglo-Saxon silver
pennies in the British Museum, 2 0 and, for that matter, a catalogue of those in the Bodleian
Library. 21

15
He had been preceded in this line of research by Rev.
Joseph Kilner (c. 1721-93), a fellow of Merton 1744-67;
Kilner had gone out of residence before Ruding reached
Oxford, but his reputation as an antiquary lingered behind
him, and the coin collection which he had made when a
fellow survives today in the Heberden Coin Room,
Ashmolean Museum.
lf
' British Library, Additional MS. 18,097.
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These plates had originally been published for Taylor
Combe by Leigh, Sotheby & Son, the auctioneers, early in
1803, but the original printing of them seems to have
circulated privately among the Combe family's friends and
acquaintances. A letter from Ruding dated 1 March 1809 in
which he announces his purchase of the plates is printed GM
LXXIX (1809), 216.
18
British Library, Additional MS. 18,093.
19
J. S. Martin. 'Some remarks on eighteenth-century

numismatic manuscripts and numismatists', in Anglo-Saxon
Coins, edited by R. IT M. Dolley (1961), pp. 227-40, at
230-31.
2
" The notebook omits sceattas and stycas (except for
coins of the mid-eighth century Northumbrian ruler
Eadberht, included by Ruding because he supposed them to
be of the Kentish king Eadberht of the same approximate
date). It also omits the extensive series of coins of the
Pointed Helmet type of Cnut acquired by the British
Museum at some point in the last quarter of the 18th century
from the 1772 Caldale hoard, whether because these coins
were at this time housed separately by the Museum
authorities or because Ruding thought it unnecessary to
make a full record of them.
21
On f. 1 recto of the notebook Ruding lists the collections
on which he drew while compiling it: Bodleian Library,
British Museum, Rev. Mr Southgate, Corpus Christi College
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The notebook is in Ruding's hand throughout, and as well as providing legends, weights
and types for the coins in these collections, it illustrates most of them by drawings. All in all
it is a remarkable piece of numismatic work. Although we do not know exactly when
Ruding compiled it, Southgate's coins are shown as Southgate's, not as Tyssen's, which
shows that Ruding took these details of them before Tyssen purchased the coins in April
1795, and one can work out from the acknowledgements in Ruding's preface to the Annals
that the drawings of the British Museum coins were made while the Museum collection was
under the supervision of Joseph Planta, i.e. before Planta's promotion in 1799 to the rank
of Principal Librarian from his previous post of Keeper of Manuscripts (which then carried
with it responsibility for the Museum coins). It is obvious from the layout of the volume
that the Southgate and British Museum coins were entered into it simultaneously, and I
conclude that this was done before Southgate's death in January 1795, and that it was only
after that that Ruding changed the direction of his research to concentrate on documentary
evidence. 22
Southgate's influence on Ruding in the 1790s went beyond just allowing Ruding to take
notes of his coins, for Ruding explicitly states in his preface that it was from Southgate's
collection that he 'first derived a practical knowledge' of the English coinage; that
Southgate's 'entertaining and instructive conversations' led him to study English coins
historically; and that it was by Southgate's encouragement that he, Ruding, 'was induced
to prepare my collections for the public eye'. 2 3 In the first draft of the manuscript of the
Annals Ruding acknowledged this debt to Southgate explicitly by dedicating the book to
him, but later on the original dedication to Southgate was superseded first by one to the
Society of Antiquaries and eventually by the one to the Prince Regent that appears in the
published work.
One final point to make in this connection is that the lists of Anglo-Saxon and Norman
mints and moneyers in the Annals essentially derive from Southgate's manuscript notes.
As those who use the Annals will know, these lists of mints and moneyers are almost
useless in their published form, because Ruding lists mint names and moneyers' names
separately, and does not indicate which mint names and moneyer names belong together.
But I was surprised to discover, when looking at Ruding's first draft of his manuscript, that
the draft includes a long and well organised list of coins by reign and type, copied by
Ruding from Southgate's notes, giving each coin's full reverse legend and noting the
twenty-two collections in which they then were. We shall have to see how useful this list is
for coin provenances - some of the collections are minor and the coins in them of little
consequence - but one obviously helpful feature of it is that it lists Samuel Tyssen's
collection as it was before Tyssen acquired Southgate's collection. This is a more

Oxford, Dr Hunter, Ashmolean Museum, 'Rev Edward the erroneous conclusion that the Southgate coins listed in
Willes of Newbold, Warwickshire' (Willes was a Merton the notebook represent that portion of Southgate's
contemporary of Ruding's and possessed a parcel from the collection acquired by him from 1786 onwards, and to the
Oakham hoard of coins of Eadgar, Eadweard the Martyr unexpressed but implicit conclusion that Ruding took details
and /Ethelred II), and Christ Church College, Oxford. The of Southgate's coins retrospectively after Southgate's death.
drawings of the coins in the Bodleian Library collection are In reality, the note in question was added by Ruding in a
particularly carefully executed in ink and wash, and it seems different ink after the rest of the entries on the leaf, and it
iikely that Ruding did them before any of the others. It does not relate to the Southgate coins drawn and described
should be noted that although Ruding gives 'Dr Hunter' as a in the notebook as originally compiled, but to some rather
source of material, his notes of Hunter coins are sketchy andscrappy transcriptions of coin legends inserted by Ruding as
his information on them probably came at second hand from an afterthought. What must presumably have happened is
that after Southgate's death Ruding came by these
Southgate or the Combes.
22
A further note on the first leaf of Ruding's notebook notebooks of Southgate's and entered into his own notebook
reading 'Mr Southgate. Legends from his books in which he any data he had missed earlier.
entered the coins which he purchased in each year from 1786 -1 R. Ruding, Annals of the Coinage of Britain (1817), I,
to 1795 both inclusive' seems to have led Mrs Martin both to xix.
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interesting discovery than one might think, for although the British Museum purchased all
Tyssen's Anglo-Saxon coins later on, no list as such of those owned by him before 1795 was
previously known to exist, and this list will provide Tyssen provenances for various coins in
the British Museum which at present only have pre-1838 provenances. Taken in
conjunction with the evidence for the contents of the British Museum collection around
1795 provided by Ruding's notebook, this will involve a slight but definite rethink of the
history of the British Museum's collection of Anglo-Saxon coins, for it was clearly larger at
this date than was previously supposed, and Taylor Combe, who only arrived at the British
Museum in 1803, will have played less of a part in its development. 24
Southgate and Ruding no doubt found each other congenial in that beyond their shared
interest in coins both were clergymen and had East Midland backgrounds. After
Southgate's death the scholars with whom Ruding came into contact had other interests
and backgrounds, and I conclude that it was this that insensibly changed the direction of
Ruding's research. It is not necessary to trace all the stages through which the book
progressed, but by 1798 Ruding had obtained access to the records of the Exchequer and
had written the first of a long series of contributions to the Gentleman's Magazine on
coinage matters; 2 5 in 1804 he was provided by his friend and editor John Nichols with an
introduction to Samuel Lysons, Keeper of the Records in the Tower of London, and got to
work on a great mass of previously untapped mediaeval documentation: Zb and in the
winter of 1812 he finally issued printed proposals for publishing the Annals by subscription.
Ruding's application to his research seems to have been constant throughout, although he
had his share of domestic sorrows, and after the spring of 1805, when he was forced to
borrow a large sum of money from Nichols, 27 he was permanently in debt. He does not
seem to have been an entirely easy personality, but some of the prickliness which
occasionally surfaces in his contributions to the Gentleman's Magazine and in his
correspondence with Nichols can be accounted for by the fact that at Maldon he was,
although within reach of London, rather isolated from daily contact with people of his own
status." 8 It is noticeable that although in reviews and ephemeral writings he writes with
unnecessary scorn about such people as Matthew Boulton, Lord Liverpool, Magens
Dorrien Magens and William Stukeley, he shows in his more considered work perfectly
sound judgment as to how and when to accord praise and blame.
As you will know, the Annals comprises introductory sections on such matters as the

24
It must be remembered that when Dolley and Mrs
Martin (then Strudwick) compiled information on the
provenances of the Anglo-Saxon coins acquired by the
British Museum before proper registration of accessions
began in 1838, they did so without knowledge of much
manuscript material that came to light soon afterwards, and
although Mrs Martin took account of this material in an
appendix to her paper in Anglo-Saxon Coins cited above,
there are still a number of further corrections necessary to
the provenances suggested for pre-1838 acquisitions by
Dolley and herself in BNJ 28 (1955-57), 26-59.
25
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subject appears to have been a letter dated 11 July 1796
printed GM LXVI, pt.ii (1796), 639-40, with an accompanying plate, and referring to two sterlings of John the
Blind found in digging the foundations of Oxford Town Hall
in 1751, coins of Stephen and Richard III in Southgate's
collection, etc. This and a number of other contributions by
him to GM are signed 'R.' or 'R.R.' rather than printed
under his full name, and a definitive list of Ruding's
published pieces in GM remains to be compiled. Ruding's
surviving correspondence with John Nichols, cited below,

shows that in addition to signed articles he was responsible
for reviews of an 1804 pamphlet by Magens Dorrien Magens
and of Lord Liverpool's 1805 book on the coinage. He may
also have been the author of a letter signed by the
pseudonym 'No Moneyer' printed GM LXXIV, pt i (1804),
516-17; the views expressed in it are views critical of
Matthew Boulton which Ruding is known to have held, and
although the tone of the letter is stronger than that of similar
letters printed under Ruding's initials later in the same year,
that may well explain why it appeared pseudonymously.
26
See Ruding to Nichols, 7 May 1804, Bodleian Library,
Oxford, MS Eng. lett. c. 364, ff. 96-97.
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Ruding to Nichols, 26 Mar 1805, Bodleian Library,
Oxford, MS. Don. d. 90, ff. 46-47; do to do., 30 Mar 1805,
Bodleian Library, Oxford, MS. Eng. lett. c. 364, ff. 103-4.
28
Sixty-six letters from Ruding to Nichols, dating
between 5 Jan 1791 and 13 May 1819, survive among a
volume of Nichols's papers in the i3odleian Library, Oxford,
MS. Eng. lett. c. 364, ff. 82-201. Two further letters of less
significance are in MS. Eng. lett. c. 372, f. 186, and MS.
Eng. lett. b. 19, while one other letter (see note 27 above) is
in MS. Don. d. 90, ff. 46-47.
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history of money, the constitution of the Mint, and the denominations and fineness of the
coinage, and Ruding then embarks not on a narrative history of the coinage, but on a
reign-by-reign account of it, in which the events of each reign relevant to the coinage are
arranged in chronological order by year. This gives his book, as Dr Challis has observed to
me, rather the appearance of a mediaeval chronicle, but if it looks like a mediaeval
chronicle it is not particularly because Ruding wanted it to look like a chronicle. At one
level, it looks as it does simply because Ruding did not possess the literary and historical
skills to string his material together into a continuous narrative. At another level, the
book's arrangement probably owes something to the enthusiasm of Ruding's
contemporaries for the compilation of county histories; the way in which Ruding's book
begins with general introductory remarks subdivided by subject, and proceeds to sections
on each reign and ultimately to sections on the mints of each county, is not dissimilar to the
arrangement of a county history - general remarks first, then separate sections on each
hundred and each parish - and it is relevant that Ruding's closest antiquarian friends Nichols, William Bray, Richard Gough, Samuel Lysons - were all county historians or
topographical writers. I note in passing that it was William Bray, Samuel Lysons and
Craven Ord of the Exchequer who put Ruding up for the Society of Antiquaries, to which
he was elected on 11 June 1807. 29
We can reconstruct in some detail from Ruding's surviving manuscripts and from the
text of the Annals itself the way in which Ruding put his book together. Some of the
sources that he used were readily accessible ones - the Harleian and Lansdowne MSS in
the British Museum, the collection of Tudor proclamations in the library of the Society of
Antiquaries, the existing printed literature on the history of the coinage - but it was not
easy for a scholar at that date to work on the mediaeval records kept in the Exchequer
Office, the chapter house of Westminster Abbey or the Tower of London, and Ruding's
achievement in winning the confidence of the relevant officials and extracting from these
records as much as he did deserves every praise.
In writing the more recent history of the coinage, Ruding was under the disadvantage
that he never obtained access to the Mint's own records; this was not really his or the
Mint's fault, for he clearly could not have been given access to the Mint's very recent
records, and there was no administrative division within the Mint's archives between
modern and not so modern material. But Martin Ffolkes, writing cn the English coinage
half a century earlier, had done rather better, for Ffolkes had had friends at the Mint, 3 0
and although Ffolkes's account of the coinage of the later seventeenth and early eighteenth
centuries is less full than Ruding's, Ffolkes's narrative is a more coherent one. That said,
Ruding managed to find a mass of information about the coinage here and there in the
literature of the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and his citations from this
literature - more familiar to him and to his contemporaries than it is to us today - are of
lasting value. In ferreting out obscure pieces of information from published sources,
Ruding's principal encouragement seems to have come from Richard Gough, until shortly
before Director of the Society of Antiquaries and still the dominating figure in the
correspondence columns of the Gentleman's Magazine, who appears to have visited
Ruding at Maldon on one eagerly anticipated day in September 1798, and whom Ruding
thanks in the Annals for 'uninterrupted acts of friendship from the first moment of my
acquaintance with him'. 3 1 Indeed, if any one scholar influenced Ruding most after
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I owe this date to the kindness of Mr J. H. Hopkins,
M. Folkes, A Table of English Silver Coins from the
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31
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Annals, I, xx.
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Southgate's death, it was no doubt Gough, whose historical and topographical publications
concentrate, like Ruding's, on the accurate recording of information. 32
Ruding was capable of bringing critical analysis to bear on the information that he
collected, and here and there in the Annals one can see that he was stimulated into
thinking a problem through, usually because a previous writer had interpreted the
evidence wrongly. More often, though, he contents himself with citing a piece of evidence,
expressing some mild degree of doubt about it, and then moving on to the next fact that he
had come by: for the function of the Annals was to record, as Ruding puts it, 'the nummary
transactions in each reign', and the mere task of arranging facts about the coinage under
their proper reign and year was enough for any scholar to grapple with. 3 3
Although Ruding does not express a general philosophy of history, he does cite from
Hume's History of England the dictum, borrowed by Hume from the standard history of
the Council of Trent, that 'every book should be as compleat as possible within itself, &
should never refer, for anything material, to other books', as a justification for the length
of the Annals,34 and he shows himself fully aware of the need for a scholar to give
references for his statements; the two unnamed individuals whom he castigates in the
Annals for 'ungentlemanlike and illiberal conduct' were two county historians who had
made loose statements about the coinage, and had failed to reply to Ruding's letters asking
them what the evidence was upon which their statements were founded.
He also shows himself a proper historian in the impartiality which he brings to the
discussion of controversial historical topics; his account of the coinage of the English Civil
War and Commonwealth period is quite admirable in this respect. He does let himself go a
little over the later Stuart kings - it is understandable enough that he should have taken a
negative view of James II, but surprising that he should also have taken a negative view of
Charles I I 3 5 - and here it is no doubt relevant that the Ruding family was a Whig family
and that while Rogers Ruding was writing the Annals his elder brother Walter was putting
up the money for the local Radical newspaper at Leicester and carrying on the family
tradition of losing parliamentary elections as the Whig candidate there. 3 6 How long Rogers
remained a Whig in the party sense is open to question - in February 1804, when George
III had recently gone mad again, Ruding was Tory enough to think it 'truly alarming' that
the king had been 'taken from us at this awful crisis' 37 - but Ruding's Whig upbringing
evidently invested him with what we would nowadays call a social conscience, and no
doubt accounts for one surprising feature of the Annals.
I have mentioned earlier on the suggestion in the Penny Encyclopaedia that Ruding was
led to write the Annals as a consequence of his early memories of his father's dealings with
the Exchequer, and I have indicated that there may be some grain of truth in that. What is
certain is that later on Ruding hit upon a deeper justification for writing the Annals.
Although this is hinted at on the title page of the first volume of the Annals, more explicitly
referred to in the dedication of the Annals, and signalled at some length in the preface to
the Annals, what Ruding precisely had in mind is not explained until the reader gets to a
section headed 'Conclusion' at the end of his second volume, and even there he does not
set out his ideas very clearly. 38 To understand what he is driving at, it is necessary to turn to
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a pamphlet which he published at his own expense in 1798 under the title A proposal for
restoring the antient constitution of the Mint so far as relates to the expense of coinage,
together with a plan for the improvement of money, and for increasing the difficulties of
counterfeiting.39
The immediate cause for this pamphlet was as a response to a pamphlet by the banker
Magens Dorriens Magens - both he and his pamphlet are discussed in an excellent paper
by our Director and Professor Gaspar in our Journal for 1982 40 - and part of the pamphlet
is merely devoted to detailed criticism by Ruding of Magens's scheme for a silver
recoinage. More constructively, Ruding argues for the reimposition by the Mint of a
charge for converting bullion into coin, since that would produce a substantial revenue for
the state and would incidentally do away with one of the disadvantages of free coinage,
which was that since the state derived no financial benefit from the coining operation, 'it
was not very probable that it would adopt vigorous measures to prevent a want of
circulating cash until the pressure of that want should be extreme'. In the final pages of the
pamphlet he turns to his own plan for a silver recoinage, and this has four elements. First,
it should be on the existing standard of fineness. Secondly, the weight of the coins should
be reduced by about 7\h per cent to pay for the expense of coining them. Thirdly, 'the
breadth of the shilling should be considerably reduced and thus brought to a nearer
resemblance in form to the Roman denarius; by which at least one-third of the loss by
rubbing will be saved . . . the head shall have a considerable relief . . . and . . . the reverse
shall be made . . . somewhat concave, in order to preserve the impress thereon'. Lastly, he
argues that the best defence against counterfeiting is 'superiority of execution' and that an
effort must be made to improve on the 'wretched workmanship' of the present coinage.
These ideas of Ruding's may sound somewhat simplistic, but by the time that he wrote the
Annals he had convinced himself that if the Annals convinced his readership that the key to
the prevention of counterfeiting was not the punishment of counterfeiters but the
prevention of the act of counterfeiting by coinage reforms such as he had favoured in 1798,
'I shall then think that I have not lived nor laboured in vain, since I shall have removed
some portion of temptation to evil, and thereby shall have preserved many of my fellow
creatures from the commision of crime'. 4 1 In the same passage he expresses the general
proposition that it is 'the duty of every legislature to attend to the prevention, rather than
the punishment of offences'. I leave this discussion of the Annals on that very humanitarian
note.
It remains to say that the Annals finally came out in four quarto volumes, three of text
and one of plates, in the summer of 1817. Although they sold well, and quickly went out of
print, Ruding had already spent the subscription money that had been coming in since
1812, and the state of his finances took away some of the pleasure that he must have felt at
the public's warm reception of his book. He set to work undaunted on a new edition,
published in the following year, and brought right up to date with details of the silver
recoinage of 1817; but this edition was issued in a cheaper format by a consortium of
commercial publishers, and Ruding's financial returns from it cannot have been large. By
then Ruding had lost both his sons in tragic circumstances - his son Clifton had died in a
domestic accident at the age of three and his remaining son Skrymsher was drowned in the
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Thames at Oxford when an undergraduate there 4 2 - and that perhaps made it of less
consequence that when he died after a short illness on 16 February 1820 he was deeply in
debt.
The most substantial asset in the estate was his library, which his executors were
compelled to sell to the booksellers Payne and Foss by private treaty; this in itself makes a
melancholy footnote to Ruding's biography, for we have a vivid glimpse of him in happier
days walking up and down with Richard Gough in Gough's garden at Enfield and
discussing the ultimate fate of their libraries in more expansive terms. 4 3 But although
Ruding's library had to be sold, and did not even achieve the distinction of being listed in
an auction sale catalogue, Payne and Foss did pay £775 for it, and this and other expedients
enabled Ruding's executors to pay Ruding's secured creditors in full, and to pay 3s. in the
pound to his unsecured ones.
Ruding is not entirely without his memorials today - his portrait still hangs in the
warden's residence at Merton, 4 5 and his collection of working papers for the Annals, kept
back at first by the family when the rest of his library was sold, has been in the Department
of Manuscripts in the British Museum since 1850 46 - but the only memorial of him that
really counts is the Annals, and whether you read it in the first edition, the second edition,
or in the third edition edited by J. Y. Akerman and published in 1840, remember Rogers
Ruding as you do so.
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